
Beaver Valley. The SE for this Beaver Valley amendment referred to RIS 2005-29 and indicated cunml!nt (C' 1: Edited slightly from 
that there was reasonable assurance that the PSVs would adequately discharge water and / Tom's chan e. 
reseat followjng a spurious safety injection actuation, based on the EPRI test data from 1981 - - --- --------
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1:::::·:,~2 a~eot. the NRC staff I 
has specified In some SEs that a PORV or PSV would be assumed to stick open if it was not / 
qualified for liquid service. To address this concern, the NRC staff reviewed and accepted a / 
variety of test information (including EPRI , Wyle, and vendor testing) submitted by individual 
licensees to demonstrate the capability of PORVs or PSVs to reseat following water discharge. / 
In the sample of SEs it revlewed, the Panel did not find a specific requirement for the PORVs or / 
PSVs to be certified under the ASME BPV Code as capable of reclosing r ftert ater di~ -~:~ / 

In 2004, the NRC issued license amendments for Byron and Braidwood granting an adjustment 
to the PSV setpoints. In an RAI , the NRC staff requested that the licensee perform a 
quantitative analysis regarding the number of opening cycles during which the PSV would be 
expected to pass water and the temperature of the water being discharged . In the Setpoint SE, 
the NRC staff concluded that the analysis was acceptable for assuring that the PSVs would 
remaln operable following a spurious safety injection event. 

3.9 RIS 2005-29 (2005) and Proposed Draft Revision 1 to RIS 2005-29 (2015) 

In 2005, the NRC staff Issued RIS 2005-29 "to notify licensees of a concern Identified during 
recent reviews of power uprate [LA Rs]." The RIS addressed the manner in which some 
licensees acted in response to NSAL-93-013. The RIS was Issued at the division level in NRR 
and does not include a record of office-level concurrence . The RIS was not reviewed by CRGR. 
The Panel requested information on the basis for the CRGR's decision not to review the 
proposed RIS before it was issued , but the CRGR staff could not find any related 
documentation. It appears to the Panel that the CRGR may not have reviewed the RIS because 
of assertions in the RIS such as these: 

• ''This RIS requires no action or written response and, therefore , is not a backfit under 10 
CFR 50.109. Consequently, the NRC staff did not perform a backfit analysis."' 

• "This RIS ls Informational and pertains to a NRC staff position that does not depart from 
current regulatory requ1rements and practice." 

A key statement in RIS 2005-29 is the following (with emphasis added): 

The NRC staffs position is noted in the power uprate review standard, as follows: 
"For the [IOECCSJ and [CVCSJ malfunctions that increase reactor coolant 
inventory events: (a) non-safety-grade pressure-operated relief valves shou ld not 
be credited for event mitigation and (b) pressurizer level should not be allowed to 
reach a pressurizer water-solid condition .". 

However, the NRC staff review standard cited in the RIS (RS-001) is ex;plicitly limited to EPU 
reviews, and slates ~''fBihe staff does not Intend to Impose the criteria and/or guidance 
in this review standard on plants whose design bases do not include these criteria and/or 

53 NRC 2001d 
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guidance. No backfitting is intended or approved in connection with the issuance of this review 
standard."54 

This intent of RS-001 to define and clarify the scope of EPU reviews, but not impose new 
requirements or new interpretations of requirements, was confirmed by the Panel in discussions 
with the manager responsible for developing and issuing RS-001 . Therefore, contrary to the RIS 
statement, neither RS-001 nor RIS 2005-29 documented "known and established standards of 
the Commission" applicable to Byron and Braidwood. 

The Panel also notes that neither RIS 2005-29 nor its draft Revision 1,55 which is currently 
under development, discuss water discharge certification requirements in accordance with the 
ASME BPV Code. In fact, as stated above, the NRC issued a 2006 power uprate amendment 
for Beaver Valley in which the SE cited RIS 2005-29 and yet relied on the EPRI testing data to 
address the concern. 

3.10 SECY-05-0138 (2005) 

SECY-05-0138 presents a comprehensive history of the application of the single failure 
criterion , including extensive discussion of the treatment of passive components in fluid 
systems.56 The paper enclosed a July 2005 draft of an NRC staff technical report on the single 
failure criterion. Section 4.2.2 of this report acknowledges that "[o]ne particular issue identified in 
this project is the continued existence of the footnote to the definition of single failure in 10 CFR 
[Part] 50 Append ix A stating that the regulatory position on considering passive failures in fluid 
systems is under development." In Section 2.5.3, the draft report quotes from SECY-77-439 
(discussed above) and recognizes that in current practice, as in 1977, "[p]assive failures in fluid 
systems are generally excluded from single-failure assessments." 

SECY-05-0138 and the accompanying draft report present three alternatives for using a risk
informed and performance-based approach to address the single failure issue. The draft report 
clarifies that all of the alternatives "could include developing a position on single passive failures 
in fluid systems to replace the footnote now in 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix A definitions." 

These documents make it clear that, with few exceptions, neither the NRC staff nor the 
Commission has established specific requirements relating to the treatment of passive 
component failures in fluid systems. The Panel believes the existence of this Commission 
paper, contemporaneous with discussions on potential PSV failures (e.g., RIS 2005-29), makes 
it clear that no specific "known and established standards" on PSV failures had been developed 
between 1977 and the time of the Byron and Braidwood license amendments in 2001 and 2004. 

3.11 Standard Review Plan Revision (2007) 

Revision 2 to SRP Sections 15.5.1 - 15.5.2 states: 

If the plant is equipped with PO RVs that are (1) safety-related equipment and 
(2) qualified for water relief, then they may be assumed to reseat properly after 
having relieved water. The [PSVs], too, may be assumed to reseat properly after 
having relieved water; but only if such valves have been qualified for water relief. 

54 NRG 2003 
55 NRG 2015a 
56 NRG 2005a 
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However, this section does not reference ASME BPV Code requirements for safety valve 
certification. 

3.12 Backfit Letter and Subsequent Backfit Appeals (2015-2016) 

The Backfit SE is predicated on the following positions: 

• "water relief through a valve that is not qualified for water relief will cause that valve to 
stick in its fully open position" (emphasis added) 

• "the licensee ... has not applied the single-failure assumption" (emphasis added) 

• "nor [has the licensee] provided ASME water qual1ification documentation for the PSVs 
... the ASME ... original Overpressure Protection Report ... inservice test history ... 
including both water and steam tests" (emphasis added) 

The Backfit SE contends that an IOECCS would escalate to a more severe event. Such an 
escalation would be contrary to the Byron and Braidwood licensing basis (i.e., contrary to the 
ANS non-escalation position) and could be in non-compliance with the GDCs (as included in the 
Byron and Braidwood licensing basis) since an IOECCS with a stuck-open valve had not been 
analyzed and shown to meet the appropriate criteria for an AOO. 

Based on its review of all the relevant documents and discussions with the individuals (staff and 
managers) involved in the original review and the backfit, the Panel has developed an 
understanding of the regulatory requirements and rpractices, the potential safety issues, and 
backfit rule obligations. The Panel has determined that the numerous, complex, and detailed 
regulatory and technical issues all depend on the answers to two critical questions on valve 
performance: 

• Must the PSVs in question be assumed to fail given liquid water discharge because of 
the lack of ASME BPV Code certification for water discharge? 

• Must the PSVs be assumed to fail in accordance with the GDC "single failure" 
requirements? 

In the Backfit SE, the NRC staff indicated that "[o]ne assumption that is particularly important to 
the non-escalation criteria is that water relief through a valve that is not qualified for water relief 
will cause that valve to stick in its fully open position" (emrphasis added). The Panel concluded 
that this issue-the treatment of potential valve failure-is not only "particularly important," it is 
the critical issue upon which the compliance backfit hinges. 

Based on the historical evidence, the Panel concluded that there is not now, nor has there been, 
a known and established Commission standard (1) that PSVs must be assumed to fail following 
water discharge in the absence of ASME BPV Code certification for water discharge, or (2) that 
PSVs must be assumed to fail as part of single failure criterion analysis. The NRC staff's 
determination that ASME BPV Code certification is necessary first appears in the Backfit SE. 
The determination that application of the single faillure criterion is necessary first appears in the 
draft Revision 1 to RIS 2005-29. The Panel has not identified these positions being stated in any 
final NRC requirement or guidance document. 

The Panel also concluded that in 2001 and 2004 and at present, the known and established 
standard of the Commission is that failures of PSVs need not be assumed to occur following 
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water discharge if the likelihood is sufficiently small , based on well-informed staff engineering 
juclgment. In preparing the Uprate SE and the Setpoint SE, lhe NRC staff exercised reasonable 
and well-informed engineering judgment when the NRC staff concluded that the PSVs were 
unlikely lo stick open. On the bases of its document reviews and interviews , the Panel 
concluded that the NRC staff reviewers involved in the 2001 power uprate review were among 
the most experienced and senior reviewers in their areas of expertise. The NRC staff valve 
expert Involved in lhe review was the agency's most knowledgeable individual on PSVs and the 
relevant ASME Code requirements , and was a nationally recognized expert. The Panel did not 
find any evidence that the NRC staffs issuance of the 2001 or 2004 license amendments was 
based on an omission or mistake of fact. Rather, the Panel concluded that the current NRC staff 
positions on valve qualification in the Backfil SE are new or modified interpretations of 
compliance . !/ 

I/· 

/ omnll'nt [MA J: I haven't seen the 
alternative, but I like Interactions. 

on11r1l•nl jSWJ : When I made my 

r comments, I didn't have in mind the 

In interactions with the Panel , NRR staff emphasized several Issues raised in the Backfit Letter. 
The Panel summarizes its consideration of those Issues in the following subsections. 

I I 
iii Ii:. 

3.12.1 Non-Escalation Position and Valve Failure I bl 

In the Backfit SE, the NRG staff discussed the definition of event conditions In ANS-51 .1/N18.2· ff 
1973 and the provision in this standard that events of one condition do not propagate to cause a / 
more serious fault. This position is commonly known as the non-escalation position. In i 
(nteractions }:vith the PaneL NRR staff.Qrovided several clarifications on this to2lfi summarized __ j 
by the Panel as follows : 

• ANS-51 .1/N18.2-1973 defines the categories of design basis transients and accidents 
based on an anticipated frequency of occurrence (annually for ANS Condition II events). 

• It is a long-standing NRC position that escalation from one condition to another is not 
acceptable. 

• ANS-51 .1/N18.2-1973 constitutes a known and established standard that has been 
reflected in NRC guidance documents and in the licensing basis of each U.S. nuclear 
power plant. 

The Panel confirmed that this ANS standard is referenced in several places In Chapter 15 of the 
Byron and Braidwood UFSAR. The Panel agrees that the non-escalation position is an 
established standard applicable to Byron and Braidwood, but did not identify historical evidence 
that implementation of this stan.dard requires Exelon to assume that its pressurizer valves will 
fail open under water discharge conditions, to apply the single failure criterion to PSV failure in 
these circumstances. or to impose ASME Code requirements for certification , qualification. or 
testing of PSVs for water discharge. 

3.12.2 Non-Escalation Position and Return to Service 

In the Backfit SE, the NRC staff makes reference to the time it would take lo clean up a 
contaminated containment following a stuck-open pressurizer valve . In interactions with the 
Panel , NRR staff re-emphasized concerns that extended steam and waler discharge through 
the pressurizer valves would result in the failure of the pressurizer relief tank rupture disk, would 
require repair of the damaged PSVs. and might cause an extended time per iod for the return to 
service of the nuclear power plant. 
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The Panel does not consider the time period necessary for the licensee to perform radioactive 
clean-up activities in the containment building, to inspect and conduct any necessary repairs to 
the PSVs, or to prepare for plant startup, to constitute issues that support a compliance backfit 
imposed by the NRC. The NRC staff would verify (e.g., through inspection) that the licensee had 
conducted these activities appropriately to protect the public health and safety prior to plant 
restart. The Backfit SE states that UFSAR Section 15.5.1.3 "implie[s]" that the plant will return to 
operation in a "short period," but the Panel found no bases basis for a timing requirement in 
UFSAR Section 15.5.1 .3. Also, the Panel did not find a regulatory requirement or basis for 
defining or limiting the time available for the plant to return to operation. 

3.12.3 TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1 and EPRI Testing 

Although the Backfit Letter and NRR Appeal Decision do not speak explicitly to TMI Action Plan 
Item 11.D.I, in interactions with the Panel , NRR staff stated that the known and established 
standard in question is the TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.I standard for licensees and applicants to 
conduct testing to qualify the RCS relief and safety valves under expected operating conditions 
for design-basis transients and accidents. As discussed above and in Append ix B to this report, 
the NRC accepted the EPRI testing to satisfy TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1 for Byron and 
Braidwood in SEs forwarded by letters in 1988 and 1990. Therefore, the Panel concludes that 
this known and established standard referenced by the NRC staff had been met for Byron and 
Braidwood. 

In interactions with the Panel , the NRR staff further stated that an- omission or mistake of fact 
occurred when the licensee failed to acknowledge that the EPRI testing program did not 
evaluate water discharge from the pressurizer valves during extended high pressure safety 
injection for Byron and Braidwood . As discussed in Appendix B to this report, in the 1988 and 
1990 SEs for the Byron and Braidwood responses to TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1, the NRC staff 
evaluated the capability of the PSVs and PORVs during feedwater line break accidents, 
including water discharge. In these SEs, the NRC staff found that the performance of the PSVs 
and PORVs with water discharge was acceptable based on the EPRI tests . Therefore, the 
Panel also concluded that the licensee's reference to the EPRI testing program was not an 
omission or a mistake of fact. 

3.12.4 ASME Code Certification 

In the Backfit SE, the NRC staff stated that certain ASME Code information would be necessary 
to support water qualification of the PSVs. In interactions with the Panel, NRR staff stated that, 
to satisfy the standard for water discharge capability of pressurizer valves, it would be 
necessary to conduct flow capacity certification in accordance with the ASME BPV Code and 
inservice testing throughout the service life in accordance with the ASME OM Code. The NRR 
staff referenced certain licensing actions in which water discharge was not considered 
acceptable, or different actions were required .57 

As discussed in Appendix C to this report , the NRC staff required additional actions for some 
licensees to support reliance on the PORVs for water discharge and to avoid water discharge 
through the PSVs. The Panel found , however, that the NRC staff also allowed some licensees 
to rely only on EPRI testing without significant additional activities. The Panel did not identify 
instances where the NRC staff imposed certification by the ASME BPV Code and testing in 

57 Salem (NRC 1997), Millstone (NRC 1998), and Callaway (NRC 2000) 
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accordance with the OM Code, or required alternatives to the ASME BPV or OM Codes, In the 
examples of NRC staff review of water discharge capability for pressurizer valves. 

The NRR staff also Identified for the Panel specific ASME Code provisions that it viewed as 
supporting its position that ASME Code requirements apply to qualification of pressurizer valves 
for water discharge. The NRR staff, however, did not provide evidence that the NRC staff has 
consistently interpreted these provisions as the NRC staff is now interpreting them. Given the( 
f,JRC staff's_resolution of TMI Action Plan ltem_ll.D.1 and the vanati8R&-1n-},he NRC staff's 
licensing practices, the Panel concludes that the NRR staffs current application of the ASME 
Code is not supported by the historical record. 

3.12.5 Conduct of 2001 and 2004 License Amendment Reviews 

In light of the wide range of positions taken by the NRC staff during its reviews of pressurizer 
valve capabi lity since the TMl-2 accident, the Panel agrees that. in the course of preparing the 
2001 Uprate SE or Setpoint SE, the NRC staff could have considered the need for the licensee 
for Byron and Braidwood to improve the reliability of the PSVs or PORVs for water discharge or 
to avoid water discharge through the PSVs by PORV Improvements. The NRC staff may have 
been able to Justify additional actions, but they determined that it was not necessary. Instead, 
the NRC staff reviewers in 2001 used their expert engineering judgement to determine that it 
was not necessary to assume that the PSVs or PORVs would stick open with water discharge, 
based on EPRI test information, licensee supplemental information, and their own technical 
experience. 

In discussions with the Panel , NRR staff raised a concern that the Setpoint SE does not 
document a re-review of the qualification of the PSVs and noted that if the Uprate SE had not 
found water discharge through the PSVs to be acceptable, it Is unlikely that lhe NRC staff would 
have approved this 2004 amendment. In Appendix C to this report, the Panel summarizes the 
discussion In the Setpoint SE of the PSV water discharge capability. The Panel recognizes that 
a staff review may rely on a previous more extensive review to determine the acceptability of a 
similar request. The Panel does not consider the review approach used in 2004 to challenge the 
acceptability of the 2001 review. 

4 RESPONSE TO THE EDO QUESTIONS 

In establishing the Panel. the EDO asked the Panel to answer five specific questions, as well as 
evaluating the overall appropriateness of the backfit. The Panel's answers to these questions 
are provided below. 

4.1 Were the approvals based on a mistake? If so, what was the mistake and 
what are the implications for Braidwood and Byron? 

In responding the question, the Panel has considered the differing views of the NRR staff and 
the licensee on this issue. Those positions are summarized below: 

• In the NRR Appeal Decision, the NRC staff claims that "(t]he NRC erred In approving a 
sequence of events that allowed the [IOECCS], [CVCSJ malfunction, and inadvertent 
opening of a pressurizer safety or relief valve analyses in the 2001 and 2004 [SEs)" and 
"the NRC staff understood the PSVs to be qualified for water relief when , in fact. they 
were not." 
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• Exelon claims in the NRR Backfit Appeal that "the compliance exception requires more 
than simply asserting that the prior staff approvals were wrong-the NRC must 
demonstrate that the prior approva ls were erroneous because of an omission or mistake 
of fact at the time of the approval. The NRC has not made that case here.'' 

On the basis of its independent review, the Panel concluded that, in 2001 and 2004, the NRC 
staff did not misunderstand the qualification status of the PSVs and that it was not a mistake to 
undertake a review of or make a technically based safety flhding on the likely successful 
performance of the valves, In the Panel 's opinion, the actions of the Reactor Systems Branch in 
2001 to reach ou! to the Division of Engineering's Mechanical Engineering Branch for expert 
technical review assistance was both appropriate and commendable. (,\fterk:.<2!1SLW.!D..9.!.bL 
materials presented by the licensee in support of the 2001 and 2004 requests and discussing 
the 2001 review with one of the involved managers, the Panel found no Indication lhal the 
senior reviewer evaluating the topic was misled regarding the qualification status of the PSVs, 
but rather used his e)(pert judgment In determining the appropriate level of qualification for a 
technically complex topic for which there was not a single accepted approach. For these 
reasons, the Panel concluded that the NRC staff reviews and approvals of the 2001 and 2004 
license amendments were not based on omissions or mistakes of fact. 

4.2 What is the known and established standard for water qualification of PSVs? 

The Panel concluded that in 2001 and 2004 and at present, the known and established 
standard of the Commission Is that the failures of PSVs need not be assumed to occur following 
water discharge if the likelihood is sufficiently small, based on well-informed staff engineering 
Judlgmenl. The Commission has not established a more detailed or prescriptive standard. 

4.3 What is the known and established standard for progression of postulated 
events between categories of severity? 

For Byron and Braidwood, the NRC staff and the Panel agreed that the known and established 
standard for progression of postulated events between categories of severity is the "non
escalation position" specified in ANS-51 .1 /N 18.2-1973. This position, which Is included in the 
Byron and Braidwood UFSAR, requires that events of one condition do not propagate to cause 
a more serious condition (i.e ., from ANS Condition II to ANS Condition Ill or IV). The Panel 
concluded that the IOECCS (an AOO per the GDC definition and an ANS Condition II event) 
would escalate to a more severe event if a PSV were to stick open, or if both a PORV stuck 
open and its block valve failed lo close. Such an escalation would be contrary lo the Byron and 
Braidwood licensing basis (i .e .. contrary to the ANS non-escalation position) and could be in 
non-compliance with the GDC (as included ih the Byron and Braidwood licensing basis), since 
an IOECCS with a stuck-open valve had not been analyzed and shown to meet the appropriate 
criteria for an AOO. However, this event progression standard does not establish specific 
standards for valve qualification lo determine whether a valve would stick open and cause this 
escalation. Therefore , the Panel concluded that ii is not the basis for a compliance backfit given 
the current set of facts . (Additional Information about ANS-51 .1/N 18.2-1973 is included in 
Section 3.12.1 of this report.) 
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4.4 Does the current licens ing bas is for Braidwood and Byron comply with the ommenc I Tl: MICHAEL: You may 
applicable regulations? Is it adequate to provide protection to public health / want to check this. I wanted to say 
and safety? / more about the presumption of 

/ adequate protection but didn't think it 

The-For the specific technical issue reviewed by the Panel (i.e., blah. blah. blah) the Panel / ~w==a .. s==n.,e==c=es"'s'"'a""rv==. =======~ 
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to public health and safety. \ exceptions. took the ED 's question 

as asking for the Panel's independent 

4.5 Given that Exelon suggests that the NRC pursue a cost-justified substantial 
safety enhancement backfit, what is the contribution to overall plant risk of 
the current configuration at Braidwood and Byron? 

The Panel requested RES to provide information and insights on the risk significance of the 
sequence at issue, to assure that the Panel's judgments were being made with a full 
understanding of their significance, and to assist in responding to the EDO question. 

\ Judgmenl Given what is said 
I elsewhere, I think the technical 
\ members of the panel can give their 
I independent judgment on reasonable 
I assurance. It could be based on the 
ii answer to the next question. If the 

1 technical members don't want to go 
i that far, they could say that 
I compliance with the regulations 

The RES studyft sug.9.ests that the most significant IOECCS sequenc~. assuming that all ____ ___ 1 \ presumptively providhes reasonable 
pressurizer overfill events lead to a small LOCA, contributes approximately 1 percent of the total \ 1 assurance, etc. Not ing in the Panel 
internal event core damage frequency (GDF). In its report, RES estimated that the maximum discussions so far has led me to 
benefit (CDF reduction) of 1.SE-07 per year would be achieved if the plant& wera--modifiad \ \ believe that anyone thinks this Is a 
(~ackfit) I'> pe,wctly f!ffeQtive such that pressurizer overfilling wasts always prevented.!!! If the I i safety issue. 
PS Vs are not assumed to always fall following water discharge (consistent with the NRC staff \ I The cover memo has "The Panel also 
expert Judgment in 2001) or If the plaA\f.--Weff!--r:1m llffP.{'l 1A---3--0tffera~hak1ta Aot;'lfeveflt \ \ concludes that there Is reasonable 
~~r-evelillltAfr, b.ickf1t ls less than erfectl etlective he risk-reduction benefit of \ \ assurance of adequate protection of 
implementing the backfit would be even smaller. \ i \ the oublic health and safetv." 

\ \ 
The Panel is aware of and sensitive to two important issues related to this question. First, NRR, \ \ Comme11 t I WI: While these may not 

\ \ be trick questions, they are certainly 
not the Panel, is responsible for any decisions on alternative application of the backfit ru le to this \ \\ tricky. In this case, less is more and 
issue (through the other categories of adequate protection or cost-justified substantial safety '\ the less said the better. 
enhancement). Second, the Panel does not wish to Imply that "the contribution to plant risk" 
should be seen as the only measure of enhanced safety. The issues of event classification and \ Comment ICTI: Reference added (it 

was above too at the first mention, but the non-escalation of events are essentially defense-in-depth concepts. Defense in depth has a \ 
recogn ized role and value in the regulatory process. The Panel is also aware that not every I, doesn't hurt to put again). Non-public, 

, as are several other references - we 
defense-in-depth feature has the same safety significance, and that the estimated risk \ should discuss this aenericallv. 
significance (measured In core damage frequency) is very re levant. 

Within the context described above, the Panel concluded that the contribution to overall plant 
risk is very small. 

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The compliance exception to the Backfit Rule is intended to address fai lures to meet known and 
established Commission standards because of omission or mistake of fact. New or modified 

li1l NRC 2016f 
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interprelatfons of what constitutes compliance do not fall wlthin the exception. Therefore, to 
address the appeal of the proposed compliance backfit, the Panel focused on determining if this 
case is most appropriately characterized as one in which the licensee ''failed to meet known and 
established standards of the Commission because of omission or mistake of fact, " or rather as a 
case of a "new or modified interpretations of what constitutes compliance ," 

The NRC staff's compliance backfit argument depends on two separate determinations: 

1. 

2. 

the assumed failure of PSVs to reclose after passing water, and 

the necessity of preventing '·event escalation" (i.e ., the position that "an incident of 
moderate frequency should not generate a more serious plant condition without other 
faults occurring independently") . 

For the NRC staffs compliance backfit conclusion to be valid, both of these determinations must 
meet the above compliance backflt standard by involving failure to meet known and established 
standards of the Commission . 

In the first of these determinations, the NRC staff's compliance backfit is based on the 
assumption in the Backflt SE that the PSV fails to reclose given the absence of "ASME water 
qualification documentation." As indicated in the Backfit SE, the Uprate SE involved a technical 
evaluation of safety valve capability and likely performance under water-dis.charge conditions 
rather than a simple assumption of a failure, The NRR Appeal Decision indicates that "the 2001 
and 2004 [license amendment] approvals occurred because the NRC staff understood the PSVs 
to be qualified for water relief when, in fact , they were not. '' 

The Panel carefully considered these views and has reviewed the relevant documents including 
the licensee's responses to the NRC staffs RAls,60 the NRR technical branch's SE input,61 and 
the Uprate SE . The Panel did not find any evidence that the licensee had claimed or the NRC 
staff had believed that the valves were "qualified" in an ASME BPV Code certification sense; 
rather. the record shows thorough consideration of the testing conducted on valves of the type 
installed at the plant and a well-informed technical judgment that this testing provided 
appropriate quanncation. 

On the basis of its independent review, the Panel concluded that the NRC staff who prepared 
the Uprate SE did not misunderstand the qualification status of the PSVs and that it was not a 
mistake to undertake a review of or make a technically based safety finding on the likely I 
successful performance of the valves. In the Panel's opinion, the actions of the Reactor 
Systems Branch In 2001 to reach out to the Division of Engineering's Mechanical Engineering 
Branch for expert technical review assistance was both appropriate and commendable. V,.fter 
f_Onslderln_g_u,e materials p resented by the licensee In supp-Ort of the ,~qy ___ sU\R and ___ J 
discussing the review with one of the involved managers, the Panel found no indication that the 
senior reviewer evaluating the topic in 2001 was misled regarding the qualification status of the 
PSVs, but rather used his expert judgment in determining the appropriate level of qualification 
for a technically complex topic for which there was not a single accepted approach. For these 
reasons, the Panel concluded that the NRC staff review documented in the Uprate SE was not 
based on omissions or mistakes of fact. 

00 ComEd 2000b, Exelon 2001 
61 NRG 2001a 
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The Panel concluded that three related technical and regulatory positions related to the PSVs 
(separate from the issue of the non-escalation position) underpin the backfit: 

1. ASME water qualification (certification) documentation is required if a valve is to be 
assumed to reclose after passing water. 

2. Water discharge through a steam-qualified valve will cause that valve to stick in its fully 
open position. 

3. PSVs are subject to a single-failure assumption. 

In the Panel's view, none of these three positions were "known and established standards of the 
Commission" in 2001 or 2004 for determining when it was appropriate to assume a failure of 
PSVs to reseat. In fact, they were not "known and established standards of the Commission" in 
2005 (when RIS 2005-29 was issued) or 2006 (when the Beaver Valley EPU was approved} or 
2007 (when Revision 2 to SRP Sections 15.5.1 - 15.5.2 was issued). 

Moreover, these positions do not appear to be "established standards of the Commission" at 
present. The 2007 version of SRP Sections 15.5.1 - 15.5.2 allows credit for PORVs and PSVs if 
they have been "qualified for water relief ." The NRC staffs determination that ASME BPV Code 
certification is necessary first appears in the Backfit SE arnd is not addressed in any of the final 
NRC requirements or guidance documents reviewed by the Panel. The determination that 
application of the single failure criterion is necessary first appears in the draft Revision 1 to RIS 
2005-29, which is still under development, and is not included in any final NRC requirement or 
guidance document reviewed by the panel. 

The Panel concluded that the standard in place in 2001 and 2004 and at present is simply that 
the failures of PSVs need not be assumed to occur following water discharge if the likelihood is 
sufficiently small, based on well-informed staff eng1ineering judgment. In earlier documents 
addressing this topic, beginning with NUREG-0737, it is the Panel's view that the use of the 
word "qualified" or "qualification" implies a general demonstration of capability, such as in the 
EPRI testing done in response to TMI Action Plan Item 11.0.1. In light of this standard, the Panel 
concluded that, when preparing the Uprate SE and the Setpoint SE, the NRC staff exercised 
reasonable and well-informed engineering judgment to conclude that the PSVs were unlikely to 
stick open. 

Overall , the Panel concluded that the NRC staff's position on valve qualification in the 
Backfit SE is a new or modified interpretation of what constitutes compliance in addressing 
potential PSV failures following water discharge. Although this new staff position represents a 
well-intentioned and conservative approach that could provide additional safety margin, the 
Panel concluded that it does not provide a basis for a compliance backfit. 

Finally, in the absence of a PSV failure to reseat, tlhe Panel concluded that the concerns 
articulated by the NRC staff in the Backfit SE related to event classification, event escalation, 
and compliance with 10 CFR 50.34(b) and GDCs 15, 21, and 29 are no longer at issue. 

The Panel's findings, therefore, support the Exelon backfit appeal. 

6 ADDITIONAL PANEL THOUGHTS 

In addition to the specific finding relating to the backfit appeal, the Panel believes it is important 
to acknowledge, and for the NRC staff and licensees to appreciate, that water discharge 
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through a PSV not specifically designed for such service is undesirable and should be 
minimized or avoided as a matter of conservative engineering and prudent operations. This is 
reinforced by the information provided in NSAL-93-013 and its Supplement 1, and the actions by 
various licensees in response to these documents, as well :as the limited scope of the EPRI 
testing conducted over 30 years ago. 

Operator training, control room procedures to terminate the event before pressurizer filling, and 
use of PORVs rather than reliance on PSVs. are clearly pre:ferred and prudent measures, 
whether they form the facilities' UFSAR licensing basis and are assumed in the accident 
analyses or not. 

The PSVs in question were designed for steam service. Steam relief is their normal service 
condition and applies to their ASME BPV Code certification. The Panel supports the previous 
NRG staff determinations for Byron and Braidwood and certain other plants that PSVs 
experiencing water discharge during an abnormal or accide:nt condition need not be assumed to 
fail since there was a reasonable and technically well-informed engineering judgement to the 
contrary. However, the Panel also considers the actions by various licensees to improve the 
reliability and performance of the PORVs to avoid water discharge through the PSVs to be 
prudent in light of the design specifications of the PSVs. 

The Panel considered but could not determine the extent tOI which the licensee for Byron and 
Braidwood addressed crediting water discharge through thE~ PSVs, PORVs, or PORV block 
valves in the Byron and Braidwood inservice testing programs. The Panel recognizes that the 
difference between the intended use of these valves for ovmpressure protection and their 
infrequent use in response to certain plant events might be considered in implementing 
appropriate inservice testing activities. 

The Panel notes that water discharge through various pressurizer valves is not a new issue 
because water discharge has always been credited (by the licensee for Byron and Braidwood 
and other licensees) for the feedwater line break analysis In UFSAR Section 15.2.8. 

On the basis of its review, the Panel also noted that the issue of pressurizer valve performance 
following water discharge appears to have generic applicability, and is not specific to only Byron 
and Braidwood. The Panel believes that resolution of this issue would have benefited from 
consideration of the generic nature of the issue through the appropriate NRC processes. The 
Panel included the information it gathered and assessed to reach its conclusion regarding the 
generic nature of the issue in Appendices Band C of this mport. Should the NRG staff 
undertake a generic look of the Issues, it should, among other things, consider the information 
presented and questions raised in those appendices. The review should also include a 
reassessment of the information and staff positions communicated in RIS 2005-29, as well as 
those included in its proposed Revision 1, which is currently under development, to determine 
whether or not these documents include new staff positions with the potential for inappropriate 
or unintended backfitting. As part of any generic assessment, the Panel also recommends that 
staff determine whether the information in RIS 2005-29 andl its proposed Revision 1 should be 
incorporated into a regulatory guide or another guidance document. 
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APPENDIX A: HISTORY OF THE BACKFIT RULE AND THE COMPLIANCE 
EXCEPTION 

The Backfit Rule 

Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (1 O CFR), Section 50.109, "Backfitting," was 
originally promulgated in 1970.62 Because of perceived deficiencies in the rule, the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) substantially revised it in 1985.63 The 1985 rule was challenged 
in court, and the U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia (D.C. Circuit) vacated this rule in 
its entirety. The D.C. Circuit took this action because it concluded that the revised rule could be 
interpreted to allow the NRC to consider costs in defining or redefining what is required for 
adequate protection of the public health and safety.64 In response, the NRC revised the Backfit 
Rule in 1988 to remove any implication that costs could be considered in defining or redefining 
adequate protection .65 The 1988 revisions only differed from the 1985 rule to the extent 
necessary to address the court's concerns. The 1988 rule was also challenged in court, but this 
time the D.C. Circuit upheld the rule.66 

In its current form, 10 CFR 50.109(a)(1) defines backfitting as 

... the modification of or addition to systems, structures, components, or design 
of a facility; or the design approval or manufacturing license for a facility; or the 
procedures or organization required to design, construct or operate a facility; any 
of which may result from a new or amended provision in the Commission's 
regulations or the imposition of a regulatory staff position interpreting the 
Commission's regulations that is either new or different from a previously 
applicable staff position ... . 

Unless one of three specified exceptions apply, the NRC may impose a backfit only if it 
performs a backfit analysis in accordance with 10 CFR 50.109(a)(2) and determines in 
accordance with 10 CFR 50.109(a)(3) "that there is a substantial increase in the overall 
protection of the public health and safety or the common defense and security to be derived 
from the backfit and that the direct and indirect costs of implementation for that facility are 
justified in view of this increased protection." 

Section 50.109(a)(4) sets forth the three exceptions to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.109(a)(2) 
and (a)(3). The first exception, the compliance exception, applies if the "modification is 
necessary to bring a facility into compliance with a license or the rules or orders of the 
Commission, or into conformance with written commitments by the licensee." 10 CFR 
50.109(a)(4 )(i). The second and third exceptions relate to actions ensuring adequate protection 
or to actions that involve defining or redefining adequate protection. 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4 )(ii)-(iii). 

62 AEC 1970 (Author and year citations in footnotes refer to the designation of references in Appendix D 
to this report.) 
63 NRC 1985 
64 Union of Concerned Scientists v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com'n, 824 F.2d 108, 119-20 (1987). 
65 NRC 1988b 
66 Union of Concerned Scientists v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com'n, 880 F.2d 552 (1989). 
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Commission Policy 

The Commission addressed its intended application of the compliance exception in the 1985 
rulemaking :67 

The compliance exception is intended to address situations in which the licensee 
has failed to meet known and established standards of the Commission because 
of omission or mistake of fact. It should be noted that new or modified 
interpretations of what constitutes compliance would not fall within the exception 
and would require a backfit analysis and application of the standard. 

In the 1985 rule, the Commission acknowledged that staff interpretations of regulations are not 
legally binding, but the Commission also stated that "staff interpretations of broadly stated rules 
are often necessary to give a rule effect and in some instances may be a causal factor in 
initiating a backfit."68 The Commission also stated, "Many of the most important changes in plant 
design , construction, operation, organization , and training have been put in place at a llevel of 
detail that is expressed in staff guidance documents which interpret the intent of broad , 
generally worked [sic] regulations. "69 

Backfitting Guidance 

Extensive information regarding the appropriate implemerntation of backfitting is provided in 
NUREG-1409.7° Relevant excerpts from this guidance are provided below. 

Applicable Regulatory Staff Positions 

According to NUREG-1409, to be a backfit, "a new or revised staff position or requirement must 
be involved , that is, there must be a change in content or applicability of the previously 
applicable regulatory staff position (in the direction of increased safety requirements) .... " An 
applicable regulatory staff position is a requirement or position already specifically imposed on 
or committed to by a licensee. Examples of applicable regulatory staff positions include: 

• legal requirements, as in explicit regulations, orders, and plant licenses and in 
amendments, conditions, and technical specifications 

• written licensee commitments such as those contained in the final safety analysis report, 
licensee event report.s, and docketed correspondence, including responses to NRG 
bulletins, generic letters, inspection reports, or notices of violation and confirmatory 
action letters 

• NRG staff positions that are documented explicit interpretations of more general 
regulations and are contained in documents such as the Standard Review Plan, branch 
technical positions, regulatory guides, generic letters, and bulletins 

A similar list of examples is provided in Manual Chapter 0514,71 which is also included as 
Appendix D to NUREG-1409. Manual Chapter 0514 was referenced in the 1988 rulemaking, 

67 NRC 1985, at 38103 
sa Id. at 38102 
69 Id. at 38103. The 1988 rulemaking neither revised the compliance exception as stated in the 1985 rule 
nor provided additional guidance on its interpretation. 
70 NRC 1990c 
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and a working draft was provided to the Commission for information in SECY-88-102.72 Manual 
Chapter 0514 provides a definition of "applicable regulatory staff positions" that is slightly more 
detailed than the definition in NUREG-1409. This definition from Manual Chapter 0514 is quoted 
below, with additional detail beyond NUREG-1409 emphasized in underlined text. 

Applicable regulatory staff positions are those already specifically imposed upon 
or committed to by a licensee at the time of the identification of a plant-specific 
backfit, and are of several different types and sources: 

a. Legal requirements such as in explicit regulations, orders, plant licenses 
(amendments, conditions, technical specifications). Note that some regulations 
have update features built in, as for example, 10 CFR 50.55a, Codes and 
Standards. Such update requirements are applicable as described in the 
regulation. 

b. Written commitments such as contained in the [Final Safety Analysis Report], 
[Licensee Event Reports], and docketed correspondence, including responses to 
Bulletins, responses to Generic Letters, Confirmatory Action Letters, responses 
to Inspection Reports, or responses to Notices of Violation . 

c. NRC staff positionsll that are documented, approved, explicit interpretations of 
the more general regulations, and are contained in documents such as the 
[Standard Review Plan] , Branch Technical Positions, Regulatory Guides, Generic 
Letters, and Bulletins; and to which a licensee or an applicant has previously 
committed to or relied upon. Positions contained in these documents are not 
considered applicable staff positions to the extent that staff has, in a previous 
licensing or inspection action, tacitly or explicitly excepted the licensee from part 
or all of the position .74 

How Regulatory Positions are Established 

NUREG-1409 provides responses to a number of questions regarding backfitting. The following 
response was given to questions asking, "Is it appropriate for the NRC staff to rely on informal 
or formal communications to other licensees as official NRC positions? What about NRC tacit 
approval of documents?" 

Informal or formal communications to one licensee are not official positions to all 
licensees. Section 053 of Manual Chapter 0514 identifies what can be applied as 
official staff positions in a plant-specific context. They are legal requirements 
such as contained in explicit regulations, orders , and plant licenses; written 
commitments such as contained in final safety analysis reports, licenses event 
reports, and docketed correspondence; and documented, approved explicit 
interpretations such as contained in the [Standard Review Plan], branch technical 
positions, regulatory guides, generic letters, and bulletins. Orders, licenses, and 
written commitments are applicable only to a particular licensee. 

71 NRC 1988c 
72 NRC 1988a 
73 Requirements may be imposed by rule or order. Staff interpretations such as examples of acceptable 
ways to meet requirements are not requirements in and of themselves. 
74 Imposition of a staff position from which a licensee has previously been excepted is a backfit. 
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If the NRC staff previously exempted a licensee from a legal requirement or 
approved position, it is not applicable to that licensee for the purpose of backfit 
consideration. Explicit exemption would be done formally in writing. The 
Appendix to NRC Manual Chapter 0514 discusses tacit approval under 
reanalysis of issues. Two situations are covered. In the first case, staff review of 
a previously accepted licensee action or program may result in a requested 
change. This would be classified as a backfit because it represents a change in a 
previous staff position and would require a backfit analysis (or a documented 
evaluation if it meets one of the exceptions listed in the backfit rule). In the 
second case, a licensee submittal committing to a specific course of action that 
has not received timely NRC staff review is implemented by the licensee. In this 
case, it is considered that the NRC staff tacitly accepted the licensee's action 
since timely notice to the contrary was not given. If the NRC staff subsequently 
adopts a different position and requests a change in the licensee action, this 
change may be classified as a backfit and thus require a backfit analysis (or a 
documented evaluation if it meets one of the exceptions listed in the backfit rule). 

NUREG-1409 also addresses a question regarding tacit approvals by an inspector: "If an 
inspector has previously accepted (i.e., provided tacit approval of) a licensee's method, does a 
specific request for change constitute a backfit and if so, is a backfit analysis required?" The 
response is: 

Cases where an inspector provides tacit approval are relatively rare. Simply not 
challenging a licensee's practice normally would not be considered tacit 
approval. The only example provided in Manual Chapter 0514 is a case where 
the NRC has indicated tacit approval by not acting in a reasonable time on a 
licensee submittal and the licensee has moved ahead to implement the proposal 
described in the submittal. For the purpose of this question, it would most likely 
arise in connection with review of a licensee response to an inspection report. 

Explicit approval could be provided in an inspection report that states that a 
particular approach is acceptable. However, conclusions of that nature are 
usually made in [safety evaluations] rather than inspection reports. 

Compliance Backfit Guidance 

NUREG-1409 gives the following response to the question, "[h]ow does the backfit rule apply to 
new staff positions that reflect an evolving understanding of technical issues?" 

An evolving understanding of issues does not, by itself, define which category f its 
a particular backfit. Judgment must be applied to the facts of each particular case 
to determine whether the backfit is for compliance, to provide adequate 
protection, to redefine adequate protection, or to achieve a cost-justified 
substantial safety enhancement. For example , with regard to compliance, the 
1985 statement of considerations for 1 O CFR 50.109 indicates that "the 
compliance exception is intended to address situations where the licensee has 
failed to meet known and established standards of the Commission because of 
omission or mistake of fact .... new or modified interpretations of what constitutes 
compliance would not fall within the exception .... " 

NUREG-1409 also provides an example where an evolving understanding of technical issues 
resulted in a compliance backfit that was apparently justified for at least some licensees. In 
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response to industry claims that Bulletin 88-11 75 lacked any backfitting justification, the NRC 
staff responded: 

Although the justification was not printed in the bulletin, NRC Bulletin 88-11, 
"Pressurizer Surge Line Thermal Stratification ," was justified as a backfit. It is an 
example of a backfit that was determined by the responsible NRC official to be 
required as a matter of compliance with existing requirements and commitments. 
The CRGR reviewed the bulletin and concurred . The regulations currently require 
licensees to meet the applicable codes of the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (ASME), Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Because of the NRC 
staffs concern with the integrity of the surge line, licensees were requested to 
perform their fatigue analysis in accordance with the latest ASME Section Ill 
requirements that incorporate high cycle fatigue analysis. The justification 
provided by the NRC staff was that previously unconsidered thermal stratification 
phenomenon may invalidate the existing analysis performed to confirm the 
integrity of the surge line. 

Subsequently, it was understood that some licensees believed that the NRC 
staffs rationale was in error because they were not committed to the latest 
ASME Section Ill requirements by virtue of their license commitment. However, 
the issue became moot because these licensees undertook the analysis 
voluntarily in view of the safety importance of the issue and the fact that previous 
versions of the ASME Code did not completely address the concern. 

75 NRC 1988e 
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APPENDIX B: QUALIFICATION OF PRESSURE RELIEF VALVES IN 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN RESPONSE TO THE TMl-2 ACCIDENT 

Byron and Braidwood Design and Code Requirements 

Nuclear power plants in the United States use various types of pressure relief valves to protect 
personnel and equipment from overpressure events within reactor fluid systems. Pressure relief 
valves include safety valves, safety relief valves, and relief valves , with different designs, 
operating conditions, and requirements. The American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
(ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (BPV Code), Section Ill , Division 1, specifies 
requirements for the design, operation, insta llation, and testing of pressure relief valves used for 
various functions in nuclear power plants.76 For example, the ASME BPV Code (2007 Edition) in 
Article NB-7000, Overpressure Protection, specifies requ iirements for several service conditions: 

• steam and air or gas service for safety valves; 

• steam, air or gas, and liquid service for safety relief valves; 

• liquid service for relief valves; and 

• steam, air or gas, and liquid service for pilot operated or power actuated pressure relief 
valves. 

The ASME Code for Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plants (OM Code) provides 
requirements for the preservice and inservice testing (1ST) programs for pressure relief valves in 
nuclear power plants. 

Byron, Units 1 and 2 (Byron) and Braidwood, Units 1 and 2 (Braidwood) are Westinghouse
designed pressurized-water reactors (PWRs) that received their construction permits under 
Title 1 O of the Code of Federal Regulations (1 O CFR), Part 50, in December 1975. The 
pressurizer for each unit is equipped with three pressurizer safety valves (PSVs) and two 
power-operated relief valves (PORVs). The three PSVs are Crosby Model HP-BP-86, size 6M6 
(6-lnch), spring-loaded pop type, opened by direct fluid pressure. The PORVs are Copes-Vulcan 
Model 0 -100-160 3-inch pneumatic-actuated globe valves that respond to a signal from the 
pressure sensing system or to manual control. Each PORV can be isolated by a motor-operated 
block valve. 

The ASME BPV Code of record for the design of the PSVs at Byron and Braidwood is the 1971 
Edition through the Winter 1972 addenda of the ASME BPV Code, Section Ill. The ASME BPV 
Code applicable to Byron and Braidwood includes requirements for overpressure protection, 
including the following : 

• Section NB-7300, "Overpressure Protection Report, " in NB-7320(f) requires that the 
report include the redundancy and independence of the pressure-relief devices and their 
associated pressure-sensing and controls systems employed to preclude a loss of 
overpressure protection in the event of a failure of any pressure-relief device, or its 
sensing element, or its associated control , or an external power source. 

76 References to Individual ASME Code publications are not provided in Appendix D, but they are publicly 
avall'able from ASME for a fee. 
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• 

Paragraph NB-7411 , "Relieving Capacity of Pressure-Relief Devices." specifies that the 
total rated relieving capacity shall be sufficient to prevent a rise in pressure of more than 
10 percent above system design pressure (at design temperature) Within the pressure
retaining boundary of the system, under any pressure transient anticipated to arise as 
summarized in the Overpressure Protection Report. 

Paragraph NB-7421 , "Required Number and Capacity of Pressure-Relief Devices for 
Nuclear Systems.'' states that the required relieving capacity intended for overpressure 
protection of a nuclear power system or portions of the system shall be secured by the 
use of at least two pressure-relief devices. 
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At the time of the Byron and Braidwood operating license review, Revision 1 of Standard / 
Review Plan (SRP) Sections 15.5.1-15 .5.2 and Section 15.6.1 provided general staff guidance J 
for these plant transients.77 In March 2007, the NRC staff issued Revision 2 to these SRP / 
sections with significantly more detail , including a statement (11d1 tl111 hat PSVs and PORVs __ l 
are assumed to fail open if they relieve water without being qualifled.78 

Actions Following Three Mile Island, Unit 2 Accident 

The accident at Three Mile Island, Unit 2 (TMl-2) on March 28, 1979, included failure of a PORV 
on the pressurizer to reclose properly during the event. Based on lessons learned from the 
TMl-2 accident. the NRC issued recommendations regarding performance testing of safety and 
rel ief valves used in nuclear power plants In NUREG-0578 ,79 In particular, the NRC staff 
recommended in Section 2.1.2, "Performance Testing for BWR (boiling-water reactor] and PWR 
Relief and Safety Valves." of NUREG-0578 that nuclear power plant licensees commit to 
provide performance verification by full-scale prototypical testing for all relief and safety valves. 

In October 1980, the NRC issued a letter to all then-operating nuclear power plants and 
applicants for operating li censes and holders of construction permits forwarding NUREG-0737.BO 
TMI Action Plan Item 11 .D.1 in NUREG-0737 specified the NRC position that PWR and BWR 
licensees and applicants shall conduct testing to "qualify" the reactor coolant system (RCS) 
relief and safety valves under expected operating conditions for design-basls transients and 
accidents. The detailed clarification In NUREG-0737 of this NRC position specified the following: 

Licensees and applicants shall determine the expected va lve operating 
conditions through the use of analyses of accidents and anticipated operational 
occurrences referenced in Regulatory Guide 1.70, Revision 2. The single failures 
applied to these analyses shall be chosen so that the dynamic forces on the 
safety and relief valves are maximized . Test-pressures shall be the highest 
predicted by conventional safety analysis procedures. [RCS] relief and safety 
valve qualification shall include qualification of associated control circuitry, piping, 
and supports. as well as the valves themselves. 

A. Performance Testing of Relief and Safety Valves--The following information 
must be provided In report form by October 1, 1981 : 

fl NRC 1981b and NRC 1981c 
7~ NRC 2007b and NRC 2007c 
79 NRC 1979a 
so NRC 1980b and NRC 1980c 
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(1) Evidence supported by test of safety and relief valve functionability for 
expected operating and accident (non-[anticipated transient without scram]) 
conditions must be provided to NRG. The testing should demonstrate that the 
valves will open and reclose under the expected fl,ow conditions. 

(2) Since it is not planned to test all valves on all plants, each licensee must 
submit to NRC a correlation or other evidence to substantiate that the valves 
tested in the EPRI (Electric Power Research Institute) or other generic test 
program demonstrate the functionability of as-installed primary relief and safety 
valves. This correlation must show that the test conditions used are equivalent to 
expected operating and accident conditions as prescribed in the final safety 
analysis report (FSAR). The effect of as-built relief and safety valve discharge 
piping on valve operability must also be accounted for, if it is different from the 
generic test loop piping. 

(3) Test data including criteria for success and failure of valves tested must be 
provided for NRC staff review and evaluation. These test data should include 
data that would permit plant-specific evaluation of discharge piping and supports 
that are not directly tested. 

In describing the type of review to be conducted for this regulatory position, the NRG staff stated 
the following: 

Pre-implementation review will be performed for EPRI and BWR test programs 
with respect to qualification of relief and safety valves. Also, the applicants' 
proposal for functional testing or qualification of PWR valves will be reviewed. 
Post-implementation review will also be performed of the test data and test 
results as applied to plant-specific situations. 

In specifying the documentation required to satisfy this regulatory position, the NRG staff stated 
the following: 

Pre-implementation review will be based on EPRI, BWR, and applicant 
submittals with regard to the various test programs. These submittals should be 
made on a timely basis as noted below, to allow for adequate review and to 
ensure that the following valve qualification dates can be met: 

Final PWR (EPRI) Test Program--July 1, 1980 

Final BWR Test Program--October 1, 1980 

Block Valve Qualification Program--January 1, 1981 

Post-implementation review will be based on the applicants' plant-specific 
submittals for qualification of safety relief valves and block valves. To properly 
evaluate these plant-specific applications, the test data and results of the various 
programs will also be required by the following dates: 

PWR (EPRl)/BWR Generic Test Program Results--July 1, 1981 

Plant-specific submittals confirming adequacy of safety and relief valves 
based on licensee/applicant preliminary review of generic test program 
results--July 1, 1981 
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Plant-specific reports for safety and relief valve qualification--October 1, 
1981 

Plant-specific submittals for piping and support evaluations--January 1, 
1982 

Plant-specific submittals for block valve qualification--July 1, 1982 

EPRI Testing 

In October 1982, EPRI issued NP-2670-LD to address testing of PORVs.81 This report has been 
referenced by certain licensees (e.g., Section 15.2.14 of the North Anna, Units 1 and 2 Updated 
Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR)82) . 

In December 1982, EPRI issued NP-2628-SR, which described safety and relief valve tests for 
types of valves in service at nuclear power plants.83 In particular, Section 3.5 documented the 
testing of Crosby safety valves similar to the PSVs at Byron and Braidwood , including two water 
tests. The report indicated chattering of the safety valves with subsequent inspection finding 
galled surfaces and damage to internal parts. Section 4.6 documented testing of Copes-Vulcan 
relief valves similar to the pressurizer PORVs at Byron and Braidwood, although the extent of 
water testing was not fully described. The report indicated no damage found during the 
inspection of the Copes-Vulcan relief valves. The report did not indicate any failures of the 
Crosby or Copes-Vulcan valves to reseat after discharging water during the testing . 

EPRI also published NP-2770-LD in the early 1980s to describe the testing of PWR primary 
system safety valves. Volume 1, issued in December 1982, provides a summary of the test 
program and its results .84 Section 4.5 of Volume 1 indicates that the following tests were 
performed on the Crosby 6M6 PSV: 11 steam tests with filled loop seals, 3 steam-to-water 
transition tests, and 2 water tests . The report states that the valve experienced chatter during 
the tests, and one water test had to be terminated. The individual volumes of EPRI NP-2770-LD 
discuss the test results for each specific PSV type. Volume 6, issued in March 1983, provides 
the test details for the Crosby 6M6 PSV. 

Westinghouse Evaluation of EPRI Testing 

In July 1982, the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) submitted WCAP-10105.85 In 
WCAP-10105, the WOG indicated that the design specification for PSVs in Westinghouse
designed nuclear power plants is for steam service only. Based on a review of the EPRI test 
data, the WOG concluded that the valves performed with chatter, but did not identify any valve 
damage. 

In January 1988, Westinghouse issued WCAP-11677, which compared the EPRI test data with 
feedwater line break safety analyses.86 Westinghouse determined that all nuclear power plants 
addressed in the EPRI testing had PSVs that would operate reliably during water discharge. 
Westinghouse evaluated the performance of the Crosby 6M6 PSVs during the EPRI tests, and 

81 EPRI 1982a 
82 VEPCO 2015 
83 EPRI 1982b 
84 EPRI 1982c 
85 WOG 1982 
86 Westinghouse 1988 
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considered that the performance involved less significant flutter (half lift motion) than the chatter 
(full lift motion) determined in the EPRI report. Westinghouse concluded that the Crosby 6M6 
PSV can pass slightly subcooled water at a minimum up to three times without damage. 

Byron and Braidwood Ucensing and Response to TMI Requirements 

The NRC safety evaluation reports (SERs) associated with the issuance of the operating 
licenses for Byron and Braidwood included evaluation of the TMI Action Plan items.87 In the 
introduction to the Braidwood SER, the NRC staff stated that the review and evaluation of 
compliance by the applicant with the licensing requirements established in NUREG-06,6088 and 
TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1 were incorporated into the reviews summarized throughout the SER. 

Appendix E, "Requirements Resulting from TMl -2 Accident, " to the Byron and Braidwood 
UFSAR in Section E.23, "Relief and Safety Valve Test Requirements (11.D.1 )," references the 
1982 transmittal from Consumers Power of a test report for the EPRI safety and relief valve test 
program.89 The UFSAR states that the final evaluation of the data indicated that the relief and 
safety valves will perform their intended functions for all expected fluid inlet conditions. The 
UFSAR also references the October 1982 licensee evaluation of the adequacy of the rel ief and 
safety valves that had been submitted to the NRC.90 

In Supplement 1 to the Braidwood SER,91 in Section 3.9.3.3, "Design and Installation of 
Pressure Relief Devices ," the NRC staff stated that EPRI had completed a full-scale valve 
testing program and referenced the July 1982 submittal of WCAP-10105. The NRC staff stated 
that the applicant responded to a requirement to demonstrate operability of these valves 
through submittals dated July 1, 1982, October 26, 1982, and December 30, 1983. On the basis 
of a preliminary review, the NRC staff concluded that the applicant's general approach to 
responding to this item was acceptable, and provided adequate assurance that the RCS 
overpressure protection systems at Braidwood could adequately perform their intended 
functions. The NRC staff stated that if the detailed review revealed that modifications or 
adjustments to safety valves, PORVs, PORV block valves, or associated piping, would be 
needed to ensure that all intended design margins were present, the NRC staff would require 
that the applicant make appropriate modifications. The NRC staff categorized this issue as a 
Confirmatory Item. The NRC issued operating licenses for all four Byron and Braidwood Units 
between February 1985 and May 1988. 

Closure of TMI Action Pllan Item 11.D.1 for Byron and Braidwood 

Following the issuance of the operating licenses, the NRC staff documented its review of the 
response to TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1 for Byron and Braidwood via two letters that transmitted 
similar Technical Evaluation Reports (TERs) developed by Idaho National Engineering 
Laboratory (INEL).92 In its letters, the NRC staff indicated that the licensee should develop and 
adopt plant procedures to inspect the pressurizer valves after each lift involving loop seal or 
water discharge. The TERs described the INEL review of the EPRI testing of PSVs and PORVs 

87 NRC 1983 and NRC 1986b (Braidwood), NRC 1984 and NRC 1987a (Byron) 
BB NRC 1980a 
B9 Consumers 1982 
90 ComEd 1982 
91 NRC 1986b. Similar discussion appears in NRC 1984 for Byron, and NRC 1987a (also for Byron) states 
that TMI Action Plan Item 11.0.1 had been closed in NRC 1984. 
92 NRC 1988c (Byron) and NRC 1990a (Braidwood) 
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similar to the Byron and Braidwood pressurizer valives. The TERs concluded that Byron and 
Braidwood had provided an acceptable response to TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1. 

Section 4.2.3, "Extended High Pressure Injection [HPI] Event," of the TERs stated that the 
potential for water discharge in extended HPI events can be disregarded for an extended high 
pressure injection event because at least 20 minutes would be available for operator action. 

Water discharge was evaluated, however, in Section 4.2.2, "FSAR Liquid Transients," of the 
TE Rs. This section discussed the evaluation of the PSVs and PO RVs for feedwater line break 
accidents that would include water discharge, and determined that the EPRI tests were 
applicable to the Byron and Braidwood PSVs and PORVs. 

In addition, Section 4.3.1, "Safety Valves," and Section 4.3.2, "Power Operated Relief Valves," 
of the TERs determined that the performance of the PSVs and PO RVs was acceptable based 
on the EPRI tests, including water discharge tests. The TERs indicated that the PSV had two 
applicable tests: a loop seal steam-water transition test where the valve opened, chattered and 
stabilized to close; and a saturated water test where the valve opened with water, chattered, 
and stabilized. The TERs indicated that the PORV opened and closed on demand in the loop 
seal steam-water transition test, with a bending moment that was evaluated by analysis. 
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APPENDIX C: CONCERNS REGARDING PERFORMANCE OF 
PRESSURIZER VALVES UNDER WATER FLOW CONDITIONS 

Westinghouse Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter 

In 1993 and 1994, Westinghouse issued Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter (NSAL) 93-013 ...D.Q__its 
Supplement 1 to operating nuclear power plants (including Byron and Braidwood).93 These 
advisories resulted from Westinghouse's discovery that potentially nonconservative 
assumptions were used in the licensing analysis of the Inadvertent Operation of the Emergency 
Core Cooling System at Power (IOECCS) event. 

In NSAL-93-013, Westinghouse recommended that licensees determine whether their 
pressurizer safety relief valves (PSRVs)~ are capable of closing following discharge of 
subcooled water. Westinghouse noted that the PSRVs might have been designed or "qualified" 
to relieve subcooled water. Westinghouse indicated that water discharge through the power
operated relief valves (PORVs) is not a concern, because the PORV block valves can be used 
to isolate the PO RVs if they fail to close. If the PSRVs are not designed or qualified for 
subcooled water discharge, Westinghouse recommended that licensees re-evaluate the 
IOECCS event with three possible options of (1) reducing emergency core cooling system 
(ECCS) flow used in the safety analysis , (2) using a less restrictive operator response time, or 
(3) crediting the use of one or more PORVs to help mitigate the event. 

In Supplement 1 to NSAL-93-013, Westinghouse informed licensees of a potential reduced time 
for operator action if a positive displacement pump is in service. Westinghouse also advised 
licensees to qualify the PSRVs and the piping downstream of the PS RVs and PORVs if water 
discharge from the pressurizer were predicted. 

Some licensees of operating nuclear power plants informed the NRC of their actions to address 
the potential concerns regarding water discharge from pressurizer safety valves (PSVs) and 
PORVs. A sample of actions by nuclear power plant licensees is summarized below in the 
"Plant-Specific Actions" section . 

Additional NRC Generic Communications and Guidance 

In 2003, the NRC staff issued a review standard for extended power uprate (EPU) reviews.95 

Item 8 on page 7 of the review standard states that pressurizer level should not be allowed to 
reach a pressurizer water-solid condition . 

In 2005, the NRC issued Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2005-29 to notify nuclear power 
plant licensees of a concern identified during reviews of power uprate requests .96 In RIS 2005-
29, the NRC staff stated that typically Condition II scenarios97 involve discharging water through 
relief or safety valves that are not qualified for water discharge. The NRC staff stated that these 
valves are then assumed to fail in the open position and create a small-break loss-of-coolant 

93 Westinghouse 1993 and Westinghouse 1994 
0 •1 Although Wesl1t1ghou:;e used lhe t rm PSRVs, the specific valve!> lut Byron and Braidwood should b 
designated as "safety valve " gr "Qrnssurizer sa~ tv valves" as they are by the manufacturer in the ASME 
BPV Code. and by the licensee 
95 NRG 2003 
96 NRG 2005b 
97 As defined in American Nuclear Society (ANS) Standard 51 .1/N18.2-1973 (ANS 1973). 
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accident (LOCA). The NRC staff stated that it was concerned that some licensees may be 
crediting PORVs without qualification for water discharge and without establishing additional 
restrictions to ensure the availability of PORVs and block valves. The NRC staff stated that the 
advice in Westinghouse NSAL-93-013 to use the PORV block valves to isolate the PORVs is 
inconsistent with the non-escalation position. 

In draft Revision 1 to RIS 2005-29, the NRC staff addresses the specific ANS Condition II 
scenarios of chemical volume and control system (CVCS) malfunction, inadvertent opening of a 
PORV or PSV (IOPSRV), and the IOECCS event.98 Regarding the eves malfunction, the NRC 
staff states that performing only a reactivity anomaly analysis or assuming that th is malfunction 
is not as severe as the IOECCS event is not acceptable. Regarding the IOPSRV event, the 
NRC staff stated that inadvertent opening of PSV or PORV could continue as an ANS 
Condition Ill small break LOCA and fails to meet the non-escalation position. Regarding the 
IOECCS event, the NRC staff states that five of the alternative approaches in NSAL-93-013 fa il 
to meet the non-escalation position. The NRC staff indicated that these unacceptable alternative 
approaches are: 

1. closing the block valve , 

2. assuming that the PORV is not operable, 

3. addressing a stuck-open PORV or PSV as a separate ANS Condition II event, 

4. determining that a stuck-open PORV or PSV is not as severe as a small break LOCA, or 

5. determining that RCS loss through PORV is made up by ECCS flow. 

Additional General PSV/PORV Information 

In 2004 , EPRI issued Technical Report 1011047, which evaluated the potential increase in 
failure rates following steam and liquid relief through safety valves based on expert judgement. s9 

The report found that the increase in failure rates is difficult to estimate because of limited data. 
However, the experts considered that repeated water discharge through safety valves might 
cause increased chatter, and therefore, an increased failure rate. 

In 2011 , the NRC summarized rel ief valve performance data in NUREG/CR-7037, based on a 
study by·the Idaho National Laboratory. 100 With respect to pressurizer PORVs, the report found 
four separate water discharge events at four PWR plants. The report estimated 698 total 
demands on these PORVs during their water discharge events with no failures to close. The 
report also summarized test data for three valve types from the Equipment Performance and 
Information Exchange (EPIX) database maintained by the Institute of Nuclear Power 
Operations. The report indicates two failures of PORVs to reclose during 2070 demands, but 
does not specify water or steam service for the EPIX test information . With respect to PSVs, the 
report indicates two failures out of four total demands following plant scrams, but does not 
indicate water or steam service. Following a request by the Panel , NRC staff from the Office of 
Nuclear Regulatory Research provided Licensee Event Report information indicating that the 
two PSV failures involved incomplete reseating of the valves with leakage of 25 and 200 gallons 

96 NRC 2015a 
99 EPRI 2004 
iO-O NRC 2011 
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per minute, respectively. The report summarized EPIX test data for PSVs as no failures to 
reclose during 1805 demands. 

Plant-Specific Actions 

Diablo Canyon 

In 1996, the licensee for Diablo Canyon Power Plant (Diablo Canyon) submitted a report of its 
evaluation under Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (1 O CFR), Section 50.59, 
"Changes, tests and experiments," of the potential for an IOECCS event.101 The submittal 
included NSAL-93-013 and its Supplement 1 as enclosures. The licensee indicated that the 
PSVs had not been initially qualified for water discharge, lbut were subsequently qualified to 
discharge water for a brief period. The licensee indicated that WCAP-11677 (which evaluated 
the EPRI testing) was applicable and demonstrated that the PSVs were operable. 

In 2004, the NRC issued a license amendment for Diablo Canyon that allowed credit for 
actuation of the PORVs in response to inadvertent safety injection (SI) actuation, to avoid 
challenges to the PSVs. 102 To support the NRC staff's review, the licensee submitted additional 
information related to the capability of the PORVs to function adequately under conditions 
predicted for design-basis transients and accidents. 103 In response to a question regard ing the 
design adequacy of the PORVs if the pressurizer becomes water solid, the licensee stated that 
the PORV had no requirements for ASME BPV Code certification , but referenced a January 
1986 NRG letter that had accepted the adequacy of the PORV and block valve design and 
confirmatory testing for a range of fluid conditions (full pressure steam, steam to water 
transition , and subcooled water fluid) .104 

Salem 

In 1997, the NRC issued a license amendment revising the technical specification (TS) for 
Salem Nuclear Generating Station , Units 1 and 2 (Salem) to ensure that the automatic capability 
of the PORVs to relieve pressure would be maintained.105 In response to NSAL-93-013, the 
licensee determined that an inadvertent SI actuation at power could cause the pressurizer to 
become water solid . The PSVs would lift and discharge water if the automatic operation of the 
PORVs were not made available for reactor coolant system (RCS) depressurization early in the 
transient. In that the Salem PSVs were not designed to relieve water, it was noted that water 
discharge could cause the PSVs to fail in the open position . 

During the review, the NRC staff noted that the PORVs were not designed to "safety related" 
standards and, thus , could not be credited for automatic mitigation of an inadvertent SI actuation 
at power. In response, the licensee proposed an upgrade of the PORVs to eliminate the 
possibility that a single active failure of a PORV component could prevent the mitigation of an 
inadvertent SI actuation at power. As discussed in the NRC staffs safety evaluation (SE), the 
licensee implemented modifications to the PORV circuitry to qualify the upgraded circuitry as 
safety-related . 

101 PG&E 1996 
102 NRC 2004a 
103 PG&E 2003 
104 NRC 1986a 
105 NRC 1997 
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Regarding PORV performance, the licensee evaluated the PORV air accumulators and 
determined that they had sufficient capacity for the inadvertent SI event. The licensee also 
reported that endurance tests had been performed with five different trims (with different trim 
materials) on one PORV at Wyle Laboratories to demonstrate that (1) after 2000 consecutive 
operations, there were no packing leaks or packing gland adjustments required; (2) there was 
no diaphragm failure; and (3) the solenoid valve withstood 10,000 operations without any loss of 
function. Based on this information, the NRG staff concluded that the PORV performance was 
acceptable to mitigate an inadvertent SI event. 

Millstone 3 

In 1998, the NRG issued a license amendment for Mi llstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 3 
(Millstone 3) that revised the TS to ensure that the capability of the PO RVs to relieve pressure 
would be maintained.106 The revised TS Bases stated that the PORVs and their associated 
piping had been demonstrated to be "qualified" for water discharge. The PORVs would prevent 
water discharge from the PS Vs, for which qualification for water discharge had not been 
demonstrated . The TS Bases also stated that the prime importance for the capability to close 
the block valve is to isolate a stuck-open PORV. In the SE, the NRG staff referenced a 
December 1997 Licensee Event Report that notified the NRG of the issue of potential failure of 
PSVs following water discharge. 101 

As part of this license amendment, the licensee upgraded the PORV circuitry, added additional 
PORV survei llance requirements , qualified the PORVs and associated piping for water 
discharge, and revised emergency procedures to allow plant operators additional time to 
terminate the event. With respect to the PORV circuitry, the NRG staff concluded that the PORV 
circuitry modifications qualified the PORV control circuitry as safety-related. With respect to 
PORV performance, the licensee reanalyzed the inadvertent SI event with the LOFTRAN 
computer code to determine the time available for operator action to make a PORV available 
and provide the mass and energy releases needed to qualify the PORVs and associated piping 
for water discharge. The licensee referenced EPRI testing that was said to generically resolve 
TMI Action Plan Items associated with PORVs and safety valve qualification for water and 
steam discharge, specifically the results from four tests of a Garrett PORV (such as used at 
Millstone 3) for water discharge.108 The licensee determined that the PORVs and associated 
piping are qualified for 1 hour of water discharge for an IOECCS event. The licensee also stated 
that the PORV manufacturer performed numerous cycle tests to verify the performance of the 
valve design , and also verified that valve seat leakage was acceptable. The licensee stated that 
the PORV block va lves had been evaluated for water discharge in accordance with the program 
established in response to Generic Letter (GL) 89-10. 109 The NRG staff found the licensee 
information regarding the qualification of the PORVs for water discharge during the inadvertent 
SI event to be acceptable. 

Callaway 

In 2000 , the NRG issued a license amendment for Callaway Plant, Unit 1 (Callaway) that 
revised the TS to change the PSV lift setting range .110 The changes also credited automatic 

106 NRC 1998 
101 Northeast 1997 
10s EPRI 1982a (Volume 11) 
109 NRC 1989 
110 NRC 2000 
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actuation of at least one PORV during an IOECCS event to prevent water discharge through the 
PSVs; to enable this credit, the licensee modified and upgraded the PORV circuitry to full 
Class 1 E. In its license amendment request 1111 the licensee had stated that the design function 
of the valves was not being changed and the conclusions documented in the NRC staff's 
previous evaluation of Callaway's response to TM I Action Plan Item II . D .1 112 were also 
unchanged. As a result, the licensee stated that the PORVs and associated discharge piping 
can accommodate water discharge. 

Byron and Braidwood 

In 1998, the licensee for Byron and Braidwood requested an amendment to its TS to take credit 
for automatic operation of the PORVs to mitigate an IOECCS event. 113 In the amendment 
request, the licensee stated that the PSVs hao not been qualified to reseat after passing 
subcooled liquid. The licensee stated that the PORVs at Byron and Braidwood are safety
related components with safety-related actuators and accumulator tanks, with PORV control 
circuits classified as safety-related . The licensee noted that some portions of the PORV circuitry 
are nonsafety-related, with improvements implemented in response to GL 90-06. 11 4 The 
licensee stated that the PORV block valves are within the scope of the GL 89-1 O program. 

In 1999, the NRC staff requested additional information related to concerns that the PORV 
circuitry did not meet the single fai lure criterion .115 The licensee reevaluated Its approach and 
withdrew its TS amendment request. 116 No further action regarding this amendment request was 
identified by the Panel. However, in a public meeting during the review of the NRR Appeal , 117 

the licensee stated that the PORVs and their block valves at Byron and Braidwood are safety
related with the exception of one circuitry aspect of the PORV.1113 

In 2001 , the NRC issued a license amendment for Byron and Braidwood to increase the 
maximum thermal power for each unit from 3411 megawatts thermal (MWt) to 3586.6 IMWt 
(commonly referred lQ_as a stretch power uprate).119 During its review, the NRC staff requested 
that the licensee address water solid conditions in the pressurizer, because 11th NRC aff had 
generally not accepted a solid pressurizer for an IOECCS event given the potential for all three 
PSVs to be stuck open due to liquid relief through these safety va lves. In response , the licensee 
stated that Section 15.5.1, "Inadvertent Operation of Emergency Core Cooling System During 
Power Operation," of the UFSAR had been revised to credit the PS Vs to pass water. 120 The 
licensee discussed the EPRI testing program in response lQ_ TMI Action Plan Item 11.0.1, with 
the results summarized in EPRI NP-2628-SR.121 The licensee referenced previous NRC 
approvals related to TMI Action Plan Item 11.0.1. 122 

11 1 Union Electric 2000 
112 NRC 1987b 
113 ComEd 1998 
114 NRC 1990b 
1, 5 NRC 1999 
116 ComEd 1999 
117 Exelon 2015 
11a NRC 2016a 
119 NRC 2001b 
120 ComEd 2000b 
121 EPRI 1982b 
122 NRC 1998c and NRC 1990a 
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The NRC staff made a further request regarding the temperature of water that would be 
discharged by the PSVs and the length of time that the PSVs would be expected to discharge 
water. The NRC staff also asked the licensee to discuss which EPRI tests are applicable to the 
Byron and Braidwood condition . In response, the licensee stated that the PSVs would close 
after discharging water, although they may not be leaktight.123 The licensee stated that the 
leakage from up to three leaking PSVs is bounded by one fully open PSV. The licensee 
indicated that the EPRI testing of the Crosby safety valves in EPRI NP-2770-LD, Volumes 1 
and 6,124 are applicable. The licensee indicated that valve chatter occurred during the tests with 
damage to the internals, but that the safety valve closed in response to system 
depressurization . The licensee stated that the Byron and Braidwood pressurizer water 
temperature of 590 °F is higher than the EPRI tests (530 °F). The licensee stated that the 
assumed length of the event is 20 minutes from initial SI signal to when the system pressure is 
restored below PSV lift setpoint. 

In Section 3.2 of the SE accompanying the license amendment, the NRC staff discussed its 
review of the performance of the PORVs and PSVs to discharge liquid water for approximately 
20 minutes. The NRC staff discussed the EPRI testing program, with the conclusion that the 
PSV would close in response to system depressurization. The NRC staff reviewed the 
licensee's evaluation of the performance of the PSVs for liquid water conditions. The NRC staff 
found that the EPRI tests adequately demonstrated the performance of the valves for the 
expected water temperature conditions, and that there was reasonable assurance that the 
valves would adequately reseat following the spurious SI event. The NRC staff determined that 
EPRI test data indicated that the PSVs might chatter for the expected fluid inlet temperature , but 
that the resulting PSV seat leakage following the water discharge would be less than the 
discharge from one stuck-open PSV. Therefore, the NRC staff found the licensee's crediting of 
the PSVs to discharge liquid water during the spurious SI event to be acceptable. This portion of 
the SE was based on input provided by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) Reactor 
Systems Branch, with technical input from the responsible staff member for safety valves in the 
NRR Division of Engineering.12s 

As noted by the licensee, Section 15.5.1 of the Byron and Braidwood UFSAR at the time of the 
stretch power uprate includes PSV water discharge and references the TMI Action Plan 
Item 11.D.1 approvals.126 The current UFSAR Revision 15 concludes that the IOECCS event 
does not progress into a stuck-open PSV LOCA event. 127 The UFSAR states that all three PSVs 
may lift but will reclose, and that the leakage is bounded by one fully open valve with the 
consequences bounded by the IOPSRV event. The UFSAR also specifies that if SI results in 
discharge of coolant through the pressurizer valves, the operators will bring the plant to cold 
shutdown to inspect the valves. 

In 2004, the NRC issued a license amendment for Byron and Braidwood granting an adjustment 
to the PSV setpoints.128 As documented in the SE, the NRC staff requested during its review 
that the licensee perform a quantitative analysis regarding PSV water cycles and discharge 
water temperature . For the loss of ac power (LOAC) with reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal 
injection event, the licensee's analysis indicated that continued injection of water into the RCS 

123 Exelon 2001 
124 EPRI 1982c and EPRI 1983 
12s NRC 2001 a 
126 Exelon 2002 
127 Exelon 2014 
128 NRC 2004b 
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through the RCP seals would result in a water-solid pressurizer and water discharge through the 
PSVs. The proposed PSV setpoint tolerance assuming negative tolerance would result in a 
lower PSV lift setpoint. With the lower setpoint, the PSV would open earlier, and a larger 
number of PSV water cycles with a lower water discharge temperature could result during the 
transient. The licensee performed an analysis of the LOAC with RCP seal injection event, and 
determined the revised PSV setpoint would result in an increase of about one PSV water cycle 
and a reduction in the water discharge temperature of about 0.5 °F. A comparison of the 
reanalysis showed that the spurious SI event remained the limiting event since it resulted in a 
greater increase in the number of PSV water cycles (two cycles vs . one cycle) and a greater 
decrease in the PSV discharge water temperature (3.0 °F vs. 0.5 °F) than that calculated for the 
LOAC with RCP seal injection event. The water discharge temperature in the analysis of record 
for the spurious SI event was 590 °F. The lowest discharge water temperature for the spurious 
SI event with the revised PSV setpoint was 587 °F. The NRC staff found that the calculated 
water discharge temperature (587 °F) was significantly higher than the discharge water 
temperature of 530 °F that was used to support operability of the PSVs as discussed i111 the 
analysis of record . As a result, the NRC staff concluded that the analysis was acceptable to 
assure that the PSVs will remain operable following a spurious SI event. 

In 2014 , the NRC issued a license amendment for Byron and Braidwood granting a 
measurement uncertainty recapture (MUR) power uprate.129 The NRC staff determined that the 
IOECCS event was outside of the scope of the MUR power uprate, because the licensee did not 
propose to modify the Chapter 15 analyses related to PSV and PORV water discharge. 

With respect to inservice testing (1ST) activities, the Byron 1ST program 130 references the ASME 
Code for Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plants (OM Code), 2004 Edition through 
2006 Addenda; and the Braidwood 1ST program131 references the ASME OM Code, 2001 
Edition through 2003 Addenda. The Byron 1ST Program specifies the following testing and 
intervals for the PORVs, PORV block valves , and PSVs: 

• PORV: fail safe test closed (cold shutdown interval), stroke-time exercise open and 
closed (cold shutdown interval), and position indication test (2 year interval) 

• PORV Block Valve: exercise open and closed (2 year interval); position indication test 
(Joint Owners Group (JOG) Program interval) ; and open and closed test in accordance 
with ASME OM Code Case OMN-1 , "Alternative Rules for Preservice and lnservice 
Testing of Active Electric Motor Operated Valve Assemblies in Light-Water Reactor 
Power Plants" (JOG Program interval) 

• PSV: position indication test (2 year interval) and relief valve test (5 year interval) , 
referencing ASME OM Code, Appendix I, "lnservice Testing of Pressure Relief Devices 
in Light-Water Reactor Nuclear Power Plants" 

The Braidwood 1ST Program specifies the following testing and intervals for the PORVs, PORV 
block valves, and PSVs: 

• PORV: fail safe test closed (refueling outage interval) , stroke-time exercise open and 
closed (refueling outage interval), and position indication test (2 year interval). 

129 NRG 2014a 
130 Exelon 2016b 
131 Exelon 2009 
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• PORV Block Valve: exercise open and closed (quarterly interval) and position indication 
test (2 year Interval) 

• PSV: position indication test (2 year interval), and relief valve test (5 year interval), 
referencing ASME OM Code, Appendix I 

Shearon Harris 

In 2001, the NRC issued a license amendment to Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 1 
(Shearon Harris) for steam generator replacement and a power uprate to a maximum power 
level of 2900 MWt (approximately 4.5 percent).132 In addressing the licensee's evaluation of 
Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 15.5.1, the NRC staff found that the analysis showed that 
the calculated inlet pressures and temperatures required for the PORVs and safety relief valves 
(SRVs)133 to operate in a water environment were within the valve operable ranges, and thus 
ensured that the PGRVPORVs and SRVSRVs would be operable during the transient. The 
valve operable ranges were previously determined by the licensee to support operability of the 
P-GRVPORV§ and SW/SRVs during the discharge of subcooled water in accordance with the 
TMI Action Plan Item 11.D .1 requirements. Based on the analysis meeting the acceptance 
criteria of SRP Section 15.5.1 with respect to the RCS pressure limit and departure-from
nucleate-boiling limit, the NRC staff concluded that the analysis was acceptable. 

Beaver Valley 

In 2006, the NRC issued a license amendment authorizing an EPU for Beaver Valley Power 
Station, Units 1 and 2 (Beaver Valley), an approximate 8-percent increase in thermal power to 
2,900 MWt. 134 In the SE accompanying the amendment, the NRC staff described its review of 
the capability of the PSVs to discharge liquid and adequately reseat for a spurious SI actuation . 
The NRC staff specifically evaluated whether the PSVs could reasonably be expected to reseat 
to prevent the spurious SI actuation (an ANS Condition II event) from causing a stuck-open PSV 
(an ANS Condition Ill event). This issue was said to be further discussed in RIS 2005-29. While 
the PSVs for Beaver Valley were qualified to discharge steam, if the valves discharged water 
with sufficient subcooling , the NRC staff was concerned that they might not reseat properly. 

Based the licensee's analysis, during a spurious SI event , the PSVs would be required to 
discharge steam followed by high temperature water after the pressurizer filled . The licensee 
provided plots of the pressurizer water temperatures for th is event that indicated that the 
minimum temperature of the discharged liquid for Beaver Valley was approximately 620 °F. To 
evaluate the capability of the valves to discharge and reseat, the NRC staff reviewed the 
available data from the full-flow tests performed during the EPRI test program in 1981 for the 
specific PSV models representative of those installed at Beaver Valley. The licensee also used 
the methodology contained in WCAP-11677 and determined that the minimum acceptable liquid 
temperature for which the PSVs were expected to successfully discharge and reseat was less 
than the minimum expected temperature for the spurious SI event for Beaver Valley. 

The NRC staff agreed that both the minimum expected water discharge temperature and the 
minimum acceptable water temperature had been conservatively calculated . Therefore, the 

132 NRC 2001d 
133 This term is used in the Shearon Harris SE. The licensee's RAI response (CP&L 2000) makes clear 
that the referenced SRVs and PORVs are pressurizer valves. 
134 NRC 2006 
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NRC staff determined that, for purposes of preventing the occurrence of a more serious ANS 
Condition Ill event, there was reasonable assurance that the PSVs would discharge water and 
reseat adequately following a spurious SI actuation. A consideration of the NRC staff in making 
this finding was that, in the unlikely event of a stuck-open PSV, the ECCS was fully capable of 
mitigating the resulting LOCA. 

Turkey Point 

In 2012 , the NRC issued a license amendment authorizing an EPU for Turkey Point Nuclear 
Generating, Units 3 and 4 (Turkey Point), increasing the thermal power level of each unit 
approximately 15 percent to 2644 MWt. 135 

In the SE accompanying the amendment, the NRC staff indicated that ECCS actuation was not 
a possible initiator of inadvertent increase in reactor coolant inventory because the high head SI 
pumps have a shut-off head below the normal RCS operating pressure. The NRC staff stated 
that a eves malfunction that increases RCS inventory was evaluated for the effects of adding 
water inventory to the RCS. If the pressurizer filled and caused water to be relieved through the 
PORVs or PSVs, then these valves could stick open and create a small break LOCA. The NRC 
staff stated that this would violate the acceptance criterion that prohibits the escalation of an 
anticipated operational occurrence (AOO) into a more serious event. Satisfaction of this 
acceptance criterion was demonstrated by showing that sufficient time would exist for the 
operator to recognize the situation and end the charging flow before the pressurizer could fill. 
The NRC staff concluded that the licensee's analyses of IOECCS and CVCS events adequately 
accounted for operation of the plant at the proposed power level. 

Regarding an inadvertent opening of a PORV, the licensee initially proposed that the 
consequences of this event were bounded by the small break LOCA. The NRC staff did not 
accept this proposed disposition. If action were not taken to secure the open valve by either 
closing the PORV or its block valve, the NRC staff stated that this event could escalate to a 
small-break LOCA, which would be contrary to the non-escalation position. When the 
pressurizer filled, water wou ld begin to flow through the open PORV. If the PORV were not 
qualified for water discharge , the NRC staff stated that it was likely the PORV would not close 
upon demand. In this way, the NRC staff stated that the inadvertent opening of a PORV, an 
AOO, would become a small break-LOCA at the top of the pressurizer, an ANS Condition Ill 
event. The NRC staff requested that the licensee address the inadvertent opening of the PORV 
with respect to the third criterion for an ANS Condition II event. 

The licensee provided an analysis performed largely in accordance with NRG-approved, 
Westinghouse analytic methodology using the RETRAN computer code; however, this analysis 
was performed assuming that the PORV opened instead of the PSV. The NRC staff stated that 
assuming the opening of the PORV is acceptable, because the PSV is differently qualified , and 
reseats mechanically. An additional independent fault would be required to cause the PSV to fail 
to close. The analysis indicated that the pressurizer would fill within about 240 seconds. The 
licensee stated that there were multiple alarms to indicate the opening of a PORV. The licensee 
stated that a prompt operator action would be needed to close the PORV and, if the PORV does 
not close, the operator would be directed to close the block valve. Because the necessary 
actions would be prompt and simple, the NRC staff agreed that there would be sufficient time to 
secure the inadvertently open PORV without filling the pressurizer. 

135 NRC 2012a 
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St. Lucie 

In 2012, the NRG issued a license amendment authorizing an EPU for St. Lucie Plant. Unit 2 
(St. Lucie , Unit 2) that increased the authorized thermal power level about 12 percent to 
3020 MWt. 

Regarding an IOECCS event, the high pressure SI pumps would be incapable duting power 
operations of delivering flow to the RCS because the pumps' shut-off head would be less than 
the normal RCS operating pressure of 2250 pounds per square inch absolute. Therefore, the 
licensee determined that the inadvertent operation of the ECCS at power event was not a 
credible event and did not analyze it for the proposed EPU. The NRC staff found that the 
licensee's position for not analyzing the IOECCS event to be acceptable. 

Regarding a CVCS malfunction, the licensee evaluated it as an AOO for the effects of adding / 
water inventory to the RCS. The NRC staff reviewed the licensee's ana lyses of the eves / 
malfunction event and concluded that the licensee's analyses adequately accounted for / 
operation of the plant at the proposed power level and were performed using acceptable 
analytical models. The NRC staff determined that the llcensee'S: .lf'lalysl&!j,,c11yses 
}fomonstrated that_thce_pressurizer did not become water solid , assuring no water was_____) 
discharged through the PSVs. 

Regarding an JOPORV event, the NRC staff stated that, when viewed from the mass addition 
perspective , this event could be evaluated in two phases: (1) an Inadvertent opening of a 
pressurizer relief valve, followed by (2) an inadvertent ECCS actuation. In the·first phase, the 
NRC staff stated that this event cou ld be mitigated by closing the open PORV or its block valve. 
If the PORV or its block valve was not closed, the NRG staff stated that the IOPORV event 
would enter the second phase with actuation of the ECCS. Based on Its review, the NRC staff 
determined that the pressurizer overfill analysis, available alarming system , and procedures, in 
combination with simulator exercise results, provided reasonable assurance that the pressurizer 
would not be expected to fill to a water solid condition that could prevent the PORV or PSV from 
closing after they were open . The NRC staff therefore concluded that the event would not 
generate a more serious plant condition , meeting the non-escalation criterion , The NRC staff 
staled that it reviewed the licensee's analyses of the Inadvertent opening of a pressurizer PORV 
event, and concluded that the licensee's analyses adequately accounted for operation of the 
plant at the proposed power level and were performed using acceptable analytical models. 

The NRC staff concluded that the licensee demonstrated that all AOO acceptance criteria were 
satisfactorily met. 

North Anna 

North Anna Power Station, Units 1 and 2 (North Anna) UFSAR Section 15.2 .14, ''Spurious 
Operation of the Safety Injection System al Power," describes plant response lo an Inadvertent 
SI event. In particular, UFSAR Section 15.2.14.2.3, "Event Propagation," states the following : 

Safety valve (Reference 18) and PORV (Reference 19) testing has revealed no 
Instances of failure of the valves to reseat following water relief. Resulting 
leakage is within the capacity of the normal makeup system and is therefore not 
considered to be a small break loss of reactor coolant event. Therefore, the 
complete filling of the pressurizer and/or water relief via a safety valve as a result 
of a spµrious safety Injection does not constitute a failure to meet the event 
propagation acceptance cri terion. Although primary credi t for preventing the 
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propagation of the event to a small break loss of reactor coolant event is the 
reseating of the PORVs and safety valves, it is noted that the PORVs (which 
open prior to the safety valves and, if open, preclude safety valve actuation for 
this event) are providled with block valves which the operator will close in the 
event of excessive PORV leakage. 

North Anna UFSAR Section 15.2.14.3, "Conclusions," indicates that the complete fi lling of the 
pressurizer and water discharge via a PSV as a result of a spurious SI does not constitute a 
failure to meet the non-escalation position. Furthermore, UFSAR Section 15.2, "References," 
lists EPRI NP-2770-LD and EPRI NP-2670-LD. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the reliance by the licensee for Byron and Braidwood on the acceptable 
performance of the PS Vs and PORVs following water discharge in response to abnormal events 
is not inconsistent with similar approaches by some other nuclear power plant licensees. In 
general, the review of activities by various nuclear power plant licensees related to PSV and 
PORV performance revealed reliance on EPRI, Wyle, and valve vendor testing to provide 
support for the performance of these valves under various service conditions. Specific 
certification for flow capacity of these valves for water discharge in accordance with the ASME 
BPV Code and National Board was not identified in the review of various justifications prepared 
by nuclear power plant licensees. 

In evaluating the historical documents for Byron and Braidwood, the Panel found it challenging 
to determine specifically how the licensee resolved the concern raised in NSAL-93-013 in its 
analyses and plant operations. While the record does not currently support a compliance backfit 
in this case, if (as recommended by the Panel) the NRC staff undertakes a generic review of 
licensees' treatment of the potential for pressurizer valve damage following water discharge, it 
may be appropriate to consider what actions have been taken, how operating experience with 
water discharge has been considered, and how analysis assumptions are considered in 
operational practices (including inservice testing) at each plant. 
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From : Claris Theresa 
To: 
Subject : 

Spencer Michae l; Holahan Gary ; West Steven ; Scarbrougl1 Thomas 
RE : Containment Contamination Argument 

Date: Wednesday, August 17, 2016 2:00:50 PM 

Search of FSAR stuff ... see red for most interesting. Sorry th is is sort of st ream of consciousness at 

the moment. 

Re standard conformance: 

Braidwood 2004 FSAR submittal, but most pages dated December 2002: ML051660219 
• P.15.5-3, Section 15.5.1.2 on IOECCS: "American Nuclear Society standard 51.l/NlS.2-1973 

(Reference 2) descr ibes example 15 of a condition II event as a "minor reactor coolant 

system leak which would not prevent orderly reactor shutdown and coo ldown assuming 

makeup is provided by normal makeup systems on ly." In Reference 2, norma l make up 

systems are defi ned as those systems normal ly used to maintai n reactor coolant inventory 

under respect ive conditions of startup, hot standby, power operat ion, or cooldown, using 

onsite power . Since t he ca use of the water re lief is the ECCS flow, the magnitude of the leak 

wi ll be less than or equivalent to that of the ECCS (i. e.1 operation of the ECCS mainta ins RCS 

inventory during the postulated event and estab lishes the magn itude of t he subject leak) . 

Therefo re, the above example of a Condition II event is met." 

• P. Al.77-1 (dated December 1992): N18.2 is mentioned in a discussion of RG 1.77 and 

control rod ejection accidents (that they are a fa ulted condition as defined in N18.2). 

• P. 15.0-13, Section 15.0.8 on plant systems and components for accident mitigation: "In 

determining which systems are necessary to mit igate the effects of these postu lated events, 

the classification system of ANSI -NlS.2-1973 is ut ilized." 

• P. 15.4-13, Section 15.4.3.1 on RCCA misoperation ; "Thus, consis tent with the philosophy 

and format of ANSI Nl8.2, the event is classified as a Cond ition Ill event. By definition 

"Condition Ill occurrences include incidents, any one of which may occur during the lifetime 

of a particu la r plant," and "shal l not cause more than a sma ll fract ion of fuel elements in t he 

reactor to be damaged .. . "" 

Braidwood 2000 FSAR is only on CD in the Fi le Center, so I can go get l t. 

Re 50.59s: 

Braidwood 2002 50.59 report (ML023610638)- PlJbllcly availabl 

• Part 1 of 2, p.129-130 of PDF, effective date 7 / 11/00: UFSAR change package #DRP 8-190 to 

the Byron/Bra idwood UFSAR revised the descript1on in Chapter 15, Section 15.5.1 

" Inadvertent Operation of Emergency Core Cooling System During Power Operations" to 

remove statements tha t operator action wil l be taken to manually open the Pressurizer 

Power Operated Re lief Valves (PORVs). The transient description will be revised to indicate 

that if t he Pressurizer PO RVs are not available, the Pressurizer Safety Relief Valves ( PSRVs) 

wl ll llft to re lieve pressure initially releas ing steam fo llowed by subcooled water. 1he existing 

discussion of the Pressurizer Overfill case will be deleted. 

• Part 2 of 2, p.105~ 106 of PDF, dated 2002 : UFSAR Change Package #DRP 9·075 revises the 



evaluation methodology for the Loss Of Offsite Power (LOOP) event (UFSAR Section 15.2.6) 

to incorporate water relief through the Pressurizer Safety Va lves. Th1s DRP is applicable to 

Byron and Braidwood Stations Units 1 and 2 .... An additional evaluation was performed that 

concluded the Safety Va lves wi ll not be damaged by the water relief (Westinghouse letter 

LTR-SEE-01-287) .... This activity is not considered a departure from a method of eva luation 

described in the UFSAR because the new methodology (Water relief through the Pressurizer 

Safety Va lves) has been approved by the NRC for asimilar event for Byron and Braidwood 

Stations as part of the Power Uprate Safety Evaluation Report. 

Parallel Byron 2003 50.59 report (ML031631016) - publicly available 

• p.120-121, effective date 12/22/00: This purpose of this UFSAR change was to revise the 

description in Chapter 15 Section 15.5.1, "Inadvertent Operation of Emergency Core Cooling 

System During Power Operations", to remove statements that operator action will be taken 

to manually open the pressurizer power operated relief valves {PORVs) . The t ransient 

description is revised to indicate that If the pressurizer PORVs are not available to open to 

relieve pressure then t he pressurizer safety relief va liveis (PSRVs) wlll llft to relieve pressure 

initially releasing steam fol lowed by subcooled water to mitigate the pressurizer overfi ll 

portion of the transient. The effect of the proposed activity wi ll be an updated licensing basis 

and an updated operations procedure that will reflect the updated licensing basis .... Utilizing 

the relief valves may result in some degradation and the possibi lity that the va lves may not 

fu lly reseat. The probability of the relief valves failing open due to water service application 

was previously evaluated in the SER for NUREG-0737, Item 11.D.1. Thus, the change is 

bounded by t he previously eva luated SER and does not increase t he probability of 

occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment Important to 

safety .... For analysis purposes, the PORVs are assumed to not be avai lable for mitigation of 

the inadvertent operation of ECCS during power operation accident. However, current 

Technica l Specif ications requ ires t hat "Each PORV and associated block valve shall be 

OPERABLE" during Modes 1, 2, and 3 (LCO 3.4.11)." 

• p.136-137, effective date 7/11/00: same topic as 15t Braidwood Item 

• p.161-162, dated in 2002: same topic as 2nd Braidwood item 

My earlier notes from 50.59s on microfiche - I can go print - these were from the timefrarne when 

PORVs were going to be credited. 

• 3/18/94 - (78728:302) change M6-1/2-88-003 -safety-related power to safety-related relays 

for PORVs to enable manual control during a loss of offsite power 

• 3/31/97 (92355: 15 7) - draft revision package 6-013 - reanalysis of IOECCS, conservative 

analysis of overfill scenario, remains isolable when ECCS terminated, PORVs allow relief and 

prevent pressurizer from fil ling (1 PORV adequate); DNB limits met; water t hrough safeties 

precluded by relief through PORVs 

• 3/31/99 - (A7530:247) change 6G-98-0167 - changes to, TRM Section 3.4 on Reactor Coolant 

Systems, justif ication for automatic PORV actuation to m itigate pressurizer overfill during 

spurious SI at power 

Other documents I came across: 



• 2004 version of Technical Requi rements Manual (simi lar format to TS but not part of 

license) has TLCO 3.4.d saying one PORV must be unisolated and capable of respond ing in 

automatic, or the plant must shut down In 72 hours. (ML051660238, p.151 of PDF) - Same In 

2014 submitta l (ML14363AS04) 
• 2004 version of TS ba ses talks about PO RVs and PSVs in the discussion of pressur izer 

pressure limits (ML051660226, p.35-36), then says this on p.181: "The Pressurizer Water 

Level -High trip Function provides a backup signal for the Pressurizer Pressure-High trip and 

also provides protectiion aga inst water re lief through the pressurizer safety va lves. These 

valves are designed to pass steam In order to achiev their design energy removal rate. A 

reactor trip is actuated prior to t he pressurizer becoming water sol id." The pressurizer an d 

PSV/PORV specific items start on p.385 of the PDF. 

From: Spencer, M ichae l 

Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2016 11:21 AM 

To: Holaha n, Gary <Gary .Holahan@nrc.gov>; West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; Sca rbrough, 

Thom as <Thomas.Sca rbro ugh@nrc.gov>; Clark, Theresa <Theresa.Clark@ nrc.gov> 

Subject: Containment Con taminat ion Argument 

All , 

Section 3.1.2.2 of the 2015 Backfit states : 

(b)(5) 

The licensee has not addressed the questions of how long it would take to 
clean up a contaminated containment, and whether the time required for 
completing the cleanup effort and repairing or replacing any damaged PSVs 
could be long enough to delay the plant's return to operation beyond the 
short period that is implied in the UFSAR, Chapter 15.5.1.3, definition of 
Condition II events. 



(b)(S) 

Michael 

Michael Spencer 
Senior Attorney 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Office of the General Counsel 
Otflce: 015-A 18 
Mail Stop: 016-F3 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 
Phone: 301-287-9115 
Fax : 301-415-3725 
Michael .Spencer@nrc.gov 



From : 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Clark Theresa 
West Steven ; Holahan Gary; Scarbrough Thomas ; Spencer Michael 
RE : Final Report 
Tuesday , August 16 , 2016 2:43 :35 PM 

Backflt Ar;>peal Panel Raoort (MASTER \.dQCX 
cover memo (MASTERLdo<:X 

Here you go. Please note that I will be editing and updating the references over the next couple of 

days. 

From: West, Steven 

Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2016 2:20 PM 

To: Holahan, Gary <Gary .Holahan@nrc.gov>; Clark, Theresa <Theresa.Clark@nrc.gov>; Sca rb rough, 

Thomas <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov>· Spencer, Michael <Michae l.Spencer@nrc .gov> 

Subject: Re : Final Report 

Theresa, 

Please email to me the docs that Gary wants us to look at. I have time to review them while on travel, 
but have last Friday's versions with me. Thanks much. 

Steve 

•••••••• Original Message •••••••• 
From: "Holahan Gary" <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov> 
Date: Tue, August 16. 2016 1 :31 PM -0400 
To: ''West, Steven" <Steven.West@nrc.gov> , "Clark, Theresa" <Jheresa,CJark@nrc.gov>, "Scarbrough, 
Thomas" <Ibomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov>, "Spencer, Michael" < Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov> 
Subject: Final Report 

Steve, 
Tom, 
Michael, 
Theresa, 

After reviewing and re-reviewing the NRR comments, I made several additions to the cover 
letter and the main report. I believe it is ready for (almost) final polishing. 

Please review the cover "Master" and the report "Master" in the report section. I would like 
to aim for Thursday or Friday (l 'rn out Friday) for completion. That will give us a few days 
margin to the due date. 

Thanks, 

Gary 
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1 BACKGROUND 

On June 22, 2016, in accordance with NRC Management Directive (MD) 8.4, ''Management of 
Facil ity-specific Backfitting and Information Collection," the NRC Executive Director for 
Operations (EDO) established a Backfit Appeal Review Panel (Panel) to review the appeal by 
Exelon Generation Company. LLC (Exelon or the licensee) of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRG) staff's determination that a backfit is necessary at Braidwood Station, 
Units 1 and 2 (Braidwood) and Byron Station, Units 1 and 2 (Byron), as well as the NRC staff's 
application of the compliance backfit exception provided in Title 1 O of the Code of Federal 
Regulations (10 CFR), Section 50.109, "Backfittlng." 

This backfit determination is documented in an October 9 , 2015. letter (Agencyw1de Documents 
Access and Management System (ADAMS) Accession No. ML 14225A871 ). The letter describes 
the NRC staff's review of licensing basis documents for Braidwood and Byron.fA§eRc;ywlde 
Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS) /\ccession No. ML14225A871 ). The 
NRG staff determined that Braidwood and Byron were not in compliance with the plant-specific 
design bases and several NRC regulations: 

• General Design Criterion (GOG) 15, "Reactor ~Goolant S§Ystem .QGesign,·· in 
10 CFR Appendix A, "General Design Criteria (GD Cs] for Nuclear Power Plants" 

• GDC 21, "Protection S§.ystem Rreliabillty and :nestability" 

• GDC 29, "Protection i!Against Q_Anticipated G.Qperational G.Qccurrences" 

• Paragraph (b) of 10 CFR 50.34, "Contents of applkations; technical information" 

Specifically, Braidwood and Byron were determined not to comply with provisions for ensuring 
that Condition II events (analyses of inadvertent operation of the emergency core cooling 
system (IOECCS), malfunction of the chemical and volume control system (CVCS), and 
inadvertent opening of a pressurizer safety or relief valve) do not progress to more serious 
Condition Ill events following water relief through certain valves. The NRC staff acknowledged 
that the NRC staff position differed from a previous staff position documented in a May 4, 2001, 
safety evaluation (SE) supporting a stretch power uprate {ADAMS Accession No. 
ML033040016). However, the NRC staff determined that the backfltting was justified under the 
compl iance exception in 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(i). The licensee was directed to take action to 
resolve the non-compliance. 

On December 8, 2015, the licensee appealed the NRC staff's decision stating its disagreement 
with the NRC's conclusion that the compliance exception to the backfit rule applies in this case, 
and that the NRC has twice approved the underlying anal1ysis (ADAMS Accession 
No. ML 15342A 112). The referenced approvals were an August 26, 2004 , license amendment 
associated with pressurizer safety valve (PSV) setpoints (ADAMS Accession No. 
ML042250531 ) and the above-referenced license amendment associated with a stretch power 
uprate. In a letter dated May 3, 2016, the NRC responded to the licensee's appeal and 
reaffirmed its decision that the backfit per the compliance exception provisions of 
10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(i) is appropriate (ADAMS Accession No. ML 16095A204). 

On June 2, 2016 the licensee again appealed the NRG staff's decision (ADAMS Accession 
No. ML 16154A254), this time to the EDO. The purpose of this report is to provide information 
and recommendations to support the decision of the EDO. 
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. 
1.1 Conduct of the Review 1 

In order to establish a technically sound. well informed, and legally defensible basis for its ; · :::===-"==========< 
recommendations, the Backfit Appeal Panel undertook a review of the relevant documents in / 
this case. This included the licensee and NRC staff letters mentioned above; the 2001 power / '-=""""-=-=..i='---------__; 

uprate and the 2004 license amendment; and a June 16, 2016, letter from the Nuclear Energy /' 
Institute (NEI) supporting the Exelon backfit appeal (ADAMS Accession No . 1 
ML 16208AO ~ he Panel also reviewed man_y_other related documentA,which / 1! 
fall into 6*-M_ broad categories: / 

• The Backfit Rule (10 CFR 50.109), related court actions, and Commission and staff / 
guidance on application of the Backfit Rule 

I 
• Docketed communications for Byron and Braidwood (license amendment requests / 

(LARs) by the licensee, NRG-issued license amendments, NRC requests for additional ; 
information (RAls), licensee responses, meeting summaries, NRC ~ 1 
);v.al~SEsJ_and the_licensee's U_ppated Final Safety_Ana[l'sis Re.Q.Qi:tj UFSAf3.))_ __ J 
over the period of +BS+---1982 to the present 

• NRC guidance relevant to the analysis of IOECCS events (Standard Review Plan (SRP) 
Section 15.0, "Introduction - Transient and Accident Analyses"; Section 15.5 1 - 15 5.2, 
"[IOECCSJ and (CVCSJ Malfunction that Increases Reactor Coolant Inventory"; and 
Section 15.6.1, '' Inadvertent Opening of a PWR [Pressurized Water Reactor] Pressurizer 
Pressure Relief Valve or a BWR (Boiling Water Reactor] Pressure Relief Valve") over the 
period of 1981 to the present 

• Westinghouse Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter (NSAL) 93-013, dated June 30, 1993;: aAd 
its Supplement 1, dated October 28, 1994: and docketed communications regarding 
actions taken by other licensees In response to Westinghouse NSAL·93~013 

• Qosketa{l-sommuAlsatieAs--r-e~n:li~GtloA& takeR-GY otl'leF-llcoosees-ll't-feSf)OAse-1.o 
We~ifl9t:loose-NS~J..Q..1-3 

• The history of NRC and industry activities related to power operated relief valves 
(PORVs), their block valves , and PSVs (including Three Mile Island (TMI) action items 
11.D.1, ll.D.3,11 .G.1, 11.K.3 documented in NUREG-0737, "Clarification of TMI Action Plan 
Requirements, " as well as and Generic Letter 89-10 and its supplements), relataci 
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) valve testing, and operating experience 
(NUREG/CR-XXXX7037) 

In addition to the document review, the Panel had the benefit of meetings with the Office of 
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) (both the Division of Safety Systems and the Division of 
Engineering), the Office of the General Counsel, and the NRC Committee to Review Generic 
Requirements (CRGR). Both Exelon (Bradley Fewell) and NEI (Tony Pielrangelo) declined 
offers for a public meeting, but indicated a willingness to provide information if the Panel 
identified the need. 

At the request of the Panel , the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research conducted risk analyses 
based on the NRC's Standardized Plant Analysis Risk model for [Byron] . These analyses 
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informed the Panel 's response to the question from the EDO regarding the rfsk significance of 
the relevant accident sequences. 

1.2 Proposed Compliance Backfit and Exelon Appeals 

In a letter dated October 9, 2015, the NRC staff informed Exelon that it had determined that 
Braidwood and Byron are not in compliance with GDC 15, 21, and 29; 10 CFR 50.34(b); and the 
plant-specific design bases that were expected to demonstrate there will be no progression of 
Category II events into Category Ill events. The NRC staff stated that based on its review of 
Braidwood and Byron UFSAR Sections 15.5.1, 15.5.2, and 15.6.1, the UFSAR predicts water 
rel ief through a valve that is not "qualified" for water relief. Therefore. the NRC staff concluded 
that the UFSAR does not contain analyses that demonstrate that the plants' structures, 
systems, and components (SSCs) will meet the design criteria for Condition II faults as stated in 
Braidwood and Byron UFSAR GAaf)teF--Secllon 15.0.1.2. Based on the Backfit SE attached to its 
letter, the NRC staff found that the llcensee must take action to resolve the non-compliance . 

The Backfit SE covers three accident ana lyses in Chapter 15 o'f the Braidwood and Byron 
UFSAR: (1) IOECCS; (2) CVCS malfunction that Increases reactor coolant Inventory; and (3) 
inadvertent opening of a pressurizer safety or relief valve (IOPORV). The NRC staff note~d that 
each Condition II event must be shown lo meet the following: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

No fuel damage 

No overpressure of the reactor coolant system or main steam system 

No progression into an event of a more serious category without another Independent 
fault 

ommenl [MASl t We should fully cite 
the statements here that we take issue 

I with later, with explicit references to 
slnale failure and ASME. 

I 
I 
l 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
Regarding IOECCS, the NRC staff statesd in Section 3.1.2.1 of the Backfit SE that use of the 
block valve to Isolate a stuck-open PORV ,swas unacceptable. The NRC staff statesg that 
Westinghouse recommended this approach in 1993 and that the NRC staff rejected this 
approach in 2005 (RIS 2005--029-29). 

I 

I 
In Section 3.1.2.4 of the Backfit SE, the NRC staff statesg that the Braidwood and Byron / 
IOECCS ana lysis depends on water relief through the PSVs. The NRC staff ault d the licensee I 
for •notlaeRl1Yk!9l the single-failure assumption" aruf.statesd that the following _information iswas / 
necessary to support water qualification of the PSVs: 

1. In accordance with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME Boiler end 
Pressure Vessel Code (BPV Code), Section Ill, provide the Pfevioo-original 
Overpressure Protection Report defining operating conditions and required relief 
capacities, and manufacturer's certification and test results 

2. In accordance wi th the ASME Code for Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power 
Plants (OM Code). provide Pfav~d&-inservlce test history for PSVs, Including water and 
steam tests, or provide correlation test for alternative test fluid. 

Regarding CVCS malfunction , the NRG staff stateSQ in Section 3.2 of the Backfit SE that the 
licensee ha ·!J. not provided an analysis for the eves malfunolfon that Increases reactor coolant 
inventory that demonstrates the plants' ability to meet the requirements of a Condition II event. 
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Regarding IOPSRV, the NRC staff state .rt in Section 3.3 of the Backflt SE that the licensee 
hasQ not provided an analysis for the IOPORV that extends long enough into the transient to 
demonstrate the event wot11c1ill not transition from a Condition II event to a Condition Ill event. 

omml!nt [C j: Confirm When 

'
/ updating references that these are the 

amendment packages (all in this 
/ ara ra h 

In the Backfit SEJ the NRC staff referenced Millstone (1998) and Callaway (2000) bARs-license l 1 1 .1.1 C fl h ,- • d ch • - V- I 0111111e111 : on irm w en 
amendments 1,viL011800207 an ML00371963~ <!~~-~~pJ_g_§..Q.f.~£~!'l.~~~~!!.P.9~<!.£1D9.f0B...~ --' / updating references that this rs the 
for water rel ief; a Beaver Valley (2004) extended power uprate (EPU) requests /' amendment acka e, 
(ML061720376Mbpl as an examp1e of qualifyin.[ PO RVs for water_rellef; and Turke_y Point and _ 
St. Lucie Unit 2 EPU r0Q~sts amendments (ML 11 293A359 and ML 12235A463) as additional 
precedent in support of the backfit decision. 

On December 8, 2015, Exelon appealed the NRC backfit decision. Exelon assertsed that the 
NRG ha Q not Justified Invoking the compliance exception to the bacKfit rule. Exelon stateS"1Ji 
that the NRC approved its IOECCS analysis in the 2001 stretch power uprate and the 2004 PSV 
setpoint amendment. 

On May 3, 2016, the NRC staff provided its review of the backfit appeal. The NRC staff staled 
that the previous approvals were Inconsistent with the Agency's general position on the known 
and established standard at issue, In this case the progression of Condition II events. The NRC 
staff stated that the fact that the NRC staff had some awareness of references to EPRI reports 
on the ability of these non-water qualified PS Vs to reseat in certain circumstances is not 
sufficient to support the licensee's position. 

On June 2, 2016, Exelon stated that the NRC has misidentified the "known and established 
standard" at Issue as the prohibition of Condition II events progressing to Condition Ill events. 
Exelon asserts that the standard in question concerns what is necessary to "qualify" valves for 
water discharge. Exelon contends that this standard is the EPRI testing and analysis, and that 
the NRC has agreed that Braidwood and Byron meet this standard. Exelon also contends that 
the change In NRC staff position on prior approvals is not a mistake of fact , but rather a new or 
modified interpretation of compliance with NRC requirements. for which use of the compliance 
exception provided for In Lhe Backfit Rule Is not appropriate. 

1.3 Backfit Rule and the Compliance Exception 

Backflttlng is defined by 10 CFR 50.109(a) as: 

.. ,Jhe modification of or addition to systems, structures, components , or design 
of a facility; or the design approval or manufacturing license for a facility; or the 
procedures or organization required to design. construct or operate a facil ity; any 
of which may result from a new or amended provision in the Commission's 
regulations or the imposition of a regulatory staff position interpreting the 
Commission's regulations that Is either new or different from a previously 
applicable staff position_ ... , 

Unless one of three specified exceptions apply, the NRC may impose a backflt only if It 
performs a backfit analysis in accordance with 10 CFR 50.109(a)(2) and determines in 
accordance wfth 10 CFR 50.109(a)(3) "that there Is a substantial increase In the overall 
protection of the public health and safety or the common defense and security to be derived 
from the backflt and that the direct and indirect costs of implementation for that facility are 
justified in view of this increased protection." 
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Section 50.109(a)(4) sets forth the three exceptions to the requirements of 1 O CFR 50.109(a)(2) 
and (a)(3). The first exception, the compUance exception, applies If the "modification is 
necessary to bring a facility into compliance with a license or the rules or orders of the 
Commission, or into conformance with written commitments by the licensee." The second and 
third exceptions relate to actions necessary to ensure adequate protection or to actions that 
involve defining or redefining adequate protection. 

The Commission explained its intended application of the compliance exception in the 
Statements of Consideration (SOC) accompanying the 1985 fina l rule amending 10 CFR 50.109 
(Volume 50 of the Federal Register (F~, page 38103): 

The compliance exception is intended to address situations in which the licensee 
has fai led to meet known and established standards of the Commission because 
of omission or mistake of fact. It should be noted that new or modified 
interpretations of what constitutes compliance would not fall within the exception 
and would require a backfit ana lysis and application of the standard . 

In the same SOC (page 38102), the Commission acknowledged that staff interpretations of 
rules are not legally binding, but the Commission also stated that "staff interpretations of broadly 
stated rules are often necessary to give a rule effect and in some instances may be a causa l 
factor in initiating a backfit."1 

By its terms, the compliance exception applies to actions necessary for compliance with rules, 
licenses, and orders, or for conformance with written commitments.2 Also, the Commission 
explicitly acknowledged the importance of staff interpretations of rules in the regulatory process. 
Thus, the Panel understands the term "known and establi:shed standard" to include standards 
established in rules, licenses, orders, and written commitments , and NRC interpretations of 
rules that might be established through an appropriate genorio issue process and announoed in 
a...va~iety--e terms. Some standards may be broad-based, while others may apply only to a 
limited number of plants. As stated in NUREG-1409, "[i]nformal or formal communications to 
one licensee are not official positions to all licensees .... Orders, licenses, and written 
commitments are applicable only to a particular licensee." 

The failure to meet a known and established standard is grounds for a compliance backflt if this 
failure is due to "omission or mistake of fact. " Thus. if a licensee obtains NRC approva l of an 
alternative to a specific standard set forth in guidance, that standard and guidance could not be 
used to support a compliance backfit unless the NRC's approval of the alternative was based on 
an omission or mistake of fact. "Known and established standards" are to be distinguished from 
"new or modified interpretations of what constitutes compliance," which do not fall within the 
compliance exception. The Panel understands the term "new or modified interpretations" to 
include situations where the NRC has, in effect, "changed its mind" on how to interpret the 
language of a requirement or on how much assurance is necessary to conclude that the 

1 The 1985 backfit rule was vacated by a Federal court on grounds unrelated to the compliance backfit 
exception . See Union of Concerned Scientists v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com'n, 824 F.2d 108, 119-20 
(D.C. Cir. 1987). In 1988, the Commission amended the backfit rule (53 FR 20603) to address the court's 
concerns, but did not change the 1985 rule 's compliance exception provision . Thus, the quoted 
statements from the 1985 rule are the applicable expression of Commission intent regarding compliance 
backfits. 
2 NUREG-1409, Backfitting Guidelines, defines written commitments broadly to include the ''final safety 
analysis report, licensee event reports , and docketed correspondence, including responses to NRC 
bulletins, generic letters, inspection reports , or notices of violation and confirmatory action letters ." 
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requirement is met. Levels of assurance might be established in terms such as acceptable 
probabilities or consequences, conservative assumptions , or sufficient margin. 

Additional background information on the Backfit Rule and the compliance exception is provided 
in Appendix A to this report. 

1.4 History of PORV Power-Operated Relief Valve and P-SV-Pressurizer Safety 
Valve Issues 

Appendix B to this report provides a summary of the NRC and industry's testing, evaluation, and 
other consideration of PORVs and PSVs since issues wore identified follew+A9-the TMI Unit 2 
{TM l-2} accident in 1979. This historical review provides context for discussion of valve 
"qualification" in the Backfit SE. It also provides the basis for the Panel's conclusions regarding 
the "known and established standard" for "qualification" in the context of the TMI _6action ~flan 
item and subsequent activities, as well as how it should be interpreted in the Byron and 
Braidwood licensing basis. 

As noted above, the issue of the applicability of the Single Failure Criterion to PSVs is one of 
the key issues in determining whether the licensee is in compliance with NRC regulations. The 
Panel have expended considerable effort in searching for an answer to what appears to be a 
simple question. "Are PSVs active components subject to the Single Failure Criterion or passive 
components exempt from it?" NRR staff have taken the position that PSVs have consistently 
been treated as active components . 

In the Panel's evaluation of the treatment of PSV failure potential (sections 2 1 - 2.11 below). an 
historical perspective is provided. In general, the Panel found that different organizations have 
defined "passive" components differently: almost always as not needing external power: usually 
as not needing an external actuator (e.g. signal); sometimes as not involving any mechanical 
motion (e .g. of a valve disc); and sometimes as not involving any motion, neither fluid nor 
mechanical motion (e.g. piping) . 

The introduction to the General Design Criteria (GDC) (10 CFR 50 Appendix A) and the related 
footnote define apQlicability of the sing.I~ failure crit~ria in tfil"m~ of electrical versu§ fluid 
systems. and active versus passive components. Neither the GDC nor NRC guidance define 
which characteristics of passive components are necessary to make a component exempt from 
the single failure criterion . Some examples are clear: pipes are passive components: pumps 
and motor-operated valves are active components: check valves are passive components 
(except in low-differential pressure passive systems, and some containment isolation 
aQQlications). PSV are conservatively sized with sufficient margin to accommodate a single 
failure although the single failure criterion is almost never discussed or applied in accident 
analyses . The Byron and Braidwood UFAR states that ''adequate overpressurization protection 
is provided by the three installed safety valves." Neither the UFSAR system descriptions nor 
the safety analyses discuss PSV any potential safety valve failures or their consequences. 

Most relevant for the current issue. the Byron and Braidwood UFSAR analyses of over
pressure events (e .g. loss of load, loss of feedwater) do not apply the single failure criterion to 
cause a PSV to stick open when opening on steam flow. In addition. the UFSAR Feedwater 
System Pipe Break analysis (Chapter 15.2.8) does not apply the single failure criterion to cause 
a PSV to stick open either during steam discharge or during water discharge. A survey of other 
Westinghouse-designed plants showed lhal this treatment of PSV valve performance during 
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anl1cipated .Q2erc1t1ona l occutr..@nces (AOO gr ANS categQLY lLfil'en!fil and postulated accld§.nts 
(or ANS category IV events) has been consistent and without any ldonttfred exceptions. 

1.5 +hr-eugllom-this-IBPQl'I. u~e-8yFG1+aAIJ BtauJweo~ara -treatoo-as-passive 
r.omponents. This treatmern is oons1stent- with historical-pr-actice and-Amari ;an Nuclear Society 
(ANS},-Staf:ldar-0s-Commtl.t-ee;-G!GssaP,1-9f-.Defirnl-ions-and-To~miAOlogy (-latest--ooitklA- a I q 
,nl<'.). 

1.5 History of Westinghouse NSAL and Related Activities 

Appendix C to this report provides a review of the issues identified by Westinghouse in NSAL: 
93-13 and its Supplement 1, how various licensees responded to these issues, and how the 
NRC was involved in approving these actions. This review provides the basis for the Panel's 
conclusions related to the approach taken by Byron and Braidwood to address these issues in 
their licensing basis, as well as on the "known and established standard" for event escalation 
from ANS Condition II to Condition Ill. 

2 DISCUSSION 

ommenl (MA I: This is already page 
7 and the panel's conclusion hasn't 
been stated. I think there needs to be 

1 a brief discussion of the Panel's 
I conclusion and this seems an 
\ appropriate point. I took most of this i from the draft preliminary conclusion, 
: with updates to the statement of the 
: inferred standard. 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I The compliance exception to the Backfit Rule is intended to address failures to meet known and 
established Commission standards because of omission or mistake of fact. New or modified / 
interpretations of what constitutes compliance do not fall within the exception . The Panel I 
reviewed and evaluated all the avai lable Information to determine if, In 2001 and 2004, there 
was a known and established standard of the Commission relating to the potential of PSVs to 
fail following water discharge during IOECCS events. 

In addition, the Panel considered the issue of a "known and established standards of the / 
Commission" as it relates to "event escalation." In its May 3, 2016, denial of the compliance 
backfit appeal, the NRC staff stated that "the October 9, 2015, backfit showed that the approvals / 
at issue for Braidwood and Byron were inconsistent with the Agency's general position on the 
known and established standard at issue, in this case the progression of Condition II events." 

1
1 

The Panel recognizes that the "non-escalation" position, although not included in NRC 
regulations, is widely referenced in reactor licensing bases as an approach for addressing / 
anticipated operational occurrences (AOOs) and postulated accidents as articulated in the //, 
GDCs. The non-escalation position Is incorporated in Section 15.0.1.2 of the Byron and 
Braidwood UFSAR as "By definition , these faults (or events) do not propagate to cause a more 
serious fault, I.e., Condition Ill or IV events." i 

Ne ither Exelon nor the Panel disputes that the non-escalation position is now, and was in 2001 / 
and 2004, a part of the licensing basis of both Byron and Braidwood. The PanfilJiliRPOrts the / 
staff's view that non-escalation (from ANS category II to ANS category IV) is a known and 11 
established standard Applicable to B_yron and Braidwood However, the Panel agrees with 
Exelon that the fundamental issue is not the non-escalation issue, but the appropriate standard 

1
/ 

for PSV water relief. In the absence of a PSV failure to reseat, the concerns articu lated in the 
backfit related to event classification, event escalation, and compliance with 10 CFR 50.34(b) ! 
and GDCs 15, 21 , and 29 would no longer be at issue. / 

I 
~s wtal~elo~h6..£>anel concludes that in 2001 and_2004 and at wesen~ the known aJJd .-1 
established standard of the Commission is that the failures of passive safety valves need not be 
assumed to occur following water discharge if the likel hood Is sufficiently small , based on well
informed staff engineering judgment. Durlng the Exelon power uprate review in 2001 and the 
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I 
I 
I 
I 

review of a later valve setpolnt amendment In 2004, the staff exercised reasonable and well 
Informed engineering judgment when concluding that the PSVs were unlikely to stick open (i.e .• 
fail to reseat}. The non-escalation position does not establish specific standards for valve 
qualification. so the non-escalation position. standard alone. provides no basis for rejecting the 
lice s~e·s reliance on EP va lve testing . Further. the 2015 backfit identifies no omissions or 
mistakes in the EPRI testing or in the licensee's or the staff's earlier evaluation of th is testing . 
Therefore . the Panel concludes that the position on valve aualincatlon la the Backnt SE is a new 
or modified interpretation of what constitutes compliance . 

The Panel's evaluation relative to treatment of PSV failure potential includes an assessment of 
the following references. 

2.1 197110 CFR Part 50 Appendix A, Footnote 2 I 
In 1971, the Atomic Energy Commission published the General Design Criteria (10 CFR ; 
~ o. Ape_endix ~ which had been under development since_ 1968. The introduction to _____ j 
Appendix A addresses "Single Failure" in the section on Definitions and Explanations. The 
paragraph on single failures Includes a footnote stating: "The conditions under which a single 
failure of a passive component in a fluid system shou ld be considered In designing the system 
against a single fai lure are under development," !{emphasis added1J 

2.2 1977 SECY-77-439 

In response to several staff concerns and differing views on the subject of application of the 
single failure criterion , the Acting Director of NRR issued a Commission paper "[t)o inform the 
Commission of the present status and future use of the Single Failure Criterion as a tool in the 
reactor safety process." In part, that paper addressed the application of the single failure 
criterion to passive components in f luid systems. stating that "[a]pplication of the [single failure] 
concept Is complicated by the Interrelationships between the various Ould and electrical systems 
and their supporting auxiliaries in a nuclear power plant. Furthermore, there Is a need to 
stipulate the events and associated assumptions which must be considered during application 
of the Single Failure Criterion ." 

SECY-77-439 specifically spoke to how "additional passive failures"-that is, failures in addition 
to the Initiating event- had been and should be addressed. stating (emphases added): 

During subsequent years [since the single failure footnote quoted above was 
published] staff .a§§.!!!!1Qtions regarding the nature of passjve failures which 
should be considered have not been completely consistent and there has been 
some disagreement. However, on the basis of the licensing review experience 
accumulated in the period since 1969, It has been judged in most Instances that 
the probability of most types of passive failures in fluid systems Is sufficiently 
small that they need not be assumed in addition to the initiating failure in 
application of the Single Failure Criterion to assure safety of a nuclear power 
plant.--fe~s-adGeGJ 

The paper also stresses the use of engineering Judgment relating to the probability of 
component failure and does not suggest that valve "certification" or "qualification" in accordance 
with AmerlsaA--Soolety--0f-MeGRaAlGBl-6Aginee<S-(ASME1 standards should be Invoked as the 
basis for such decisions. 
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2.3 1979 TMI Action Plan item 11.D.1 

ommcnl I 'Tl: Defined above so put 
: in brackets. 

// ouuncn t I TJ: Actually says "to" In 
JI • the NSAL. 

As an element of the TMI Action Plan (NUREG-0585 and NUREG-0737), the NRC staff required 
licensees to address the capability of relief and safety valves to perform their intended functions 
without failure. Specifically, Item 11.D.1 states that ''[PWR and BWR) licensees and applicants 
shall conduct testing to qualify the [RCS) relief and safety valves under expected operating 
conditions for design-basis transients and accidents ." NUREG-0737 specified provisions for 
then-operating nuclear power plants and applicants for operating licenses and holders of 
construction permits to address the TM I a6ction Plan items, including Item 11.D.1 . NUREG-0737 
stated, for the performance testing of relief and safety valves for Item 11.D.1 that "[t]he testing 
should demonstrate that the valves will open and reclose under the expected flow conditions," 
with reference to planned EPRI testing and other generic industry test programs. 

Ne 
·rn 
/111 
1111 

ll/! lll 
'I/ Although limited In scope, the EPRI test results did not Identify any generic issues with PSVs or 

PORVs sticking open following water relief. The historical record shows that the word "qualify" In 
this TM/ Action Plan item was not intended to refer to ASME valve certification or qualification . 
Instead. "qualify" was used in a less forma l sense to refer to a reasonable judgment that the 
valve would open to relieve pressure and then reliably reseat. As referenced in NUREG-0737, 
the EPRI test program was the widely used approach to address TM I Action Plan Item 11.D.1 al 
PWR nuclear power plants. In a letter dated July 27, 1982, the Westinghouse Owners Group 
submitted WCAP-1 0105 to the NRC to demonstrate the acceptability of the EPRI testing 
program for PSVs and PORVs in Westinghouse-designed PWRs. 

1//r 
/i JI 
.11/ 
/JI , 
// II 
1111 
ill/ 
// 11 

2.4 1988 and 1990 NRC Letters on TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1 for Byron and 1/f/ 
Braidwood /1 

Ii I 
A 1988 letter from the NRC staff to the licensee for Byron found the licensee's reliance on EPRI i/ /1 
testing of PSVs to be acceptabieQ The SE states that the test rrog_ram was des].gned "1!Jo _____ 1• / 1 

reconfirm the integrity of the overpressure protection system and thereby assure that the J 1 / 
~Aef'al-~esliJR-G.ilernH[GDCsH are met." The SE contains no reference to or su.99.estion of a • /1 
need to undertake additional activities such as certification In accordance with the ASME Be#~ / : 
ans P;ess1Jre VesS61-(BPV) ColieBPV Code. In 1990, the use of the EPRI test program was / 
also found similarly acceptable for Braidwood. / , 

2.5 Westinghouse NSAL-93-013 and Supplement 1 
I I 

In 1993, Westinghouse sent flit.1olea ~ ale~<\e~~Letter NSAL-93-013 to...QQ_eratiQ9_ nuclear • / I 
power plants in response to its discovery that potentially non-conservative assumptions had I 
been used in the licensing analysis of the IOECCS event. Westinghouse recommended that 
licensees determine if their Pressurizer Safety Relief Valves (PSRVs)3 "are capable of closing 
following discharge of subcoo/ed water ." Westinghouse noted that the PS RVs might have been 
designed or "qualified" to relieve subcooled water. Westinghouse also noted that "licensees may / 
have qualified these valves in compliance ~ UREG-0737, ltem_ll.D.1." If the PSRVs were . 
not designed or qualified for subcooled water tellef, Westinghouse recommended that licensees 
reevaluate the IOECCS event with three possible options of (1) reducing emergency core 

The Westinghouse use of the term PRSB.Vs is technically incorrect, In that the valves in question 
should be designated as ' Safety Valves" or "Pressurizer Safety Valves'' as they are by the manufacturer. 
in the ASME BPV Code, and by the licensee. This difference in terminology Is not significant to any of the 
findings or conclusions in this report, 
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cooling system (ECCS) flow used in the safety analysis, (2) using a less restrictive operator 
response time, or (3) crediting the use of one or more PORVs to help mitigate the accident. 1( commenl I 

I 
I 

In Supplement 1 to NSAL-93-013, Westinghouse alerted licensees to potential reduced time for / 
operator action if a positive displacement pump (a typical part of the CVCS) were in service , and j' 
to the need to qualify the PS RVs and the piping downstream of the PSRVs and PORVs if water 
relief from the pressurizer is predicted. Some licensees submitted license amendments that I 
involved improvements to the PORVs and their circuitry to avoid water relie·f through the PSVs / 
(e.g ., Diablo Canyon in 1996, Salem in 1997, Millstone 3 in 1998, and Callaway in 2000). The i 
NRC staff review and approval of those proposed improvements rel ied on engineering judgment / 
relative to the various test information and PORV circuitry upgrades described by individual / 
licensees. In 1997, Exelon submitted an License Amendment Reql:lest (I._A~ for similar PORV __ ! 
improvements at Byron and Braidwood , but that request was later withdrawn . 

As indicated below, the Panel's sampling reyiew found two licensees, in addition to Byron and 
Braidwood , that chose to address this issue on the basis of safety valve capability to relieve 
water based on the testing done in response to TMI Action...l:!fill Item 11.D.1. 

19'94 SECY-94-084 Policy and Technical Issues ... In Passive Plant Designs 

In 1994 ... in preparation for the deslgl] girtificat1on re',!!ews or passive r@ctor des19.n~.{e.g. 
AP1000, ESBWR), the staff presented nine issues to the Commission for policy decisions 
(SECY-94-084 March 28, 1994 Policy and Technical Issues Associated with the Regulatory 
Treatment of Non-Safety Systems in Passive Plant Designs (ML003708068)). Although safely 
valve categorization and perfo1mance requirements were not explicitly addressed. the paper 
does include an issue on "Definition of Passive Failure" and an extensive discussion on whether 
check valves aruassive or ac!lve componen~an_g____t,ow th~y_shoul_g_ pe addressed in currel}! 
pl9 nts and utU@.12§.§.sive_d§lgns 

SECY-94-084 recognizes the GDC and SECY-77-439 as establishing long-standing 
requirements and guidance in this area . The paper acknowledges that the industry 
/including EPRI and ANSI/ANS 58.9) have been inconsistent with respect to check 
valve failures, sometimes considering them failure as "active failure", sometimes as 
··passive failures". However, In SECY-77-439 the staff stated that the failure of a check valve 
to move to its correct position when required was a "passive failure" In addition SECY-94-084 
statesL "In licensing reviews, however, only on a long-term basis (he. lon_g·\erm recirculation 
cooling following a LOCA does the staff consider passive failures 1n fluid systems as potentia l 
accident Initiators 1n ac;l..d..!1[Qn toJrlitlatirJ.9...evenls" and "Fo~n.LP!.anlli...ihe NRC start ..Q.Q.Qllil!!Y 
treats check valves, except for those in containment isolation systems, as passive devices 
during transients or design.basis accidents." 
Furthermore. SECY-94-084 states "Redefining check valves as active components, subject to 
consideration for single active fa ilures would cause these valves to be evaluated in a more 
stringent manner than that used in revious licensing reviews ." The staff then recommended 
(and the ConJmisslon 1!9.[eed in the on SRM-94-084 June 30, 1J)94) ''The staff recol'T)m._ends that 
the Commission.EQProve the ~taff§j:Jropqsaljo maintain the CIJrreot licer:isinQ_QrcJCtice fqr 
passive component failures on lhe passive /\LWR designs, and to redefine check valves, except 
for those whose ro er function can be demonstrated and documented in the asslve safet 
systems as active components subject to single failure consideration." 

The panel considers check valves and safely valves lo be similar in that they both function 
thrOl!fill the motion of the valve disk under differential pressure with no external s[gnal or motive 
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power. The panel also recognizes that t11e ambiguity with respect to "passive" versus ·active" 
component definitions and nomenclature exists for safety valves. However a survey of 

omment )MA J: I look this from the 
Summary. The Discussion section 

j should su ort the Summar . Westin ouse-des19ned pla!l!.s indicates..tt.1~! PSVs are conservativejy..§lzed with $Ufficient 
margin to accommodate a single failure although the sing le failure criterion is almost 
never discussed or applied in accident analyses. In addition the UFSAR ana lyses of 
over-pressure events (e .g . loss of load. loss of feedwater) do not apply the single failure 
cnlerion to cause a PSV to stick open when opening on steam flow. Furthermore, the 
UFSAR Feedwater System Pipe Break analyses do not apply the single failure criterion 
to cause a PSV to stick open eithe1 during steam discharge or during water discharge. 

/ Comment JCT): Placeholder to speak 
/ even further to the RAI response and 

2.7 Draft Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 15.5.1 (1996) 

// SE, if warranted based on NR.R 
" comments. II ::==,,====================:: 
I': Comment JCT): Per Michael's 
/ comment, need to add a sentence why 

/ / / this item is relevant. 
1,1 
"I P· 
1/1 
"I 
Ii I 

SRP Section 15.5.1 (1996) includes extensive updated to the 1981 SRP. but neither version 
includes any discussion , cri teria , or guidance on applying the single failure criteria or any other 
failure assumption to PSVs. 1' I 

2.8 2001 - 2006 Power Uprate Reviews and License Amendments 

1 / i 
I 11· /1 
/' ' 1/i As part of the 2001 power uprate review for Byron and Braidwood, the NRC staff approved the 11 1 

analysis of an IOECCS (UFSAR ~ f-Section 15.5.1) that included pressurizer filling , PSV / I r' 
water discharge, ECCS termination , and PSV closure. In support of the 2015 backfit, the NRC : I 
staff suggests that the 2001 license amendment was predicated on the NRC's mistaken belief I/ / 
that the valves were ASME-qualified (certified). However, a review of the SE and associated / / , 
RAls shows that, in 2001 , the NRC staff was well aware of the nature of the EPRI testing being / 1 I 
relied on. [be f1inel did not find any evidence that tge licensee claimed or the NRC staff _______ / i / 
believed that the valves were "qualified " in an ASME certification sense: rather, the record / I 
shows thorou h consideration of the testin conducted on valves of the t e installed at the ; ! 

ianl and a technical ·ud ment that this teslin rovided a ro riate ualification I I 
t' 

····-···-·····-: I 
The Panel's conclusion was confirmed via discussions with the individual who was the I 
responsible Section Chief in the Reactor Systems Branch at the time. He informed the Panel : 
that the 2001 license amendment was based on the exercise of staff engineering Judgment and / 
there was no discussion of ASME certification or qualification of valves. In addition, the NRC 1 
approved power uprates for other nuclear power plants that Included NRC staff evaluation of / 
water relief through PORVs or PSVs based on test information provided by individual licensees. / 

In 2001 , the NRC granted a power uprate for Shearon Harris that included the operability of / 
PORVs and PSVs during the discharge of subcooled water, referencing TMI Action Plan Item i 
11.D.1.Q!n 2006;_the NRC g_ranted a power ~rate for Beaver Valley. The SE for this amendmen t . i 
U..at referred to RIS 2005-Q2-Q-29 and found reasonable assurance that the PSVs would 
adequately discharge water and reseat following a spurious safety injection actuation, based on 
the EPRI test data from 1981 and an evaluation of the temperature of the liquid being 
discharged. 

During the NRC evaluations of license amendments since the TMl-2 accident, the NRC staff 
has specified in some SEs that a PORV or PSV would be assumed to stick open if it was not 
qualified for liquid service. To address this concern . the NRC staff reviewed and accepted a 
variety of test information (including EPRI, Wyle, and vendor testing) from individual licensee~ 
for the capability of PORVs or PSVs to reseat following water relief. A specific requirement for 
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the PORVs or PSVs to be certified under the ASME BPV Code as capable of passing water and 
reclosing was not found in the reviewed sample of SEs. 

In 2004, NRC issued a license amendment for #le-Braidwood and Byron Stations granting an 
adjustment to the PSV setpoints. In an RAI, the NRC staff requested that ~eR-the licensee 
perform a quantitative analysis regarding the number of cycles during which the PSV would 
pass water and the temperature of the water being discharged . In its SE, the NRC staff 
concluded that the reanalysis was acceptable ~1;:1r-efor assuring that the PSVs will remain 
operable following a spurious safety injection event. 

2.9 2005 RIS 2005-029-29 

In 2005, the NRC staff issued RIS 2005-009-29 ''to notify licensees of a concern identified 
during recent reviews of power uprate [LARs]." The RIS addressed the manner in which some 
licensees acted in response to NSAL-93-013. The RIS was issued at the division level in NRR 
and did not include office-level review or concurrence. The RIS was not formally reviewed by 
CRGR. Although no documentation was found , it appears that the lack of a CRGR review stems 
from the assertions in the RIS such as these: 

• "This RIS requires no action or written response and, therefore, is not a backfit under 1 O 
CFR 50.109. Consequently, the NRC staff did not perform a backfit analysis." 

• "This RIS is informational and pertains to a NRC staff position that does not depart from 
current regulatory requirements and practice." 

A key statement in RIS 2005-00-9-29 is the following 1(emiphasis added.)}: 

The NRC staffs position is noted in the power uprate review standard, as follows: 
"For the [IOECCS] and [CVCS] malfunctions that increase reactor coolant 
inventory events: (a) non-safety-grade pressure-operated relief valves should not 
be credited for event mitigation and (b) pressurizer level should not be allowed to 
reach a pressurizer water-solid condition." 

However, the Pewer Uprate Rcited review $§.tandard RS-001 2003), which is explicitly limited 
to extended power uprates, states that "[t]he staff does not intend to impose the criteria and/or 
guidance in this review standard on plants whose design bases do not include these criteria 
and/or guidance. No backfitting is intended or approved in connection with the issuance of this 
review standard ." 

This intent of RS-001 to define and clarify the scope of power uprate reviews , but not impose 
new requirements or new interpretations of requirements (i.e .. ''n~was confirmed in 
personal discussions with the NRR manager responsible for developing and issuing RS-001. 
Therefore. contrary to the RIS statement, neither the RS-001 review standard nor 
RIS 2005-029-29 documented "known and established standards of the Commission." 

The Panel also notes that neither RIS 2005-92-9-29 nor its draft Revision 1 discuss water relief 
certification requirements in accordance with the ASME BP¥-Code. In fact. as stated above, 
the NRC Issued a 2006 power uprate amendment for Beaver Valley In which the SE cited 
RIS 2005-29 and yet relied on the EPRI testing data to address the concern . 
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2.10 2005 SECY-05-0138 

In August 2005, the NRC staff issued SECY-05-0138, "Ri sk-Informed and Performance-Based 
Alternatives to the Single-Failure Criterion." SECY-05-0138 presents a comprehensive history of 
the application of the single failure criterion Including extensive discussion of the treatment of 
passive components in fluid systems. The paper acknowledges that "[o]ne particular issue 
identified in this project is the continued existence of the footnote to the definition of single 
failure in 10 CFR 50 Appendix A stating that the regulatory position on considering passive 
failures in fluid systems is under development." The paper quotes from SECY-77-439 
(discussed above) and recognizes that in current practice, as in 1977, tRat--"[p]assive failures in 
fluid systems are generally excluded from single-failure assessments." 

SECY-05-0138 presents three alternatives for using a risk-informed and performance-based 
approach to address the sing le failure issue. The paper states that "[a)II alternatives could 
include developing a position on single passive failures in fluid systems to replace the footnote 
now in 1 O CFR Part 50 Appendix A definitions." 

The paper also makes it clear that, with few exceptions, neither the NRG staff nor the 
Commission has established specific requirements relating to the treatment of passive 
component failures in fluid systems. The Panel believes the existence of this Commission 
paper, contemporaneous with discussions on potential safety valve fai lures (e.g,...!.LRJ.& 
RIS 2005-G29-29), makes it clear that no specific "establi shed standards" on safety valve 
failures had been developed between 1977 and the time of the Byron and Braidwood ~ewef 

uprate declsionshcense amendments in 2001 and 2004. 

Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 15.5.1 (2007) 

SRP Section 15.5.1 (2007) states, "The pressurizer safety valves, too, may be assumed to 
reseat properly after having relieved water: but on ly if such valves have been qualified for water 
relief." However, this section does not reference ASME requirements for qualification . 

2.12 NRR 2015 Compliance Backfit Finding and the Appeals 

The NRR 2015 compliance backfit (October 9, 2015, letter to Exelon) is predicated on the 
following positions (emphases added): 

• "water relief through a valve that is not qualified for water relief will cause that valve to 
stick in its fully open position" 

• "the licensee .. . has not applied the single-failure assumption" 

• "nor have they provided ASME water qualification documentation for the PSVs ... the 
ASME_ .. . _original Overpressure Protection Report ... in service test history_ .. . Including 
both water and steam tests'' 

The compliance backfit then argues that the IOECCS (,an AOO pe-r-tRe-GQC dofini,t;~~a-a 
Condition II event in the ANS classification systeFR-aG~he Byron and Braidwood 
UFSARs) would escalate to a more severe event. Such an escalation would be contrary to the 
Byron and Braidwood licensing basis (i.e., contrary to the ANS non-escalation position) and 
could be in non-compliance with the GDCs (as included in the Byron and Braidwood licensing 
basis) since an IOECCS with a stuck-open valve had not been analyzed and shown to meet to 
appropriate criteria for an AOO. 
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+1'18-Panel has reviewed the Octebe~l&l:ler~loo,th~l~esl)oRS&-aoo 
a~peal-letter--ef---9ecember 8, 2015 (refeffeEl-t&-as--lhe-NR~peal), anci mull!f,le--deGHFRents 
assesiated-witR-the--NRR---aµl)eal,-inci1;1Elir-1!f. 

tl=\e-NRR-a~ea~l..ffl88UAtl'-ffii'*>tss-{January 1~--201 ; r:ebniary-6-,-2-0-1 ; February 25. 
20-1- ; Afl-Mar-ch~20+6) 

a meFRorandum doc1c1FRenlln9 the inp1c1l or one ~JRR appeal panel member (A Gody to M Bail 
Mar61l4+, W+&) 

~.2Q1&.awaa~~fl8-aifeGIGl'-G~lal8ifl§-the-NR-R-appeal-J)aRel:s 
~ 

AS--AG~iel:H.l~ xel0fl-apf)6aled-t-e4he-NR-G-E.f)G, AG-NE~re\lideEl-a-,ietief-SUpf:lQRing 
this-a~f,)Qalr-tA&--Panel--r~v-iewe4-tnese--tlGCUmlffit&aa well,. 

0111111en1 IC1' 1: Per Michael's 
, comment - should confirm. 

J ornml•nl I 'TJ: Proposing to delete 
/, based on Michael's comment - I think 
ij I a ree that the first ueslion covers It. 
:, 
/; ,, 
:I 
II 
1/ :, 
Ir 
'/ 
/I 
I' ,I 

/! ,. 
II 
1: Ba-sed on a review of all the relevant documents, and discussions with numerous parties 

involved in the original review and the compliance backfit-f*Gf:lGSal, the Panel has developed a 
good understanding of the regulatory requirements and practices, the potential safety issues, 
and backfit rule obligations. The Panel has determined that the numerous, complex, and 
detailed regulatory and technical issues all depend on the answers to IRFee--two critical 
questions on valve performance, namely: 

'/ Ii ;: 
11 

If 
11 

Must the PSVs in question be assumed to fail given liquid water discharge because of // 
the lack of ASME certification for water discharge? I/ 

• 
/1 

• May~he_PSVs be assumed to fail in accordance with.the GDC "slngJe failure" •••••••• // 
requirements? : 

~re~he B:"tron or_Braiswood PSVs so liketY to Jail and lo stick_open, _glven_liquid water _____________ i 
Eli6Gl:laFtJ&;-l~e-NRG-st-a"-must.-assuFRe their failure as a norFRa~OEt~nse-ef-tMt 
GGAdJ.lier-i---aflG.--Aet-as-afl-!iAdepeAcienW~t---as-a-oonSOEfHential-faooFe+ 

In theif October 9, 2015, letter to Exelon , the NRC staff indicates that "[o]ne assumption that is 
particularly important lo the non-escalation criteria is that water relief through a valve that is not 
qualified for water relief will cause that valve to stick in its fully open position" [emphasis added). 
The Panel concludes that this issue, the treatment of potential valve failure , is not only 
"particularly Important," it is the critical issue upon which the compliance backfit hinges. 

3 RESPONSE TO THE EDO QUESTIONS 

In establishing the Panel , the EDO asked the panel to answer five specific questions, as well as 
evaluating the overall appropriateness of the October 2015 backfit. The answers to these 
questions are provided below. 

3.1 Were the approvals based on a mistake? If so, what was the mistake and 
what are the implications for Braidwood and Byron? 

In responding the question, the Panel has considered the differing views of the NRR staff and 
the licensee on this issue. Those positions are summarized below: 
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• In the ~ay 3, 2016, letter to Exelori the NRC_staff claims t~at.'ltJhe_NRC erred in - ·---------···· ommcn1 I Tl· Nole when doing 
approving a sequence of events that al lowed the [IOECCS], [CVCSJ malfunction, and references - Michael recommends 
inadvertent opening of a pressurizer safety or relief valve analyses in the 2001 and 2004 placeholder titles (e.g., NRR backfit 
[SEs]" and "the NRC staff understood the PSVs to be qualified for water relief when, in >a==ea=l=ru==11=n= ·========< 
fact, they were not," 

• Exelon claims, in lRei t December 8, 2015, backfil appeal letter, that "the compliance 
exception requires more than simply asserting that the prior staff approvals were 
wrong- the NRC must demonstrate that the prior approvals were erroneous because of 
an omission or mistake of fact at the time of the approval. The NRC has not made that 
case here." I 

I 
The Panel concludes that, in 2001 and 2004, the NRC staff did not misunderstand the I 
qualification status of the PSVs and that it was not a categorical mistake to undertake a review / 
of or make a technlcall i.eased safety finding_ on the _llkel;x'. successful performance of the valves, .1 
In the Panel 's opinion, the actions of the Reactor Systems Branch In 2001 to reach out to the 
Division of Engineering/Mechanical Engineering Branch for expert technical review assistance 
was both appropriate and AetewaFttlycommendable . The NRC staff reviewers involved in the 
2001 power uprate review were among the most experienced and senior reviewers in their 
areas of expertise. The NRC staff valve expert involved in the review was the agency's most 
knowledgeable individual on PSVs and the relevant ASME Code requirements, and was a 
nationally recognized expert. The Panel cannot agree that the NRC staff was 'misinformed, ill
informed, or in error. or that ~ !!..made incorrect or Inappropriate decisions. 

3.2 What is the known and established standard for water qualification of PSVs? 

The Panel concludes that In 2001 and 2004 and at present. the known and established standard 
of the Commission is that the failures of meooafli6al-passive sSafety .'{Valves need not be 
assumed to occur following water discharge- if the likelihood Is sufficiently smalli-_based on 
well-informed staff engineering judgment- . No more detailed or prescriptive standard has been 
promulgated by the Commission. 

3.3 What is the known and established standard for progression of postulated 
events between categories of severity? 

For Byron and Braidwood, the standard for progressjon of postulated events between 
categories of severity is set forth in the UFSAR as described above. The Panel UJll)Orts the 
staffs view thc1t n n-(lscalation (from ANS category II to.ANS category 1.V) 1s a known and 
eslabhshed standard applicable to Byron and Braidwood . However. this event progression 
standard does not establish specific standards for valve qualification. Therefore . it Is not lhe 
basis for a compliance backflt given this set of facts. 

In answering this question, the Panel was also asked to include a discussion of RIS 2005~ 
29 and the draft Revision 1 that was Issued for public comment in 2015. 

The Panel has reviewed the issue of "event escalation" as discussed in the compliance backfit 
and in RIS 2005-G29-29 and the draft Revision 1. The Panel concludes that the IOECCS (an 
AOO per the GDC definition and a Condition II event in the ANS classification system adopted 
in the Byron and Braidwood UFSARs) would escalate to a more severe event if a PSV were to 
stick open, or if both a PORV stuck open and its block valve failed to close . Such an escalation 
would be contrary to the Byron and Braidwood licensing basis (i.e., contrary to the ANS non-
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~scalatlon position) and could be in non-compliance with the GDC (as included in the Byron and I ommenc I Tl: Michael's comment: 
Braidwood licensing basis), since an IOECCS with a stuck-open valve had not been analyzed / I'm not seeing the connection to the 

and shown to meet to appropriate criteria for an AOOj_ ______ _____ _______ __ __ _______ ___ ___ _____ ,/ ~~;:e~~~ ~S:~=t~~~e;?~~~e~6oO's 

3.4 Does the current licensing basis for Braidwood and Byron comply with the question. Does the RIS really change 
applicable regulations? Is it adequate to provide protection to public health anything here? ls this really Just 
and safety? based on the UFSAR? 

The Panel concludes that Braidwood and Byron do comply with the applicable regulations 
based on the UFSAR analyses, which the NRG staff found acceptable through a reasonable 
and technically sound evaluation using appropriate Commission safety standards. 

3.5 Given that Exelon suggests that the NRC pursue a cost-justified substantial 
safety enhancement backfit, what is the contribution to overall plant risk of 
the current configuration at Braidwood and Byron? 

The Panel requested the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research to provide information and 
insights on the risk significance of the sequence at issue, to assure that the Panel's judgments 
were being made with a full understanding of their significance, and to assist In responding to 
the EDO question. 

The RES st d s ests th t t e most si ifican IOECCS se uence assu i ..1b.fil..fil1 
pressurizer overfill events lead to a small LOCA, contributes approximately 1 percent of the total 
interna l event core damage frequency (CDF). In the report . the maximum benefit (CDF 
reduction) from a "perfect backfil" (I.e., always preventing pressurizer overfill) is estimated at 
1.5E-07 per year. If the PSVs are not assumed to always fai l following water discharge 
(consistent with the staff expert judgment in 2001 l or a smaller Improvement than a "perfect 
ba t" ere co sidered the risk- eduction enefit of i lementin the backfit WGould be even 
smaller. 

The Panel Is aware of and sensitive to two Important Issues related to this question. First, NRR, 
not the appeal Panel , is responsible for any decisions on alternative application of the backfit 
rule to this Issue {through the other categories of adequate protection or cost-justified 
substantial safety enhancement). Second, the Panel does not wish to imply that "the 
contribution to plant risk" should be seen as the only measure of enhanced safety. The issues of 
event classification and the non-escalation of events are essentially defense-in-depth concepts. 
Defense In depth has a recognized role and value In the regulatory process. The Panel is also 
aware that not every defense-in-depth feature has the same safety significance, and that the 
estimated risk significance (measured in core damage frequency) is very relevant. 

Within the context suggested above, the Panel concludes that the contribution to overa ll plant 
risk is very small . 

4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The compliance exception to the Backfit Rule Is intended to address failures to meet known and 
established Commission standards because of omission or mistake of fact . New or modified 
Interpretations of what consti tutes compliance do not fall within the exception . Therefore, to 
address the appeal of the proposed compliance backfit, the Panel has focused on determining if 
this case is most appropriately characterized as one in which the NRG--staff.aAd-the- llcensee 
"fa iled to meet known and established standards of the Commission because of omission or 
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mistake of fact," or rather as a case of a "new or modified interpretations of what constitutes 
compliance." 

The NRC staff's compliance backfit argument depends on two separate determinations: the 
assumed failure of PSVs to reclose after passing water and the necessity of preventing "event 
escalation" (I .e., the position that "an incident of moderate frequency should not generate a 
more serious plant condition without other faults occurring Independently"). For the backfit to be 
valid, both of these determinations must meet the above compliance backfit standard by 
involving failure to meet known and established standards of the Commission. 

In the first of these determinations, the NRC staff's compliance backfit finding is based on the 
assumption in the SE that the PSV falls to reclose given the absence of "ASME water 
qualification documentation.'' The-cemf,llaru.e-backfit-assefl th l taff.-~ mistak011-iA·U iA€J 
~esl=lflisat.j1,1d§me~ns.l1H.e\l ewiAg-lfle-llseAse&'-s-wDmiltaJ.-.aesw:i,ieA-tiR§-l-Re-EP-R-1-valve 
test results-(performed in response t0 an NRG requlremenl (TMI Action Item 11.Q-1) and 
pre¥ioW6~YaleG-a~1:1~able by l~&-NRG-sta~ 

_As indicated in the compliance backfit-J3ff)r)968l, the 2001 NRC staff SE for the Byron and 
Braidwood power uprate did Involve a t,echnical evaluation of safety valve capability and likely 
pe,formance under water-discharge conditions rather than a simple assumption of a failure . The 
NRC response to the Exelon first appeal indicates that "the 2001 and 2004 approvals occurred 
because the NRC staff understood the PSVs to be qualified for water relief when , In fact, they 
were not." 

The Panel has carefully considered these views and has reviewed the relevant documents 
including the NRC staffs RAls and the licensee's responses, the NRC staff SE input, and the 
final staff SE written at the time of the 2001 power uprate review. The Panel did not find any 
evidence that the licensee had claimed or the NRC staff had believed that the valves were 
"qualified'' in an ASME certification sense; rather, the record shows thorough consideration of 
the testing conducted on valves of the type installed at the plant and a technical judgment that f 
this testing provided appropriate qualification. 

The Panel concludes that the f'JRC staff did not misunderstand the qualification status p_f_!~~--_J 
PS Vs and th.it it w.is not a ~~~mistake to undertake a review of or make a technically 
based safety finding on the likely successful performance of the valves. In the Panel 's opinion , 
the actions of the Reactor Systems Branch In 2001 to reach out to the Division of 
Engineering/Mechanical Engineering Branch for expert technical review assistance was both 
appropriate and netewertf:lycommendable. The NRC staff reviewers involved in the 2001 power 
uprate review were among the most experienced and senior reviewers in their areas of 
expertise. The NRC staff valve expert involved in the review was the agency's most 
knowledgeable individual on PSVs and the relevant ASME Code requirements, and was a 
nationally recognized expert. The Panel cannot agree that the NRC staff was misinformed, 111-
lnformed, or in error, or that tleley--J.Lmade incorrect or Inappropriate decisions. 

In the Panel's opinion , three related technical and regulatory positions underpin the backfit: 

• ASME water qualification (certification) documentation Is required if a valve Is to be 
assumed to reclose after passing water, 

• Wwater relief through a steam-qualified valve will cause that valve to stick in its fully 
open position0 
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• PSVs are subject to a single-failure assumption, 

None of these positions were "known and established standards of the Commission" in 2001 or 
2004 for determining when it was appropriate to assume a failure of PSVs to reseat. In fact. they 
were not "known and established standards of the Commission" in 2005 (RIS 2005-29tor 2006 
teaver~ EPU) or 2007 wl:leA similar el~sloos-weFe-made(SRP Section.15.1.1 update). 

Moreover, two of these positions do not appear to be "established standards of the 
Commission" at present. The call for ASME cert ification first appears in the Exelon compliance 
backfit. The call for use of the single failure criterion first appears in proposed 2015 Draft 
Revision 1 to RIS 2005~ -29. 

The Panel concludes that the standard in place in 2001 and 2004 and at present is simply that 
the failures of mechanical passive S§afety Vyalves need not be assumed to occur following 
water discharge if the likelihood is sufficiently small, - based on well-In formed staff engineering 
judgment. In earlier documents addressing this topic, beginning with NUREG-0737. +he 
siandar<l-is-alsa-trn.1-the use of the word "qualified" or "qualification" implies enly--a general 
demonstration of capabil ity , such as in the EPRI testing done in response to TMI Action Plan 
Item 11 .D.1. In light of lheS&-this standards, during the Exelon power uprate review in 2001 and 
the review of a later valve setpoint amendment In 2004, the NRC staff exercised reasonable and 
well-Informed engineering Judgment when concluding that the PSVs were unlikely to stick open 
(i.e., fail to reseat). 

The Panel has concluded that the position on valve qualification in the 2015 backfit is a new or 
modified interpretation of what constitutes compliance in addressing potential PSV failures 
following water discharge. Although this position represents a well-intentioned and conservative 
approach that could provide additional safety margin. it does not provide a basis for a 
compliance backfit. 

/ ommenc I TI: Added per Michael's 
/ comment - conflrm this Is what was 
, meant. 

/ 
I Comme11t ICTI: Did not yet include 

Tom's paragraph es It merits more 
discuss,on and perhaps engagement I 
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i 
I In the absence of a PSV failure to reseat, the concerns articulated in the backfit related to event 

classification, event escalation, and compliance with 10 CFR 50.34(b) and GDCs 15. 21, and 29 
are no longer at issue. 

The Panel's findings therefore support the Exelon backfit appeal. 

5 ADDITIONAL PANEL THOUGHTS I 
I 

In addition to the specific finding relating to the backfit appeal , the Panel believes it is important / 
to acknowledge, and for the NRC staff and licensee to appreciate, that water discharge through 
an PSV not specifically designed for such service is undesirable and should be minimized or / 
avoided as a matter of conservative engineering and prudent operations. The Panel concludes 
this while fully aware that the event sequence being considered appears to be of little safety ' 
significance . Nonetheless, operator training and emergency procedures to terminate the event / 
before pressurizer fill ing, as well as the use of PORVs rather than relying solely on PSVs, are / 
clearly preferred prudent measures, whether they form the facilities' UFSAR licensing basis and 1 
are assumed in the accident analyses or not _____________________________________________ _/ 
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APPENDIX A: HISTORY OF THE BACKFIT RULE AND THE COMPLIANCE 
EXCEPTION 

The Backfit Rule 

Title 1 O of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), Section 50.109, "Backfitting," was 
originally promulgated in 1970 (Volume 35 of the Federal Register (FR), page 5317). Because 
of perceived deficiencies in the rule, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
substantially revised it in 1985 (50 FR 38097). The 1985 rule was challenged in court, and the 
U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia (O.C. Circuit) vacated this rule in its entirety. The 
D.C. Circuit took this action because it concluded that the revised rule could be interpreted to 
allow the NRC to consider costs in defining or redefining what is required for adequate 
protection of the public health and safety. Union of Concerned Scientists v. U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Com'n, 824 F.2d 108, 119-20 (1987). In response, the NRC revised the Backfit Rule 
in 1988 (53 FR 20603) to remove any implication that costs could be considered in defining or 
redefining adequate protection. The 1988 revisions only differed from the 1985 rule to the extent 
necessary to address the court's concerns. The 1988 rule was also challenged in court, but this 
time the D.C. Circuit upheld the rule. Union of Concerned Scientists 11. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Com 'n, 880 F.2d 552 (1989) . 

In its current form, 10 CFR 50.109(a)(1) defines backfitting as~ 

-=-the modification of or addition to systems, structures, components , or design 
of a facility; or the design approval or manufacturing license for a facility; or the 
procedures or organization required to design, construct or operate a facility; any 
of which may result from a new or amended provision in the Commission's 
regulations or the imposition of a regulatory staff position interpreting the 
Commission's regulations that is either new or different from a previously 
applicable staff position_ .. _. 

-:-r -." Unless one of three specified exceptions apply, the NRC may impose a backfit only If It 
performs a backfit analysis in accordance with 10 CFR 50.109(a)(2) and determines in 
accordance with 10 CFR 50.109(a)(3) "that there is a substantial increase in the overall 
protection of the public health and safety or the common defense and security to be derived 
from the backfit and that the direct and indirect costs of Implementation for that facility are 
justified in view of th is increased protection." 

Section 50.109(a)(4) sets forth the three exceptions to the re.quirements of 10 CFR 50.109(a)(2) 
and (a)(3). The first exception , the compliance exception, applies if the "modification is, 
necessary to bring a facility into compliance with a license or the rules or orders of the 
Commission, or into conformance with written commitments by the licensee." 10 CFR 
50 .109( a)( 4 )(i ). The second and third exceptions relate to actions ensuring adequate protection 
or to actions that involve defining or redefining adequate protection. 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4}(ii)-(iii). 

Commission Policy 

The Commission addressed its intended application of the compliance exception in the 1985 
rulemaking (50 FR at 38103}: 

The compliance exception is intended to address situations in which the licensee 
has failed to meet known and established standards of the Commission because 
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of omission or mistake of fact. It should be noted that new or modified 
interpretations of what constitutes compliance would not fall within the exception 
and would require a backfit analysis and application of the standard. 

In the 1985 ru le, the Commission acknowledged that staff interpretations of regulations are not 
legally binding, but the Commission also stated that "staff interpretations of broadly stated rules 
are often necessary to give a rule effect and in some instances may be a causal factor in 
initiating a backfit." Id. at 38102. The Commission also stated , "Many of the most important 
changes in plant design, construction, operation, organization, and training have been put in 
place at a level of detail that is expressed in staff guidance documents which interpret the intent 
of broad, generally worked [sic] regu lations. " -Id. at 38103 .4 

Backfitting Guidance 

Extensive information regarding the appropriate implementation of backfitting is provided in the 
NRC's 1990 Backfitting Guidelines (NUREG-1409). Relevant excerpts from this guidance are 
provided below. 

Applicable Regulatory Staff Positions 

According to NUREG-1409. t+o be a backfit, "a new or revised staff position or requirement 
must be involved, that is, there must be a change in content or applicability of the previously 
applicable regulatory staff position (in the direction of increased safety requirements) . .. _. " ~ 
An applicable regulatory staff position is a requirement or position already specifically imposed 
on or committed to by a licensee. Examples of applicable regu latory staff positions include: 

• A requirement or position already specifically imposed on or committed to by a liceA6ee 
is called an applicable regulatory staff position . There are oeveral different typos of positions, 
Sl:lGR-as 

• legal requirements, as in explicit regulations, orders, and plant licenses and in 
amendments, conditions , and technical specifications 

• written licensee commitments such as those contained in the final safety analysis report, 
licensee event reports, and docketed correspondence, including responses to NRC 
bulletins, generic letters, inspection reports, or notices of violation and confirmatory 
action letters 

• NRC staff positions that are documented explicit interpretations of more general 
regulations and are contained in documents such as the Standard Review Plan, branch 
technical positions, regulatory guides, generic letters, and bulletins 

~r-tAe--f:*Jrpose-of..tllis-repoFt-;-a-sl:lange--m--the-af)pl-iGable-Fe9{Jla-w~sme~l+-ee 
subsequently referred to as a new or revised position . 

+his manual chapter is included asA similar list of examples is provided in Ins ection Manual 
Chapter 0514 (1988), which is included as Appendix D to NUREG-1409. The manual chapter 
was referenced in the 1988 rulemaking, and a working draft was provided to the Commission in 

4 The 1988 rulemaking neither revised the compliance exception as stated in the 1985 rule nor provided 
additional guidance on its interpretation . 
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SECY-88-102 for information. The manual chapter provides a definition of "applicable regulatory 
staff positions" that is slightly more detailed than the definition in NUREG-1409. This definition Is 
quoted below, with additional detail beyond the NUREG-1409 emphasized in underlined text. 

Applicable regulatory staff positions are those already specifically imposed upon 
or committed to by a licensee at the time of the identification of a plant-specific 
backfit, and are of several different types and sources: 

a. Legal requirements such as in explicit regulations, orders, plant licenses 
(amendments, conditions, technical specifications). Note that some regulations. 
have update features built in, as for example. 10 CFR 50.55a. Codes and 
Standards. Such update requirements are applicable as described in the 
regulation. 

b. Written commitments such as contained in the [Final Safety Analysis Report], 
[Licensee Event Reports], and docketed correspondence, including responses to 
Bulletins, responses to Generic Letters, Confirmatory Action Letters, responses 
to Inspection Reports, or responses to Notices of Violation . 

c. NRC staff positions6 that are documented, approved, explicit interpretations of 
the more general regulations, and are contained in documents such as the 
(Standard Review Plan] , Branch Technical Positions, Regulatory Guides, Generic 
Letters, and Bulletins; and to which a licensee or an applicant has previously 
committed to or relied upon. Positions contained in these documents are not 
considered applicable staff positions to the extent that staff has, in a previous 
licensing or inspection action, tacitly or explicitly excepted the licensee from part 
or all of the position.6 

5 Requirements may be imposed by rule or order. Staff Interpretations such as examples of acceptable 
ways to meet requirements are not requirements in and of themselves. 
6 Jmposition of a staff position From which a licensee has previously been excepted Is a backfi t. 
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How Regulatory Positions are Established 

NUREG-1409 provides responses to a number of questions regarding backfitting. The following 
response was given to questions asking, "Is it appropriate for the NRC staff to rely on informal 
or formal communications to other licensees as official NRC positions? What about NRC tacit 
approval of documents?" 

Informal or formal communications to one licensee are not official positions to all 
licensees. Section 053 of Manual Chapter 0514 identifies what can be applied as 
official staff positions in a plant-specific context. They are legal requirements 
such as contained in explicit regulations, orders, and plant licenses; written 
commitments such as contained in final safety analysis reports, licenses event 
reports. and docketed correspondence; and documented, approved explicit 
interpretations such as contained in the [Standard Review Planj, branch technical 
positions, regulatory guides, generic letters. and bulletins. Orders. licenses, and 
written commitments are applicable only to a particular licensee. 

If the NRC staff previously exempted a licensee from a legal requirement or 
approved position. it is not applicable to that licensee for the purpose of backfit 
consideration. Explicit exemption would be done formally in writing . The 
Appendix to NRC Manual Chapter 0514 discusses tacit approval under 
reanalysis of issues. Two situations are covered . In the first case, staff review of 
a previously accepted licensee action or program may result in a requested 
change. This would be classified as a backfit because it represents a change in a 
previous staff position and would require a backfit analysis (or a documented 
evaluation if it meets one of the exceptions listed in the backfit rule). In the 
second case, a licensee submittal committing to a specific course of action that 
has not received timely NRC staff review is implemented by the licensee. In this 
case, it is considered that the NRC staff tacitly accepted the licensee's action 
since timely notice to the contrary was not given . If the NRC staff subsequently 
adopts a different position and requests a change in the licensee action, this 
change may be classified as a backfit and thus require a backfit analysis (or a 
documented evaluation if it meets one of the exceptions listed in the backfit rule). 

NUREG-1409 also addresses a question regarding tacit approvals by an inspector: "If an 
inspector has previously accepted (i.e., provided tacit approval of) a licensee's method, does a 
specific request for change constitute a backfit and if so. is a backfit analysis required?" The 
response is: 

Cases where an inspector provides tacit approval are relatively rare . Simply not 
challenging a licensee's practice normally would not be considered tacit approval. 
The only example provided in Manual Chapter 0514 is a case where the NRC 
has indicated tacit approval by not acting in a reasonable time on a licensee 
submittal and the licensee has moved ahead to implement the proposal 
described in the submittal. For the purpose of this question . it would most likely 
arise in connection with review of a licensee response to an inspection report. 

Explicit approval could be provided in an inspection report that states that a 
particular approach is acceptable. However. conclusions of that nature are 
usually made in SEs rather than inspection reports. 
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Compliance Backfit Guidance 

The Backfitting GuidelinesNUREG-1409 gives the following response to include the question, 
(on page 12) "[h]ow does the backfit rule apply to new staff positions that reflect an evolving 
understanding of technical issues?"...:i:J::i~oA68-i-s;. 

Now or revised staff positions are backf-its when they are imposed on licensees 
aAd-fe-su.lt in a cha~A-StFYch:iros, systems, des~g~rocoduros (as 
described in 10 CFR 50.109). A backf.it analysis is required whenever new or 
revised positions are imposed to achieve cost justified substantial safety 
Effih.aRcem&A-ls. A easkfit analysis-is-RGt-FeqtHr.eG-+f..t-Re-flew or ch~Gf)osit+GA 
is imposed to bring a faci lity into compliance or if it is necessary to provide 
assurance of adequate protection. In those cases, however, a written evaluation 
is needed to J'lfe¥ide the oe-jeGtw$-Gf-aAd reasons fof..tR&-ffieGifiBat~on ane-Uie 
basis for invoking the exception . 

An evolving understanding of issues does not, by itself, define which category fits 
a particular backfit. Judgment must be applied to the facts of each particu lar case 
to determine whether the backfit is for compliance , to provide adequate 
protection , to redefine adequate protection, or to achieve a cost-justified 
substantial safety enhancement. For example, with regard to compliance, the 
1985 statement of considerations for 10 CFR 50.109 indicates that "the 
compliance exception is intended to address situations where the licensee has 
failed to meet known and established standards of the Commission because of 
omission or mistake of fact .... new or modified interpretations of what constitutes 
compliance would not fall within the exception .... " 

NUREG-1409 also provides an example where an evolving understanding of technical issues 
resulted in a compliance backfit that was apparently justified for at least some licensees. +l=le 
Backfitting Guidelines further ask (on page 13) if it is "appropriate for tho NRG staff to rely on 
informal or formal communications to other licensees as official NRG positions? \'\/hat about 
NRG tacit approval of documents?" Tho response is : 

Informal or formal communications to one licensee are not official positions to all 
licensees. Seotion 053 of Manual Chapter 0514 identifies what oan bo appJ.ied-as 
offioial staff positions in a plant speoifio oontoxt. They are legal requireFRe-Ats 
such as contained in explicit regulations, orders, and plant lioenses; written 
oommitments such as oontained-i-n--final safety aRalysis ropeFt&;-Hoenses event 
reports , and docketed correspondence; and documented , approved explicit 
interpretations such as contained in the [Standard Review Plan], branch technical 
f*}Si-tiens1 regulatery guides, gonerio letters, and buUstins. Greers, licenses, ans 
written cemmitments are applioable only ts a particular licensee. 

If the NRG staff previously exempted a licensee from a legal requirement or 
approved position, it is not applicable to that licensee for the purpose of backfit 
cGA&iGeration. Explioit exemp~d-ee-dene-fem:la+l~e 
Appendix to NRG Manual Chapter 0514 discusses tacit approval under 
reanalysis of issues. Two situations are oovered. In the first case, staff rewew-ef 
a pre1,1io~ccoptoo licensee action or program may result-i-n a requested 
change. This would be classified as a backfit because it represents a change in a 
previous staff position and weuld require a backfit analysis (or a documentBd 
evaluation if it meets-one of the oxceptions-Hs-ted-i-n--the eaokfit--rwe). In the 
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second case, a licensee submittal committing to a specific course of action that 
has not received timely NRG staff review is Implemented by tho licensee. In this 
ease, it is oor:isidei:ed tt:1a He-NRG-staff.tacitly accef'}ted tho li£eR,&ee!s-aGtien 
since timely notice to the contrary was not given. If the NRG staff subsequently 
adopts a different position and requests a change in the licensee action, this 
ehange-may-ae-elass-i.fieel-as-a-bask-fi.t-a~us require a baGkfi.t-analy,6is (or a 
documented evaluation if it meets one of the exceptions listed in the backfit rule). 

The Backfitting Guidelines also consider an example in which theln response to industry claims 
that Bulletin 88-11 lacks-lacked any backfitting justification , the staff responded-;---+Re response 
is: 

Although the justification was not printed in the bulletin , NRG Bulletin 88-11 , 
"Pressurizer Surge Line Thermal Stratification," was justified as a backfit. It is an 
example of a backfit that was determined by the responsible NRC official to be 
required as a matter of compl iance with existing requirements and commitments . 
The CRGR reviewed the bulletin and concurred. The regulations currently require 
licensees to meet the applicable codes of the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (ASME), Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Because of the NRC 
staffs concern with the integrity of the surge line, licensees were requested to 
perform their fatigue analysis in accordance with the latest ASME Section Ill 
requirements that incorporate high cycle fatigue analysis . The justification 
provided by the NRC staff was that previously unconsidered thermal stratification 
phenomenon may invalidate the existing analysis performed to confirm the 
integrity of the surge line. 

Subsequently, it was understood that some licensees believed that the NRC 
staff's rationale was in error because they were not committed to the latest 
ASME Section Ill requirements by virtue of their license commitment. However, 
the issue became moot because these licensees undertook the analysis 
voluntarily in view of the safety importance of the issue and the fact that previous 
versions of the ASME Code did not completely address the concern. 
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Finally, the Backfitting Guidelines (on page 15) pose the question that "[i]f an inspector has 
previously accepted (i.e ., provided tacit approval of) a licensee's method, does a specific 
reEtUSSt..fGr-cH-aR§e const-itl-lte-a-baGkfit-.ane-if so, is a backfit-aMlysis re~red?" The respo~e 
~ 

Cases where an inspector provides tacit approval are relatively rare. Simply-A&t 
challenging a licensee's practice normally would not be considered tacit approval. 
Tho onl~e providoo-in-Manual Chapter 0514 is a case where the NRG 
has indicated tacit approval by not actin§ in a reasonable time OR a licensee 
submitta l and tho licensee has moved ahead to implement tho propesal 
described in the submJ.t.tal. For the purpose of this ~OR, it would most likely 
arise in connection with review of a licensee response to an inspection report. 

EXf>HGit-approval-Go~doe iA an inB~OR-f.ef)ert that states that a 
particular approach is acceptable-:--However, conclusions of that nature are 
usually maeo in SEs rather than inspection reports. 

N-RC--Ma-mJ.atchapter 0514 (1988} 

This manual chapter is included as Appendix D to NUREG-1409. The manual chapter was 
referenced in the 1988 rulemaking, and a working draft was provided to the Commission in 
SECY-88-102 for information. The manual chapter provides a definition of "applicable regulatory 
staff positions" that is slightly more detailed than the definition in NUREG-1409. This definition is 
quoted below, with additional detail beyond the NUREG-1409 emphasized in underlined text. 

Applicable regulatory staff positions are those already specifically imposed upon 
or committed to by a licensee at the time of the identification of a plant-specific 
backfit, and are of several different types and sources: 

a. Legal requirements such as in explicit regulations, orders, plant licenses 
(amendments, conditions, technical specifications). Note that some regulations 
have update features built in, as for example, 10 CFR 50.55a, Codes and 
Standards. Such update requirements are applicable as described in the 
regulation . 

b. Written commitments such as conta ined in the [Final Safety Analysis Report], 
[Licensee Event Reports], and docketed correspondence, including responses to 
Bulletins, responses to Generic Letters, Confirmatory Action Letters, responses 
to Inspection Reports , or responses to Notices of Violation. 

c. NRC staff positions7 that are documented , approved, explicit interpretations of 
the more general regulations, and are contained in documents such as the 
[Standard Review Plan] , Branch Technical Positions, Regulatory Guides, Generic 
Letters, and Bulletins; and to which a licensee or an applicant has previously 
committed to or relied upon. Positions contained in these documents are not 
considered applicable staff positions to the extent that staff has, in a previous 
licensing or inspection action, tacitly or explicitly excepted the licensee from part 
or all of the position .a 

7-ReEjUiF9fT1ents may-be--imposaa ey rul9-ef-Gr-Go . ta~F&tatien&-£uch as examples-ef...aSGeptable 
ways to moot requirements are not requirements in and of themselves . 
a-1-mpesitien-of-a-staff-pesitieA-f~m-wlcl-icl-l-a4iGef\see-!-.as-pr-e>Aeus+y-tioen e~wepteG-1&-a-baGkfit-, 
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APPENDIX B: QUALIFICATION OF PRESSURE: RELIEF VALVES IN 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN RESPONSE TO TMl-2 ACCIDENT 

Nuclear power plants in the United States use various types of pressure relief valves to protect 
personnel and equipment from overpressure events within ireactor fluid systems. Pressure relief 
valves include safety valves, safety relief valves, and relief valves, with different designs, 
operating conditions, and requirements. The American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
(ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (BPV Code), Section Ill , Division 1, specifies 
requirements for the design, operation, installation, and teslting of pressure relief valves used for 
various functions in nuclear power plants. For example, the ASME BPV Code (2007 Edition) in 
Article NB-7000, Overpressure Protection, specifies requirements for steam and air or gas 
service for safety valves; steam, air or gas, and liquid service for safety relief valves; liquid 
service for relief valvesi and steam, air or gas, and liquid service for pilot operated or power 
actuated pressure relief valves. The ASME Code for Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear 
Power Plants (OM Code) provides requirements for the preservice and inservice testing (1ST) 
programs for pressure relief valves in nuclear power plants. 

Braidwood, Units 1 and 2 (Braidwood) and Byron, Units 1 and 2 (Byrone) are Westinghouse
designed pressurized-water reactors (PWRs) that received their construction permits under Title 
1 O of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), Part 50.l. in December 1975. Each pressurizer 
In these four reactor units is equipped with three pressurizer safety valves (PSVs} and two 
power-operated relief valves (PORVs) The three PSVs are Crosby Model HP-BP-86, size 6M6 
(6-lnch), spring loaded pop type opened by direct fluid pressure. The PORVs are Copes-Vulcan 
Model D-100-160 3-inch pneumatic-actuated globe valves that respond to a signal from the 
pressure sensing system or to manual control. Each PORV can be isolated by a motor-operated 
block valve. 

The ASME BPV Code of record for the PSVs at Braidwood and Byron was the 1971 Edition 
through the Winter 1972 addenda of the ASME BPV Code, Section Ill. At the time of the 
Braidwood and Byron operating license review, NRG Standard Review Plan (SRP), Revision 1 
(July 1981 ), Chapter 15.5.1-15.5.2, "Inadvertent Operation ,of ECCS and Chemical and Volume 
Control System Malfunction that Increases Reactor Coolanlt Inventory," and Chapter 15.6.1, 
"Inadvertent Opening of a PWR Pressurizer Pressure Rellief Valve or a BWR [boiling-water 
reactor] Pressure Relief Valve," provided general staff guidance for these plant transients. In 
March 2007, the NRC staff issued Revision 2 to these SRP chapters with significantly more 
detail, including a statement that PSVs and PORVs are ass;umed to fail open if they relieve 
water without being qualified. 

The accident at Three Mile Island, Unit 2 (TMl-2) on March 28, 1979, included failure of a PORV 
on the pressurizer to reclose properly during the event. Ba5,ed on lessons learned from the TMl4 

2 accident, the NRG issued recommendations regarding pe1rformance testing of safety and relief 
valves used in nuclear power plants in NUREG-0578 (July 1979), "TMl-2 Lessons Learned Task 
Force Status Report and Short-Term Recommendations." lln particular, the NRC staff 
recommended in Section 2.1.2, "Performance Testing for BWR and PWR Relief and Safety 
Valves," of NUREG-0578 that nuclear power plant licensees commit to provide performance 
verification by full-scale prototypical testing for all relief and safety valves. 

On October 31 , 1980, the NRC issued a letter to all then-operating nuclear power plants and 
applicants for operating licenses and holders of constructrio1n permits forwarding NUREG-0737; 
hClarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements." Requirement 11.D.1, ''Performance Testing of 
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Boiling-Water Reactor and Pressurized-Water Reactor Relief and Safety Valves (NUREG-0578, 
Section 2.1.2)," in NUREG-0737 specified the NRC position that PWR and BWR licensees and 
applicants shall conduct testing to "qualify" the reactor coolant system (RCS) relief and safety 
valves under expected operating conditions for design-basis transients and accidents. The 
detailed clarification in NUREG-0737 of this NRC position specified the following: 

Licensees and applicants shall determine the expected valve operating 
conditions through the use of analyses of accidents and anticipated operational 
occurrences referenced in Regulatory Guide 1.70, Revision 2. The single failures 
applied to these analyses shall be chosen so that the dynamic forces on the 
safety and relief valves are maximized. Test-pressures shall be the highest 
predicted by conventional safety analysis procedures. Reactor coolant system 
relief and safety valve qualification shall include qualification of associated 
control circuitry, piping, and supports, as well as the valves themselves. 

A. Performance Testing of Relief and Safety Valves--The following information 
must be provided in report form by October 1, 1981: 

(1 ) Evidence supported by test of safety and relief valve functionability for 
expected operating and accident (non-ATWS) conditions must be provided to 
NRC. The testing should demonstrate that the valves will open and reclose under 
the expected flow conditions. 

(2) Since it is not planned to test all valves on all plants, each licensee must 
submit to NRC a correlation or other evidence to substantiate that the valves 
tested in the EPRI (Electric Power Research Institute) or other generic test 
program demonstrate the functionability of as-installed primary relief and safety 
valves. This correlation must show that the test conditions used are equivalent to 
expected operating and accident conditions as prescribed in the final safety 
analysis report (FSAR). The effect of as-built relief and safety valve discharge 
piping on valve operability must also be accounted for, if it is different from the 
generic test loop piping. 

(3) Test data including criteria for success and failure of valves tested must be 
provided for NRC staff review and evaluation. These test data should include 
data that would permit plant-specific evaluation of discharge piping and supports 
that are not directly tested. 

In describing the type of review to be conducted for this regulatory position, the NRC staff stated 
the following: 

Pre-implementation review will be performed for EPRI and BWR test programs 
with respect to qualification of relief and safety valves. Also, the applicants' 
proposal for functional testing or qualification of PWR valves will be reviewed. 
Post-implementation review will also be performed of the test data and test 
results as applied to plant-specific situations. 

In specifying the documentation required to satisfy this regulatory position, the NRC staff stated 
the following: 

Pre-implementation review will be based on EPRI, BWR, and applicant 
submittals with regard to the various test programs. These submittals should be 
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made on a timely basis as noted below, to allow for adequate review and to 
ensure that the following valve qualification dates can be met: 

Final PWR (EPRI) Test Program--July 1, 1980 

Final BWR Test Program--October 1, 1980 

Block Valve Qualification Program--January 1, 1981 

Post-implementation review will be based on the applicants' plant-specific 
submittals for qualification of safety relief valves and block valves. To properly 
evaluate these plant-specific applications, the test data and results of the various 
programs will also be required by the following dates: 

PWR (EPRl)/BWR Generic Test Program Results-,July 1, 1981 

Plant-specific submittals confirming adequacy of safety and relief valves based 
on licensee/applicant preliminary review of generic test program results--July 1 , 
1981 

Plant-specific reports for safety and relief valve qua! ification--October 1 , 1981 

Plant-specific submittals for piping and support evaluations--January 1, 1982 

Plant-specific submittals for block valve qualification--July 1, 1982. 

In a letter dated July 27. 1982, to the NRC staff, the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) 
submitted WCAP-10105 (June 1982), "Review of Pressuriz,er Safety Valve Performance as 
Observed in the EPRI Safety and Relief Valve Test Program." In WCAP-10105, the WOG 
indicated that the design specification for PSVs in Westinghouse-designed nuclear power plants 
is for steam service only. Based on a review of the EPRI test data, the WOG concluded that the 
valves performed with chatter, but did not identify any valve, damage. (ADAMS LL Accession 
No. 8208190310, Microfiche 14387:191-301) 

In December 1982, EPRI issued NP-2628-SR, "EPRI PWR Safety and Relief Valve Test 
Program - Safety and Relief Valve Test Report," that described safety and relief valve tests for 
types of valves in service at nuclear power plants. In parti1cular, Section 3.5 in EPRI 
NP-2628-NP discusses the testing of Crosby safety valves similar to the PSVs at Braidwood 
and Byron, including two water tests. The report indicated chattering of the safety valves with 
subsequent inspection finding galled surfaces and damage to internal parts. Section 4.6 in EPRI 
NP-2628 discussed testing of Copes-Vulcan relief valves similar to the pressurizer PO RVs at 
Braidwood and Byron, although the extent of water testing is not fully described. The report 
Indicated no damage found during the inspection of the Copes-Vulcan relief valves. The report 
did not indicate any failures of the Crosby or Copes-Vulcan valves to reseat during the testing. 
(ADAMS LL Accession No. 8407130197, Microfiche 25588:082-262) 

In January 1983, EPRI issued NP-2770-LD, "EPRI/C-E PWR Safety Valve Test Report," that 
described the testing of PWR primary system safety valves. Volume 1 provides a summary of 
the test program and its results. Section 4.5 of Volume 1 indicates that the following tests were 
performed on the Crosby 6M6 PSV: 11 steam tests with fillE3d loop seals, 3 steam-to-water 
transition tests, and 2 water tests. The report states that the valve experienced chatter during 
the tests, and one water test had to be terminated. The individual volumes of EPRI NP-2770-LD 
discuss the test results for each specific PSV type. Volume 6 provides the test details for the 
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Crosby 6M6 PSV. (EPRI NP-2770-LD, Volume 1, was obtained as a public document from the 
EPRI website. EPRI NP-2770-LD, Volume 6, could not be located within ADAMS or the NRC 
Record Retention Files, but is available for a fee from EPRI.) 

In October 1982, EPRI issued NP-2670-LD, "EPRI/Wyle Power-Operated Relief Valve Phase Ill 
Test Report," to address testing of PORVs. This document could not be located in ADAMS 
despite its reference by nuclear power plant licensees. See, for example, North Anna Units 1 
and 2 UFSAR (Revision 51, dated September 30, 2015), S«~ction 15.2.14, "Spurious Operation 
of the Safety Injection System at Power.'' 

The NRC review of the operating license applications for Braidwood and Byron included 
evaluation of the TMI aGOOfl-Action Plan items as discussecl in the NRC Safety Evaluation 
Report (SER) for Braidwood Units 1 and 2, NUREG-1002, Section 1.1, "Introduction." In this 
SER section, the NRC staff stated that the review and evaluation of compliance by the applicant 
with the licensing requirements established in NUREG-0660, ''NRC Action Plan Developed as a 
Result of the TMl-2 Accident, " and NUREG-0737 (including item 11.D. 1 in Table 1.1) were 
incorporated into the reviews summarized throughout the SER. The NRC SER for Byron Units 1 
and 2, NUREG-0876, also includes discussions of the NRG staff review of the TMI aGtioo-Actlon 
Plan Items. 

Appendix E, "Requirements Resulting from TMl-2 Accident," to the Braidwood/Byron UFSAR in 
Section E.23, "Relief and Safety Valve Test Requirements (11.D.1 )," indicated that a letter dated 
April 1, 1982, from D. Hoffman (Consumers Power) transmiitted the Safety and Relief Valve Test 
Report for the EPRI PWR Safety and Relief Valve Test Proigram. The UFSAR stated that the 
final evaluation of the data indicated that the relief and safety valves will perform their intended 
functions for all expected fluid inlet conditions. The UFSAR also indicated that the plant-specific 
final evaluation confirming the adequacy of the relief and safety valves had been submitted by a 
letter from T. Tramm, dated October 26, 1982. 

In Supplement 1 to the Braidwood SER (NUREG-1002, Supplement 1, September 1986), In 
Section 3.9.3.3, "Design and Installation of Pressure Relief Devices," the NRC staff stated that 
EPRI had completed a full-scale valve testing program, and that the WOG submitted the test 
results in WCAP-10105 in a letter dated July 27, 1982, from 0 . Kinglsey to S. Chilk. (ADAMS LL 
Accession No. 8208190307, Microfiche 14387: 189-301) The NRC staff stated that the applicant 
responded to a requirement to demonstrate operability of these valves through submittals dated 
July 1 and October 26, 1982, and December 30, 1983. On 1the basis of a preliminary review, the 
NRC staff concluded that the applicant's general approach to responding to this item was 
acceptable, and provided adequate assurance that the RCS overpressure protection systems at 
Braidwood can adequately perform their intended functions. The NRG staff stated that if the 
detailed review revealed modifications or adjustments to safety valves. PORVs, PORV block 
valves, or associated piping, were needed to ensure that all intended design margins were 
present, the NRG staff would require that the applicant mak:e appropriate modifications. The 
NRG staff categorized this issue as a Confirmatory Item. In Supplement 5 to the Byron SER 
(NUREG-0876, Supplement 5, October 1984) in Section 3.B.3.3, the NRC staff provided a 
similar discussion of the status of the NRG review of the capability of the Byron pressurizer 
valves. In Supplement 8 to the Byron SER (March 1987), the NRC staff stated TMI Action Plan 
Item 11.0.1 (3.9.3.3) had been closed in Supplement 5 to the! Byron SER. The NRG issued 
operating licenses for Byron Unit 1 in February 1985 and Unit 2 in January 1987, and 
Braidwood Unit 1 in July 1987 and Unit 2 in May 1988. 
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Following the issuance of the Byron and Braidwood operating licenses, the NRC staff provided 
a letter dated August 18, 1988, from L. Olshan to H. Bliss, indicating that Idaho National 
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) Technical Evaluation Report (TER) EGG-NTA-8028 (January 
1988) provided the review of the Byron response to NUREG-0737, Item 11.D.1. (ADAMS LL 
Accession No. 8808260355, Microfiche 46653:240-269) The NRC staff indicated that the 
licensee should develop and adopt plant procedures to inspect the pressurizer valves after each 
lift involving loop seal or water discharge. The TER described the INEL review of the EPRI 
testing of a PSV and PORV similar to the Byron pressurizer valves. The TER indicated that the 
PSV had two applicable tests: a loop seal/steam water transition test where the valve opened, 
chattered and stabilized to close; and a saturated water test where the valve opened with water, 
chattered, and stabilized. The TER indicated that the PORV opened and closed on demand in 
the loop seal/steam water transition test with a bending moiment that was evaluated by analysis. 
The TER concluded that Byron provided an acceptable response to NUREG-0737, Item 11.0.1. 
On May 21 . 1990, the NRC staff provided a letter from S. Sands lo T. Kovach with the 
Braidwood TER that included similar findings. (ADAMS LL 1Cl,ccession No. 9005290209, 
Microfiche 53927:301-330) 

In January 1988, WCAP-11677, "Pressurizer Safety Relief Valve for Water Discharge During a 
Feedwater Line Break," provided a description of the WOG comparison of the EPRI test data 
with feedline break safety analyses. This report was submitted as an attachment to a response 
to a request for additional information (RAI) dated May 8, 11989, from the licensee of the 
Seabrook nuclear power plant. (ADAMS Microfiche 49775::336 -49756:017) As discussed in 
the report, the WOG determined that all nuclear power plants addressed in the EPRI testing 
have PSVs that will operate reliably during water relief. The WOG evaluated the performance of 
the Crosby 6M6 PSVs during the EPRI tests, and considemd that the performance involved less 
significant flutter (half lift motion) than the chatter (full lift motion) determined in the EPRI report. 
The WOG concluded that the Crosby 6M6 PSV can pass slightly subcooled water at a minimum 
up to three times without damage. 
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APPENDIX C: CONCERNS REGARDING PERFORMANCE OF 
PRESSURIZER VALVES UNDER WATER FLO\N CONDITIONS 

Westinghouse Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter 

In 1993 and 1994, Westinghouse issued Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter (NSAL) 93-013 
(June 30, 1993) and NSAL-93-013, Supplement 1 (October 28, 1994) to operating nuclear 
power plants (including Braidwood and Byron). These advisories resulted from Westinghouse's 
discovery that potentially nonconservative assumptions were used in the licensing analysis of 
the lnadverent Operation of the Emergency Core Cooling System at Power (IOECCS) event. 

In NSAL-93-013, Westinghouse recommended that license,es determine if their pressurizer 
safety relief valves (PSRVs) are capable of closing follow:in1~ discharge of subcooled water. 
Westinghouse noted that the PSRVs might have been desi1~ned or "qualified" to relieve 
subcooled water. Westinghouse indicated that water relief through the power-operated relief 
valves (PORVs) is not a concern, because the PORV block valves can be used to isolate the 
PORVs if they fail to close. If the PSRVs are not designed or qualified for subcooled water relief, 
Westinghouse recommended that licensees re-evaluate the IOECCS event with three possible 
options of (1) reducing ECCS flow used in the safety analysis, (2) using a less restrictive 
operator response time, or (3) crediting the use of one or more PORVs to help mitigate the 
event. 

In Supplement 1 to NSAL-93-013, Westinghouse aler-ted lnlformed licensees te·Qf_a potential 
reduced time for operator action if a positive displacement pump is in service, and to the need to 
qualify the PS RVs and the piping downstream of the PSRVs and PORVs if water relief from the 
pressurizer is predicted. 

Some licensees of operating nuclear power plants akmee-lnformed the NRC te-of their actions 
to address the potential concerns regarding liquid service for pressurizer safety valves (PSVs) 
and PORVs. A sample of actions by nuclear power plant licensees is summarized below in the 
"Plant-Specific Actions" section. 

Additional NRC Generic Communications and Guidance 

In December 2003, the NRC staff issued NRR Review Standard for Extended Power Uprates 
(RS-001, Rev. O).,...._,_ltem 8 on page 7 of the review standard states that pressurizer level should 
not be allowed to reach a pressurizer water-solid condition. 

On December 14, 20051 the NRC issued Regulatory Issue :Summary (RIS) 2005..Q.2Q-29. 
"Anticipated Transients that could Develop into More Seriolis Events,'' to notify nuclear power 
plant licensees of a concern identified during recent reviewi5 of power uprate LARs. In 
RtS 2005~ -29, the NRC staff stated that typically Condition II event scenarios involve 
discharging water through relief or safety valves that are not qualified for water relief. The NRC 
staff stated that these valves are then assumed to fail in the, open position and create a small 
break LOCA. The NRC staff stated that it was concerned that some licensees may be crediting 
PORVs without qualification for water relief and without est,~blishing additional restrictions to 
ensure the availability of PORVs and block valves. The NRIC staff stated that Westinghouse 
NSAL=-93-013 allowing block valves to isolate PORVs is inconsistent with non-escalation 
criterion. 
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In proposed Revision 1 to RIS 2005-29, the NRC staff addr,esses the specific Condition II 
scenarios of chemical volume and control system (CVCS) malfunction, IOECCS event, and 
inadvertent opening of a PORV or PSV. Regarding the eves malfunction, the NRC staff states 
that performing only the reactivity anomaly analysis or assuiming that this malfunction is not as 
severe as the IOECCS event is not acceptable. Regarding the IOECCS event, the NRC staff 
states that five of the alternative approaches in NSA~NSAL-93-013 fail to meet the non
escalation criterion. The NRC staff indicated that these unacceptable alternative approaches are 
(1) closing the block valve, (2) assurning that the PORV is not operable, (3) addressing a stuck
open PORVor PSV as a separate Condition II event, (4) determining that a stuck-open PORV 
or PSV is not as severe as a small break LOCA, and (5) determining that RCS loss through 
PORV is made up by ECCS flow. Regarding inadvertent opening of PORV or PSV, the NRC 
staff states that inadvertent opening of PSV or PORV could continue as a Condition Ill small 
break LOCA and fails to meet the non-escalation criterion. 

Additional General PSV/PORV Information 

In August 2004, EPRI issued Report 101104 7, "Probability ,of Safety Valve Failure-to-Reseat 
Following Steam and Liquid Relief - Quantitative Expert Elicitation," which evaluated the 
potential increase in failure rates following steam and liquid relief through safety valves based 
on expert judgement. The report found that the increase in failure rates is difficult to estimate 
because of limited data. However, the experts considered tlhat repeated water relief through 
safety valves might cause increased chatter, and therefore, an increased failure rate. 

In March 2011, the NRC published NUREG/CR-7037, "Industry Performance of Relief Valves at 
U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power Plants through 2007," based on a study by the Idaho National 
Laboratory. With respect to pressurizer PORVs, the report round four separate liquid relief 
events at four PWR plants. The report estimated 698 total demands on these PORVs during 
their liquid relief events with no failures to close. The report also summarized test data from 
EPIX for three valve types. The report indicates 2 failures of PORVs to reclose during 2070 
demands. but does not specify liquid or steam service for the EPIX test information. With 
respect to PSVs, the report indicates 2 failures out of 4 total demands following plant scrams, 
but does not indicate liquid or steam service. NRC staff from the Office of Nuclear Regulatory 
Research provided Licensee Event Report information indicating that the 2 PSV failures 
involved reseating of the valves with leakage of 25 and 200 gpm, respectively. The report 
summarized EPIX test data for PSVs as no failures to reclose during 1805 demands. 

Plant-Specific Actions 

Diablo Canyon 

On August 13. 1996, the licensee of the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant submitted a report 
under 1 O CFR 50.59 related to the potential for an IOECCS event. (ADAMS Microfiche 
89419:294-322) The submittal included NSAL-93-013 and its supplement as enclosures. The 
licensee indicated that the PSVs had not been initially qualified for water relief, but were 
subsequently qualified for a brief period. The licensee ind ic:ated that WCAP-11677 was 
applicable and demonstrated that the PSVs were operable. 

On July 2, 2004, the NRC granted a license amendment request (LAR) for Diablo Canyon that 
allowed credit for actuation of the PORVs in response to i1nadvertent safety injection (SI) 
actuation to avoid challenges to the PSVs. (ADAMS Accession No. ML041950300) In support 
of that LAR, the licensee responded on November 21 , 2003, to requests for additional 
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information (RAls) related to the capability of the PORVs to function adequately under 
conditions predicted for design-basis transients and accidents. (ADAMS Accession No. 
ML033360735) In response to an RAI regarding the design adequacy of the PORVs if the 
pressurizer becomes water solid, the licensee had stated that the NRC had issued a letter dated 
January 26, 1986, "Safety and Relief Valve Testing, NUREG-0737 Item 11.D.1," that provided an 
SER that accepted the adequacy of the PORV and block valve design and confirmatory testing 
for a range of fluid conditions (full pressure steam, steam to water transition, and subcooled 
water fluid). 

Salem 

On June 4, 1997, the NRC granted a technical specification (TS) revision for the Salem nuclear 
power plant to ensure that the automatic capability of the PO RVs to relieve pressure is 
maintained. (ADAMS Accession No. ML011720397) In response to NSAb 93NSAL-93-01 3, the 
licensee determined that an inadvertent ~ l]f actuation at power could cause the 
pressurizer to become water solid and PSVs lifting with water relief if the automatic operation of 
the PORVs is not made available for reactor coolant system (RCS) depressurization early in the 
transient. In that the Salem PSVs were not designed to reliHve water, it was noted that water 
relief has the potential to cause the PSVs to fail in the open position. 

In the course of the review of the licensee's application, the NRC staff noted that the PORVs 
were not designed to "safety related" standards and, thus, could not be credited for mitigation of 
the inadvertent SI actuation at power incident when the PORV is operating in the automatic 
mode. In response, the licensee proposed an upgrade of the PORVs to eliminate the possibility 
that a single active failure of a PORV component could prevent the mitigation of the inadvertent 
SI actuation at power incident. As discussed in the SER, th,a licensee implemented 
modifications to the PORV circuitry to qualify the upgraded circuitry as safety-related. 

Regarding PORV performance, the licensee evaluated the PORV air accumulators for sufficient 
capacity for the inadvertent SI event. The licensee also reported that endurance tests had been 
performed with five different trims (with different trim materi,als) on one PORV at Wyle 
Laboratories to demonstrate that (1) after 2000 consecutive operations, there were no packing 
leaks nor packing gland adjustments required; (2) there was no diaphragm failure; and (3) the 
solenoid valve withstood 10,000 operations without any losl5 of function. Based on this 
information, the NRC staff concluded that the PORV performance was acceptable regarding the 
mitigation of an inadvertent SI event. 

MIiistone, Unit 3 

On June 5, 1998, the NRC granted a license amendment for Millstone, Unit 3 for a TS revision 
to ensure that the capability of the PORVs to relieve pressuire is maintained. (ADAMS 
Accession No. ML011800207) The revised TS Bases state1d that the PORVs and their 
associated piping have been demonstrated to be "qualified''' for water relief. The PORVs prevent 
water relief from the PSVs for which qualification for water relief has not been demonstrated. 
The TS Bases also stated that the prime importance for the capability to close the block valve is 
to isolate a stuck-open PORV. In the SER, the NRC staff stated that the licensee notified the 
NRC of the issue of potential water relief through the PSVs that could lead to valve failure in 
LER 97-063-00 on December 31, 1997. 

To provide added assurance that the PSVs will not be damaged due to water relief during an ISi 
event, the licensee upgraded the PORV circuitry, added additional PORV surveillance 
requirements, qualified the PORVs and associated piping for water relief, and made emergency 
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procedure changes to allow plant operators additional time to terminate the event. With respect 
to the PORV circuitry, the NRC staff concluded that the PORV circuitry modifications qualified 
the PORV control circuitry as safety-related. With respect tc> PORV performance, the licensee 
reanalyzed the inadvertent SI event with the LOFTRAN computer code to demonstrate that the 
PORVs were qualified for water relief for approximately 1 hour. The licensee referenced EPRI 
testing documented in NP-2670-LD, Volume 11 , that was said to generically resolve post TMl-2 
issues associated with PORVs and safety valve qualification for water and steam relief, with the 
results from four tests of a Garrett PORV (such as used at Millstone, Unit 3) for water relief. The 
licensee determined that the PORVs and associated piping are qualified for 1 hour of water 
relief for an IOECCS event. The licensee also stated that the PORV manufacturer performed 
numerous cycle tests to verify the performance of the valve design, and also verified that valve 
seat leakage was acceptable . The licensee stated that the PORV block valves had been 
evaluated for water relief in accordance with the program established in response to Generic 
Letter (GL) 89-10, "Safety-Related Motor-Operated Valve Testing and Surveillance." The NRC 
staff found the licensee information regarding the qualification of the PO RVs for water relief 
during the inadvertent SI event to be acceptable. 

Callaway 

On September 25, 2000, the NRC granted a license amenclment for the Callaway nuclear power 
plant to revise the TS to change the PSV lift setting range. (ADAMS Accession No. 
ML003753326) To prevent water passing through the PSVs during an IOECCS event, the 
licensee modified and upgraded the PORV circuitry to full Class 1 E to take credit for automatic 
action of at least one PORV during the event. These actions would prevent water relief through 
the PSVs. In its TS revision request dated May 25, 2000, the licensee had stated that the design 
function of the valves was not being changed and the conclusions documented in the NRC SER 
of Callaway's response to NIUREG-0737 Item 11.D.1 (dated September 10, 1987) are 
unchanged. As a result, the licensee stated that the PORVs and associated discharge piping 
can accommodate water relief. 

Braidwood and Byron 

On May 29, 1998, the Braidwood and Byron licensee propoised an amendment to its TS to take 
credit for the automatic operation of the PORV to provide mitigation for an IOECCS event. In the 
amendment request, the licensee stated that the PSVs hav,e not been qualified to reseat after 
passing subcooled liquid. The licensee stated that the PORVs at Braidwood and Byron are 
safety-related components with safety-related actuators and accumulator tanks with PORV 
control circuits classified as safety-related. The licensee noted that some portions of the PORV 
circuitry are nonsafety-related with improvements implemented in response to GL 90-06, 
Resolution of Generic Issue 70, "Power-Operated Relief Va1lve and Block Valve Reliability" and 
Generic Issue 94, "Additional Low-Temperature Over Pressure Protection for Light-Water 
Reactors" Pursuant to 1 O CFR 50.54(f)." The licensee stated that the PORV block valves are 
within the scope of the GL 89-10 program. In a letter dated May 13_,__ 1999, the NRC staff 
provided an RAI regarding the reliance on the PORVs that documented the basis for its 
concerns that the PORV circuitry did not meet the single failure criterion. In response to these 
concerns, the licensee withdrew its TS amendment request In a letter dated July 16, 1999. No 
further action regarding this amendment request has been iidentified . 

On July 5, 2000, the Braidwood and Byron licensee submitted a request for a power uprate for 
Braidwood and Byron to increase the maximum thermal power for each unit from 3411 
megawatts thermal (MWt) to 3586.6 MWt (commonly referr,ed as a stretch power uprate). In 
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RAls, the NRC staff requested that the licensee address water solid conditions in the 
pressurizer because it had generally not accepted a solid pressurizer for an IOECCS event to 
order to avoid the potential for all three PSVs to be stuck open due to liquid relief through these 
safety valves. In its letter dated November 27, 2000, the licensee stated that Section 15.5.1, 
"Inadvertent Operation of Emergency Core Cooling System During Power Operation," of the 
UFSAR had been revised to credit the PSVs to pass water. The licensee discussed the EPRI 
testing program in response to NUREG-0737 with the results summarized in EPRI NP-2628-SR. 
The licensee referenced the NRC letters from L. Olshan to H. Bliss, dated August 18, 1988, and 
S. Sands to T. Kovach, dated May 21, 1990, transmitting the TE Rs with the results of the NRC's 
review of the Byron and Braidwood response to NUREG-0737, Item 11.D.1, respectively. 

On January 31. 2001 , the Braidwood and Byron licensee provided a response to an RAI 
supplement from the NRC staff requesting the temperature of water to be passed by the 
pressurizer safeties and the length of time that the safeties are expected to pass water. The 
NRC staff also asked the licensee to discuss what EPRI tests are applicable to the Byron and 
Braidwood condition. In response, the licensee stated that the PSVs would close after passing 
water, although they may not be leaktight. The licensee stated that the leakage from up to three 
leaking PSVs is bounded by one fully open PSV. The licensee indicated that the EPRI testing of 
the Crosby safety valves in EPRI NP-2770-LD, Volumes 1 and 6, are applicable. The licensee 
indicated that valve chatter occurred during the tests with damage to the internals, but that the 
safety valve closed in response to system depressurization. The licensee stated that the 
Byron/Braidwood pressurizer water temperature of 590 °F i.s higher than the EPRI tests (530 
°F). The licensee stated that the assumed length of the event is 20 minutes from initial SI signal 
to when the system pressure is restored below PSV lift setpoint. 

In the NRC SER dated May 4, 2001, granting the Byron/Braidwood power uprate in Section 3.2, 
"Non-LOCA {loss-of-coolant accident] Transient Analysis," the NRC staff discussed its review of 
the performance of the PORVs and PSVs to discharge liquid water for approximately 20 
minutes. (ADAMS Accession No. ML033040016) The NRC: staff discussed the EPRI testing 
program with the conclusion that the safety valve closed in response to system 
depressurization. The NRC staff reviewed the licensee's evaluation of the performance of the 
PSVs for liquid water conditions. The NRC staff found that the EPRI tests adequately 
demonstrate the performance of the valves for the expected water temperature conditions and 
that there is reasonable assurance that the valves will adequately reseat following the spurious 
SI event. The NRC staff determined that a review of the EPRI test data indicates that the PSVs 
may chatter for the expected fluid inlet temperature, but that the resulting PSV seat leakage 
following the liquid discharge would be less than the discharge from one stuck-open PSV. 
Therefore, the NRC staff found the licensee's crediting of the PSVs to discharge liquid water 
during the spurious SI event to be acceptable. This portion of the NRC SER was based on the 
specific review of PSV performance for the Byron and Braiclwood power uprate request 
described in a memorandum dated March 15, 2001, from the NRR Reactor Systems Branch 
with technical input from the responsible staff member for safety valves in the NRR Division of 
Engineering (ADAMS Accession No. ML010740316). 

As noted by the licensee, the Byron/Braidwood UFSAR at the time of the stretch power uprate 
(Revision 9, dated December 2002) in Chapter 15.5.1 includes PSV water relief, and references 
the INEL 1988 report and L. Olshan August 1988 SER. Thei current UFSAR Revision 15 (dated 
December 2014) concludes that the IOECCS event does not progress into a stuck-open PSV 
LOCA event. The UFSAR states that all three PSVs may lift but will reclose, and that the 
leakage is bounded by one fully open valve with the consequences bounded by the IOPSRV 
event. 
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On August 26, 2004, the NRC issued a license amendment for Braidwood and Byron granting 
an adjustment to the PSV setpoints. (ADAMS Accession No. ML042250531) In an RAI, the 
NRC staff requested that the licensee perform a quantitativ1s analysis regarding PSV water 
cycles and relief/discharge water temperature. As for the loss of ac power (LOAC) With reactor 
coolant pump (RCP) seal injection event, the licensee's analysis indicated that continued 
injection of water into the RCS through the RCP seals would result in a water-solid pressurizer 
and water discharge through the PSVs. The proposed PSV setpoint tolerance assuming 
negative tolerance would result in a lower PSV lift setpoint. With the lower setpoint, the PSV 
would open earlier, and a larger number of PSV water cycle~s with a lower water discharge 
temperature could result during the transient. The licensee performed an analysis of the LOAC 
with RCP seal injection event, and determined the revised PSV setpoint would result in an 
increase of about one PSV water cycle and a reduction in tile liquid discharge temperature of 
about 0.5 °F. A comparison of the reanalysis showed that tile spurious SI event remained the 
limiting event since It resulted in a greater increase in the niumber of PSV water cycles (two 
cycles vs. one cycle) and a greater decrease in the PSV discharge water temperature (3.0 °F 
vs. 0.5 °F) than that calculated for the LOAC with RCP seal injection event. The water discharge 
temperature in the analysis of record for the spurious SI evi:!nt was 590 °F. The lowest 
discharge water temperature for the spurious SI event with the revised PSV setpoint is 587 °F. 
The NRC staff found that the calculated water discharge temperature (587 °F) is significantly 
higher than the discharge water temperature of 530 °F that was used to support operability of 
the PSVs as discussed in the analysis of record. As a result, the NRC staff concluded that the 
reanalysis is acceptable to assure that the PSVs will remain operable following a spurious SI 
event. 

On February 7, 2014, the NRG issued a license amendment for Braidwood and Byron granting 
a Measurement Uncertainty Recapture (MUR) power uprate. The NRC staff determined that the 
IOECCS event was outside of the scope of the MUR power uprate, because the licensee did not 
modify the Chapter 15 analyses related to PSV and PORV water relief. 

Shearon Harris 

On October 12, 2001 , the NRC granted a license amendmemt to the Shearon Harris nuclear 
power plant for steam generator replacement and a power 1uprate to a maximum power level of 
2900 MWt (approximately 4.5 percent). In addressing the licensee's evaluation of SRP Section 
15.5.1 , the NRC staff found that the analysis showed that the calculated inlet pressures and 
temperatures required for the PORVs and SRVs to operate in a water environment are within 
the valve operable ranges, and thus ensure that the PORV and SRV are operable during the 
transient. The valve operable ranges were previously determined by the licensee to support 
operability of the PORV and SRV during the discharge of subcooled water in accordance with 
the TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1 requirements. Based on the analysis meeting the acceptance 
criteria of SRP Section 15.5.1 with respect to the RCS pressure limit and departure-from
nucleate-boiling limit, the NRG staff concluded that the anallysis was acceptable. 

Beaver Valley 

On July 19, 2006, the NRC granted an EPU to Beaver Valle~y Units 1 and 2 (BVPS-1 and 2) for 
an approximate 8-percent increase in thermal power to 2,900 MWt. In its SER (ADAMS No. 
ML061720376), the NRC staff stated that a specific issue which was reviewed related to the 
capability of the PSVs to discharge liquid and adequately mseat for a spurious SI actuation. The 
specific issue which the NRC staff evaluated in this regard was whether the PSVs could 
reasonably be expected to reseat in order to prevent the spurious SI actuation (a Condition II 
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event) from causing a stuck-open PSV (a Condition Ill event). This issue was said to be further 
discussed !n RIS 2005-29. While the PSVs are qualified to discharge steam, if the valves 
discharge liquid having a temperature low enough, they may not reseat properly. 

Based the licensee's analysis, during a spurious SI event, the PSVs would be required to 
discharge steam followed by high temperature liquid after the pressurizer fills. The licensee 
provided plots of the pressurizer water temperatures for this event which indicated that the 
minimum temperature of the discharged liquid for both BVPS-1 and 2 is approximately 620 °F. 
To evaluate the capability of the valves to discharge and reseat, the NRC staff reviewed the 
available data from the full flow tests performed during the l::PRI test program in 1981 for the 
specific PSV models representative of those installed at BV'PS-1 and 2. The licensee also used 
the methodology contained in WCAP-11677, and determined that the minimum acceptable 
liquid temperature for which the PSVs are expected to successfully discharge and reseat is less 
than the minimum expected temperature for the spurious SI event for BVPS-1 and 2. 

The NRC staff agreed that both the minimum expected liquid discharge temperature and the 
minimum acceptable liquid temperature had been conservaitively calculated. Therefore. the 
NRC staff determined that, for purposes of preventing the occurrence of a more serious 
Condition Ill event, there is reasonable assurance that the PSVs would adequately discharge 
and reseat following a spurious SI actuation. A consideration in making this finding was that, in 
the unlikely event of a stuck-open PSV, the ECCS is fully capable of mitigating the resulting 
LOCA. 

Turkey Point 

On June 15, 2012, the NRC granted an EPU for Turkey Po/Int. Units 3 and 4 that increased the 
thermal power level of each unit approximately 15 percent to 2644 MWt. 

In the SER (ADAMS Accession No. ML 11293A359), the NHC staff indicated that ECCS 
actuation is not a possible Initiator of inadvertent increase in reactor coolant inventory because 
the high head SI pumps have a shut-off head below the normal RCS operating pressure. The 
NRC staff stated that a CVCS malfunction that increases RCS inventory was evaluated for the 
effects of adding water inventory to the RCS. ff the pressurizer fills and causes water to be 
relieved through the PORVs or safety valves, then these vailves could stick open and create a 
small break LOCA. The NRC staff stated that this would violate the acceptance criterion that 
prohibits the escalation of an anticipated operational occurrence (AOO) into a more serious 
event. Satisfaction of this acceptance criterion is demonstrated by showing that sufficient time 
exists for the operator to recognize the situation and end the charging flow before the 
pressurizer can fill. The NRC staff concluded that the licensee's analyses of IOECCS and eves 
events adequately accounted for operation of the plant at the proposed power level. 

Regarding an inadvertent opening of a pressurizer relief vallve, the licensee initially proposed 
that the consequences of this event are bounded by the small break LOCA. The NRC staff did 
not accept this proposed disposition. If action is not taken to secure the open valve by either 
closing the PORV or its block valve, the NRC staff stated that this event could escalate to a 
small break LOCA, which is contrary to the non-escalation criterion. When the pressurizer 
becomes water solid, water begins to flow through the open PORV. If the PORV is not qualified 
for water relief, the NRC staff stated that it is likely the POR.V will not close upon demand. In this 
way, the NRC staff stated that the inadvertent opening of a PORV, an AOO, becomes a small 
break LOCA at the top of the pressurizer, a Condition Ill ev1ant. The NRC staff requested that 
the licensee address the inadvertent opening of the PORV with respect to the third criterion for a 
Condition II event. 
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The licensee provided an analysis, performed largely in accordance with NRG-approved, 
Westinghouse analytic methodology using the RETRAN computer code; however, this analysis 
was performed assuming that the PORV opened instead of the PSV. The NRC staff stated that 
assuming the opening of the PORV Is acceptable, because the PSV is differently qualified, and 
reseats mechanically. An additional independent fault would be required to cause the safety 
valve to fail to close. The analysis indicated that the pressurizer would fill within about 240 
seconds. The licensee stated that there are multiple alarms to lndicate the opening of a PORV. 
The licensee stated that a prompt operator action is required to close the PORV and. if the 
PORV does not close, the operator is to close the block valve. Because the necessary actions 
are prompt and simple, the NRC staff agreed that there is sufficient time to secure the 
inadvertently open PORV without filling the pressurizer. 

St. Lucie 

On September 24, 2012, the NRC granted an EPU for St. Lucie, Unit 2 that increased the 
authorized thermal power level about 12 percent to 3020 MWt. Regarding an IOECCS event, 
the high pressure SI pumps are incapable during power op13rations of delivering flow to the RCS 
because the pumps' shut-off head is less than the normal FtCS operating pressure of 2250 psia. 
Therefore, the inadvertent operation of the ECCS at power event is not a credible event and 
was not analyzed by the licensee for the proposed EPU. The NRC staff found that the licensee's 
position for not analyzing the IOECCS event to be acceptable. 

Regarding a CVCS malfunction, this event increases RCS inventory as an AOO that is 
evaluated for the effects of adding water inventory to the RCS. The NRC staff reviewed the 
licensee's analyses of the CVCS malfunction event and concluded that the licensee's analyses 
adequately accounted for operation of the plant at the proposed power level and were 
performed using acceptable analytical models. The NRG staff determined that the licensee's 
analysis demonstrated that the pressurizer did not become water solid, assuring no water was 
discharged through the PSVs. 

Regarding an IOPORV event, the NRC staff stated that whi3n viewed from the mass addition 
perspective, this event can be evaluated in two phases: (1) an inadvertent opening of a 
pressurizer relief valve, followed by (2) an inadvertent ECCS actuation. In the first phase, the 
NRC staff stated that this event could be mitigated by closing the open pressurizer relief valve 
or its block valve. If the PORV or its block valve was not closed, the NRC staff stated that the 
IOPORV event would enter the second phase with actuation of the ECCS. Based on its review, 
the NRC staff determined that the pressurizer overfill ana1lysis, available alarming system, and 
procedures in combination with simulator exercise result ha1d provided reasonable assurance 
that the pressurizer would not be expected to fill to a water solid condition that could prevent the 
PORV or PSV from closing after they were open, and thus, supported that the event would not 
generate a more serious plant conditions, meeting the tRe-non-escalation criterion. The NRC 
staff stated that it reviewed the licensee's analyses of the inadvertent opening of a pressurizer 
pressure relief valve event, and concluded that the licensee's analyses adequately accounted 
for operation of the plant at the proposed power level and were performed using acceptable 
analytical models. 

The NRC staff concluded that the licensee demonstrated thiat the all AOO acceptance criteria 
are satisfactorily met. 
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North Anna 

In UFSAR (Revision 51 , dated September 30 , 2015) Section 15.2.14 , "Spurious Operation of 
the Safety Injection System at Power," the licensee for North Anna Units 1 and 2 discusses the 
plant response to an inadvertent SI event. In particular, UFSAR Section 15.2.14.2.3, "Event 
Propagation," states the following : 

Safety valve (Reference 18) and PORV (Reference 19) testing has revealed no 
instances of failure of the valves to reseat following water relief. Resulting 
leakage is within the capacity of the normal makeup system and is therefore not 
considered to be a small break loss of reactor coolant event. Therefore , the 
complete fil ling of the pressurizer and/or water relief via a safety valve as a result 
of a spurious safety injection does not constitute a failure to meet the event 
propagation acceptance criterion . Although primary credit for prevenLing the 
propagation of the event to a small break loss of reactor coolant event is the 
resealing of the PORVs and safety valves, it Is noted that the PORVs (which 
open prior to the safety valves and, if open, preclude safety valve actuation for 
this event) are provided with block valves which the operator will close in the 
event of excessive PORV leakage. 

North Anna UFSAR Section 15.2.14.3, "Conclusions," states that the complete filling of the 
pressurizer and/or water relief via a safety valve as a result of a spurious safety injection does 
not constitute a fa ilure to meet the event propagation acceptance criterion . In UFSAR Section 
15.2, "References," lists Reference 18 as EPRI NP-2770-LD. Volumes 3 and 4, "EPRI/CE PWR 
Safety Valve Test Reports for Dresser Safety Valve Models 31739A and 31709NA." February 
and March 1983; and Reference 19 as EPRI NP-2670-LD, Volume 6, "EPRI/Wyle Power
Operated Relief Valve Phase Ill Test R·eport, October 1982. 

Conclusion 

I 
I 

I 
i 

I 
J 

I 
I 

I 
In conclusion , the rel iance by the Braidwood/Byron licensee on the acceptable performance of / 
the PSVs and PORVs for liquid service in response to abnormal events is not Inconsistent with 
sfmilar approaches by some other nuclear power plant licensees. In general. the review of 1 
activities by various nuclear power plant licensees related to PSV c1nd PORV performance J' 

revealed reliance on EPRI, Wyle, and valve vendor testing to provide support for the 
performance of these valves under various service conditions. Specific certification for flow / 
capacity of these valves for liquid service fn accordance with the ASME BPV Code and National I 
Board was not identified in the review of various justifications prepared by nuclear power plant 
licensees. 

However, the Braidwood/Byron licensee has not addressed several potential safety and 
operational issues in support of its reliance on the fcerformance of the PSVs and PORVs for the 

1
. 

service conditions specified In the UFSAR. These lssuesJnclude the following: -------------

1. In NSAL-93-013 , Westinghouse raised a potential safety concern regarding water relief 
through pressurizer valves . In an LAR dated May 29, 1998, proposing to upgrade the 
PORVs at Braidwood and Byron, the licensee stated that "the PSRVs have not been 
qualified to reseat after passing subcooled liquid." The licensee later withdrew this 
proposed LAR. However, the actions by lhe Braidwood/Byron licensee to address the 
potential safety concern raised in NSAL-93-013 to avoid water relief through PSVs (such 
as performed by lfcensees of other nuclear power plants) are not apparent. 
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2. The Braidwood/Byron UFSAR states that the performance of the pressurizer safety relief 
valve system and the loads on pressurizer safety reilief valves, associated piping, and 
supports as a result of liquid discharge through the pressurizer safety relief valves, was 
determined to be acceptable. In support of this statement, the Braidwood/Byron UFSAR 
references NRC SERs dated 1988 that focused on EPRI valve testing conducted in the 
early 1980s in response to NUREG-0737, Item 11.0.1. The licensee should discuss its 
current justification for determining that the pressurizer valves are capable of performing 
their functions consistent with the assumptions for their operating conditions described in 
the UFSAR. For example, the licensee should indicate the positions of the reactor 
system designer and applicable valve manufacturers for the performance of the 
pressurizer valves assumed in the UFSAR. The licensee should describe its evaluation 
of more recent EPRI studies that discuss the potential for failure of PSVs during liquid 
service based on unstable test results during the EPRI testing in the 1980s. See EPRI 
TR-1011047 (August 2004), "Probability of Safety Valve Failure-to-Reseat Following 
Steam and Liquid Relief - Quantitative Expert Elicitation," that states in Appendix B that 
"[b]ecause these valves are not designed for liquid flow, and because EPRI tests with 
subcooled liquid led to unstable conditions more oft,~n than not, the likelihood of PSV 
failure during an SBO [station blackout] accident would be quite high." 

3. The Braidwood and Byron 1ST Programs specify periodic fail safe tests, exercising, and 
position verification testing for the PORVs; and periodic position verification testing and 
relief valve testing in accordance with the ASME Code for Operation and Maintenance of 
Nuclear Power Plants (OM Code), Appendix I, "lnservice Testing of Pressure Relief 
Devices in Light-Water Reactor Nuclear Power Planrts,'' for the PSVs. The Braidwood 
and Byron 1ST Programs should address the 1ST provisions for the PSVs and PORVs 
consistent with the assumptions for their service conditions described in the UFSAR. 

4 . The Braidwood and Byron 1ST Programs specify exercising and position verification for 
the PORV block valves. In addition, the Byron 1ST Program specifies testing Using 
ASME OM Code Case OMN-1 , "Alternative Rules fm Preservice and lnservice Testing 
of Active Electric Motor Operated Valve Assemblies in Light-Water Reactor Power 
Plants," for the PORV block valves. The licensee should verify that the PORV block 
valves are capable of closing to isolate the PORVs consistent with the assumptions for 
their service conditions described in the UFSAR. 
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MEMORANDUM TO: 

FROM: 

August XX, 2016 

Victor M. Mccree 
Executive Director for Operations 

Gary M. Holahan, Backflt Appeal Review Panel Chairman 
Office of the Executive Director for Operations 

K. Steven West, Deputy Director 
Office of Nuclea.r Security and Incident Response 

Thomas G. Scarbrough, Senior Mechanical Engineer 
Office of New Reactors 

0111mr11t I M/\SJ: This is the title In 

( '"'""' 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

Michael A. Spencer, Senior Attorney / 
Office of the General Counsel 

Theresa Valentine Clark. Executive Technical Assistant 
Office of the Executive Director for Operations / 

SUBJECT: BACKFIT ~ PPEAL REVIEWf ANEL_FINDINGS ASSOCIATED WITH ___ J 
BYRON AND BRAIDWOOD COMPLIANCE WITH 10 CFR 50.34(b), 
GDC 15, GDC 21 , GDC 29, AND THE LICENSING BASIS 

In response to your memorandum of June 22, 2016, establishing a Backfit Appeal Review 
Panel , the EJ:Janel undertook a review of the relevant documents In this case. This included the 
licensee and NRC staff letters; the 2001 power uprate and the 2004 valve setpoint license 
amendment; and a June 16, 2016, letter from the Nuclear Energy Institute ilifilsupportlng the 
Exelon backfit appeal. The fpanel also reviewed numerous other documents related to the 
topic of inadvertent operation of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) and pressurizer 
safety valve performance. 

In addition to the document review, the PJ:Janel had the benefit of meetings with the Office of 
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) (both the Division of Safety Systems and the Division of 
Engineering), the Office of the General Counsel , and the NRC Committee to Review Generic 
Requirements (CRGR). The Panel also shared its draft preliminary findings with NRR and OGC 
for comment. NRR provided comments . the consideration of whjch is reflected In the attached 
report. Both Exelon (Bradley Fewell) and NEI (Tony Pietrangelo) declined offers for a public 
meeting but indicated a willingness to provide Information if the EJ,)anel identified the need. 

CONTACT: Gary M. Holahan, OEDO 
301-415-1 ?XX 
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Based on the review documented in the attached report, the paflel-Panel concludes that the 
staff positions taken to support the compliance backflt finding represent new and different staff 
views on how to address potential pressurizer safety valve failures following water discharge. 
Although these staff positions are well-intentioned and conservative approaches that could 
provide additional safety margin, they do not provide a basis for a compliance backfit. In the 
absence of a failure of the pressurizer safety valve to reseat, the concerns articulated in the 
backfit related to event classification , event escalation, and compliance with 10 CFR 50.34(b) 
and General Design Criteria 15, 21, and 29 are no longer at issue. 

The Panel notes. as did a member of the earlier NRR backflt appeal panel . that this issue is 
~ne ic n .!lature. and not Sl2fil:1 ic to B rrm_!H d Braidwood. The Panel beli!l_ves that resolut[Q11 
of this issue would have benefited from the qp_pJication of NRC's.9eneric issue_pJQCesses. 

ommenl (MA (: ll seems 
I appropriate lo answer the 5 questions 
i In the cover memo. Right now, they i begin on page 11 of the report. 

I 
I 
I 

My proposed answers are based on 
our preliminary findings. I don't have a 
res onse to uestlon 5. I 

I 
I 

f{our June p2, 2016 memorandum asked the paRetPanel to answer five q_uestions. _These ----· I 
questions and the ~Rel!s-Panel 's responses follow: 

1. Were the approvals based on a mistake? If so, what was lhe mistake and what are the 
implications for Braidwood and Byron? 

Answer: The 2001 and 2004 license amendments were based on reasonable and well
informed engineering judgment of the NRC staff. not a mistake. 

2. What Is the known and established standard for waler qualification of pressurizer safety 
valves? 

Answer: The standard in place in 2001 and 2004 and at present is that tA9-f)FObaoility-of 
failure§ of a-passive pressurizer safety valve§ to reclose need not be assumed to occur 
followin water disc ar ~lf t~ ikel' oocJafter passing water is sufficiently small , based 
on well-informed staff engineering Judgment, that II may be excluded from consideration 
lf'l-.a-Eietei:m+nlstiG-aAalysiS. 

3. What Is the known and established standard for progression of postulated events 
between categories of severity? Include a discussion of Regulatory Issue 
Summary 2005-29. "Anticipated Transients that Could Develop into More Serious 
Events." dated December 14, 2005, and the draft Revision 1 that was issued for public 
comment in 2015. 

Answer: For Byron and Braidwood, the standard for progression of postulated events 
between categories of severity is set forth in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
(UFSAR), as described in the staffs October 9, 2015 backfit imposition letter. Ih~ _faQfil 
§llJQorts the staff's view that non-escalation (from ANS category ti to ANS category IV) 
1s a kno_wn ari~ e~tabli!}hed standard ap.QJicablE.1 tO By,on ill1d Braidwood However. this 
event progression standard does not establish specific standards for valve qualification. 
Therefore, it is not the basis for a compliance backfit given this set of facts . Regulatory 
Issue Summary 2005-29 and its draft Revision 1 do not alter this conclusion. 

4. Does the current licensing basis for Braidwood and Byron comply with the applicable 
regulations? Is It adequate to provide protection to public health and safety? 

Answer: The J:)aMI-Panel concludes that the current licensing bases for Braidwood and 
Byron do comply with the applicable regulations based on the UFSAR analyses which 
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ommenl (MA (: This could be taken 
: to mean 'Generic Issues" recess. 

the staff found acceptable through a reasonable and technically sound evaluation using 
appropriate Commission safety standards. The f)aflel-Panel also concludes that there is 
reasonable assurance of adequate protection of the public health and safety. 

/ ommcnt ( T(: We should Indicate 
/ that the report includes lessons from 
J our review. 5. Given that Exelon suggests that the NRC pursue a cost-justified substantial safety 

enhancement backfit, what is the contribution to overall plant risk of the current 
configuration at Braidwood and Byron? 

Answer: An analysis by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) provides 
insights on the risk significance of the sequence at issue. This analysis suggests that an 
inadvertenl ECCS actuation sequence. assuming that pressurizer overfill leads to a 
small loss-of-coolant accident, contributes approximately 1 percent of the total internal 
events core dama e fre uenc (CDF). If the backfit were implemented such t)fil 
pressurizer overfill were always prevented , the CDF reduction is estimated at 1.SE-07 
per year. Q.ijfer.efft-mit~Less conservative assumptions oo~ than these 
extremes would provide a smaller risk benefit through the backfit. 

The Panel is aware of and sensitive to two important issues related to this question. 
First. NRR. not the appeal Panel, is responsible for any decisions on alternative 
application of the backfit rule to this issue. Second, the Panel does not wish to imply 
that "the contribution to plant risk" should be seen as the only measure of enhanced 
safety. For example. defense-in-depth has a recognized role and value in the regulatory 
process.+SG 

,,, ..... a....=~--------,, 

!I 
'/ /, 
1: 
•I 
r1 
/1 ;: 
:I 
i: ,/ 
•/ 
'I I, 
:: /, 
// 

I/ :, 
/1 
/ I 
/I The f:}aMJ:.s..Panel's findings therefore support the Exelon backlit appeal, and we recommend 

that you direct NRR to: 
•I 

Ii 
: i 
I J 

• 

• 

• 

~Withdraw its compliance backfit finding, 

y_Verlfy (e .g. through letter, meeting, owners group activity) that all PWRs have resolved /' / 
this technical issue in a reasonable manner, and , / 

rRe-evaluate the matters discussed in Regu~atory Issue Summary 2005-29 and its draft / / 
Revision 1 through a more appropriate g eneric p rocess to avoid. the lnap_Qro2r late or __ ____ / / 
inadvertent imposition of backfits . / 

In the course of its activities, the ~Panel has developed several insights relevant to the I 
backfit process and the use of generic processes to address potential safety issues. The f:}aAel / 
Panel plans to share these insights with the CRGR for their use in addressing your June 9, • 
2016, tasking related to Implementation of agency backfilling and Issue finality guidance. The / 
Panel also identified other lessons from its review of the NRC evaluation of the performance of / 

ressurizer safet valves for Braidwood B ron and other nuclear ewer !ants that are , 

iden ifi d in t e tac ed e o --···--···-·-·-·-···--···---····-···-·············-·····-··············J 
Final]Y. the Panel WQU!d Ii e to reco.9.Dize the cooperation of the.Ji.RR_and OG_C staff dunn lh.!§ 
effort. and the timely and responsive efforts of RES In providing the comprehensive and useful 
risk analyses requested . 

The f:}aMI .Es.nfilis avai lable to respond to any questions or provide any other assistance 
needed. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

West Steven 
Scarbrough Thomas : Clark Theresa 
Spanger. Mlchael; Holahan. Gary 
RE : My comments on Friday"s clean master 
Monday. August 22, 201 6 3:28:58 PM 

l Jjk and ·upporl Tom"s changes. 

Steve 

Steven We t, Deputy Director 
Office of Nucle,u Security and Luci lent Re8pon e 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis. ion 

301-287-3734 
Steven.West@nrc.gov 

-----Otiginal Message----
From: Sca rbrough. Thoma~ 
Sent: Monday, Augu 1 22, 20 16 12: 19 PM 
To: Clark , Then:!,'11 <Theresa. lark @nrc.gov> 

c: Spencer, Michael <Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov> ; West. Steven <Steven.We t@nrc.gov>: Holahan, Gary 
<Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov> 

ubject: RB: My comments on Friday'. d ean ma ·ter 

Theresa, 

Ln my attached markup of tbefriday ver ion of the report , I propose a few minor changes with comments in the 
margin . 

My only significant suggesti n regarding the report findings is my proposed ending to the sentence al rh top of 
l age 13 regarding th ussuniprion thut PSV failure following water discharge iN a passive failur '. T th ink we should 
add a provision to the end of the sentence that the licensee needs to justify that assumpti n (socl1 as by EPRI 
testing). 

Tbe changes in the vers i.on pr vid.ed with your -mail thi morning look fine with a few edits as f Uo\ 

- Footnote 13 has an extra "nut" in the sentence. 
- On pllgc 4 iu lbe ·econd line of LIie ·ccomJ paragrnph, th i.: word "depem.led" appears misspelled, 
- On pag 8 in th la I paragraph, Lhe word "panel" should b capitali~e t. 
- On page 18 in the fu l full paragraph, the second sentence should use "had'' rather than ''would" before 
" ondu led" 
- On page 21 in th la ·t full parngraph. it appears th1:1 t the la ·t sentence should spec ify "prevent" rather than ''ensure" 
pressurizt:r overl111ing. 
- On page 23 in th fir~, paragraph. th las1 . en ten 'Cha ·· an 'Xtra "110 1'' 

Tht,nks. 
Tom 

----Original Message--
From: Clark. Theresa 



Sent: Monday, August 22, 20 16 8:44 AM 
To: West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; Holahan, Gary <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Spencer, Michael <Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov>; Scarbrough, Thomas <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: My comments on Friday's clean master 

Thank you, Steve! 

I put in your comments through Appendix A and will be out of the office at an OEDO meeting most of the rest of 
the day. I'll get the rest in as soon as I can and resend. 

Note that I put a few comments in the margin, mostly for Steve's awareness, but one for Michael to check and one as 
a placeholder based on an email from Steve (will address more later). 

-----Original Message-----
From: West, Steven 
Sent: Sunday, August 2 1, 2016 7:35 PM 
To: Clark, Theresa <Theresa.Cla.rk@nrc.gov>; Holahan, Ga.ry <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov> 
Cc: Spencer, Michael <Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov>; Scarbrough, Thomas <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov> 
Subject: My comments on Friday's clean master 

Any thoughts on meeting again before Wed? 



From : 
To: 
Cc : 
Subject: 
Date: 

West Steven 
Clark Theresa 
Spencer Michael; Scarbrough Thomas; Ho/nhao. Gary 
RE : My comments on Friday"s clean master 
Monday. August 22, 2016 4:12:00 PM 

Thanks, Theresa, f r a.U J' yo~ir timely and outstanding work on the rt:pni1. I agree wilh all uf' the chnng s y u ma.de 
to the body of the report. as well as your explanatory com111ents. Witln respect to interactions vs meetings with staff. 
l had not consid red in my comments the di. tin lion you described. Whatever you decide is fine with me. Perhaps 
for meeting1~. w say meetings and for ev ry1hi11g ·l~e. we say i111erartio11 s. Also. your rule for handling ten$e works 
for me. 

Looking rorwfl rd to seeing the final appen lices one more time. 

One final thoughtll1uesti n: Since th rep rt may b come separuted t'rnm lhc cover memo. shou ld we id ·ntif'y the 
Panel members in the report itself? 

Steve 

reven W st. Depuly Director 
Office of Nuclear Security and Inc ident Response 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm ls ion 

301 -287-3734 
Steven.West@n rc.gov 

-----Original Message----
Froin: lark. Theresa 
Se11t: Monday. August 22, 20 16 8:44 AM 
To: We l, Steven <S1even.We 1@nrc. 0 ov>: H lahan, Gary <Gary.H Jahan@nrc.gov> 

c: Spencer, Michuel <Michael.. pencer@nrc.gov>: Scarbrough. Thomus <l'homas .Scarbn ugh@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: My comments 011 Friday's clean master 

Thank you, St e! 

I put in your co111 111cnls through Appendix A and wi ll be 11uL uf 1·h offo . .:e at an OEDO meet ing 111 0~1 of Lhe rest of 
the day. I'll get the rest in as soon a I can and resend . 

Not that T put a few con1ments in th mn.rg in , mostly for teve's a\1/;.ircn ss, but on for Mich.1e) iv ch k and on· as 
a placeholder ba eel on an email from SLevc (wiU addre s more later). 
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1 BACKGROUND 

On June 22, 2016,1 in accordance with NRC Management Directive (MD) 8.4,2 the NRC 
Executive Director for Operations (EDO) established a Backfit Appeal Review Panel (Panel) to 
review the appeal by Exelon Generation Company, LLC (Exelon or the licensee) of the U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff's determination that a backfit is necessary at Byron 
Station, Units 1 and 2 (Byron) and Braidwood Station, Units 1 and 2,. (-8faidw0091-aAG--8YfGA 
Stat!GRt-Llnits 1 and 2 (Byro~as well as the NRC staffs application of the compliance backfit 
exception provided in Title 1 O of the Code of Federal Regulations ( 1 O CFR), Section 50.109, 
"Backfitting." 

This backfit determination is documented in an October 9 , 2015, letter (referred to as the Backfit 
Letter) .3 The letter describes the NRC staff's review of licensing basis documents for Byron and 
Braidwood. The NRC staff determined that Byron and Braidwood were not In compliance with 
the plant-specific design bases and several NRC regulations: 

• General Design Criterion (GDC) 15, "Reactor coolant system design," in 
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants" 

• GDC 21 , "Protection system reliability and testability" 

• GDC 29, "Protection against anticipated operational occurrences" 

• Paragraph (b) of 10 CFR 50.34, "Contents of applications; technical information" 

Specifically, the NRC staff determined that Byron and Braidwood do not comply with provisions 
In American Nuclear Society (ANS) Standard 51.1/N18.2-19734 for ensuring that ANS 
Condition II events5 do not progress to more serious ANS Condition Ill events following water 
discharge6 through certain valves. The NRC staff acknowledged that the NRC staff position 
differed from a previous staff position documented in a May 4, 2001 , safety evaluation (SE) 
supporting a stretch power uprate (referred to as the Uprate SE).7 However, the NRC staff 
determined that the backfitting was justified under the compliance exception in 10 CFR 
50.109(a)(4 )(i). The NRC staff directed the licensee wa£-GJFeGl:ee-to take action to resolve the 
non-compliance. 

On December 8, 2015, the licensee appealed the NRC staffs decision to the Director of the 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), stating its disagreement with the NRC's conclusion 
that the compliance exception to the backfit ru le appliegs in th is case, $ whi le noting that the 

1 NRC 2016e (Author and year citations in footnotes refer to the designation of references in Appendix D 
to this report.) 
2 NRC 2013 
3 NRC 2015b - referred to as the Backfit Letter In the remainder of the report 
4 ANS 1973 
5 Specifically, inadvertent operation of the emergency core cooling system--\ lQg~, malfunction of the 
chemical and volume control system ~V,GS.), and inadvertent opening of a pressurizer safety or relief 
valve. 
6 For consistency in this report, the Panel uses the phrase ''water discharge" rather than "water relief' or 
"liquid discharge" (except in direct quotes), as this is the phrase used in the Westinghouse documents 
that raised the issue addressed in this report. 
7 NRC 2001 b - referred to as the Uprate SE in the remainder of the report 
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NRC staff hags twice approved the underlying analysis.8 The Fefefef!SeEl-approvals referenced 
by the licensee were an August 26, 2004, license amendment associated with pressurizer 
safety valve (PSV) setpoints9 and the above-referenced Uprate SE. In a letter dated May 3, 
2016, the NRC responded to the licensee's appeal and reaffirmed its decision that the backfit 
per the compliance exception provisions of 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(i) is appropriate.10 

On June 2, 2016, the licensee again appealed the NRC staff's decision, this time to the ED0.11 

The purpose of this report by the Backfit Appeal Review Panel is to provide information and 
recommendations to support the EOO's decision ek>n the roG~. 

1.1 Conduct of the Panel's Review 

In order to establish a technically sound, well informed, and legally defensible basis for its 
recommendations, the Backfit Appeal Review Panel undertook a review of the relevant 
documents in this case. This included the licensee and NRC staff letters mentioned above; the 
Uprate SE and the Setpoint SE; and a June 16, 2016, letter from the Nuclear Energy Institute 
(NEl)12 supporting the EDO Appeal~H-ea~~I. The Panel also reviewed many other 
related documents , which fall into five broad categories: 

• The Backfit Rule (1 O CFR 50.109), related court actions, and Commission and staff 
guidance on application of the Backfit Rule 

• Docketed communications for Byron and Braidwood from 1982 to the present, including 
license amendment requests (LARs) by the licensee, NRG-issued license amendments, 
NRC requests for additional information (RAls) , licensee responses, meeting 
summaries, NRC SEs, and the licensee's Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
(UFSAR)13 

• NRC guidance relevant to the analysis of inadvertent operation of the emergency core 
cooling system (10ECCS1 events over the period of 1981 to the present, including 
Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 15.0, Section§. 15.5.1 - 15.5.2, and Section 15.6.1 14 

• Westinghouse Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter (NSAL) 93-013 15 and its Supplement 116, 

as well as docketed communications regarding actions taken by other licensees in 
response to Westinghouse NSAL-93-013 

• The history of NRC and industry activities related to power operated relief valves 
(PORVs), their block valves, and PSVs (including Three Mile Island (TMI) Action Plan 
Items 11.D.1, 11.0.3,)1.G.1, and 11.K.3 as documented in NUREG-073717, as well as 

8 Exelon 2015 - referred to as the NRR Appeal in the remainder of the report 
9 NRC 2004b - referred to as the Setpoint SE in the remainder of the report 
10 NRC 2016d - referred to as NRR Appeal Decision in the remainder of the report 
11 Exelon 2016a - referred to as EDO Appeal in the remainder of the report 
12 NEI 2016 
13 Exelon 2002 and Exelon 2014 (The Panel reviewed other revisions as well . but not they are not 
Included In Appendix Das they are not referenced in this report.) 
14 NRC 1981a, NRC 1981b, NRC 1981c, NRC 2007a, NRC 2007b, and NRC 2007c 
15 Westinghouse 1993 
16 Westinghouse 1994 
17 NRC 1980c - referred to as the TMI Action Plan in the remainder of the report; lessons learned from 
TMI were also presented In NUREG-0578 (NRC 1979a), NUREG-0585 (NRG 1979b), and NlJREG-0660 
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Generic Letter 89-1018 and its supplements), Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) 
valve testing, and operating experience (NUREG/CR-7037 19) 

In addition to the document review, the Panel had the benefit of meetings with NRR (both the 
Division of Safety Systems and the Division of Engineering), the Office of the General Counsel, 
and the NRC Committee to Review Generic Requirements (CRGR). Both Exelon (Bradley 
Fewell, Senior Vice President of Regulatory Affairs) and NEI (Tony Pietrangelo, Senior Vice 
President and Chief Nuclear Officer) declined offers for a public meeting , but indicated a 
willingness to provide information if the Panel identified the need . The Panel did not identify a 
need for additional information from either Exelon or NEI to complete ~t&--Fev-iew,wR-iGR-isthe 
review stimmarized belew-aAG-documented in t~e-attaGl"leathis report. 

At the request of the Panel , the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) conducted risk 
analyses using the NRC's Standardized Plant Analysis Risk model for Byron Unit 1.20 These 
analyses informed the Panel's response to the question from the EDO regarding the risk 
significance of the relevant accident sequences. 

1.2 Proposed Compliance Backfit and Exelon Appeals 

In the Backfit Letter, the NRC staff informed Exelon that it had determined that Byron and 
Braidwood are not in compliance with GDCs 15, 21 , and 29; 10 CFR 50.34(b); and the plant
specific design bases that were expected to demonstrate there will be no progression of 
Category ANS Condition II events to Category ANS Condition Ill events. The NRC staff stated 
that based on its review of Byron and Braidwood UFSAR Sections 15.5.1, 15.5.2, and 15.6.1, 
the UFSAR predicts water discharge through a valve that is not "qualified" for water discharge. 
Therefore, the NRC staff concluded that the UFSAR does not contain analyses that 
demonstrate that the plants' structures, systems, and components (SSCs) will-meet the design 
criteria for ANS Condition II fawts..events as stated in Byron and Braidwood UFSAR Section 
15.0.1.2. Based on the SE attached to its letter,21 the NRC staff found that the licensee must 
take action to resolve the non-compliance. 

The Backfit SE addressed three accident analyses in Chapter 15 of the Byron and Braidwood 
UFSAR: (1) IOECCS; (2) chemical and volume control system (CVCS} malfunction that 
increases reactor coolant inventory; and (3) inadvertent opening of a pressurizer safety or relief 
valve (IOPORV). The NRC staff noted that each ANS Condition II event must be shown to meet 
the following: 

1. no fuel damage, 

2. no overpressure of the reactor coolant system (RCS) or main steam system, and 

3. no progression into an event of a more serious category without another independent 
fault. 

(NRG 1980a) 
1a NRG 1989 
19 NRG 2011 
20 NRG 2016f 
21 Referred to as the Backfit SE in the remainder of the report. 
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/ cm1m~n1 [C' j : STEVE: I didn't lnsert 
,, the "had" as I've taken them out a lot 

Regarding an IOEGGS, the NRC staff stated In Section 3. 1.2.1 of the Backfit SE that use of the 
block valve to Isolate a stuck-open PORV was unacceptable. The NRG staff stated lhat 
Westinghousefrecommended this appJQi!ctl in 199~ru:,d that the Nf3.C staff re~ cted this __ ... / of places (and It doesn't say ''had 

rejected" later in the sentence). But If 
you really want it l can put It in. Same 
In the "In the NRR Appeal" paragraph 

approach in 2005 (RIS 2005-2922) . 

In Section 3.1.2.4 of the Backfit SE, the NRC staff stated that the Byron and Braidwood 
IOECCS analysis dependsded on water discharge through the PSVs. The NRC staff faulted the 
licensee for "not appl[ying] the single-failure assumption" and staled that the following 
information was necessary to support water qualification of the PSVs: 

1. In accordance with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel Code (BPV Code), Section Ill, provide the original Overpressure 
Protection Report defining operating conditions and required relief capacities, and 
manufacturer's certification and test results 

2. In accordance with the ASME Code for Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power 
Plants (OM Code), provide inservice test history for PSVs, Including water and steam 
tests, or provide correlation test for alternative test fluid. 

Regarding a CVCS malfunction, the NRC staff stated in Section 3.2 of the Backfit SE that the 
licensee had not provided an analysis for the CVCS malfunction that increases reactor coolant 
inventory that demonstrategs the plants' ability to meet the requirements of an ANS Condition II 
event. 

Regarding an IOPORV, the NRG staff stated in Section 3.3 of the Backflt SE that the licensee 
had not provided an analysis for the IOPORV that extends Jong enough into the transient to 
demonstrate the event would not transition from an ANS Condition II event to an ANS Condition 
Ill event. 

In the Backfit SE, the NRC staff referenced Millstone23 and Callawayl 4 license amendments as 
examples of licensees upgrading PORVs for water discharge; a Beaver Valley extended power 
uprate (EPU) license amendment25 as an example of qualifying PORVs for water discharge; and 
Turkey Polnt26 and St. Lucie Unit 221 EPU amendments as additional precedent in support of the 
backfit decision. 

l 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

In the NRR Appeal , Exelon asserted that the NRC had not justified invoking the compliance 
exception to the backfit rule , Exelon stated that the NRG approved its IOECGS analysis In boll) 
the Uprate SE and the Setpoint SE. 

I 
I 

I 
l n he NRR Ap (l!lal_DecisionJ.the NRC staff stated that the_previous NRC aJ?provals In 2001 and J 
2004 were inconsistent with the Agency's general position on the known and established 
standard at issue--,-in this case. the progression of ANS Condition II events to higher level 
events. The NRC staff stated that the fact that the NRC staff were aware of references to EPRI 

22 NRC 2005b 
23 NRC 1998 
24 NRC 2000 
25 NRC 2006 
26 NRC 2012a 
27 NRC 2012b 
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reports on the ability of these non-W(;lter qvalified PSVs to reseat In certain clrcvmstances is 
was not sufficient to support the licensee's position on the compliance backflt. 

In the EDO Appeal , Exelon stated that the NRG had misidentified the "known and established 
standard" at issue as the prohibition of ANS Condition II events progressing to ANS Condition Ill 
events. Exelon asserted that the standard in question concerns what is necessary to ''qualify'' 
valves for waler discharge. Exelon contended that this standard s-was the EPRI testing and 
analysis, and that the NRC MS-agreed that Byron and Braidwood meeknet this standard. 
EKelon also contended that the change in NRC staff position on prior approvals 16 as not a 
mistake of fact, but rather a new or modified interpretation of compliance with NRG 
requirements, for which use of the compliance exception provided for in the Backflt Rule 1&-\11/.s§ 
not appropriate . 

1.3 Backfit Rule and the Compliance Exception 

Backfltting is defined by 10 CFR 50.109(a) as: 

. .. the modification of or addition to systems, structures, components. or design 
of a facility : or ttie design approval or manufacturing license for a facility ; or the 
procedures or organization required to design, construct or operate a facility; any 
of which may result from a new or amended provision in the Commission's 
regulations or the imposition of a regulatory staff position interpreting the 
Commission's regulations that is either new or different from a previously 
applicable staff position ... l_ _________________________________ J 

Unless one of three specified exceptions apply, the NRG may impose a backfit only if it 
performs a backfit analysis in accordance with 10 CFR 50.109(a)(2) and determines in 
accordance with 10 CFR 50.109(a)(3) "that there Is a substantial increase in the overall 
protection of the public health and safely or the common defense and security to be derived 
from the backfit and that the direct and indirect costs of implementation for that facility are 
Justified In view of this increased protection." 

Section 50.109(a)(4) sets forth the three exceptions to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.109(a)(2) 
and (a)(3). The first exception, the compliance exception, applies if the "modification is 
necessary to bring a facility into compliance with a license or the rules or orders of the 
Commission, or into conformance with written commitments by the licensee." The second and 
third exceptions relate to actions necessary to ensure adequate protection or to actions that 
involve defining or redefining adequate protection. 

The Commission explained Its Intended applicatlon of the compliance exception in the 
Statements of Consideration (SOC) accompanying the 1985 final rule amending 
10 CFR 50.109:28 

The compliance exception is int,ended to address situations in which the licensee 
has failed to meet known and established standards of the Commission because 
of omission or mistake of fact. It should be noted that new or modified 
Interpretations of what constitutes compliance would not fall Within the exception 
and would require a backfit analysis and application of the standard . 

26 NRC 1985, at 88103 
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In the same SOC, the Commission acknowledged that staff interpretations of rules are not 
legally binding, but the Commission also stated that "staff interpretations of broadly stated rules 
are often necessary to give a rule effect and in some instances may be a causal factor in 
in1tiating a backflt."29 

By its terms, the compliance exception applies to actions necessary for compliance with rules , 
licenses, and orders, or for conformance with written commitments.30 Also, the Commission 
explicitly acknowledged the importance of staff In terpretations of ru les in the regulatory process. 
Thus, the Panel understands the term "known and establi'shed standard'' to include standards 
established in rules , licenses, orders, and written commitments, and NRC interpretations of 
rules . Some standards may be broad-based , while others may apply only to a limited number of 
plants. As stated in NUREG-1409, "[i]nformal or formal communications to one license·e are not 
official positions to all licensees . ... Orders, licenses, and written commitments are applicable 
only to a particular licensee." 

The failure to meet a known and established standard is grounds for a compliance backfit if this 
failure is due to "omission or mistake of fact.'' Thus, if a licensee obtains NRC approval of an 
alternative to a specific standard set forth in guidance, that standard and guidance could not be 
used to support a compliance backfit unless the NRC's approval of the alternative was based on 
an omission or mistake of fact. "Known and established standards" are to be distinguished from 
"new or modified interpretations of what constitutes compliance," which do not fall within the 
compliance exception. The Panel understands the term ''new or modified interpretations'' to 
include situations where the NRC staff has, in effect, "changed its mind" on how to interpret the 
language of a requirement or on how much assurance is :necessary to conclude that the 
requirement is met. Levels of assurance might be established in terms such as acceptable 
probabilities or consequences , conservative assumptions , or sufficient margin. 

Additional background information on the Backfit Rule and the compliance exception is provided 
in Appendix A to this report. 

1.4 A Brief History of Pressurizer Valve Issues 

Appendix B to this report provides a summary of the NRC and industry's testing, evaluation, and 
other consideration of PORVs and PSVs since the TMl Unit 2 (TM l-2) accident in 1979. This 
historical review provides context for discussion of valve "qualification" in the Backfit SE. It also 
provides the basis for the Panel's conclusions regarding the "known and established standard" 
for "qualification" In the context of tR&-TMI Action Plan !ltemJ.!JLl. and subsequent activities, as 
well as how it should be interpreted in the Byron and Braidwood licensing basis . 

In light of the NRC staffs assertion that the licensee had not applied the "sing le-failure 
assumption" as noted above, the Panel also considered the applicability of the single failure 

29 NRC 1985, at 38102. The 1985 backfit ru le was vacated by a Federal court on grounds unrelated to the 
compliance backfit exception . See Union of Concerned Scientists v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com'n, 
824 F.2d 108, 119·20 (1987). In 1988, the Commission amended the backfit rule (NRC 1988b) to address 
the court's concerns, but did not change the 1985 ru le's compliance exception provision. Thus, the 
quoted statements from the 1985 rule are the applicable expression of Commission intent regarding 
compliance backfits. 
30 NUREG-1409 (NRG 1990c) defines written commitments broadly to include the "final safety analysis 
report, licensee event reports , and docketed correspondence, including responses to NRC bulletins, 
generic letters, inspection reports , or notices of violation and confirmatory action letters." 
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criterion to PSVs. The Panel expended considerable effort in searching for an answer to what 
appears to be a simple question: "Are PSVs active components subject to the single failure 
criterion , or are they passive components exempt from itthe single fa ilure criterion?" NRR staff 
have taken the position that PSVs have consistently been treated as active components . 

In the Panel's evaluation of the treatment of PSV failure potential (Section 3 below), an historical 
perspective is provided. In general , the Panel found that the classification of a component as 
"active" or "passive" depends on its design , application , and function . For example, passive 
components almost always do not need external power; usually do not need an external 
actuator (e.g. , signal)31; sometimes do not involve any mechanical motion (e.g., movement of a 
valve disc)32 ; and sometimes do not involve any motion , either fluid or mechanical (e .g ., piping). 
While it does not represent formal NRC guidance, additional views on passive components are 
Included in International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) TECDOC-1624.33 This document states 
that "[s]afety related terms such as passive and inherent safety have been widely used, 
particularly with respect to advanced nuclear plants, generally without definition and sometimes 
with definitions inconsistent with each other." This guidance further defines four level of 
''passivity" to "te-help eliminate confusion and misuse of the terms by members of the nuclear 
community." In addition, SECY-05-013834 also acknowledgegs and discussesg_ inconsistencies 
in the use and application of the term "passive." Additional consideration of this topic by the 
Panel is documented In Section 3.10 below. 

The introduction to the GDCs and the related footnote define the applicability of the single 
failure criterion in terms of electrical versus fluid systems, and active versus passive 
components. Neither the GDCs nor NRC guidance define which characteristics of passive 
components are necessary to make a component exempt from the single failure criterion . Some 
examples are clear: pipes are passive components and pumps and motor-operated valves that 
operate to perform their safety functions are active components. As discussed In Section 3.6 
below, check valves might be classified as active or passive components depending on certain 
specific considerations. 

With respect to PSVs, the ASME BPV Code applicable to Byron and Braidwood includes 
requirements for overpressure protection that relate to the single failure criterion through several 
specific design and construction requirements . As a result. the PSVs are conservatively sized 
with sufficient margin to accommodate a single failure although the single failure criterion is 
almost never explicitly discussed or applied in accident analyses. The Byron and Braidwood 
UFSAR states that "adequate overpressurization protection is provided by the three installed 
safety valves." Neither the UFSAR system descriptions nor the safety analyses provide detailed 
discussions of potential PSV failures or their consequences. The principal discussion of 

31 For example, SECY-77-439 (NRC 1977) states : "Examples [of passive fa ilures in fluid systems] include 
the failure of a simple check valve to move to its correct position when required , the leakage of fluid from 
failed components, such as pipes and valves-particularly through a failed seal at a valve or pump-or 
line blockage. Motor-operated valves which have the source of power locked out are allowed to be 
treated as passive components." 
32 For example, NUREG-1800 (NRC 2001 c) states that "'(p]assive' structures and components, for the 
purpose of the license renewal rule , are those that perform an intended function ... without moving parts 
or without a change in configuration or properties . .. 'passive' may also be interpreted to includ,e 
structures and components that do not display a change of state."' 
3a IAEA 2009 
34 NRC 2005a 
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potentia l PSV fai lures in the accident analyses occurs in the evaluation of an inadvertent 
opening of a PSV in UFSAR Section 15.6.1. 

Most relevant for the current Issue, the Byron and Braidwood UFSAR analyses of overpressure 
events (e.g., loss of load, loss of feedwater) do not apply the single failure criterion to cause a 
PSV to stick open (i.e., fail to reseat) when opening on steam flow. In addition, the UFSAR 
Feedwater System Pipe Break analysis (Chapter 15.2.8) does not apply the single failure 
criterion to cause a PSV to stick open either during steam discharge or during water discharge. 
A survey of other Westinghouse-designed plants showed that this treatment of PSV valve 
performance during anticipated operational occurrences (AOOs, similar to ANS Condition II 
events) and postulated accidents (similar to ANS Condition IV events) has been consistent and 
without any identified exceptions.35 

1.5 History and Review of Westinghouse NSAL and Related Activities 

Appendix C to this report provides the Panel's review of the issues identified by Westinghouse 
in NSAL-93-13 and its Supplement 1, how various licensees responded to these issues, and 
how the NRG was Involved in reviewing and approving these actions. This review provides the 
basis for the Panel's conclusions related to the approach taken by Byron and Braidwood to 
address these issues in their licensing basis, as well as on the "known and established 
standard" for event escalation from ANS Condition II to ANS Condition Ill , referred to hereafter 
as the "non-escalation position." 

2 SUMMARY OF THE APPEAL REVIEW PANEL FINDINGS 

For the reasons provided in Section 3, the Panel concludes_g that in 2001 and 2004 and at 
present, the known and established standard of the Commission is that failures of PSVs need 
not be assumed to occur following water discharge if the likelihood is sufficiently small , based 
on well-informed staff engineering judgment. The Panel also concludegs that, in preparing the 
Uprate SE and the Setpoint SE, the NRC staff exercised reasonable and well-informed 
engineering judgment when the NRC staff concluded that the PSVs were unlikely to stick open . 
The non-escalation position does not establish specific standards for valve qualification, so the 
non-escalation position, standing alone, provides no basis for rejecting the licensee's reliance 
on EPRI valve testing. Moreover, the Panel fi.A€1.s-found that no mistake or error occurred in the 
licensee's or previous staffs reliance on the EPRI testing program that included an evaluation of 
water discharge through pressurizer valves.36 Therefore, the Panel also conclude_gs that the 
NRG staffs position on valve qualification in the Backfit SE is a new or modified interpretation of 
what constitutes compliance . 

The panel also concluded that the issue of pressurizer valve performance following water 
discharge appears to have generic applicability, and is not specific to only Byron and 
Braidwood. The Panel bel ieves that resolution of th is issue would have benefited from 
consideration of the generic nature of the issue through the appropriate NRC processes. The 
Panel included additional information about this find ing In Section 6 and Appendices B and C 
below. 

35 Examples include Watts Bar (NRC 1982 and TVA 1983), North Anna (NRC 1976), and AP1000 
(Westinghouse 2011 ). 
36 "Pressurizer valves" is used in this report to refer to either PORVs or PSVs when discussing issues 
common to both types of valves. 
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3 DISCUSSION 

The compliance exception to the Backfit Rule is intended to address failures to meet known and 
established Commission standards because of omission or mistake of fact. New or modified 
interpretations of what constitutes compliance do not fall within the exception . The Panel 
reviewed and evaluated the information referenced in this report to determine if, in 2001 and 
2004, there was a known and established standard of the Commission relating to the potential 
for PSVs to fail following water discharge during IOECCS events. 

In addition , the Panel considered the issue of "known and established standards of the 
Commission" as it relates to "event escalation." ~Ihe NRR Appeal Decision~NR,G..st.aff 
stated that the Backfit SE "showed that the approvals at issue for Braidwood and Byron were 
inconsistent with the Agency's general position on the known and established standard at issue, 
In this case the progression of [ANS] Condition II events." The Panel recognizes that the non
escalation position, although not included in NRC regulati,ons, is widely referenced in reactor 
licensing bases as an approach for addressing AOOs and postulated accidents as articulated in 
the GDCs. The non-escalation position is incorporated in Section 15.0.1.2 of the Byron and 
Braidwood UFSAR as "By definition , these faults (or events) do not propagate to cause a more 
serious fault, i.e., [ANS] Condition Ill or IV events ." 

Neither Exelon fl-Grand the Panel disputes agree that the non-escalation position is now, and 
was in 2001 and 2004, a part of the licensing basis of both Byron and Braidwood. In addition, 
!+he Panel supports the NRG staffs view that non-escalation (from ANS Condition II to ANS 
Condition Ill or IV) is a known and established standard applicable to Byron and Braidwood. 
However, the Panel also agrees with Exelon that the fundamenta l issue is not the non
escalation position, as the NRC staff contends, but rather the appropriate standard for PSV 
water discharge. In the absence of a PSV failure to reseat, the concerns articulated by the NRC 
staff in the backfit related to event classification , event escalation, and compliance with 1 O CFR 
50.34(b) and GDCs 15, 21, and 29 would no longer be at issue. 

The Panel's evaluation of the treatment of PSV failure potential includes an assessment of 
multiple relevant references, which are discussed chronologically in the sections that follow. 

3.1 General Design Criteria (1971) 

In 1971 , the Atomic Energy Commission published the GDCs, which had been under 
development since 1965. 37 The introduction to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A addresses "Single 
Failure" in the section on Definitions and Explanations. The paragraph on single failures 
includes a footnote stating: "The conditions under which a single failure of a passive component 
in a fluid system should be considered in designing the system against a single failure are under 
development" (emphasis added). 

3.2 Commission Paper on Single Failure (1977) 

In response to several staff concerns and differing views on the subject of application of the 
single failure criterion , the Acting Director of NRR issued SECY-77-439 "[t]o inform the 
Commission of the present status and future use of the S,ingle Failure Criterion as a tool in the 
reactor safety process."38 In part, that paper addressed the application of the single failure 

37 AEC 1971 
36 NRC 1977 
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criterion to passive components in fluid systems, stating that ''[a]pplication of the [single failure] 
concept is complicated by the interrelationships between the various fluid and electrical systems 
and their supporting auxiliaries in a nuclear power plant. Furthermore, there is a need to 
stipulate the events and associated assumptions which must be considered during application 
of the Single Failure Criterion." 

SECY-77-439 specifically spoke to how "additional passive failures"-that is, failures in addition 
to the initiating event-had been and should be addressed, stating (with emphases added): 

During subsequent years [since the single failure footnote quoted above was 
published] staff assumptions regarding the nature olf passive failures which 
should be considered have not been completely consistent and there has been 
some disagreement. However, on the basis of the licensing review experience 
accumulated in the period since 1969, it has been judged in most instances that 
the probability of most types of passive failures in fluid systems is sufficiently 
small that they need not be assumed in addition to the initiating failure in 
application of the Single Failure Criterion to assure safety of a nuclear power 
plant. 

Furthermore, SECY-77-439 provides definitions and examples for distinguishing between active 
and passive failures. Among these examples, SECY-77-439 cites "the failure of a simple check 
valve to move to its correct position when required" as a passive failure. Of the examples cited 
in SECY-77-439, the check valve example is most similar from a mechanical perspective to the 
PSV failure addressed in the Backfit SE, as explained bel,ow in the discussion of SECY-94-084. 

SECY-77-439 also stresses the use of englneering judgmeint relating to the probability of 
component failure and does not suggest that valve "certifi:cation'' or "qualification'' in accordance 
with ASME standards should be invoked as the basis for such decisions. 

3.3 TMI Action Plan Item 11.0 .1 {1980) 

As an element of the TMI Action Plan, the NRC staff requimd licensees to address the capability 
of relief and safety valves to perform their intended functions without failure. Specifically, 
Item 11.D.1 states that "[p]ressurized-water reactor [PWR] aind boiling-water reactor [BWR] 
licensees and applicants shall conduct testing to qualify the [RCS] relief and safety valves under 
expected operating conditions for design-basis transients and accidents." With reference to 
planned EPRI testing and other generic industry test programs, NUREG-0737 specified 
provisions for then-operating nuclear power plants and applicants for operating licenses and 
holders of construction permits to address the TMI Action Plan items, including Item 11.D.1. 
NUREG-0737 stated, for the performance testing of relief and safety valves for Item II. 0.1 , that 
"[t]he testing should demonstrate that the valves will open and reclose under the expected flow 
conditions." 

Although limited in scope, the EPRI test results did not identify any generic issues with PSVs or 
PORVs sticking open following water discharge. The NRC staff approvals summarized below 
show that the word "qualify" in this TMI Action Plan item was not intended to refer to ASME 
valve certification or qualification. Instead, "qualify" was use!d in a less formal sense to refer to a 
reasonable judgment that the valve would open to relieve pressure and then reliably reseat. As 
referenced in NUREG-0737, the EPRI test program was th,~ widely used approach to address 
TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1 at PWR nuclear power plants. The Westinghouse Owners Group 
submitted WCAP-10105 to the NRC in 1982 to demonstratE~ the acceptability of the EPRI testing 
program for PSVs and PORVs in Westinghouse-designed PWRs.39 
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3.4 NRC Closure of TMI Action Plan Item 11.0.1 for Byron and Braidwood 
(1988-1990) 

A 1988 letter from the NRC staff to the licensee for Byron found the licensee's reliance on EPRI 
testing of PSVs to be acceptable.40 The 1988 SE states that the test program was designed "[t)o 
reconfirm the integrity of the overpressure protection system and thereby assure that the 
[GDCs] are met." As discussed in Appendix B to this report, the 1988 SE describegs the NRG 
staffs evaluation of the PSVs and PORVs for feedwater line break accidents that would include 
water discharge, and determined that the EPRI tests were applicable to the Byron and 
Braidwood PSVs and PORVs. Based on the NRC staff and contractor review, the 1988 SE 
found that the performance of the PSVs and PORVs was acceptable based on the EPHI tests. 

For the specific extended high pressure injection event, the 1988 SE states that water discharge 
through the PSVs and PO RVs could be disregarded because of the long time available for 
operator action . However, the SE addressed water discharge through the PSVs and PORVs as 
part of the feedwater line break evaluation . 

In the cover letter for the 1988 SE, the NRC staff states that the licensee should develop and 
adopt plant procedures to inspect the pressurizer valves after each lift involving loop seal or 
water discharge. The 1988 SE contains no reference to or suggestion of a need for certification 
of these valves in accordance with the ASME BPV Code for water discharge capability. In 1990, 
the NRC staff also found the use of the EPRI test program was-a~ feU-AS--similarly acceptable 
for Braidwood.41 

3.5 Westinghouse NSAL-93-013 and Supplement 1 (1993-1994) 

In 1993, Westinghouse sent NSAL-93-013 to operating nuclear power plants in response to its 
discovery that potentially non-conservative assumptions had been used in the licensing ana lysis 
of the IOECCS event. Westinghouse recommended that licensees determine if their pressurizer 
safety relief valves (PSRVs)42 ''are capable of closing following discharge of subcooled water." 
Westinghouse noted that the PSRVs might have been designed or "qualified" to relieve 
subcooled water. Westinghouse also noted that "licensees may have qualified these valves in 
compliance to NUREG-0737, Item 11.D.1 ." If the PSRVs were not designed or qualified for 
subcooled water discharge, Westinghouse recommended that licensees reevaluate the 
IOECCS event with three possible options of (1) reducing emergency core cooling system 
(ECCS) flow used in the safety analysis, (2) using a less restrictive operator response time, or 
(3) crediting the use of one or more PORVs to help mitigate the accident. 

Later, Hn Supplement 1 to NSAL-93-013, Westinghouse alerted licensees to potential reduced 
time for operator action if a positive displacement pump (a typical ~component of the CVCS) 
were in service, and to the need to qualify the PSRVs and the piping downstream of the PSRVs 
and PO RVs if water discharge from the pressurizer is predicted. 

39 WOG 1982 
40 NRC 1988c, referred to as the 1988 SE 
41 NRC 1990a 
42 Westinghouse used the term PSRVs. The specific valves for Byron and Braidwood should be 
designated as ''safety valves" or "pressurizer safety valves'' as they are by the manufacturer, in the ASME 
BPV Code, and by the licensee . This difference in terminology is not significant to any of the findings or 
conclusions in thls report. 
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Some licensees submitted license amendments that 1nvolved improvements to the PORVs and 
their circuitry to avoid water discharge through the PSVs (e.g. , Salem'JJ, Millstone44, Callaway~5• 

and Dlablo Canyon46 ) . The NRC staff review and approval of those proposed improvements 
rel ied on engineering judgment relative to the various test information and PORV circuitry 
upgrades described by individual licensees. The licensee for Byron and Braidwood submitted an 
LAR for similar PORV improvements,47 but that request was later withdrawn.48 
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As Indicated below, the Panel's sampling review found two plants. in addition to Byron and I happened ones (' In the RAI response, 
Braidwood , that chose to address this issue by crediting the capability of PSVs to relieve water, / the licensee said"). 
based on the EPRI testing performed in response to TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1. • 

3.6 Commission Paper on Passive Plant Designs (1994) / 

In 1994, in preparation for the design certification reviews of passive reacto,r designs (e.g., the ,' 
Westinghouse Advanced Passive 1000 (AP1000) and the General Electric Economic Simplified 
Boiling-Water Reactor (ESBWR)), the NRC staff presented nine issues lo the Commission for 
policy declsions.49 Although PSV categorization and performance requirements were not /' 
explicitly addressed, the paper does Include an Issue on "Definition of Passive Failure'' and an 
extensive discussion on whether check valves are passive or active components and how they I 
should be addressed in current plants and future passive designs. / 

SECY-94-084 recognizegs the GDCs and SECY-77-439 as establishing long-standing 
requirements and guidance in this area . The paper acknowledge~ the industryjincluding __ J 
EPRI documents and ANSI/ANS 58.950 ) have been inconsistent with respect to check valve 
failures, sometimes considering them as "active failures" and sometimes as "passive failures ." In 
SECY-77-439, however, the NRC staff stated that the failure of a simple check valve to move to 
its correct position when required was a "passive failure." In addition, SECY-94-084 states that 
"rnn licensing reviews , however, only on a long-term basis (e.g., long-term recirculation cooling 
following a loss of coolant accident (LOCA)J does the NRC staff consider passive failures in fluid 
systems as potential accident initiators in addition to initiating events ." The paper also states 
that "[nor current plants , the NRC staff normally treats check valves, except for those in 
containment isolation systems, as passive devices during transients or design-basis accidents." 

Furthermore, SECY-94-084 states that "(r]edefining check valves as active components, subject 
to consideration for single active failures would cause these valves to be evaluated In a more 
stringent manner than that used in previous licensing reviews" (emphasis added). The NRC 
staff then recommended (and the Commission agreed5 1) that the NRC staff should "maintain the 
current licensing practice for passive component failures on the passive [advanced light water 
reactor] ALWR designs, and to redefine check valves, except for those whose proper function 
can be demonstrated and documented, in the passive safety systems as active components 

43 NRC 1997 
44 NRG 1998 
15 NRG 2000 
46 NRG 2004a 
11 ComEd 1998 
As ComEd 1999 
49 NRC 1994a 
50 ANS 1981 
51 NRC 1994b 
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subject to single failure consideration." Therefore, the NRC's position on check valves was 
changed only for passive ALWR designs going forward. 

The Panel consldereds the opening function of check valves and PSVs to be similar in that they 
both open through the motion of the valve disk under differential pressure with no external 
signal or motive power. The Panel also recognizeQs that the ambiguity with respect to ''passive'' 
versus "active" component definitions and nomenclature exists for safety valves . In addition, the 
passive or active classification of check valves or safety valves may differ based on design 
considerations. inservice testing , or accident analyses, For example, the PSVs and PORVs, as 
well as numerous check valves. are classified as active components In the Byron and 
Braidwood inservice testing programs. However, for purposes of applying the single failure 
criterion in the GDC context, the Panel concludeg_s that it is appropriate to consider the potential 
failure of a PSV fol lowing water discharge as a passive failure , consistent with the treatment of 
check valve failures for the operating fleet. 

3.7 Draft Standard Review Plan Revision (1 996) 

The 1996 draft revision to SRP Section~ 15.5.1 - 15.5.2 on IOECCS and eve 
includes extensive updates to the 1981 revision , but neither version includes a 
criteria, or guidance on applying ASME Code requirements to PSVs or on appl 
failure criterion or any other fai lure assumption to PSVs .62 

3.8 Power Uprate Reviews and License Amendments (2001-2006) I 
As part of the 2001 power uprate review for Byron and Braidwood, the NRC staff approved the 
analysis of an IOECCS (UFSAR Section 15.5.1) that included pressurizer filling, PSV water 
discharge, ECCS termination, and PSV closure . In the Backfit SE, the NRG staff indicate\!& that f 
the 2001 license amendment was predicated on the NRC's mistaken (unsubstantiated) belief 
that the valves were ASME-qualifled (certified). However, a-the Panel's review of the SE and / 
associated RAls showsed that, in 2001 , the NRG staff was well aware of the nature of the EPR.1 i 
testing that the licensee relied on . The Panel did not find any evidence that the licensee claimed / 
or the NRC staff believed that the valves were "qualified" in an ASME certification sense; rather, I 
the record shows that the NRC staff thorough!y conslderedation ef the testing conducted on I 
valves of the type installed at the plant§ and a-9i;i ied ell-informed and rea~ e technical / 
judgment tl:!al-ln reaching its conolus on that the EPRltl=lls testing provided appropriate 
qualification. J 
The Panel ~onfirmed ll,s conclusions and unde.rstandiQg,<m.out the 2001 NBC staff revLe~------
oonciYslgA was-sc;mflHJ:leG via discussions with the individual who was the responsible Section 
Chief in the Reactor Systems Branch at the time. He informed the Panel that the 2001 license 
amendment was based on the exercise of staff engineering Judgment and that there was no 
discussion of ASME certification or qualification of valves. In addition, the Panel found that the 
NRC approved power uprates for other nuclear power plants that included comparable staff 
evaluation~ of water discharge through PORVs or PS Vs based on test Information provided by 
individual licensees_ For example, in 2001 , the NRC granted a power uprate for Shearon Harris 
that included the operabi lity of PORVs and PSVs during the discharge of subcooled water, 
referencing TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1.53 As noted above, in 2006, the NRC also granted a 
power uprate for Beaver Valley. The SE for this Beaver Valley amendment referred to 

?2 NRC 1996 
63 NRC 2001d 
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RIS 2005-29 and le\ffiEl-!Qdlcated that there was reasonable assurance that the PSVs would 
adequately discharge water and reseat following a spurious safety Injection actuation, based on 
the EPRI test data from 1981 and an evaluation of the temperature of the liquid being 
discharged. 

During the NRC evaluations of license amendments since the TMl-2 accident, the NRC staff 
has specified In some SEs that a PORV or PSV would be assumed to stick open if ii was not 
qualified for liquid service. To address this concern, the NRC staff reviewed and accepted a 
variety of test information (including EPRI , Wyle, and vendor testing) submitted by individual 
licensees to demonstrate the capability of PORVs or PSVs to reseat following water discharge. 
In the sample of SEs it reviewed, the Panel did not find a specific requirement for the PORVs or 
PSVs to be certified under the ASME BPV Code as capable of passing water and reclosing . 

In 2004, the NRC issued license amendments for Byron and Braidwood granting an adjustment 
to the PSV setpoints. In an RAI , the NRC staff requested that the licensee perform a 
quantitative analysis regarding the number of opening cycles during which the PSV would be 
expected to pass water and the temperature of the waler being discharged . In the Setpoinl SE, 
the NRC staff concluded that the analysis was acceptable for assuring that the PSVs would 
remain operable following a spurious safety Injection event. 

3.9 RIS 2005-29 (2005) and Proposed Draft Revision 1 to RIS 2005-29 (2015) 

In 2005, the NRC staff Issued RIS 2005-29 "to notify licensees of a concern Identified during 
recent reviews of power uprate [LARs)." The RIS addressed the manner in which some 

• "This RIS requires no action or written response and, therefore , Is not a backfit under 10 
CFR 50.109. Consequently, the NRC staff did not perform a backlit analysis." 

• "This RIS is informational and pertains to a NRC staff position that does not depart from 
current regulatory requirements and practice." 

A key statement in RIS 2005-29 is the following (with emphasis added): 

The NRC staffs position is noted In the power uprate review standard , as fol lows: 
"For the [IOECCSJ and [CVCSJ malfunctions that increase reactor coolant 
Inventory events : (a) non-safety-grade pressure-operated relief valves should not 
be credited for event mitigation and (b) pressurizer level should not be allowed to 
reach a pressurizer water-solid condition.". 

However. the Gltea-NRC staff review standard cited In the RIS (RS-001 ),wlq!M is explicitly 
limited to EPU reviews, 5tat€5---statlng that "[t]he staff does not intend to impose the criteria 
and/or guidance in th is review standard on plants whose design bases do not Include these 
criteria and/or guidance. No backfilling is intended or approved in connection with the issuance 
of this review standard ."54 
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This intent of RS-001 to define and clarify the scope of EPU reviews , but not impose new 
requirements or new interpretations of requirements, was confirmed by the Panel in discussions 
with the manager responsible for developing and issuing RS-001 . Therefore, contrary to the RIS 
statement, neither RS-001 nor RIS 2005-29 documented "known and established standards of 
the Commission" applicable to Byron and Braidwood. 

The Panel also notes that neither RIS 2005-29 nor its draft Revision 1,55 which is currently 
under development, discuss water discharge certification requirements in accordance with the 
ASME BPV Code. In fact , as stated above, the NRC issued a 2006 power uprate amendment 
for Beaver Valley in which the SE cited RIS 2005-29 and yet relied on the EPRl testing data to 
address the concern . 

3.10 SECY-05-0138 (2005) 

SECY-05-0138 presents a comprehensive history of the application of the single fa ilure 
criterion , including extensive discussion of the treatment of passive components in fluid 
systems.56 The paper enclosed a July 2005 draft of an NRC staff technical report on the single 
failure criterion. Section 4.2.2 of this report acknowledges that "[o]ne particular Issue identified in 
this project is the continued existence of the footnote to the definition of single failure in 10 CFR 
[Part] 50 Appendix A stating that the regulatory position on considering passive failures in fluid 
systems is under development." In Section 2.5.3, the draft report quotes from SECY-77-439 
(discussed above) and recognizes that in current practice, as in 1977, "[p]assive failures in fluid 
systems are generally excluded from single-failure assessments." 

SECY-05-0138 and the accompanying draft report present three alternatives for using a risk
informed and performance-based approach to address the single failure issue. The draft report 
clarifies that all of the alternatives "could include developing a position on single passive failures 
in fluid systems to replace the footnote now in 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix A definitions." 

These documents make it clear that, with few exceptions, neither the NRC staff nor the 
Commission has established specific requirements relating to the treatment of passive 
component failures in fluid systems. The Panel believes the existence of this Commission 
paper, contemporaneous with discussions on potential PSV failures (e.g., RIS 2005-29), makes 
it clear that no specific "known and established standards" on PSV failures had been developed 
between 1977 and the time of the Byron and Braidwood license amendments in 2001 and 2004 . 

3.11 Standard Review Plan Revision (2007) 

Revision 2 to SRP Section§ 15.5. 1 - 15.5.2 states: 

If the plant is equipped with PO RVs that are (1) safety-related equipment and 
(2) qualified for water relief, then they may be assumed to reseat properly after 
having relieved water. The [PSVs], too, may be assumed to reseat properly after 
having rel ieved water; but only if such valves have been qualified for water relief. 

However, this section does not reference ASME BPV Code requirements for safety valve 
certification . 

54 NRG 2003 
55 NRG 2015a 
56 NRC 2005a 
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3.12 Backfit Letter and Subsequent Backfit Appeals (2015·2016) 

The Backfit SE is predicated on the following positions: 

• "water relief through a valve that is not qualified for water relief will cause that valve to 
stick in its fully open position" (emphasis added) 

• ''the licensee .. . has not applied the single-failure assumption'' (emphasis added) 

• "nor have they (has the licensee] provided ASME water qualification documentation for 
the PSVs .•. the ASME .. . original Overpressure Protection Report .. . inservice test 
history ... including both water and steam tests'' (emphasis added) 

The Backfit SE a~contends that an IOECCS would escalate to a more severe event. Such 
an escalation would be contrary to the Byron and Braidwood licensing basis (i.e. , contrary to the 
ANS non-escalation position) and could be in non-compliance with the GDCs (as included in the 
Byron and Braidwood licensing basis) since an IOECCS with a stuck-open valve had not been 
analyzed and shown to meet the appropriate criteria for an AOO. 

Based on its review of all the re levant documents and discussions with the individuals (staff and 
managers) involved in the original review and the backfit, the Panel has developed an 
understanding of the regulatory requirements and practices. the potential safety issues, and 
backfit ru le obligations. The Panel has determined that the numerous, complex, and detailed 
regulatory and technical issues all depend on the answers to two critical questions on valve 
performance: 

• Must the PSVs in question be assumed to fail given liquid water discharge because of 
the lack of ASME certification for water discharge? 

• Must the PSVs be assumed to fail in accordance. with the GDC "single failure'' 
requirements? 

In the Backfit SE, the NRC staff indicategs that "[o]ne assumption that is particularly important to 
the non-escalation criteria is that water relief through a valve that is not qualified for water relief 
will cause that valve to stick in its fully open position' (emphasis added). The Panel concludeQs 
that this issue-the treatment of potential valve failure-is not only "particularly important," it is 
the critical issue upon which the compliance backfit hinges. 

Based on the historical evidence, the Panel concludegs that there is not now, nor has there 
been, a known and established Commission standard (1) that PSVs must be assumed to fail 
following water discharge in the absence of ASME certification for water discharge, or (2) that 
PSVs must be assumed to fail as part of single failure criterion analysis. The NRC staff's 
determination that ASME certification is necessary first appears in the Backfit SE. The 
determination that application of the single failure criterion is necessary first appears in the draft 
Revision 1 to RIS 2005-29. The Panel has not identified these positions being stated in any final 
NRC requirement or guidance document. 

The Panel also concludeg_s that in 2001 and 2004 and at present, the known and established 
standard of the Commission is that failures of PSVs need not be assumed to occur following 
water discharge if the likelihood is sufficiently small , based on well-informed staff engineering 
judgment. In preparing the Uprate SE and the Setpoint SE, the NRC staff exercised reasonable 
and well-informed engineering judgment when the NRC staff concluded that the PSVs were 
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unlikely to stick open, =R:le-On the bases of fts document reviews and intervjews. the Panel 
concluded that the NRC staff reviewers involved in the 2001 power uprate review were among 
the most experienced and senior reviewers in their areas of expertise. The NRC staff valve 
expert involved in the review was the agency's most knowledgeable individual on PSVs and the 
relevant ASME Code requirements , and was a nationally recognized expert. The Panel did not 
find any evidence that the NRC staffs issuance of the 2001 or 2004 license amendments was 
based on an omission or mistake of facl. Rather, the el co de t e current NRC staff 
positions on valve qualification in the Backflt SE are new or modified interpretations of 
compliance. 

In interactions with the Panel , NRR staff emphasized several issues raised in the Backfit Letter. 
The Panel summarizes its consideration of those issues in the following subsections. 
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I 3.12.1 Non-Escalation Position and Valve Failure I 

In the Backfit SE, the NRC staff discussed the definition of event conditions In ANS-51 .1 /N 18.2- / 
1973 and the provision in this standard that events of one condition do not propagate to cause a I 
more serious fault. This position is commonly known as lh~-{non-escalalion posiUon). In I 
Interactions ~1th the Pane_J,_ NRR staff Jm>Vided several clarifications on this t£Qis summarized _J 
by the Panel as follows: 

• ANS-51 .1/N18.2-1973 defines the categories of design basis transients and accidents 
based on an anticipated frequency of occurrence (annually for ANS Condition II events). 

• It is a long-standing NRC positron that escalation from one condition to another is not 
acceptable. 

• ANS-51 .1/N18.2-1973 constitutes a known and established standard that has been 
reflected in NRC guidance documents and in the licensing basis of each U.S . nuclear 
power plant. 

The Panel confirmed that this ANS standard is referenced in several places in Chapter 15 of the 
Byron and Braidwood UFSAR. The Panel agrees that the non-escalation position is an 
established standard applicable to Byron and Braidwood, but did not identify historical evidence 
that implementation of this standard requires Exelon to assume that Its pressurizer valves will 
fail open Under water discharge conditions, to apply the single failure criterion to PSV failure in 
these circumstances, or to impose ASME Code requirements for certification, qualification, or 
testing of PSVs for water discharge. 

3.12.2 Non-Escalation Position and Return to Service 

In the Backfit SE , the NRC staff makes reference to the time it would take to clean up a 
contaminated containment following a s tuck.open pressurizer valve . In Interactions with the 
Panel , NRR staff re-emphasized concerns that extended steam and water discharge through 
the pressurizer valves would result In the failure of the pressurizer relief tank rupture disk, would 
require repair of the damaged PSVs, and might cause an extended time pe-riod for the return to 
service of the nuclear power plant. 

The Panel does not consider the time period necessary for the licensee to perform radioactive 
clean-up activities in the containment building, to inspect and conduct any necessary repairs lo 
the PSVs, or to prepare for plant startup, to constitute Issues that support a compliance backflt 
imposed by the NRC. The NRC staff ami-+FIS~tGfS.would verify (e.g .• through inspection ) that 
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the licensee would t.Rese activities are conducted these activities appropriately to protect the 
public health and safety prior to plant restart. The Backfit SE states that UFSAR Section 
15.5.1.3 "implie[s)" that the plant will return to operation in a "short period, " but the Panel ~ 
no supportfound no bases for a timing requirement in UFSAR Section 15.5.1.3. Also, the Panel 
J.1a&.did not ~e4-find a r,egulatory imerast-reguirement or basis for defining ori.R limiting the 
time AeeElea--ava ilable for the plant to return to operation. 

3.12.3 TMI Action Plan Item 11.0.1 and EPRI Testing 

Although the Backfit Letter and NRR Appeal Decision do not speak explicitly to TMI Action Plan 
Item 11.D.I, in interactions with the Panel , NRR staff stated that the known and established 
standard in question is the TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.I standard for licensees and applicants to 
conduct testing to qualify the RCS relief and safety valves under expected operating conditions 
for design-basis transients and accidents. As discussed above and in Appendix B to this report, 
the NRC accepted the EPRI testing to satisfy TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1 for Byron and 
Braidwood in SEs forwarded by letters in 1988 and 1990. Therefore, the Panel considers 
concludes that this known and established standard referenced by the NRC staff ta-flaVehad 
been met for Byron and Braidwood. 

In interactions with the Panel, the NRR staff further stated that an omission or mistake of fact 
occurred when the licensee failed to acknowledge that the EPRI testing program did not 
evaluate water discharge from the pressurizer valves during extended high pressure safety 
injection for Byron and Braidwood. As discussed in Appendix B to this report, in the 19'88 and 
1990 SEs on-for the Byron and Braidwood response.§. to TMI Action Plan Item 11. D .1, the NRC 
staff evaluated the capability of the PSVs and PORVs during feedwater line break accidents, 
including water discharge. In these SEs, the NRC staff found that the performance of the PSVs 
and PORVs with water discharge was acceptable based on the EPRI tests. Therefore, the 
Panel does not agreealso concluded that the licensee's reference to the EPRI testing program 
was not an omission or £_mistake of fact. 

3.12.4 ASME Code Certification 

In the Backfit SE, the NRC staff stated that certain ASME Code information would be necessary 
to support water qualification of the PSVs. In interactions with the Panel, NRR staff stated that, 
to satisfy the standard for water discharge capability of pressurizer valves, it would be 
necessary to conduct flow capacity certification in accordance with the ASME BPV Code and 
inservice testing throughout the service life in accordance with the ASME OM Code. The NRR 
staff referenced certain licensing actions in which water discharge was not considered 
acceptable, or different actions were required ,57 

As discussed in Appendix C to this report, the NRC staff required additional actions for some 
licensees to support reliance on the PORVs for water discharge and to avoid water discharge 
through the PSVs. The Panel found, however, that the NRC staff also allowed some licensees 
to rely only on EPRI testing without significant additional activities. The Panel did not identify 
Instances where the NRC staff imposed certification by the ASME BPV Code and testing In 
accordance with the OM Code, or required alternatives to the ASME BPV or OM Codes, in the 
examples of NRC staff review of water discharge capability for pressurizer valves. 

57 Salem (NRC 1997), Millstone (NRC 1998), and Callaway (NRG 2000) 
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1-fl.-irtterastioos----witl'l----\Re-PaAe\;-- The NRR staff also identified for the Panel specific ASME Code I cunm~n• (C'TI: STEVE: 1 did not add 
provisions that It viewed as supporting \~its position that ASME Code requirements apply to / the word "inconsistencies'' here as I 
qualification of pressurizer valves for water discharge. The NRR staff, however, did not provide / think we were pretty consistent about 
evidence that lAe68 prav+sioo&-havethe NRC staff has consistently eeefrinterpreted these / how 11.D.1 was resolved; I think It 
provisions as the NRC staff is now interpreting them . Given th~ R£.filruf.§.!f..~fl!:[!JSOllilioo_/ applied more to the second half of the 
of TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1 and the variations in the NRC staff's ~I-licensing practice§, _s_e_nt_e_nc_e_. --------~ 
the Panel concludes~ that the NRR staff's current application of the ASME Code is not 
supported by the historical record. 

3.12.5 Conduct of 2001 and 2004 License Amendment Reviews 

In light of the wide range of posllions taken by the NRC staff poslllons during lRe-i!§_revlew§ of 
pressurizer valve capability since the TMl-2 accident, the Panel agrees that, in the course of 
preparing the 2001 Uprate SE or Setpoint SE, the NRC staff could have considered the need for 
the licensee for Byron and Braidwood to improve the reliability of the PSVs or PORVs for water 
discharge or to avoid water discharge through the PSVs by PORV improvements. The NRC 
staff may have been able to justify additional actions. but they determined that it was not 
necessary. Instead, the NRC staff reviewers in 2001 used their expert engineering judgement to 
determine that It was not necessary to assume that the PSVs or PORVs would slick open with 
water discharge, based on EPRI test information, licensee supplemental information, and their 
own technical experience. 

In discussions with the Panel, NRR staff raised a concern that the Setpoint SE does not 
document a re-review of the qualification of the PS Vs and noted that if the Uprate SE had not 
found water discharge through the PSVs to be acceptable , It Is unlikely that the NRC staff would 
have approved this 2004 amendment. In Appendix C to this report, the Panel summarizes the 
discusslon in the Setpoint SE of the PSV water discharge capability. The Panel recognizes that 
a staff review may rely on a previous more extensive review to determine the acceptability of a 
similar request. The Panel does not consider the review approach used in 2004 to challenge Lhe 
atle{ltJasy-acceptabllit~of the 2001 review. 

4 RESPONSE TO THE EDO QUESTIONS 

In establishing the Panel , the EDO asked the Panel to answer five specific questions, as well as 
evaluating the overall appropriateness of the backOt. The Pane!'§ answers to these questions 
are provided below. 

4.1 Were the approvals based on a mistake? If so, what was the mistake and 
what are the implications for Braidwood and Byron? 

In responding the question, the Panel has considered the differing views of the NRR staff and 
the licensee on this issue. Those positions are summarized below: 

• In the NRR Appeal Decision, the NRC staff claims that "[t]he NRC erred In approving a 
sequence of events that allowed the [IOECCS), (CVCS) malfunction, and Inadvertent 
opening of a pressurizer safety or relief valve analyses In the 2001 and 2004 [SEs]" and 
"the NRC staff understood the PSVs to be qualified for water relief when, in fact, they 
were not." 

• Exelon claims In the NRR Backfit Appeal that "the compliance exception requires more 
than simply asserting that the prior staff approvals were wrong-the NRC must 
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demonstrate that the prior approvals were erroneous because of an omission or mistake 
of fact at the time of the approval. The NRC has not made that case here." / ommenl I Tl: Some additional stuff 

, included to address Steve's comment. 
I 

The-On the basis of its independent review. the Panel concludelis that, in 2001 and 2004, the / 
NRC staff did not misunderstand the qualification status of the PSVs and that it was not a , 
mistake to undertake a review of or make a technically based safety finding on the likely / 
successful performance of the valves. In the Panel's opinion, the actions of the Reactor ,i 
Systems Branch in 2001 to reach out to the Division of Engineering's Mechanical Engineering 
Branch for expert technical review assistance was both appropriate and commendable . fter / 
konsidering the materials 12resented b~ the licensee In su12,gort of the 2001 and 2004 reguests ___ _.' 
a d dlscussin t e 200 eview ·t one oft e i vo ved a ers. the Panel found no 
indication that the senior reviewer evaluating the topic was misled regarding the ualification 
status of the PSVs. but rather used his expert judgment in determining the appropriate level of 
qualification for a technically complex topic for which there was not a single accepted 
approach.Tue-NRG-6ta~f..feview8f6-invelvee.i h~Q+faew~rate-fe\liaw were-amoofj-tl'le 
me~ensed and-seAlGF-ffl\1-ieweffi-il'l-tl=leif-afeas-of ex13ertise. Th&-Val-Ye-eX13ert lnvol¥8G..ifl 
ths-re.view-was-the NRG'&-most-knowl&dgeable-+ndlvieual-on-PSVs--.:ind-thMelevant ASMe 
Go~uir:ements,and-¥.<as a nath=mally F0GO§ni2.ed expeFt-,. For these reasons. the Panel 
concluded that the NRC staff reviews and approvals of the 2001 and 2004 license amendments 
were not based on omissions or mistakes of fact.Tho Panel sannot a§ree that tho NRG staff 
was mislnf.ormod, Ill lnf.ormefl , or In error, or that ll made Incorrect or lna~te4eGislefl&, 

4.2 What is the known and established standard for water qualification of PSVs? 

The Panel concludesg_ that in 2001 and 2004 and at present, the known and established 
standard of the Commission is that the failures of PSVs need not be assumed to occur following 
water discharge if the likelihood Is sufficiently small , based on well-informed staff engineering 
judgment. No-The Commission has not established a more detailed or prescriptive standard--Aas 
been-fi}ffiRWlgateG-by--tl:le-GGmmlssieA. 

4.3 What is the known and established standard for progression of postulated 
events between categories of severity? 

For Byron and Braidwood, the NRC staff and the Panel agreed that the known and established 
standard for progression of postulated events between categories of severity is the "non-
escal tion_ osition" Sf,1ec"fie in A S-51 1/.N18.2-1973. Thjs position. which is included in the 
Byron and Braidwood UFSAR. requires that events of one condition do not [,1ropagate to cause 
a more serious condition (i.e .• set forth in the UFaAR as dessribos above. Tho Panel suppeFls 
the NRG staffs view that-.ReA-esGala-ti8A-tfrom ANS Condition II to ANS Condition Ill or IV)-tS-a 
kflGWA-aAd-estaali6Red staAGaFd-appliaablo te-8-yR)f) Ae-8raiElwoo . is is&\,Je--ef-evaRt 
essalatlQA-ls-alsQ..a..fQGY~~Afl..tl:le4falt--Re.visioo o-RIS-2Q~.Q..LMt-was 
issuea-fe"i}ublis-oommorn-in-20-1-5. The Panel concludei;!s that the IOECCS (an AOO per the 
GDC definition and an ANS Condition 11 event) would escalate to a more severe event if a PSV 
were to stick open, or If both a PORV stuck open and its block valve fai led to close. Such an 
escalation would be contrary to the Byron and Braidwood licensing basis (i.e. , contrary to the 
ANS non-escalation position) and could be in non-compliance with the GDC (as included in the 
Byron and Braidwood licensing basis), since an IOECCS with a stuck-open valve had not been 
analyzed and shown to meet the appropriate criteria for an AOO. However, th is event 
progression standard does not establish specific standards for valve qualification to determine 
whether a valve would stick open and cause this escalation. Therefore, the Panel concluded 
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that It rs not the basis for a compliance backfit given the current set of facts. {Additional 
Information about ANS-51.1/N182-1973 Is included In Section 3.12.1 of this report.) 

4.4 Does the current licensing basis for Braidwood and Byron comply with the 
applicable regulations? Is it adequate to provide protection to public health 
and safety? 

ommenc [ Tl: MICHAEL: You may I want to check this. I wanted to say 
more about the presumption of 

/ 
adequate protection but didn't think it 
was necessarv. 

/ Comment iCTI : Reference added (it 
/ was above too at the first mention , but 

The Panel concludeaj_ that the current l icensing basis for Byron and Braidwood ee-compilesy / I doesn't hurt to put again). Non-public, 
with the applicable regu lations based on the UFSAR analyses , which the N RC staff found / I as are several other references - we 
acceptable through a reasonable and technically sound evaluation using appropriate / I should discuss this cenericallv. 
Commission safety standards. [his) icensinq basis has.been determ]ned bY...!lli!J::!RC~ __ / / 
provide adequate protection to public health and safety. • 

I 4.5 Given that Exelon suggests that the NRC pursue a cost-justified substantial 
safety enhancement backfit, what is the contribution to overall plant risk of 
the current configuration at Braidwood and Byron? 

I 
I 
I 
I The Panel requested RES to provide information and insights on the risk significance of the / 

sequence at issue, to assure that the Panel's judgments were being made with a full 
understanding of their significance, and to assist in responding to the EDO question. i 

The RES stud~ suggests that the most sig nificant IOECCS sequenc~, assuming that fill __ ..... / 
pressurizer overfill events lead to a small LOCA, contributes approximately 1 percent of the total 
interna l event core damage frequency (CDF). In its report , RES estimated athat the maximum 
benefit (CDF reduction) ffom a "pe#eGt-backfit" (I.e ., always pfel.<8fltffi9--Press1Jrizer overfill) of 
1.5E-07 per year would be achieved if the plants were modified (backfill such that pressurizer 
overfilling was always prevented. If the PSVs are not assumed to always fail following waler 
discharge (consistent with the NRC staff expert judgment in 2001) e a-sr:Haller- 'mprevemeAt 
~~..!peffeGl.-baGkflf' were ceA6ieE*8Gor if the lants were modified In a differe t wa that did 
not ensure pressurizer overfilling , the risk-reduction benefit of implementing the backfit would be 
even smaller. 

The Panel is aware of and sensitive to two Important issues rela ted to this question. First, NRR, 
not the Panel, is responsible for any decisions on alternative application of the backfit ru le to this 
issue (through the other categories of adequate protection or cost-justified substantial safety 
enhancement). Second, the Panel does not wish to imply that "the contribution to plant risk" 
should be seen as the only measure of enhanced safety. The issues of event classification and 
the non-esca lation of events are essentia lly defense-in-depth concepts. Defense in depth has a 
recogn ized role and value In the regulatory process. The Panel is also aware that not every 
defense-in-depth feature has the same safety significance, and that the estimated risk 
significance (measured in core damage frequency) is very re levant. 

Within the context described above, the Panel concludegs that the contribution to overa ll plant 
risk is very small. 
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5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The compliance exception to the Backfit Rule Is Intended to address failures to meet known and 
established Commission standards because of omission or mistake of fact. New or modified 
interpretations of what constitutes compliance do not fall within the exception . Therefore, to 
address the appeal of the proposed compliance backfit, the Panel focused on determining if this 
case is most appropriately characterized as one in which the licensee "failed to meet known and 
established standards of the Commission because of omission or mistake of fact," or rather as a 
case of a "new or modified Interpretations of what constitutes compliance." 

The NRG staff's compliance backfit argument depends on two separate determinations: 

1. the assumed failure of PSVs to reclose after passing water, and 

2. the necessity of preventing ''event escalation'' (i.e .. the position that "an incident of 
moderate frequency should not generate a more serious plant condition without other 
faults occurring independently") . 

For the NRG staffs compliance backfit conclusion to be valid, both of these determinations must 
meet the above compliance backfit standard by Involving failure to meet known and established 
standards of the Commission. 

In the first of these determinations, the NRG staff's compliance backfit is based on the 
assumption in the Backfit SE that the PSV fails to reclose given the absence of "ASME water 
qualification documentation." As indicated in the Backfit SE, the Uprate SE involved a technical 
evaluation of safety valve capability and likely performance under water-discharge conditions 
rather than a simple assumption of a failure. The NRR Appeal Decision indicates that "the 2001 
and 2004 (license amendment) approvals occurred because the NRC staff understood the PSVs 
to be qualified for water relief when, In fact , they were not." 

The Panel carefully considered these views and has reviewed the relevant documents Including 
the licensee's responses to the NRC staffs RAls,59 the R technical branch's SE input,60 and 
the Uprate SE. The Panel did not find any evidence that the licensee had claimed or the NRC 
staff had believed that the valves were "qualified" in an ASME certification sense; rather, the 
record shows thorough consideration of the testing conducted on valves of the type Installed at 
the plant and a well-informed technical judgment that this testing provided appropriate 
qualification. 

On the basis of Its Independent review, the Panel concluded that the NRG staff who prepared 
the Uprate SE did not misunderstand the qualification status of the PSVs and that it was not a 
mistake to undertake a review of or make a technically based safety finding on the likely 
successful performance of the valves. In the Panel's opinion, the actions of the Reactor 
S stems Branch in 2001 to reach out to the Division of En ineerin 's Mechanical En ineerin 
Branch for expert technical review assistance was both apprqpria e and co m nd e. ft 
k:onsidering the materials gresented by the licen~e~ in su12port or the requests and discussing 
the review with one of the invotved managers, the Panel found no indication that the senior 
reviewer evaluating the topic In 2001 was misled regarding the qualification status of the PSVs, 
but rather used his expert iudgment In determining the appropriate level of qualification for a 

59 ComEd 2000b, Exelon 2001 
so NRC 2001a 
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technically complex topic for which there was not a single accepted approach. For these 
reasons, the Panel concluded that the NRC staff review documented in the Uprate SE was not 
not based on omissions or mistakes of fact. 

GR-tRe basis of its review, the Panel concl~ded that the-N~~~prato SE 
did !1Q! misunderstand the qualification status of tho PSVs and that it was nQ! a mistake to 
undertake a review of or make a technically based safety finding on the likely successful 
perf:ormance of the valves. In the--Pa~pWon, the acuons of the-Reactor Systems Branch in 
2001 to reach out to the Division of Engineering's Mechanical Engineering Branch for expert 
te-GAAiGal review assistance-was-both appropriate and commondaelo . The NRG staff reviewers 
involved in-#le 2001 power 1:.1prate review-were among the most experienced and senior 
revie11ters in their areas of expertise. Tho NRG staff valve expert involved in the review 1nas the 
agency's most knowledgeable individual-GR~Rt--ASMe-Geee-requiremeAts, 
and was a nationally recognized expert. Tho Panel disagreed that the NRG staff was 
misinformed , ill informed, or in error, or that it made incorrect or inappropriate decisions. 

The Panel concluded that three related technical and regulatory positions related to the PSVs 
(separate from the issue of the non-escalation position) underpin the backfit: 

1. ASME water qualification (certification) documentation is required if a valve is to be 
assumed to reclose after passing water. 

2. Water discharge through a steam-qualified valve will cause that valve to stick in its fully 
open position. 

3. PSVs are subject to a single-failure assumption. 

In the Panel's view, nNone of these three positions were "known and establ ished standards of 
the Commission" in 2001 or 2004 for determining when it was appropriate to assume a failure of 
PSVs to reseat. In fact, they were not "known and established standards of the Commission" in 
2005 (when RIS 2005-29 was issued) or 2006 (when the Beaver Valley EPU was approved) or 
2007 (when Revision 2 to SRP Section~ 15.5.1 - 15.5.2 was issued). 

Moreover, these positions do not appear to be "established standards of the Commission" at 
present. The 2007 version of SRP Section~ 15.5.1 - 15.5 .2 allows credit for PORVs and PSVs if 
they have been "qualified for water relief." The NRC staff's determination that ASME certification 
is necessary first appears in the Backfit SE and is not addressed in any of the final NRC 
requirements or guidance documents reviewed by the Panel. The determination that application 
of the single failure criterion is necessary first appears in the draft Revision 1 to RIS 2005-29. 
which is still under development, and is not included in any final NRC requirement or guidance 
document reviewed by the panel. 

The Panel concluded that the standard in place in 2001 and 2004 and at present is simply that 
the failures of PSVs need not be assumed to occur following water discharge if the likelihood is 
sufficiently small, based on well-informed staff engineering judgment. In earlier documents 
addressing this topic, beginning with NUREG-0737, it is the Panel 's view that the use of the 
word "qualified" or "qualification" implies a general demonstration of capability, such as in the 
EPRI testing done in response to TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1. In light of this standard, the Panel 
concluded that, when preparing the Uprate SE and the Setpoint SE, the NRC staff exercised 
reasonable and well-informed engineering judgment to conclude that the PSVs were unlikely to 
stick open. 
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Overall , the Panel concluded that the NRC staff's position on valve qualification in the 
Backfit SE is a new or modified interpretation of what constitutes compliance in addressing 
potentia l PSV failures following water discharge. Although this new staff position represents a 
well-intentioned and conservative approach that could provide additional safety margin , the 
Panel concluded that it does not provide a basis for a compliance backfit. 

Finally, in the absence of a PSV failure to reseat, the Panel concluded that the concerns 
articulated by the NRC staff in the Backfit SE re lated to event classification , event escalation , 
and compliance with 10 CFR 50.34(b) and GDCs 15, 21 , and 29 are no longer at issue. 

The Panel's findings, therefore, support the Exelon backfi1t appeal. 

6 ADDITIONAL PANEL THOUGHTS 

In addition to the specific finding relating to the backfit appeal, the Panel believes it is important 
to acknowledge, and for the NRC staff and licensees to appreciate, that water discharge 
through a PSV not specifically designed for such service is undesirable and should be 
minimized or avoided as a matter of conservative engineering and prudent operations. This is 
reinforced by the information provided In NSAL-93-013 and its Supplement 1, and the actions by 
various licensees in response to these documents, as well as the limited scope of the EPRI 
testing conducted over 30 years ago. 

Operator training, control room procedures to terminate the event before pressurizer filling, and 
use of PORVs rather than reliance on PSVs, are clearly preferred and prudent measures, 
whether they form the facilities' UFSAR licensing basis and are assumed in the accident 
analyses or not. 

The PSVs in question were designed for steam service. Steam relief is their normal service 
condition and applies to their ASME BPV Code certification. The Panel supports the previous 
NRG staff determinations for Byron and Braidwood and certain other plants that PSVs 
experiencing water discharge during an abnormal or accident condition need not be assumed to 
fail since there was a reasonable and technically well-informed engineering judgement to the 
contrary. However, the Panel also considers the actions by various licensees to improve the 
reliability and performance of the PORVs to avoid water discharge through the PSVs to be 
prudent in light of the design specifications of the PSVs. 

The Panel considered but could not determine the extent to which the licensee for Byron and 
Braidwood addressed crediting water discharge through the PSVs, PORVs, or PORV block 
valves in the Byron and Braidwood inservice testing programs. The Panel recognizes that the 
difference between the intended use of these valves for overpressure protection and their 
Infrequent use in response to certain plant events might be considered in implementing 
appropriate inservice testing activities. 

The Panel notes that water discharge through various pressurizer valves is not a new issue 
because water discharge has always been credited (by the licensee for Byron and Braidwood 
and other licensees) for the feedwater line break analysis in UFSAR Section 15.2.8. 

On the basis of its review. the Panel also noted that the Issue of pressurizer valve performance 
following water discharge appears to have generic applicability, and is not specific to on ly Byron 
and Braidwood . The Panel believes that resolution of this issue wou ld have benefited from 
consideration of the generic nature of the ssue through the appropriate NRC processes. The 
Panel included the information It gathered and assessed to reach Its conclusion regarding the 
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generic nature of the issue in Appendices B and C of this report. Should the NRG staff 
undertake a generic look of the issues, it should, among other things, consider the information 
presented and questions raised in those appendices. The review should also include a 
reassessment of the information and staff positions communicated in RIS 2005-29, as well as 
those included in its proposed Revision 1, which is currently under development, to determine 
whether or not these documents include new staff positions with the potential for inappropriate 
or unintended backfitting. As part of any generic assessment, the Panel also recommends that 
staff determine whether the information in RIS 2005-29 and its proposed Revision 1 should be 
incorporated into a regulatory guide or another guidance document. 
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APPENDIX A: HISTORY OF THE BACKFIT RULE AND THE COMPLIANCE 
EXCEPTION 

The Backfit Rule 

Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (1 O CFR), Section 50.109, "Backfitting," was 
originally promulgated in 1970.61 Because of perceived deficiencies in the rule, the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) substantially revised it in 1985.62 The 1985 rule was challenged 
in court, and the U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia (D.C. Circuit) vacated this rule in 
its entirety. The D.C. Circuit took this action because it concluded that the revised rule could be 
interpreted to allow the NRC to consider costs in defining or redefining what is required for 
adequate protection of the public health and safety.63 In response, the NRC revised the Backfit 
Rule in 1988 to remove any implication that costs could be considered in defining or redefining 
adequate protection .64 The 1988 revisions only differed from the 1985 rule to the extent 
necessary to address the court's concerns. The 1988 rule was also challenged in court, but this 
time the D.C. Circuit upheld the rule.65 

In its current form, 10 CFR 50.109(a)(1) defines backfitting as 

... the modification of or addition to systems, structures, components, or design 
of a facility; or the design approval or manufacturing license for a facility; or the 
procedures or organization required to design, construct or operate a facility; any 
of which may result from a new or amended provision in the Commission's 
regulations or the imposition of a regulatory staff position interpreting the 
Commission's regulations that is either new or different from a previously 
applicable staff position ... . 

Unless one of three specified exceptions apply, the NRC may impose a backfit only if it 
performs a backfit analysis in accordance with 10 CFR 50.109(a)(2) and determines in 
accordance with 10 CFR 50.109(a)(3) "that there is a substantial increase in the overall 
protection of the public health and safety or the common defense and security to be derived 
from the backfit and that the direct and indirect costs of implementation for that facility are 
justified in view of this increased protection." 

Section 50.109(a)(4) sets forth the three exceptions to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.109(a)(2) 
and (a)(3). The first exception, the compliance exception, applies if the "modification is 
necessary to bring a facility into compliance with a license or the rules or orders of the 
Commission, or into conformance with written commitments by the licensee." 10 CFR 
50.109(a)(4 )(i). The second and third exceptions relate to actions ensuring adequate protection 
or to actions that involve defining or redefining adequate protection. 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4 )(ii)-(iii). 

61 AEC 1970 (Author and year citations in footnotes refer to the designation of references in Appendix D 
to this report.) 
62 NRC 1985 
63 Union of Concerned Scientists v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com'n, 824 F.2d 108, 119-20 (1987). 
64 NRC 1988b 
65 Union of Concerned Scientists v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com'n, 880 F.2d 552 (1989). 
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Commission Policy 

The Commission addressed its intended application of the compliance exception in the 1985 
rulemaking :66 

The compliance exception is intended to address situations in which the licensee 
has failed to meet known and established standards of the Commission because 
of omission or mistake of fact. It should be noted that new or modified 
interpretations of what constitutes compliance would not fall within the exception 
and would require a backfit analysis and application of the standard. 

In the 1985 rule, the Commission acknowledged that staff interpretations of regulations are not 
legally binding, but the Commission also stated that "staff interpretations of broadly stated rules 
are often necessary to give a rule effect and in some instances may be a causal factor in 
initiating a backfit."67 The Commission also stated, "Many of the most important changes in plant 
design , construction, operation, organization , and training have been put in place at a llevel of 
detail that is expressed in staff guidance documents which interpret the intent of broad , 
generally worked [sic] regulations. "68 

Backfitting Guidance 

Extensive information regarding the appropriate implemerntation of backfitting is provided in 
NUREG-1409.69 Relevant excerpts from this guidance are provided below. 

Applicable Regulatory Staff Positions 

According to NUREG-1409, to be a backfit, "a new or revised staff position or requirement must 
be involved , that is, there must be a change in content or applicability of the previously 
applicable regulatory staff position (in the direction of increased safety requirements) .... " An 
applicable regulatory staff position is a requirement or position already specifically imposed on 
or committed to by a licensee. Examples of applicable regulatory staff positions include: 

• legal requirements, as in explicit regulations, orders, and plant licenses and in 
amendments, conditions, and technical specifications 

• written licensee commitments such as those contained in the final safety analysis report, 
licensee event report.s, and docketed correspondence, including responses to NRG 
bulletins, generic letters, inspection reports, or notices of violation and confirmatory 
action letters 

• NRG staff positions that are documented explicit interpretations of more general 
regulations and are contained in documents such as the Standard Review Plan, branch 
technical positions, regulatory guides, generic letters, and bulletins 

A similar list of examples is provided in Manual Chapter 0514,70 which is also included as 
Appendix D to NUREG-1409. Manual Chapter 0514 was referenced in the 1988 rulemaking, 

66 NRC 1985, at 38103 
67 Id. at 38102 
68 Id. at 38103. The 1988 rulemaking neither revised the compliance exception as stated in the 1985 rule 
nor provided additional guidance on its interpretation. 
69 NRC 1990c 
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and a working draft was provided to the Commission for information in SECY-88-102.71 Manual 
Chapter 0514 provides a definition of "applicable regulatory staff positions" that is slightly more 
detailed than the definition in NUREG-1409. This definition from Manual Chapter 0514 is quoted 
below, with additional detail beyond NUREG-1409 emphasized in underlined text. 

Applicable regulatory staff positions are those already specifically imposed upon 
or committed to by a licensee at the time of the identification of a plant-specific 
backfit, and are of several different types and sources: 

a. Legal requirements such as in explicit regulations, orders, plant licenses 
(amendments, conditions, technical specifications). Note that some regulations 
have update features built in, as for example, 10 CFR 50.55a, Codes and 
Standards. Such update requirements are applicable as described in the 
regulation. 

b. Written commitments such as contained in the [Final Safety Analysis Report], 
[Licensee Event Reports], and docketed correspondence, including responses to 
Bulletins, responses to Generic Letters, Confirmatory Action Letters, responses 
to Inspection Reports, or responses to Notices of Violation . 

c. NRC staff positionsll that are documented, approved, explicit interpretations of 
the more general regulations, and are contained in documents such as the 
[Standard Review Plan] , Branch Technical Positions, Regulatory Guides, Generic 
Letters, and Bulletins; and to which a licensee or an applicant has previously 
committed to or relied upon. Positions contained in these documents are not 
considered applicable staff positions to the extent that staff has, in a previous 
licensing or inspection action, tacitly or explicitly excepted the licensee from part 
or all of the position .7'3 

How Regulatory Positions are Established 

NUREG-1409 provides responses to a number of questions regarding backfitting. The following 
response was given to questions asking, "Is it appropriate for the NRC staff to rely on informal 
or formal communications to other licensees as official NRC positions? What about NRC tacit 
approval of documents?" 

Informal or formal communications to one licensee are not official positions to all 
licensees. Section 053 of Manual Chapter 0514 identifies what can be applied as 
official staff positions in a plant-specific context. They are legal requirements 
such as contained in explicit regulations, orders , and plant licenses; written 
commitments such as contained in final safety analysis reports, licenses event 
reports, and docketed correspondence; and documented, approved explicit 
interpretations such as contained in the [Standard Review Plan], branch technical 
positions, regulatory guides, generic letters, and bulletins. Orders, licenses, and 
written commitments are applicable only to a particular licensee. 

70 NRC 1988c 
71 NRC 1988a 
72 Requirements may be imposed by rule or order. Staff interpretations such as examples of acceptable 
ways to meet requirements are not requirements in and of themselves. 
73 Imposition of a staff position from which a licensee has previously been excepted is a backfit. 
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If the NRC staff previously exempted a licensee from a legal requirement or 
approved position, it is not applicable to that licensee for the purpose of backfit 
consideration. Explicit exemption would be done formally in writing. The 
Appendix to NRC Manual Chapter 0514 discusses tacit approval under 
reanalysis of issues. Two situations are covered. In the first case, staff review of 
a previously accepted licensee action or program may result in a requested 
change. This would be classified as a backfit because it represents a change in a 
previous staff position and would require a backfit analysis (or a documented 
evaluation if it meets one of the exceptions listed in the backfit rule). In the 
second case, a licensee submittal committing to a specific course of action that 
has not received timely NRC staff review is implemented by the licensee. In this 
case, it is considered that the NRC staff tacitly accepted the licensee's action 
since timely notice to the contrary was not given. If the NRC staff subsequently 
adopts a different position and requests a change in the licensee action, this 
change may be classified as a backfit and thus require a backfit analysis (or a 
documented evaluation if it meets one of the exceptions listed in the backfit rule). 

NUREG-1409 also addresses a question regarding tacit approvals by an inspector: "If an 
inspector has previously accepted (i.e., provided tacit approval of) a licensee's method, does a 
specific request for change constitute a backfit and if so, is a backfit analysis required?" The 
response is: 

Cases where an inspector provides tacit approval are relatively rare. Simply not 
challenging a licensee's practice normally would not be considered tacit 
approval. The only example provided in Manual Chapter 0514 is a case where 
the NRC has indicated tacit approval by not acting in a reasonable time on a 
licensee submittal and the licensee has moved ahead to implement the proposal 
described in the submittal. For the purpose of this question, it would most likely 
arise in connection with review of a licensee response to an inspection report. 

Explicit approval could be provided in an inspection report that states that a 
particular approach is acceptable. However, conclusions of that nature are 
usually made in [safety evaluations] rather than inspection reports. 

Compliance Backfit Guidance 

NUREG-1409 gives the following response to the question, "[h]ow does the backfit rule apply to 
new staff positions that reflect an evolving understanding of technical issues?" 

An evolving understanding of issues does not, by itself, define which category f its 
a particular backfit. Judgment must be applied to the facts of each particular case 
to determine whether the backfit is for compliance, to provide adequate 
protection, to redefine adequate protection, or to achieve a cost-justified 
substantial safety enhancement. For example, with regard to compliance, the 
1985 statement of considerations for 1 O CFR 50.109 indicates that "the 
compliance exception is intended to address situations where the licensee has 
failed to meet known and established standards of the Commission because of 
omission or mistake of fact .... new or modified interpretations of what constitutes 
compliance would not fall within the exception .... " 

NUREG-1409 also provides an example where an evolving understanding of technical issues 
resulted in a compliance backfit that was apparently justified for at least some licensees. In 
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response to industry claims that Bulletin 88-11 74 lacked any backfitting justification, the NRC 
staff responded: 

Although the justification was not printed in the bulletin, NRC Bulletin 88-11, 
"Pressurizer Surge Line Thermal Stratification ," was justified as a backfit. It is an 
example of a backfit that was determined by the responsible NRC official to be 
required as a matter of compl iance with existing requirements and commitments. 
The CRGR reviewed the bulletin and concurred . The regulations currently require 
licensees to meet the applicable codes of the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (ASME), Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Because of the NRC 
staffs concern with the integrity of the surge line, licensees were requested to 
perform their fatigue analysis in accordance with the latest ASME Section Ill 
requirements that incorporate high cycle fatigue analysis. The justification 
provided by the NRC staff was that previously unconsidered thermal stratification 
phenomenon may invalidate the existing analysis performed to confirm the 
integrity of the surge line. 

Subsequently, it was understood that some licensees believed that the NRC 
staffs rationale was in error because they were not committed to the latest 
ASME Section Ill requirements by virtue of their license commitment. However, 
the issue became moot because these licensees undertook the analysis 
voluntarily in view of the safety importance of the issue and the fact that previous 
versions of the ASME Code did not completely address the concern. 

74 NRC 1988e 
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APPENDIX B: QUALIFICATION OF PRESSURE RELIEF VALVES IN 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN RESPONSE TO TMl-2 ACCIDENT 

Byron and Braidwood Design and Code Requirements 

Nuclear power plants in the United States use various types of pressure relief valves to protect 
personnel and equipment from overpressure events within reactor fluid systems. Pressure relief 
valves include safety valves, safety relief valves, and relief valves , with different designs, 
operating conditions, and requirements. The American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
(ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (BPV Code), Section Ill , Division 1, specifies 
requirements for the design, operation, installation, and testing of pressure relief valves used for 
various functions in nuclear power plants. 75 For example, the ASME BPV Code (2007 Edition) in 
Article NB-7000, Overpressure Protection, specifies requ iirements several service conditions: 

• steam and air or gas service for safety valves; 

• steam, air or gas, and liquid service for safety rel ief valves; 

• liquid service for relief valves; and 

• steam, air or gas, and liquid service for pilot operated or power actuated pressure relief 
valves. 

The ASME Code for Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plants (OM Code) provides 
requirements for the preservice and inservice testing (1ST) programs for pressure relief valves in 
nuclear power plants. 

Byron , Units 1 and 2 (Byron) and Braidwood, Units 1 and 2 (Braidwood) at=ie Byron, UR+ts 1 and 
~ are Westinghouse-designed pressurized-water reactors (PWRs) that received their 
construction permits under Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), Part 50, in 
December 1975. The pressurizer for each unit is equipped with three pressurizer safety valves 
(PSVs) and two power-operated relief valves (PORVs). The. three PSVs are Crosby Model HP
BP-86, size 6M6 (6-inch), spring-loaded pop type, opened by direct fluid pressure. The PORVs 
are Copes-Vulcan Model D-100-160 3-inch pneumatic-actuated globe valves that respond to a 
signal from the pressure sensing system or to manual control. Each PORV can be isolated by a 
motor-operated block valve. 

The ASME BPV Code of record for the design of the PSVs at Byron and Braidwood is the 1971 
Edition through the Winter 1972 addenda of the ASME BPV Code, Section Ill. The ASIME BPV 
Code applicable to Byron and Braidwood includes requirements for overpressure protection, 
including the following : 

• Section NB-7300, "Overpressure Protection Report," in NB-7320(f) requires that the 
report include the redundancy and independence of the pressure-relief devices and their 
associated pressure-sensing and controls systems employed to preclude a loss of 
overpressure protection in the event of a failure of any pressure-relief device, or its 
sensing element, or its associated control , or an external power source. 

75 References to individual ASME Code publications are not provided in Appendix D, but they are publicly 
available from ASME for a fee. 
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• Paragraph N B-7 411, "Relieving Capacity of Pressure-Relief Devices," specifies that the 
t0tal rated relieving capacity shall be sufficient to prevent a rise in pressure of more than 
10 percent above system design pressure (at design temperature) within the pressure
retaining boundary of the system, under any pressure transient anticipated to arise as 
summarized in the Overpressure Protection Report. 

• Paragraph NB-7421, "Required Number and Capacity of Pressure-Relief Devices for 
Nuclear Systems,'' states that the required relieving capacity intended for overpressure 
protection of a nuclear power system or portions of the system shall be secured by the 
use of at least two pressure-relief devices. 

At the time of the Byron and Braidwood operating license review, Revision 1 of Standard 
Review Plan (SRP) Section~ 15.5.1-15.5.2 and Section 15.6.1 provided general staff guidance 
for these plant transients. 76 In March 2007, the NRC staff issued Revision 2 to these SRP 
sections with significantly more detail, including a statement that PSVs and PORVs are 
assumed to fail open if they relieve water without being qualified. 77 

Actions Following Three Mile Island, Unit 2 Accident 

The accident at Three Mile Island, Unit 2 (TMl-2) on March 28, 1979, included failure of a PORV 
on the pressurizer to reclose properly during the event. Based on lessons learned from the 
TMl-2 accident , the NRC issued recommendations regarding performance testing of safety and 
relief valves used in nuclear power plants in NUREG-0578.78 In particular, the NRC staff 
recommended in Section 2.1 .2, "Performance Testing for BWR [boiling-water reactor] and PWR 
Relief and Safety Valves," of NUREG-0578 that nuclear power plant licensees commit to 
provide performance verification by full-scale prototypical testing for all relief and safety valves. 

In October 1980, the NRC issued a letter to all then-operating nuclear power plants and 
applicants for operating licenses and holders of construction permits forwarding NUREG-0737.79 

TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1 in NUREG-0737 specified the NRC position that PWR and BWR 
licensees and applicants shall conduct testing to "qualify'' the reactor coolant system (RCS) 
relief and safety valves under expected operating conditions for design-basis transients and 
accidents. The detailed clarification in NUREG-0737 of this NRC position specified the following: 

Licensees and applicants shall determine the expected valve operating 
conditions through the use of analyses of accidents and anticipated operational 
occurrences referenced in Regulatory Guide 1.70, Revision 2. The single failures 
applied to these analyses shall be chosen so that the dynamic forces on the 
safety and relief valves are maximized . Test-pressures shall be the highest 
predicted by conventional safety analysis procedures. [RCS] relief and safety 
valve qualification shall include qualification of associated control circuitry, piping, 
and supports, as well as the valves themselves. 

A. Performance Testing of Relief and Safety Valves--The following information 
must be provided in report form by October 1, 1981: 

76 NRC 1981b and NRC 1981c 
77 NRC 2007b and NRC 2007c 
7a NRC 1979a 
19 NRC 1980b and NRC 1980c 
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(1) Evidence supported by test of safety and relief valve functionability for 
expected operating and accident (non-[anticipated transient without scram]) 
conditions must be provided to NRG. The testing should demonstrate that the 
valves will open and reclose under the expected fl,ow conditions. 

(2) Since it is not planned to test all valves on all plants, each licensee must 
submit to NRC a correlation or other evidence to substantiate that the valves 
tested in the EPRI (Electric Power Research Institute) or other generic test 
program demonstrate the functionability of as-installed primary relief and safety 
valves. This correlation must show that the test conditions used are equivalent to 
expected operating and accident conditions as prescribed in the final safety 
analysis report (FSAR). The effect of as-built relief and safety valve discharge 
piping on valve operability must also be accounted for, if it is different from the 
generic test loop piping. 

(3) Test data including criteria for success and failure of valves tested must be 
provided for NRC staff review and evaluation. These test data should include 
data that would permit plant-specific evaluation of discharge piping and supports 
that are not directly tested. 

In describing the type of review to be conducted for this regulatory position, the NRG staff stated 
the following: 

Pre-implementation review will be performed for EPRI and BWR test programs 
with respect to qualification of relief and safety valves. Also, the applicants' 
proposal for functional testing or qualification of PWR valves will be reviewed. 
Post-implementation review will also be performed of the test data and test 
results as applied to plant-specific situations. 

In specifying the documentation required to satisfy this regulatory position, the NRG staff stated 
the following: 

Pre-implementation review will be based on EPRI, BWR, and applicant 
submittals with regard to the various test programs. These submittals should be 
made on a timely basis as noted below, to allow for adequate review and to 
ensure that the following valve qualification dates can be met: 

Final PWR (EPRI) Test Program--July 1, 1980 

Final BWR Test Program--October 1, 1980 

Block Valve Qualification Program--January 1, 1981 

Post-implementation review will be based on the applicants' plant-specific 
submittals for qualification of safety relief valves and block valves. To properly 
evaluate these plant-specific applications, the test data and results of the various 
programs will also be required by the following dates: 

PWR (EPRl)/BWR Generic Test Program Results--July 1, 1981 

Plant-specific submittals confirming adequacy of safety and relief valves 
based on licensee/applicant preliminary review of generic test program 
results--July 1, 1981 
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Plant-specific reports for safety and relief valve qualification--October 1, 
1981 

Plant-specific submittals for piping and support evaluations--January 1, 
1982 

Plant-specific submittals for block valve qualification--July 1, 1982 

EPRI Testing 

In October 1982, EPRI issued NP-2670-LD to address testing of PORVs.80 This report has been 
referenced by certain licensees (e.g., Section 15.2.14 of the North Anna, Units 1 and 2 Updated 
Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR)81 ) . 

In December 1982, EPRI issued NP-2628-SR, which described safety and relief valve tests for 
types of valves in service at nuclear power plants.82 In particular, Section 3.5 documented the 
testing of Crosby safety valves similar to the PSVs at Byron and Braidwood , including two water 
tests. The report indicated chattering of the safety valves with subsequent inspection finding 
galled surfaces and damage to internal parts. Section 4.6 documented testing of Copes-Vulcan 
relief valves similar to the pressurizer PORVs at Byron and Braidwood, although the extent of 
water testing was not fully described. The report indicated no damage found during the 
inspection of the Copes-Vulcan relief valves. The report did not indicate any failures of the 
Crosby or Copes-Vulcan valves to reseat after discharging water during the testing . 

EPRI also published NP-2770-LD in the early 1980s to describe the testing of PWR primary 
system safety valves. Volume 1, issued in December 1982, provides a summary of the test 
program and its results .83 Section 4.5 of Volume 1 indicates that the following tests were 
performed on the Crosby 6M6 PSV: 11 steam tests with filled loop seals, 3 steam-to-water 
transition tests, and 2 water tests . The report states that the valve experienced chatter during 
the tests, and one water test had to be terminated. The individual volumes of EPRI NP-2770-LD 
discuss the test results for each specific PSV type. Volume 6, issued in March 1983, provides 
the test details for the Crosby 6M6 PSV. 

Westinghouse Evaluation of EPRI Testing 

In July 1982, the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) submitted WCAP-10105.84 In 
WCAP-10105, the WOG indicated that the design specification for PSVs in Westinghouse
designed nuclear power plants is for steam service only. Based on a review of the EPRI test 
data, the WOG concluded that the valves performed with chatter, but did not identify any valve 
damage. 

In January 1988, Westinghouse issued WCAP-11677, which compared the EPRI test data with 
feedwater line break safety analyses.85 Westinghouse determined that all nuclear power plants 
addressed in the EPRI testing had PSVs that would operate reliably during water discharge. 
Westinghouse evaluated the performance of the Crosby 6M6 PSVs during the EPRI tests, and 

80 EPRI 1982a 
81 VEPCO 2015 
82 EPRI 1982b 
83 EPRI 1982c 
84 WOG 1982 
8s Westinghouse 1988 
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considered that the performance involved less significant flutter (half lift motion) than the chatter 
(full lift motion) determined in the EPRI report. Westinghouse concluded that the Crosby 6M6 
PSV can pass slightly subcooled water at a minimum up to three times without damage. 

Byron and Braidwood Ucensing and Response to TMI Requirements 

The NRC safety evaluation reports (SERs) associated with the issuance of the operating 
licenses for Byron and Braidwood included evaluation of the TMI Action Plan items.B6 In the 
introduction to the Braidwood SER, the NRC staff stated that the review and evaluation of 
compliance by the applicant with the licensing requirements established in NUREG-06,6087 and 
TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1 were incorporated into the reviews summarized throughout the SER. 

Appendix E, "Requirements Resulting from TMl -2 Accident, " to the Byron and Braidwood 
UFSAR in Section E.23, "Relief and Safety Valve Test Requirements (11.D.1 )," references the 
1982 transmittal from Consumers Power of a test report for the EPRI safety and relief valve test 
program.BB The UFSAR states that the final evaluation of the data indicated that the relief and 
safety valves will perform their intended functions for all expected fluid inlet conditions. The 
UFSAR also references the October 1982 licensee evaluation of the adequacy of the rel ief and 
safety valves that had been submitted to the NRC.89 

In Supplement 1 to the Braidwood SER,90 in Section 3.9.3.3, "Design and Installation of 
Pressure Relief Devices ," the NRC staff stated that EPRI had completed a full-scale valve 
testing program and referenced the July 1982 submittal of WCAP-10105. The NRC staff stated 
that the applicant responded to a requirement to demonstrate operability of these valves 
through submittals dated July 1, 1982, October 26, 1982, and December 30, 1983. On the basis 
of a preliminary review, the NRC staff concluded that the applicant's general approach to 
responding to this item was acceptable, and provided adequate assurance that the RCS 
overpressure protection systems at Braidwood could adequately perform their intended 
functions. The NRC staff stated that if the detailed review revealed that modifications or 
adjustments to safety valves, PORVs, PORV block valves, or associated piping, would be 
needed to ensure that all intended design margins were present, the NRC staff would require 
that the applicant make appropriate modifications. The NRC staff categorized this issue as a 
Confirmatory Item. The NRC issued operating licenses for all four Byron and Braidwood Units 
between February 1985 and May 1988. 

Closure of TMI Action Pllan Item 11.D.1 for Byron and Braidwood 

Following the issuance of the operating licenses, the NRC staff documented its review of the 
response to TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1 for Byron and Braidwood via two letters that transmitted 
similar Technical Evaluation Reports (TERs) developed by Idaho National Engineering 
Laboratory (INEL).91 In its letters, the NRC staff indicated that the licensee should develop and 
adopt plant procedures to inspect the pressurizer valves after each lift involving loop seal or 
water discharge. The TERs described the INEL review of the EPRI testing of PSVs and PORVs 

86 NRC 1983 and NRC 1986b (Braidwood), NRC 1984 and NRC 1987a (Byron) 
87 NRC 1980a 
88 Consumers 1982 
89 ComEd 1982 
90 NRC 1986b. Similar discussion appears in NRC 1984 for Byron, and NRC 1987a (also for Byron) states 
that TMI Action Plan Item 11.0.1 had been closed in NRC 1984. 
91 NRC 1988c (Byron) and NRC 1990a (Braidwood) 
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similar to the Byron and Braidwood pressurizer valives. The TERs concluded that Byron and 
Braidwood had provided an acceptable response to TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1. 

Section 4.2.3, "Extended High Pressure Injection [HPI] Event," of the TERs stated that the 
potential for water discharge in extended HPI events can be disregarded for an extended high 
pressure injection event because at least 20 minutes would be available for operator action. 

Water discharge was evaluated, however, in Section 4.2.2, "FSAR Liquid Transients," of the 
TE Rs This section discussed the evaluation of the PSVs and PORVs for feedwater line break 
accidents that would include water discharge, and determined that the EPRI tests were 
applicable to the Byron and Braidwood PSVs and PORVs. 

In addition, Section 4.3.1, "Safety Valves," and Section 4.3.2, "Power Operated Relief Valves," 
of the TERs determined that the performance of the PSVs and PO RVs was acceptable based 
on the EPRI tests, including water discharge tests. The TERs indicated that the PSV had two 
applicable tests: a loop seal steam-water transition test where the valve opened, chattered and 
stabilized to close; and a saturated water test where the valve opened with water, chattered, 
and stabilized. The TERs indicated that the PORV opened and closed on demand in the loop 
seal steam-water transition test, with a bending moment that was evaluated by analysis. 
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APPENDIX C: CONCERNS REGARDING PERFORMANCE OF 
PRESSURIZER VALVES UNDER WATER FLOW CONDITIONS 

Westinghouse Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter 

In 1993 and 1994, Westinghouse issued Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter (NSAL) 93-013 its 
Supplement 1 to operating nuclear power plants (including Byron and Braidwood).92 These 
advisories resulted from Westinghouse's discovery that potentially nonconservative 
assumptions were used in the licensing analysis of the Inadvertent Operation of the Emergency 
Core Cooling System at Power (IOECCS) event. 

In NSAL-93-013, Westinghouse recommended that licensees determine whether their 
pressurizer safety rel ief valves (PSRVs) are capable of closing following discharge of subcooled 
water. Westinghouse noted that the PSRVs might have been designed or "qualified" to relieve 
subcooled water. Westinghouse indicated that water discharge through the power-operated 
relief valves (PORVs) is not a concern, because the PORV block valves can be used to isolate 
the PORVs if they fail to close. If the PSRVs are not designed or qualified for subcooled water 
discharge, Westinghouse recommended that licensees re-evaluate the IOECCS event with 
three possible options of (1) reducing emergency core cooling system (ECCS) flow used in the 
safety analysis, (2) using a less restrictive operator response time, or (3) crediting the use of 
one or more PORVs to help mitigate the event. 

In Supplement 1 to NSAL-93-013, Westinghouse informed licensees of a potential reduced time 
for operator action if a positive displacement pump is in service. Westinghouse also advised 
licensees to qualify the PSRVs and the piping downstream of the PS RVs and PORVs if water 
discharge from the pressurizer were predicted. 

Some licensees of operating nuclear power plants informed the NRC of their actions to address 
the potential concerns regarding water discharge from pressurizer safety valves (PSVs) and 
PORVs. A sample of actions by nuclear power plant licensees is summarized below in the 
"Plant-Specific Actions" section . 

Additional NRC Generic Communications and Guidance 

In 2003, the NRC staff issued a review standard for extended power uprate (EPU) reviews.93 

Item 8 on page 7 of the review standard states that pressurizer level should not be allowed to 
reach a pressurizer water-solid condition. 

In 2005, the NRC issued Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2005-29 to notify nuclear power 
plant licensees of a concern identified during reviews of power uprate requests.94 In RIS 2005-
29, the NRC staff stated that typically Condition II scenarios95 involve discharging water through 
relief or safety valves that are not qualified for water discharge. The NRC staff stated that these 
valves are then assumed to fail in the open position and create a small-break loss-of-coolant 
accident (LOCA). The NRC staff stated that it was concerned that some licensees may be 
crediting PORVs without qualification for water discharge and without establishing additional 
restrictions to ensure the availability of PORVs and block valves. The NRC staff stated that the 

92 Westinghouse 1993 and Westinghouse 1994 
93 NRG 2003 
94 NRG 2005b 
95 As defined in American Nuclear Society (ANS) Standard 51 .1/N18.2-1973 (ANS 1973). 
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advice in Westinghouse NSAL-93-013 to use the PORV block valves to isolate the PORVs is 
inconsistent with non-escalation position. 

In draft Revision 1 to RIS 2005-29, the NRC staff addresses the specific ANS Condition II 
scenarios of chemical volume and control system (CVCS) malfunction , inadvertent opening of a 
PORV or PSV (IOPSRV), and the IOECCS event.96 Regarding the CVCS malfunction, the NRC 
staff states that performing only a reactivity anomaly analysis or assuming that this malfunction 
is not as severe as the IOECCS event is not acceptable. Regarding the IOPSRV event, the 
NRC staff stated that inadvertent opening of PSV or PORV could continue as an ANS 
Condition Ill small break LOCA and fails to meet the non-escalation position. Regarding the 
IOECCS event, the NRC staff states that five of the alternative approaches in NSAL-93-013 fail 
to meet the non-escalation position. The NRC staff indicated that these unacceptable alternative 
approaches are: 

1. closing the block valve 

2. assuming that the PORV is not operable 

3. addressing a stuck-open PORV or PSV as a separate ANS Condition II event 

4. determining that a stuck-open PORV or PSV is not as severe as a small break LOCA 

5. determining that RCS loss through PORV is made up by ECCS flow 

Additional General PSV/PORV Information 

In 2004, EPRI issued Technical Report 1011047, which evaluated the potential increase in 
failure rates following steam and liquid relief through safety valves based on expert judgement.97 

The report found that the increase in failure rates is difficult to estimate because of limited data. 
However, the experts considered that repeated water discharge through safety valves might 
cause increased chatter, and therefore , an increased failure rate. 

In 2011 , the NRC summarized relief valve performance data in NUREG/CR-7037, based on a 
study by the Idaho National Laboratory.98 With respect to pressurizer PORVs, the report found 
four separate water discharge events at four PWR plants. The report estimated 698 total 
demands on these PORVs during their water discharge events with no failures to close. The 
report also summarized test data for three valve types from the Equipment Performance and 
Information Exchange (EPIX) database maintained by the Institute of Nuclear Power 
Operations. The report indicates two failures of PORVs to reclose during 2070 demands, but 
does not specify water or steam service for the EPIX test information. With respect to PSVs, the 
report indicates two failures out of four total demands following plant scrams, but does not 
indicate water or steam service. Following a request by the Panel , NRC staff from the Office of 
Nuclear Regulatory Research provided Licensee Event Report information indicating that the 
two PSV failures involved incomplete reseating of the valves with leakage of 25 and 200 gallons 
per minute, respectively . The report summarized EPIX test data for PSVs as no failures to 
reclose during 1805 demands. 

96 NRG 2015a 
97 EPRI 2004 
98 NRG 2011 
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Plant-Specific Actions 

Diablo Canyon 

In 1996, the licensee for Diablo Canyon Power Plant (Diablo Canyon) submitted a report of its 
evaluation under Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), Section 50.59, 
"Changes, tests and experiments," of the potential for an IOECCS event.99 The submittal 
included NSAL-93-013 and its Supplement 1 as enclosures. The licensee indicated that the 
PSVs had not been initially qualified for water discharge, but were subsequently qualified to 
discharge water for a brief period. The licensee indicated that WCAP-11677 was applicable and 
demonstrated that the PSVs were operable. 

In 2004, the NRC issued a license amendment for Diablo Canyon that allowed credit for 
actuation of the PORVs in response to inadvertent safety injection (SI) actuation, to avoid 
challenges to the PSVs. 100 To support the NRC staff's review, the licensee submitted additional 
information related to the capability of the PORVs to function adequately under conditions 
predicted for design-basis transients and accidents. 101 In response to a question regarding the 
design adequacy of the PORVs if the pressurizer becomes water solid, the licensee referenced 
a January 1986 NRC letter that had accepted the adequacy of the PORV and block valve 
design and confirmatory testing for a range of fluid conditions (full pressure steam, steam to 
water transition , and subcooled water fluid). 102 

Salem 

In 1997, the NRC issued a license amendment revising the technical specification (TS) for 
Salem Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1 and 2 (Salem) to ensure that the automatic capability 
of the PORVs to rel ieve pressure would be maintained .103 In response to NSAL-93-013, the 
licensee determined that an inadvertent SI actuation at power could cause the pressurizer to 
become water solid . The PSVs would lift and discharge water if the automatic operation of the 
PORVs were not made available for reactor coolant system (RCS) depressurization early in the 
transient. In that the Salem PSVs were not designed to relieve water, it was noted that water 
discharge could cause the PSVs to fail in the open position. 

During the review, the NRC staff noted that the PORVs were not designed to "safety related" 
standards and, thus, could not be credited for automatic mitigation of an inadvertent SI actuation 
at power. In response , the licensee proposed an upgrade of the PORVs to eliminate the 
possibility that a single active failure of a PORV component could prevent the mitigation of an 
inadvertent SI actuation at power. As discussed in the NRC staff's safety evaluation (SE), the 
licensee implemented modifications to the PORV circuitry to qualify the upgraded circuitry as 
safety-related. 

Regarding PORV performance, the licensee evaluated the PORV air accumulators and 
determined that they had sufficient capacity for the inadvertent SI event. The licensee also 
reported that endurance tests had been performed with five different trims (with different trim 
materials) on one PORV at Wyle Laboratories to demonstrate that (1) after 2000 consecutive 

99 PG&E 1996 
100 NRC 2004a 
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operations, there were no packing leaks or packing gland adjustments required; (2) there was 
no diaphragm failure; and (3) the solenoid valve withstood 10,000 operations without any loss of 
function. Based on this information, the NRC staff concluded that the PORV performance was 
acceptable to mitigate an inadvertent SI event. 

Millstone 3 

In 1998, the NRC issued a license amendment for Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 3 
(Millstone 3) that revised the TS to ensure that the capability of the PO RVs to relieve pressure 
would be maintained.104 The revised TS Bases stated that the PORVs and their associated 
piping had been demonstrated to be "qualified" for water discharge. The PORVs would prevent 
water discharge from the PS Vs, for which qualification for water discharge had not been 
demonstrated. The TS Bases also stated that the prime importance for the capability to close 
the block valve is to isolate a stuck-open PORV. In the SE, the NRC staff referenced a 
December 1997 Licensee Event Report that notified the NRC of the issue of potential failure of 
PSVs following water discharge.1os 

As part of this license amendment, the licensee upgraded the PORV circuitry, added additional 
PORV surveillance requirements, qualified the PORVs and associated piping for water 
discharge, and revised emergency procedures to allow plant operators additional time to 
terminate the event. With respect to the PORV circuitry, the NRC staff concluded that the PORV 
circuitry modifications qualified the PORV control circuitry as safety-related. With respect to 
PORV performance, the licensee reanalyzed the inadvertent SI event with the LOFTRAN 
computer code to determine the time available for operator action to make a PORV available 
and provide the mass and energy releases needed to qualify the PORVs and associated piping 
for water discharge. The licensee referenced EPRI testing that was said to generically resolve 
TMI Action Plan Items associated with PORVs and safety valve qualification for water and 
steam discharge, specifically the results from four tests of a Garrett PORV (such as used at 
Millstone 3) for water discharge.106 The licensee determined that the PORVs and associated 
piping are qualified for 1 hour of water discharge for an IOECCS event. The licensee also stated 
that the PORV manufacturer performed numerous cycle tests to verify the performance of the 
valve design , and also verified that valve seat leakage was acceptable. The licensee stated that 
the PORV block valves had been evaluated for water discharge in accordance with the program 
established in response to Generic Letter (GL) 89-10.107 The NRC staff found the licensee 
information regarding the qualification of the PORVs for water discharge during the inadvertent 
SI event to be acceptable. 

Callaway 

In 2000, the NRC issued a license amendment for Callaway Plant, Unit 1 (Callaway) that 
revised the TS to change the PSV lift setting range .108 The changes also credited automatic 
actuation of at least one PORV during an IOECCS event to prevent water discharge through the 
PSVs; to enable this credit, the licensee modified and upgraded the PORV circuitry to full 
Class 1 E. In its license amendment request, 109 the licensee had stated that the design function 

104 NRC 1998 
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of the valves was not being changed and the conclusions documented in the NRC staffs 
previous evaluation of Callaway's response to TMI Action Plan Item 11.0.1110 were also 
unchanged. As a result, the licensee stated that the PORVs and associated discharge piping 
can accommodate water discharge. 

Byron and Braidwood 

In 1998, the licensee for Byron and Braidwood requested an amendment to its TS to take credit 
for automatic operation of the PORVs to mitigate an IOECCS event. 111 In the amendment 
request, the licensee stated that the PSVs had not been qualified to reseat after passing 
subcooled liquid. The licensee stated that the PORVs at Byron and Braidwood are safety
related components with safety-related actuators and accumulator tanks, with PORV control 
circuits classified as safety-related . The licensee noted that some portions of the PORV circuitry 
are nonsafety-related , with improvements implemented in response to GL 90-06.11 2 The 
licensee stated that the PORV block valves are within the scope of the GL 89-1 O program. 

In 1999, the NRC staff requested additional information related to concerns that the PORV 
circuitry did not meet the single fai lure criterion. 113 The licensee reevaluated its approach and 
withdrew its TS amendment request. 114 No further action regarding this amendment request was 
identified by the Panel. However, in a public meeting during the review of the NRR Appeal , 115 

the licensee stated that the PORVs and their block valves at Byron and Braidwood are safety
related with the exception of one circuitry aspect of the PORV. 116 

In 2001 , the NRC issued a license amendment for Byron and Braidwood to increase the 
maximum thermal power for each unit from 3411 megawatts thermal (MWt) to 3586.6 IMWt 
(commonly referred as a stretch power uprate).117 During its review, the NRC staff requested 
that the licensee address water solid conditions in the pressurizer, because it had generally not 
accepted a solid pressurizer for an IOECCS event to order given the potential for all three PSVs 
to be stuck open due to liquid relief through these safety valves. In response, the licensee 
stated that Section 15.5.1, "Inadvertent Operation of Emergency Core Cooling System During 
Power Operation," of the UFSAR had been revised to credit the PSVs to pass water. 11 8 The 
licensee discussed the EPRI testing program in response TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1, with the 
results summarized in EPRI NP-2628-SR.119 The licensee referenced previous NRC approvals 
related to TMI Action Plan Item II.D.1 .120 

The NRC staff made a further request regarding the temperature of water that would be 
discharged by the PSVs and the length of time that the PSVs would be expected to discharge 
water. The NRC staff also asked the licensee to discuss which EPRI tests are applicable to the 
Byron and Braidwood condition . In response, the licensee stated that the PSVs wou ld close 
after discharging water, although they may not be leaktight.121 The licensee stated that the 
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leakage from up to three leaking PSVs is bounded by one fully open PSV. The licensee 
indicated that the EPRI testing of the Crosby safety valves in EPRI NP-2770-LO, Volumes 1 
and 6,122 are applicable. The licensee indicated that valve chatter occurred during the tests with 
damage to the internals, but that the safety valve closed in response to system 
depressurization. The licensee stated that the Byron and Braidwood pressurizer water 
temperature of 590 °F is higher than the EPRI tests (530 °F). The licensee stated that the 
assumed length of the event is 20 minutes from initial SI signal to when the system pressure is 
restored below PSV lift setpoint. 

In Section 3.2 of the SE accompanying the license amendment, the NRC staff discussed its 
review of the performance of the PORVs and PSVs to discharge liquid water for approximately 
20 minutes. The NRC staff discussed the EPRI testing program, with the conclusion that the 
PSV would close in response to system depressurization. The NRC staff reviewed the 
licensee's evaluation of the performance of the PSVs for liquid water conditions. The NRC staff 
found that the EPRI tests adequately demonstrated the performance of the valves for the 
expected water temperature conditions, and that there was reasonable assurance that the 
valves would adequately reseat following the spurious SI event. The NRC staff determined that 
EPRI test data indicated that the PSVs might chatter for the expected fluid inlet temperature, but 
that the resulting PSV seat leakage following the water discharge would be less than the 
discharge from one stuck-open PSV. Therefore, the NRC staff found the licensee's crediting of 
the PSVs to discharge liquid water during the spurious SI event to be acceptable. This portion of 
the SE was based on input provided by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) Reactor 
Systems Branch, with technical input from the responsible staff member for safety valves in the 
NRR Division of Engineering.1 23 

As noted by the licensee, Section 15.5.1 of the Byron and Braidwood UFSAR at the time of the 
stretch power uprate includes PSV water discharge and references the TMI Action Plan 
Item 11.D.1 approvals.124 The current UFSAR Revision 15 concludes that the IOECCS event 
does not progress into a stuck-open PSV LOCA event. 125 The UFSAR states that all three PSVs 
may lift but will reclose, and that the leakage is bounded by one fully open valve with the 
consequences bounded by the IOPSRV event. The UFSAR also specifies that if SI results in 
discharge of coolant through the pressurizer valves, the operators will bring the plant to cold 
shutdown to inspect the valves. 

In 2004, the NRC issued a license amendment for Byron and Braidwood granting an adjustment 
to the PSV setpoints.126 As documented in the SE, the NRC staff requested during its review 
that the licensee perform a quantitative analysis regarding PSV water cycles and discharge 
water temperature. For the loss of ac power (LOAC) with reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal 
injection event, the li censee's analysis indicated that continued injection of water into the RCS 
through the RCP seals would result in a water-solid pressurizer and water discharge through the 
PSVs. The proposed PSV setpoint tolerance assuming negative tolerance would result in a 
lower PSV lift setpoint. With the lower setpoint, the PSV would open earlier, and a larger 
number of PSV water cycles with a lower water discharge temperature could result during the 
transient. The licensee performed an analysis of the LOAC with RCP seal injection event, and 
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determined the revised PSV setpoint would result in an increase of about one PSV water cycle 
and a reduction in the water discharge temperature of about 0.5 °F. A comparison of the 
reanalysis showed that the spurious SI event remained the limiting event since it resulted in a 
greater increase in the number of PSV water cycles (two cycles vs . one cycle) and a greater 
decrease in the PSV discharge water temperature (3.0 °F vs . 0.5 °F) than that calculated for the 
LOAC with RCP seal injection event. The water discharge temperature in the analysis of record 
for the spurious SI event was 590 °F. The lowest discharge water temperature for the spurious 
SI event with the revised PSV setpoint was 587 °F. The NRG staff found that the calculated 
water discharge temperature (587 °F) was significantly higher than the discharge water 
temperature of 530 °F that was used to support operability of the PSVs as discussed i11 the 
analysis of record . As a result, the NRG staff concluded that the analysis was acceptable to 
assure that the PSVs will remain operable following a spurious SI event. 

In 2014, the NRC issued a license amendment for Byron and Braidwood granting a 
measurement uncertainty recapture (MUR) power uprate. 127 The NRC staff determined that the 
IOECCS event was outside of the scope of the MUR power uprate, because the licensee did not 
propose to modify the Chapter 15 analyses related to PSV and PORV water discharge. 

With respect to inservice testing (1ST) activities, the Byron 1ST program 128 references the ASME 
Code for Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plants (OM Code), 2004 Edition through 
2006 Addenda; and the Braidwood 1ST program129 references the ASME OM Code, 2001 
Edition through 2003 Addenda. The Byron 1ST Program specifies the following testing and 
intervals for the PORVs, PORV block valves , and PSVs: 

• PORV: fa il safe test closed (cold shutdown interval), stroke-time exercise open and 
closed (cold shutdown interval), and position indication test (2 year interval) 

• PORV Block Valve: exercise open and closed (2 year interval); position indication test 
(Joint Owners Group (JOG) Program interval) ; and open and closed test in accordance 
with ASME OM Code Case OMN-1 , "Alternative Rules for Preservice and lnservice 
Testing of Active Electric Motor Operated Valve Assemblies in Light-Water Reactor 
Power Plants" (JOG Program interval) 

• PSV: position indication test (2 year interval) and relief valve test (5 year interval) , 
referencing ASME OM Code, Appendix I, "lnservice Testing of Pressure Relief Devices 
in Light-Water Reactor Nuclear Power Plants" 

The Braidwood 1ST Program specifies the following testing and intervals for the PORVs, PORV 
block valves, and PSVs: 

• PORV: fail safe test closed (refueling outage interval) , stroke-time exercise open and 
closed (refueling outage interval), and position indication test (2 year interval) . 

• PORV Block Valve: exercise open and closed (quarterly interval) and position indication 
test (2 year interval) 

127 NRG 2014a 
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• PSV: position indication test (2 year interval), and relief valve test (5 year interval), 
referencing ASME OM Code, Appendix I 

Shearon Harris 

In 2001 , the NRC issued a license amendment to Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 1 
(Shearon Harris) for steam generator replacement and a power uprate to a maximum power 
level of 2900 MWt (approximately 4.5 percent).130 In addressing the licensee's evaluation of 
Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 15.5.1 , the NRC staff found that the analysis showed that 
the calculated inlet pressures and temperatures required for the PORVs and safety relief valves 
(SRVs)131 to operate in a water environment were within the valve operable ranges, and thus 
ensured that the PORV and SRV would be operable during the transient. The valve operable 
ranges were previously determined by the licensee to support operability of the PORV and SRV 
during the discharge of subc.ooled water in accordance with the TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1 
requirements. Based on the analysis meeting the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 15.5.1 with 
respect to the RCS pressure limit and departure-from-nucleate-boiling limit, the NRC staff 
concluded that the analysis was acceptable. 

Beaver Valley 

In 2006, the NRC issued a license amendment authorizing an EPU for Beaver Valley Power 
Station, Units 1 and 2 (Beaver Valley), an approximate 8-percent increase in thermal power to 
2,900 MWt. 132 In the SE accompanying the amendment, the NRC staff described its review of 
the capability of the PSVs to discharge liquid and adequately reseat for a spurious SI actuation. 
The NRC staff specifically evaluated whether the PSVs could reasonably be expected to reseat 
to prevent the spurious SI actuation (an ANS Condition II event) from causing a stuck-open PSV 
(an ANS Condition Ill event). This issue was said to be further discussed in RIS 2005-29. While 
the PSVs for Beaver Valley were qualified to discharge steam, if the valves discharged water 
with sufficient subcooling, the NRC staff was concerned that they might not reseat properly. 

Based the licensee's analysis, during a spurious SI event, the PSVs would be required to 
discharge steam followed by high temperature water after the pressurizer filled. The licensee 
provided plots of the pressurizer water temperatures for tlhis event that indicated that the 
minimum temperature of the discharged liquid for Beaver Valley was approximately 620 °F. To 
evaluate the capability of the valves to discharge and reseat, the NRC staff reviewed the 
available data from the full -flow tests performed during the EPRI test program in 1981 for the 
specific PSV models representative of those installed at Beaver Valley. The licensee also used 
the methodology contained in WCAP-11677 and determined that the minimum acceptable liquid 
temperature for which the PSVs were expected to successfully discharge and reseat was less 
than the minimum expected temperature for the spurious SI event for Beaver Valley. 

The NRC staff agreed that both the minimum expected water discharge temperature and the 
minimum acceptable water temperature had been conservatively calculated . Therefore, the 
NRC staff determined that, for purposes of preventing the occurrence of a more serious ANS 
Condition Ill event , there was reasonable assurance that the PSVs would discharge water and 
reseat adequately following a spurious SI actuation. A consideration of the NRC staff in making 

1ao NRC 2001d 
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this finding was that, in the unlikely event of a stuck-open PSV, the ECCS was fully capable of 
mitigating the resulting LOCA. 

Turkey Point 

In 2012, the NRC issued a license amendment authorizing an EPU for Turkey Point Nuclear 
Generating, Units 3 and 4 (Turkey Point), increasing the thermal power level of each unit 
approximately 15 percent to 2644 MWt. 133 

In the SE accompanying the amendment, the NRC staff indicated that ECCS actuation was not 
a possible initiator of inadvertent increase in reactor coolant inventory because the high head SI 
pumps have a shut-off head below the normal RCS operating pressure. The NRC staff stated 
that a eves malfunction that increases RCS inventory was evaluated for the effects of adding 
water inventory to the RCS. If the pressurizer filled and caused water to be relieved through the 
PORVs or PSVs, then these valves could stick open and create a small break LOCA. The NRC 
staff stated that this would violate the acceptance criterion that prohibits the escalation of an 
anticipated operational occurrence (AOO) into a more serious event. Satisfaction of this 
acceptance criterion was demonstrated by showing that sufficient time would exist for the 
operator to recognize the situation and end the charging flow before the pressurizer could fill. 
The NRC staff concluded that the licensee's analyses of IOECCS and CVCS events adequately 
accounted for operation of the plant at the proposed power level. 

Regarding an inadvertent opening of a PORV, the licensee initially proposed that the 
consequences of this event were bounded by the small break LOCA. The NRC staff did not 
accept th is proposed disposition. If action were not taken to secure the open valve by either 
closing the PORV or its block valve, the NRC staff stated that this event could escalate to a 
small-break LOCA, which would be contrary to the non-escalation position. When the 
pressurizer filled, water wou ld begin to flow through the open PORV. If the PORV were not 
qualified for water discharge, the NRC staff stated that it was likely the PORV would not close 
upon demand. In this way, the NRC staff stated that the inadvertent opening of a PORV, an 
AOO, would become a small break-LOCA at the top of the pressurizer, an ANS Condition Ill 
event. The NRC staff requested that the licensee address the inadvertent opening of the PORV 
with respect to the third criterion for an ANS Condition II event. 

The licensee provided an analysis performed largely in accordance with NRG-approved, 
Westinghouse analytic methodology using the RETRAN computer code; however, this analysis 
was performed assuming that the PORV opened instead of the PSV. The NRC staff stated that 
assuming the opening of the PORV is acceptable, because the PSV is differently qualified , and 
reseats mechanically. An additional independent fault would be required to cause the PSV to fail 
to close. The analysis indicated that the pressurizer would fill within about 240 seconds. The 
licensee stated that there were multiple alarms to indicate the opening of a PORV. The licensee 
stated that a prompt operator action would be needed to close the PORV and , if the PORV does 
not close, the operator would be directed to close the block valve. Because the necessary 
actions would be prompt and simple, the NRC staff agreed that there would be sufficient time to 
secure the inadvertently open PORV without filling the pressurizer. 

133 NRC 2012a 
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St. Lucie 

In 2012, the NRC issued a license amendment authorizing an EPU for St. Lucie Plant, Unit 2 
(St. Lucie, Unit 2) that increased the authorized thermal power level about 12 percent to 
3020 MWt. 

Regarding an IOECCS event, the high pressure SI pumps would be incapable during power 
operations of delivering flow to the RCS because the pumps' shut-off head would be less than 
the normal RCS operating pressure of 2250 pounds per square inch absolute. Therefore, the 
licensee determined that the inadvertent operation of the ECCS at power event was not a 
credible event and did not analyze it for the proposed EPU. The NRC staff found that the 
licensee's position for not analyzing the IOECCS event to be acceptable. 

Regarding a CVCS malfunction, the licensee evaluated it as an AOO for the effects of adding 
water inventory to the RCS. The NRC staff reviewed the licensee's analyses of the CVCS 
malfunction event and concluded that the licensee's analyses adequately accounted for 
operation of the plant at the proposed power level and were performed using acceptable 
analytical models. The NRC staff determined that the licensee's analysis demonstrated that the 
pressurizer did not become water solid, assuring no water was discharged through the PSVs. 

Regarding an IOPORV event, the NRC staff stated that, when viewed from the mass addition 
perspective, this event could be evaluated in two phases: (1) an inadvertent opening of a 
pressurizer relief valve, followed by (2) an inadvertent ECCS actuation. In the first phase, the 
NRC staff stated that this event could be mitigated by closing the open PORV or its block valve. 
If the PORV or its block valve was not closed, the NRC staff stated that the IOPORV event 
would enter the second phase with actuation of the ECCS. Based on its review, the NRC staff 
determined that the pressurizer overfill analysis, available alarming system, and procedures, in 
combination with simulator exercise results, provided reasonable assurance that the pressurizer 
would not be expected to fi ll to a water solid condition that could prevent the PORV or PSV from 
closing after they were open. The N RC staff the ref ore concluded that the event would not 
generate a more serious plant condition, meeting the non-escalation criterion. The NRC staff 
stated that it reviewed the licensee's analyses of the inadvertent opening of a pressurizer PORV 
event, and concluded that the licensee's analyses adequately accounted for operation of the 
plant at the proposed power level and were performed using acceptable analytical models. 

The NRC staff concluded that the licensee demonstrated that all AOO acceptance criteria were 
satisfactorily met. 

North Anna 

North Anna Power Station, Units 1 and 2 (North Anna) UFSAR Section 15.2.14, "Spurious 
Operation of the Safety Injection System at Power," descrribes plant response to an inadvertent 
SI event. In particular, UFSAR Section 15.2.14.2.3, "Event Propagation," states the following: 

Safety valve (Reference 18) and PORV (Reference 19) testing has revealed no 
instances of failure of the valves to reseat following water relief. Resulting 
leakage is within the capacity of the normal makeup system and is therefore not 
considered to be a small break loss of reactor coolant event. Therefore, the 
complete filling of the pressurizer and/or water relief via a safety valve as a result 
of a spurious safety injection does not constitute a failure to meet the event 
propagation acceptance criterion. Although primary credit for preventing the 
propagation of the event to a small break loss of reactor coolant event is the 
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reseating of the PORVs and safety valves, it is noted that the PORVs (which 
open prior to the safety valves and, if open, preclude safety valve actuation for 
this event) are provided with block valves which the operator will close in the 
event of excessive PORV leakage. 

North Anna UFSAR Section 15.2.14.3, "Conclusions," indicates that the complete filling of the 
pressurizer and water discharge via a PSV as a result of a spurious SI does not constitute a 
failure to meet the non-escalation position. Furthermore, UFSAR Section 15.2, "References," 
lists EPRI NP-2770-LD and EPRI NP-2670-LD. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the reliance by the licensee for Byron and Braidwood on the acceptable 
performance of the PSVs and PORVs following water discharge in response to abnormal events 
is not inconsistent with similar approaches by some other nuclear power plant licensees. In 
general, the review of activities by various nuclear power plant licensees related to PSV and 
PORV performance revealed reliance on EPRI, Wyle, and valve vendor testing to provide 
support for the performance of these valves under various service conditions. Specific 
certification for flow capacity of these valves for water discharge in accordance with the ASME 
BPV Code and National Board was not identified in the review of various justifications prepared 
by nuclear power plant licensees. 

In evaluating the historical documents for Byron and Braidwood, the Panel found it challenging 
to determine specifically how the licensee resolved the concern raised in NSAL-93-013 in its 
analyses and plant operations. While the record does support a compliance backfit in this case, 
if (as recommended by the Panel) the NRG staff undertakes a generic review of licensees' 
treatment of the potential for pressurizer valve damage following water discharge, it may be 
appropriate to consider what actions have been taken, how operating experience with water 
discharge has been considered, and how analysis assumptions are considered in operational 
practices (including inservice testing) at each plant. 
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From : 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments : 

Clack Theresa 
Holahan Garv; West Steven; Scarbrough Thomas ; Spencer Michael 
RE : THE REPORT 
Thursday, August 18, 2016 12:49:04 PM 

cover memo (MASJERLdocx 

Attached is THE MEMO©. I think I've incorporated all Input received to date and addressed the 

more general comments (like· adding accession numbers and changing what we are recommending). 

Next I am going to update THE REPORT wilh everything people are sending, and then finish 

formatting/editing. 

My goal is to send both to you all electronica lly tomorrow for review and concurrence, and send it to 

Patti at the same time to make a Formal package. If everyone in the office is in next week, I can come 

around and get signatures (siince the signature page looks sad without real signatures) . 

If I come up with any remaining questions/comments, I' ll send to the right person. 

Thanks, 

Theresa 

From: Holahan, Gary 

Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2016 11:11 AM 

To: Clark, Theresa <Theresa.Clark@nrc.gov> 

Cc: West, Steven <Steven.West @nrc.gov>; Scarbrough, Thomas <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov>; 

Spencer, Michael <Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov> 

Subject: THE REPORT 

Theresa, 

I'm OK with Steve's edits. 

Can we discuss exactly what pieces are needed to get to a final-final report? 

Gary 



MEMORANDUM TO: Victor M. Mccree 
Executive Director for Operations 

FROM: Gary M. Holahan, Backfit Appeal Review Panel Chairman 
Office of the Executive Director for Operations 

SUBJECT: 

K. Steven West, Deputy Director 
Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response 

Thomas G. Scarbrough, Senior Mechanical Engineer 
Office of New Reactors 

Michael A. Spencer, Senior Attorney 
Office of the General Counsel 

Theresa Valentine Clark, Executive Technical Assistant 
Office of the Executive Director for Operations 

BACKFIT APPEAL REVIEW PANEL FINDINGS ASSOCIATED WITH 
BYRON AND BRAIDWOOD COMPLIANCE WITH 10 CFR 50.34(b), 
GDC 15, GDC 21, GDC 29, AND THE LICENSING BASIS 

In response to your memorandum of June 22, 2016, establishing a Backfit Appeal Review Panel 
(Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS) Accession 
No. ML 16173A311 ), the Panel undertook a review of the relevant documents in this case. This 
included the licensee and NRC staff letters related to the backfit; the 2001 power uprate and the 
2004 valve setpoint license amendments (ADAMS Accession Nos. ML033040016 and 
ML042250531 , respectively); and a June 16, 2016 , letter from the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 
supporting the Exelon backfit appeal (ADAMS Accession No. ML 16208A008). The Panel also 
reviewed numerous other documents related to the topic of inadvertent operation of the 
emergency core cooling system (ECCS) and pressurizer safety valve performance. 

In addition to the document review, the Panel had the benefit of meetings with the Office of 
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) (both the Division of Safety Systems and the Division of 
Engineering), the Office of the General Counsel, and the NRC Committee to Review Generic 
Requirements (CRGR). In addition, the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) 
conducted an analysis that provided insights on the risk significance of the sequence at issue. 

CONTACT: Gary M. Holahan, OEDO 
301-415-1 765 
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The Panel also shared its draft preliminary findings with NRR and OGC for comment. NRR 
provided comments, the consideration of which is reflected in the attached report. Both Exelon 
(Bradley Fewell, Senior Vice President of Regulatory Affairs) and NEI (Tony Pietrangelo, Senior 
Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer) declined offers for a public meeting but indicated a 
willingness to provide information if the Panel identified the need. The Panel did not identify a 
need for additional information from either Exelon or NEI to complete its review, which is 
summarized below and documented in the attached report. 

Based on its review, the Panel concludes that the staff positions taken to support the 
compliance backfit finding represent new and different staff views on how to address potential 
pressurizer safety valve failu1res following water discharge. Although these staff positions are 
well-intentioned and conservative approaches that could provide additional safety margin, they 
do not provide a basis for a compliance backfit. In the absence of a failure of the pressurizer 
safety valve to reseat, the concerns articulated in the bac'kfit related to event classification, 
event escalation, and compliance with 10 CFR 50.34(b) and General Design Criteria 15, 21 , and 
29 are no longer at issue. 

The Panel notes, as did a member of the earlier NRR backfit appeal panel (ADAMS Accession 
No. ML 16081A405), that the issue of pressurizer valve performance following water discharge 
appears to have generic applicability, and is not specific to Byron and Braidwood. The Panel 
believes that resolution of this issue would have benefited from consideration of the generic 
nature of the issue through the appropriate NRC processes. 

Your June 22, 2016 memorandum asked the Panel to answer five questions. These questions 
and the Panel's responses follow: 

1. Were the approvals based on a mistake? If so, what was the mistake and what are 
the implications for Braidwood and Byron? 

Answer: The 2001 and 2004 license amendments were based on reasonable and well
informed engineering judgment of the NRC staff, not a mistake. 

2. What is the known and established standard for water qualification of pressurizer 
safety valves? 

Answer: The standard in place in 2001 and 2004 and at present is that failures of 
passive pressurizer safety valves to reclose need not be assumed to occur following 
water discharge if the likelihood is sufficiently small , based on well-informed staff 
engineering judgment. 

3. What is the known and established standard for progression of postulated events 
between categories of severity? Include a discussion of Regulatory Issue 
Summary 2005-29, "Anticipated Transients that Could Develop into More Serious 
Events," dated December 14, 2005 [ADAMS Accession No. ML051890212], and the 
draft Revision 1 that was issued for public comment in 2015 [ADAMS Accession 
No. ML 15014A469]. 

Answer: For Byron and Braidwood, the standard for progression of postulated events 
between categories of severity is set forth in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
(UFSAR), as described in the staff's October 9, 2015, backfit imposition letter (ADAMS 
Accession No. ML 14225A871 ). The Panel supports the staff's view that non-escalation 
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(from ANS Condition II to ANS Condition IV) is a known and established standard 
applicable to Byron and Braidwood. However, this event progression standard does not 
establish specific standards for valve qualification. Therefore, it is not the basis for a 
compliance backfit given this set of facts. Regulatory Issue Summary 2005-29 and its 
draft Revision 1 do not alter this conclusion. 

4. Does the current licensing basis for Braidwood and Byron comply with the 
applicable regulations? Is it adequate to provide protection to public health and 
safety? 

Answer: The Panel concludes that the current licensing bases for Braidwood and Byron 
do comply with the applicable regulations based on the UFSAR analyses which the staff 
found acceptable through a reasonable and technically sound evaluation using 
appropriate Commission safety standards. The Panel also concludes that there is 
reasonable assurance of adequate protection of the public health and safety. 

5. Given that Exelon suggests that the NRC pursue a cost-justified substantial safety 
enhancement backfit, what is the contribution to overall plant risk of the current 
configuration at Braidwood and Byron? 

Answer: The analysis performed for the Panel by RES provides insights on the risk 
significance of the sequence at issue. This analysis suggests that an inadvertent ECCS 
actuation sequence, assuming that pressurizer overfill leads to a small loss-of-coolant 
accident, contributes approximately 1 percent of the total internal events core damage 
frequency (CDF). If the backfit were implemented such that pressurizer overfill were 
always prevented, the CDF reduction is estimated at 1.5E-07 per year. Less 
conservative assumptions than these extremes would provide a smaller risk benefit 
through the backfit. 

The Panel is aware of and sensitive to two important issues related to this question. 
First, NRR, not the appeal Panel, is responsible for any decisions on alternative 
application of the backfit rule to this issue. Second, the Panel does not wish to imply 
that "the contribution to plant risk" should be seen as the only measure of enhanced 
safety. For example, defense-in-depth has a recognized role and value in the regulatory 
process. 

The Panel's findings therefore support the Exelon lbackfit appeal, and we recommend that you 
respond to NRR's repeal with a reversal of the October 9, 2015, backfit imposition. In addition, 
to address the generic nature of the issues described in tlhe enclosed report, we recommend 
that you direct NRR to: 

• verify (e.g., through letter, meeting, owners group activity) that all pressurized-water 
reactors have resolved this technical issue in a reasonable manner, and 

• re-evaluate the matters discussed in Regulatory Issue Summary 2005-29 and its draft 
Revision 1 through the appropriate generic process to avoid the inappropriate or 
inadvertent imposition of backfits. 

Furthermore, in the course of its activities, the Panel has developed several insights relevant to 
the backfit process and the use of generic processes to address potential safety issues. The 
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Panel plans to share these insights with the CRGR for its use in addressing your June 9, 2016, 
tasking related to implementation of agency backfitting and issue finality guidance. The Panel 
also identified other lessons from its review of the NRC evaluation of the performance of 
pressurizer safety valves for Braidwood, Byron, and other nuclear power plants that are 
identified in the attached report. 

Finally, the Panel would like to recognize the valuable context and insights provided by NRR 
and OGC staff during this effort, and the timely and responsive efforts of RES in providing the 
comprehensive and useful risk analyses requested by the Panel. 

The Panel is available to respond to any questions or provide any other assistance needed. 

Enclosure: As stated 
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From: 
To: 
Cc : 

Subject : 
Date: 

~ 
Holahan. Gary ; McQermon Brian; Evans Mlcheh~; McQiolY, Iirn ; Lubinski, John 
Mccree Viq1or : Johnson Michael; West s1even ; CJarl\ Theresa; Scarbrough Thomas; Spencer Michael; Ublc. 
~ ; Balley Marissa 
Re: Exelon Back.flt Appeal Panel Report 
Wednesday. August 24. 2016 12:49:51 PM 

Ok. Than ks for the due di)jgence and the effort. of your t am. Gues thi exemplifie. that 
how the agency implements the back.fit rule is an area that warrants Lhe CRGR effort to make 
the backfiring landscape clearer as similarl y intell igent and experienced staff and manager 
would disagree with this outcome .. 

On : 24 Augu t 20 16 12:3 l "Holahan, Gary" <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov> wrote: 
NRA, 

The Exelon backfit appeal panel delivered its report to the EDO and DEDO this morning 
(ML 16236A202 and ML 16236A20). The panel reviewed the NRA response to the panel's 
preliminary findings, but could not agree with the NRA positions. The report therefore 
recommends to the EDO that he support the Exelon appeal. The report will be distributed 
today at the EDO's request. 

The EDO wil l make his final decision after studying the report and considering any 
feedback from NRA and other stakeholders. 

The panel is available to discuss the report with you and respond to your questions, 

Gary 



From: 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Attachment.s: 

Holahan Gary 
Clads, Theresa: West Steven: Scact>rouoh Thomas; soencer Michael 
Some comments on Tom"s comments and additions 
Thursday, August 18, 2016 5:41 :27 PM 
2016 Backlit Panel Tom discussion of NRA issues 2016 08 18.docx. 

Section 2.12 and section 5 



In addition to the performance of pressurizer valves for watier relief, the Panel recognizes ti-lat 
the NRC staff-1:ias raised other issues in its October 2015 leitter in support of its backfit decision 
for Braidwood and Byron. The staff emphasized some of tt1ose issues in its comments on the 
preliminary Panel findings. The Panel summarizes its consideration of those issues as follows: 

The staff stategs that American Nuclear Society (ANS) Standard ANS-N18.2-1973, "Nuclear 
Safety Criteria for the Design of Stationary Pressurize Water Reactor Plants," defines the 
categories of design basis transients and accidents based on an anticipated frequency of 
occurrence (annually for Condition II eventst , The staff also stated that it was a and the long
standing NRC position that escalation from one condition to another is not acceptable. The staff 
considers ANS-N18.2 to constitute a known and established standard that has been reflected in 
NRC guidance documents and in the licensing basis of each U.S. nuclear power plant. This 
ANS standard is referenced for use in several Braidwood/Byron UFSAR Chapter 15 accident 
analyses. The Panel agrees that the non-escalation prohibition is an established standard 
gQplicable to Bryon and Braidwood, but did not identify historical evidence that implementation 
of this standard requires the Braidwood/Byron licensee to assume that its pressurizer valves Will 
fail open under water relief conditions. 

The staff raises concerns that extended steam and water mlief through the pressurizer valves 
would result in the failure of the pressurizer relief tank ruptuire disk, would require repair of the 
damaged PSVs, and might cause an extended time period for the return to service of the 
nuclear power plant. The Panel does not consider the time period necessary for the licensee to 
perform radioactive clean-up activities in the containment building, to inspect and conduct any 
necessary repairs to the PSVs, or to prepare for plant startup, to constitute issues that support a 
compliance backfit imposed by the NRC. The NRC staff and inspectors would verify that these 
activities are conducted appropriately to protect the public health and safety prior to plant 
restart. 

The staff considers tA-at-the requirement in NUREG-0737 (11.D.I) for licensees and applicants to 
conduct testing to qualify the RCS relief and safety valves under expected operating conditions 
for design-basis transients and accidents to be the known aind established standard in question 
as a regulatory requirement in response to the stuck-open PORV at TMl-2 in 1979. As 
discussed in Appendix B to this report, the NRC accepted tlhe EPRI testing to satisfy NUREG-
0737 (11.D.1) for Braidwood and Byron in an SE forwarded by letters in 1988 and 1990. 
Therefore, the Panel considers this known and established standard referenced by the staff to 
have been met for Braidwood and Byron. 

The staff stategs that an omission or mistake of fact occurmd when the licensee failed to 
acknowledge that the EPRI testing program did not evaluat,e liquid discharge from the 
pressurizer valves during extended high pressure safety inj,ectlon for Braidwood and Byron. As 
discussed in Appendix B to this report, the NRC SE on the Braidwood/Byron response to 
NUREG-0737 (11.D.1) discussed the evaluation of the PSVs and PORVs for feedline break 
accidents including water rel ief, and found that the performance of the PSVs and PORVs was 
acceptable based on the EPRI tests. Therefore, the Panel does not agreeeeA-skffil' that an 
omission or mistake of fact occurred by the licensee's reference to the EPRI testing program. 

In support of its backfit, the staff considers that flow capacity certification in accordance with the 
ASME BPV Code and inservice testing throughout the service life in accordance with the ASME 
OM Code to be necessary to satisfy the standard for water relief capability of pressurizer valves. 
The staff points to its review of several nuclear power plants where water relief was not 
considered acceptable, or different actions were required . .A.s discussed in Appendix C to this 



report, the staff required additional actions for some licensees to support rel iance on the PORVs 
for water relief and to avoid water relief through the PSVs. The staff also has allowed some 
licensees to rely only on EPRI testing without significant additional activities. The Panel did not 
Identify instances where the staff imposed certification by the ASME BPV Code and historical 
OM Code testing, or required alternatives to the ASME BPV or OM Codes, in the examples of 
NRC staff review of water relief capability for pressurizer valves. 

In light of the wide range of NRC staff positions during the review of pressurizer valve capability 
since the TMl-2 accident, the Panel agrees that the staff could have pursued insisted on 
additional actions by the Braidwood/Byron licensee to improve the reliability of the PSVs or 
PORVs for water relief, or to avoid water relief through the PSVs by PORV improvements, as 
part of the 2001 power uprate, the 2004 PSV setpoint amendment, or the 2014 measurement 
uncertainty capture uprate. The staff may have been able to justify additional actions, but they 
determined that it was not necessary. The 2001 uprate staff reviewers used their expert 
engineering judgement to determine whether it was nottechnically necessary to assume that the 
PSVs or PORVs would stick open with water relief based on EPRI test information, licensee 
supplemental information, and their own technical experience. 

The staff raises a concern that the NRC review of the 2004 setpoint amendment for Byron and 
Braidwood did not re-review the qualification of the PSVs. The staff notes that if the 2001 SE 
had not found liquid discharge through the PSVs to be acceptable, it is unlikely that the staff 
would have reached an approval conclusion in the 2004 SE. In Appendix C to this report , the 
Panel summarizes the 2004 SE review of the PSV water relief capability. The Panel recognizes 
that a staff review may rely on a previous more extensive review to determine the acceptability 
of a similar request. The Panel does not consider th~is review approach used in 2004 to 
challenge the adequacy of the 2001 review. 

5 ADDITIONAL PANEL THOUGHTS 

In addition to the specific finding relating to the backfit appeal , the Panel believes it is important 
to acknowledge, and for the NRC staff and licensee to appreciate, that water relief through an 
PSV not specifically designed for such service is undesirable and should be minimized or 
avoided as a matter of conservative engineering and prudent operations. This is reinforced by 
the information provided in Westinghouse NSAL-93-013 and its supplement, and the actions by 
various licensees in response to the NSAL, as well as the limited scope of the EPRI testing 
conducted over 30 years ago. 

Operator training, and Emergency Operating Procedures to terminate the event before 
pressurizer filling, as well as the use of PORVs rather than reliance on PSVs, are clearly 
preferred and prudent measures, whether they form the facilities' UFSAR licensing basis and 
are assumed in the accident analyses or not. 

The PSVs in question were designed for steam service. Steam relief Is their normal service 
condition; and applies to their certification. The Panel supports the previous staff 
determinations for Braidwood/Byron and certain other plants that PSVs experiencing water relief 
during an abnormal or accident condition need not be assumed to fail since if there was~s a 
reasonable and technically well-informed engineering judgement to the contrary. However, the 



Panel also considers the actions by various licensees and accepted by the staff to improve the 
reliability and performance of the PORVs to avoid water relief through the PSVs to be prudent in 
light of their design specifications. 

The Panel considered but could not determine the extent to which the Braidwood/Byron 
licensee addressed crediting water relief through the PSVs, PORVs, or PORV block valves in 
the Braidwood and Byron 1ST Programs. The Panel recognizes that the difference between the 
intended use of these valves for overpressure protection and their infrequent response to plant 
events might be considered in implementing appropriate 1ST activities. 

The Panel notes that water relief through various pressurizer valves is not a new issue because 
water relief has always been credited (by the Braidwood/Byron licensee and other licensees) for 
the UFSAR Feedwater System Pipe Break analysis (15.2.8) . 

~Ael--eelleves-#lese--ltlel:lg,Rts-te-be-worthwhile for consiaeratie~e-N RC staff...afle 
BfaWweoo/.B¥f9A-ticensee. 



From: 
To: 
Cc : 
Subject: 
Date: 

Theresa, 

Holahan Garv 
c1a.rk, Theresa 
West Steven ; Sca1brou.ih Thomas; Spencer Michael 
THE REPORT 
Thursday, August 18, 2016 11 :11:30 AM 

l'tn OK with Steve's edits. 

Can we discuss exactly what pieces are needed to get to a final-final report? 

Gary 



From: 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments : 

Clads Theresa 
Wes! Steven ; Holahan. Gary ; scarbrough. Thomas; Spencer, Michael 
current memo/report flies 
Friday, August 19, 2016 3:29:46 PM 

cover memo /MASTERl .dacx 
Backlit Aooeal Panel Beoort /MASTER).do.cx 

Hi all - I'm stil l working through the report fi le (made it to the pink highl ight on p.29) but I know 

Steve wanted to bring a copy on the plane so I'm sending them now just in case. Before you (l ikely) 

start work on Monday, you'll have updated versions of the fi les that should be good for final 

comments and informal concu rrence. We'll do formal concurrence and signature next week. 

These versions include everyone's edits/comments, combined with my editing. The most sign ificant 

changes I made were some restructuring in 3.12 (fo rmer 2.12) and the addition of a new short 

section 2 per Steve's suggestion. I didn't track them because the tracking was getting out of hand, 

and at this point we might do best to do a clean read anyway. (1 can construct compare fi les if 
anyone rea lly wants them.) 

Thanks I More to come! 

Theresa Valentine Clark 
Executive TechniCa l Assistant (Reacto rs) 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Jheresa.Clark@nrc.gov I 301-415-4048 I 0-16E22 



MEMORANDUM TO: Victor M. Mccree 
Executive Director for Operations 

FROM: Gary M. Holahan, Backfit Appeal Review Panel Chairman 
Office of the Executive Director for Operations 

SUBJECT: 

K. Steven West, Deputy Director 
Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response 

Thomas G. Scarbrough, Senior Mechanical Engineer 
Office of New Reactors 

Michael A. Spencer, Senior Attorney 
Office of the General Counsel 

Theresa Valentine Clark, Executive Technical Assistant 
Office of the Executive Director for Operations 

BACKFIT APPEAL REVIEW PANEL FINDINGS ASSOCIATED WITH 
BYRON AND BRAIDWOOD COMPLIANCE WITH 10 CFR 50.34(b), 
GDC 15, GDC 21, GDC 29, AND THE LICENSING BASIS 

In response to your memorandum of June 22, 2016, establishing a Backfit Appeal Review Panel 
(Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS) Accession 
No. ML 16173A311 ), the Panel undertook a review of the relevant documents in this case. This 
included the licensee and NRC staff letters related to the backfit; the 2001 power uprate and the 
2004 valve setpoint license amendments (ADAMS Accession Nos. ML033040016 and 
ML042250531 , respectively); and a June 16, 2016 , letter from the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 
supporting the Exelon backfit appeal (ADAMS Accession No. ML 16208A008). The Panel also 
reviewed numerous other documents related to the topic of inadvertent operation of the 
emergency core cooling system (ECCS) and pressurizer safety valve performance. 

In addition to the document review, the Panel had the benefit of meetings with the Office of 
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) (both the Division of Safety Systems and the Division of 
Engineering), the Office of the General Counsel, and the NRC Committee to Review Generic 
Requirements (CRGR). In addition, the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) conducted 
an analysis that provided insights on the risk significance of the sequence at issue. 

CONTACT: Gary M. Holahan, OEDO 
301-415-1 765 
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The Panel also shared its draft preliminary findings with NRR and OGC for comment. NRR 
provided comments, the consideration of which is reflected in the attached report. Both Exelon 
(Bradley Fewell, Senior Vice President of Regulatory Affairs) and NEI (Tony Pietrangelo, Senior 
Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer) declined offers for a public meeting but indicated a 
willingness to provide information if the Panel identified the need. The Panel did not identify a 
need for additional information from either Exelon or NEI to complete its review, which is 
summarized below and documented in the attached report. 

Based on its review, the Panel concludes that the NRC staff positions taken to support the 
compliance backfit finding represent new and different staff views on how to address potential 
pressurizer safety valve failu1res following water discharge. Although these staff positions are 
well-intentioned and conservative approaches that could provide additional safety margin, they 
do not provide a basis for a compliance backfit. In the absence of a failure of the pressurizer 
safety valve to reseat, the concerns articulated in the bac'kfit related to event classification, 
event escalation, and compliance with 10 CFR 50.34(b) and General Design Criteria 15, 21 , and 
29 are no longer at issue. 

The Panel notes, as did a member of the earlier NRR backfit appeal panel (ADAMS Accession 
No. ML 16081A405), that the issue of pressurizer valve performance following water discharge 
appears to have generic applicability, and is not specific to Byron and Braidwood. The Panel 
believes that resolution of this issue would have benefited from consideration of the generic 
nature of the issue through the appropriate NRC processes. 

Your June 22, 2016 memorandum asked the Panel to answer five questions. These questions 
and the Panel's responses follow: 

1. Were the approvals based on a mistake? If so, what was the mistake and what are 
the implications for Braidwood and Byron? 

Answer: The 2001 and 2004 license amendments were based on reasonable and well
informed engineering judgment of the NRC staff, not a mistake. 

2. What is the known and established standard for water qualification of pressurizer 
safety valves? 

Answer: The standard in place in 2001 and 2004 and at present is that failures of 
pressurizer safety va lves to reclose need not be assumed to occur following water 
discharge if the likelihood is sufficiently small , based on well-informed staff engineering 
judgment. 

3. What is the known and established standard for progression of postulated events 
between categories of severity? Include a discussion of Regulatory Issue 
Summary 2005-29, "Anticipated Transients that Could Develop into More Serious 
Events," dated December 14, 2005 [ADAMS Accession No. ML051890212], and the 
draft Revision 1 that was issued for public comment in 2015 [ADAMS Accession 
No. ML 15014A469]. 

Answer: For Byron and Braidwood, the standard for progression of postulated events 
between categories of severity is set forth in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
(UFSAR), as described in the NRC staff's October 9, 2015, backfit imposition letter 
(ADAMS Accession No. ML 14225A871 ). The Panel supports the NRC staff's view that 
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non-escalation (from Condition II to Condition Ill or IV, as defined in American Nuclear 
Society Standard 51.1 /N 18.2-1973, "Nuclear Safety Criteria for the Design of Stationary 
Pressurized Water Reactor Plants," dated August 6, 1973.) is a known and established 
standard applicable to Byron and Braidwood. However, this event progression standard 
does not establish specific standards for valve qualification. Therefore, it is not the basis 
for a compliance backfit given this set of facts. Regulatory Issue Summary 2005-29 and 
its draft Revision 1 do not alter this conclusion. 

4. Does the current licensing basis for Braidwood and Byron comply with the 
applicable regulations? Is it adequate to provide protection to public health and 
safety? 

Answer: The Panel concludes that the current licensing bases for Braidwood and Byron 
do comply with the applicable regulations based on the UFSAR analyses which the NRC 
staff found acceptable through a reasonable and technically sound evaluation using 
appropriate Commission safety standards. The Panel also concludes that there is 
reasonable assurance of adequate protection of the public health and safety. 

5. Given that Exelon suggests that the NRC pursue a cost-justified substantial safety 
enhancement backfit, what is the contribution to overall plant risk of the current 
configuration at Braidwood and Byron? 

Answer: The analysi1s performed for the Panel by RES provides insights on the risk 
significance of the sequence at issue. This analys1is suggests that an inadvertent ECCS 
actuation sequence, assuming that pressurizer overfill leads to a small loss-of-coolant 
accident, contributes approximately 1 percent of the total internal events core damage 
frequency (CDF). If the backfit were implemented such that pressurizer overfill were 
always prevented, the CDF reduction is estimated at 1.5E-07 per year. Less 
conservative assumptions than these extremes would provide a smaller risk benefit 
through the backfit. 

The Panel is aware of and sensitive to two important issues related to this question. 
First, NRR, not the appeal Panel, is responsible for any decisions on alternative 
application of the backfit rule to this issue. Second, the Panel does not wish to imply that 
"the contribution to plant risk" should be seen as the only measure of enhanced safety. 
For example, defense-in-depth has a recognized role and value in the regulatory 
process. 

The Panel's findings therefore support the Exelon lbackfit appeal, and we recommend that you 
respond to NRR's repeal with a reversal of the October 9, 2015, backfit imposition. In addition, 
to address the generic nature of the issues described in tlhe enclosed report, we recommend 
that you direct NRR to: 

• verify (e.g., through letter, meeting, or owners group activity) that all pressurized-water 
reactors have resolved this technical issue in a reasonable manner, and 

• re-evaluate the matters discussed in Regulatory Issue Summary 2005-29 and its draft 
Revision 1 through the appropriate generic process to avoid the inappropriate or 
inadvertent imposition of backfits. 
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Furthermore, in the course of its activities, the Panel has developed several insights relevant to 
the backfit process and the use of generic processes to address potential safety issues. The 
Panel plans to share these insights with the CRGR for its use in addressing your June 9, 2016, 
tasking related to implementation of agency backfitting and issue finality guidance. The Panel 
also identified other lessons from its review of the NRC evaluation of the performance of 
pressurizer safety valves for Braidwood, Byron, and other nuclear power plants that are 
identified in the attached report. 

Finally, the Panel would like to recognize the valuable context and insights provided by NRR 
and OGC staff during this effort, and the timely and responsive efforts of RES in providing the 
comprehensive and useful risk analyses requested by the Panel. 

The Panel is available to respond to any questions or provide any other assistance needed. 

Enclosure: As stated 
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1 BACKGROUND 

On June 22, 2016,1 in accordance with NRC Management Directive (MD) 8.4,2 the NRC 
Executive Director for Operations (EDO) established a Backfit Appeal Review Panel (Panel) to 
review the appeal by Exelon Generation Company, LLC (Exelon or the licensee) of the U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff's determination that a backfit is necessary at 
Braidwood Station, Units 1 and 2 (Braidwood) and Byron Station, Units 1 and 2 (Byron), as well 
as the NRC staffs application of the compliance backfit exception provided in Title 10 of the 
Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), Section 50.109, "Backfitting. " 

This backfit determination is documented in an October 9, 2015, letter (referred to as the Backfit 
Letter) .3 The letter describes the NRG staffs review of licensing basis documents for Byron and 
Braidwood. The NRG staff determined that Byron and Braidwood were not in compliance with 
the plant-specific design bases and several NRG regulations : 

• General Design Criterion (GDC) 15, "Reactor coolant system design," in 
10 CFR Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants" 

• GDC 21, "Protection system reliability and testability" 

• GDC 29, "Protection against anticipated operational occurrences" 

• Paragraph (b) of 10 CFR 50.34, "Contents of applications; technical information" 

Specifically, the NRG staff determined that Byron and Braidwood do not comply with provisions 
in American Nuclear Society (ANS) Standard 51.1/N18.2-19734 for ensuring that ANS 
Condition II events5 do not progress to more serious ANS Condition Ill events following water 
discharge6 through certain valves. The NRG staff acknowledged that the NRG staff position 
differed from a previous staff position documented in a May 4, 2001 , safety evaluation (SE) 
supporting a stretch power uprate (referred to as the Uprate SE). 7 However, the NRC staff 
determined that the backfitting was justified under the compliance exception in 1 O CFR 
50.109(a)(4)(i). The licensee was directed to take action to resolve the non-compliance. 

On December 8, 2015, the licensee appealed the NRG staffs decision to the Director of the 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), stating its disagreement with the NRC's conclusion 
that the compliance exception to the backfit rule applies in this case, and that the NRC has 
twice approved the underlying analysis.8 The referenced approvals were an August 26, 2004, 
license amendment associated with pressurizer safety valve (PSV) setpoints9 and the above-

1 NRC 2016e (Author and year citations in footnotes refer to the designation of references in Appendix D 
to this report.) 
2 NRC 2013 
3 NRC 2015b - referred to as the Backfit Letter in the remainder of the report 
4 ANS 1973 
5 Specifically, inadvertent operation of the emergency core cooling system (IOECCS), malfunction of the 
chemical and volume control system (CVCS), and inadvertent opening of a pressurizer safety or relief 
valve. 
6 For consistency in this report, the Panel uses the phrase "water discharge" rather than "water relief' or 
"liquid discharge" (except in direct quotes), as this is the phrase used in the Westinghouse documents 
that raised the issue addressed in this report. 
7 NRC 2001 b - referred to as the Uprate SE in the remainder of the report 
8 Exelon 2015 - referred to as the NRR Appeal in the remainder of the report 
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referenced Uprate SE. In a letter dated May 3, 2016, the NRG responded to the licensee's 
appeal and reaffirmed its decision that the backfit per the compliance exception provisions of 
10 CFR 50.109(a)(4 )(i) is appropriate. 10 

On June 2, 2016, the licensee again appealed the NRG staff's decision , this time to the ED0.11 
The purpose of this report by the Backfit Appeal Review Panel is to provide information and 
recommendations to support the decision of the EDO. 

1.1 Conduct of the Panel's Review 

In order to establish a technically sound, well informed, and legally defensible basis for its 
recommendations, the Backfit Appeal Review Panel undertook a review of the relevant 
documents in this case. This included the licensee and NRG staff letters mentioned above; the 
Uprate SE and Setpoint SE; and a June 16, 2016, letter frnm the Nuclear Energy Institute (NE1)12 
supporting the Exelon backfit appeal. The Panel also reviewed many other related documents, 
which fall into five broad categories: 

• The Backfit Rule (10 CFR 50.109), related court actions, and Commission and staff 
guidance on application of the Backfit Rule 

• Docketed communications for Byron and Braidwood from 1982 to the present, including 
license amendment requests (LARs) by the licensee, NRG-issued license amendments, 
NRG requests for additional information (RAls), licensee responses, meeting 
summaries, NRG SEs, and the licensee's Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
(UFSAR) 

• NRC guidance relevant to the analysis of IOECCS events over the period of 1981 to the 
present, including Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 15.0, Section 15.5.1 - 15.5.2, 
and Section 15.6.1 13 

• Westinghouse Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter (NSAL) 93-013 14 and its Supplement 115, 

as well as docketed communications regarding actions taken by other licensees in 
response to Westingllouse NSAL-93-013 

• The history of NRC and industry activities related to power operated relief valves 
(PORVs), their block valves, and PSVs (including Three Mile Island (TMI) Action Plan 
Items 11 .D.1, 11.D.3,II.G.1, 11.K.3 documented in NUREG-073716, as well as Generic Letter 
89-1017 and its supplements), Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) valve testing , 
and operating experience (NUREG/CR-70371 8) 

9 NRC 2004b - referred to as the Setpoint SE in the remainder of the report 
10 NRC 2016d - referred to as NRR Appeal Decision in the remainder of the report 
11 Exelon 2016 - referred to as EDO Appeal in the remainder of the report 
12 NEI 2016 
13 NRC 1981a, NRC 1981b, NRC 1981c, NRC 2007a, NRC 2007b, and NRC 2007c 
14 Westinghouse 1993 
1s Westinghouse 1994 
16 NRC 1980b- referred to as the TMI Action Plan in the remainder of the report; lessons learned from 
TMI were also presented in NU REG-0585 (NRC 1979) 
17 NRC 1989 
18 NRC 2011 
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In addition to the document review, the Panel had the benefit of meetings with NRR (both the 
Division of Safety Systems and the Division of Engineering), the Office of the General Counsel, 
and the NRC Committee to Review Generic Requirements (CRGR). Both Exelon (Bradley 
Fewell , Senior Vice President of Regulatory Affairs) and NEI (Tony Pietrangelo, Senior Vice 
President and Chief Nuclear Officer) declined offers for a public meeting, but indicated a 
willingness to provide information if the Panel identified the need. The Panel did not identify a 
need for additional information from either Exelon or NEI to complete its review, which is 
summarized below and documented in the attached report. 

At the request of the Panel , the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) conducted risk 
analyses using the NRC's Standardized Plant Analysis Risk model for Byron Unit 1.19 These 
analyses informed the Panel's response to the question from the EDO regarding the risk 
significance of the relevant accident sequences. 

1.2 Proposed Compliance Backfit and Exelon Appeals 

In the Backfit Letter, the NRC staff informed Exelon that it had determined that Byron and 
Braidwood are not in compliance with GDCs 15, 21 , and 29; 10 CFR 50.34(b); and the plant
specific design bases that were expected to demonstrate there will be no progression of 
Category II events to Category Ill events. The NRC staff stated that based on its review of 
Byron and Braidwood UFSAR Sections 15.5.1 , 15.5.2, and 15.6.1 , the UFSAR predicts water 
discharge through a valve that is not "qualified" for water discharge. Therefore , the NRC staff 
concluded that the UFSAR does not contain analyses that demonstrate that the plants ' 
structures, systems, and components (SSCs) will meet the design criteria for ANS Condition II 
faults as stated in Byron and Braidwood UFSAR Section 15.0.1 .2. Based on the SE attached to 
its letter,20 the NRC staff found that the licensee must take action to resolve the non
compl iance. 

The Backfit SE addressed three accident analyses in Chapter 15 of the Byron and Braidwood 
UFSAR: (1) IOECCS; (2) eves malfunction that increases reactor coolant inventory; and (3) 
inadvertent opening of a pressurizer safety or relief valve (IOPORV). The NRC staff noted that 
each ANS Condition II event must be shown to meet the following : 

1. no fuel damage, 

2. no overpressure of the reactor coolant system (RCS) or main steam system, and 

3. no progression into an event of a more serious category without another independent 
fault. 

Regarding an IOECCS, the NRC staff stated in Section 3.1.2.1 of the Backfit SE that use of the 
block valve to isolate a stuck-open PORV was unacceptable. The NRC staff stated that 
Westinghouse recommended this approach in 1993 and that the NRC staff rejected this 
approach in 2005 (RIS 2005-2921 ). 

In Section 3.1.2.4 of the Backfit SE, the NRC staff stated that the Byron and Braidwood 
IOECCS analysis depends on water discharge through the PSVs. The NRC staff faulted the 

19 NRG 2016f 
20 Referred to as the Backfit SE in the remainder of the report. 
21 NRG 2005b 
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licensee for "not appl[ying] the single-failure assumption" and stated that the following 
information was necessary to support water qualification of the PSVs: 

1. In accordance with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel Code (BPV Code), Section Ill , provide the original Overpressure 
Protection Report defining operating conditions and required relief capacities, and 
manufacturer's certification and test results 

2. In accordance with the ASME Code for Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power 
Plants (OM Code), prnvide inservice test history for PSVs, including water and steam 
tests, or provide correlation test for alternative test fluid . 

Regarding a eves malfunction , the NRG staff stated in Section 3.2 of the Backfit SE that the 
licensee had not provided an analysis for the CVCS malfunction that increases reactor coolant 
inventory that demonstrates the plants' ability to meet the requirements of an ANS Condition II 
event. 

Regarding an IOPORV, the NRG staff stated in Section 3.3 of the Backfit SE that the licensee 
had not provided an analysis for the IOPORV that extends long enough into the transient to 
demonstrate the event would not transition from an ANS Condition II event to an ANS Condition 
Ill event. 

In the Backfit SE, the NRC staff referenced Millstone22 and Callaway23 license amendments as 
examples of licensees upgrading PORVs for water discharge; a Beaver Valley extended power 
uprate (EPU) license amendment24 as an example of qualifying PORVs for water discharge; and 
Turkey Point25 and St. Lucie Unit 226 EPU amendments as additional precedent in support of the 
backfit decision. 

In the NRR Appeal, Exelon asserted that the NRG had not justified invoking the compliance 
exception to the backfit rule . Exelon stated that the NRG approved its IOECCS analysis in the 
Uprate SE and Setpoint SE. 

In the NRR Appeal Decision, the NRG staff stated that the previous approvals were inconsistent 
with the Agency's general position on the known and established standard at issue, in this case 
the progression of ANS Condition II events to higher level events. The NRG staff stated that the 
fact that the NRC staff were aware of references to EPRI reports on the ability of these non
water qualified PSVs to reseat in certain circumstances is not sufficient to support the licensee's 
position . 

In the EDO Appeal, Exelon stated that the NRG had misidentified the "known and established 
standard" at issue as the prohibition of ANS Condition II events progressing to ANS Condition Ill 
events. Exelon asserted that the standard in question concerns what is necessary to "qualify" 
valves for water discharge. Exelon contended that this standard is the EPRI testing and 
analysis, and that the NRG has agreed that Byron and Braidwood meet this standard . Exelon 
also contended that the change in NRG staff position on prior approvals is not a mistake of fact, 

22 NRC 1998 
23 NRC 2000 
24 NRC 2006 
25 NRC 2012a 
26 NRC 2012b 
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but rather a new or modified interpretation of compliance with NRC requirements, for which use 
of the compliance exception provided for in the Backfit Rule is not appropriate. 

1.3 Backfit Rule and the Compliance Exception 

Backfitting is defined by 10 CFR 50.109(a) as: 

.. . the modification of or addition to systems, structures, components, or design 
of a facility; or the design approval or manufacturing license for a facility; or the 
procedures or organization required to design, construct or operate a facility; any 
of which may result from a new or amended provision in the Commission's 
regulations or the imposition of a regulatory staff position interpreting the 
Commission's regulations that is either new or different from a previously 
applicable staff position .... 

Unless one of three specified exceptions apply, the NRC may impose a backfit only if it 
performs a backfit analysis in accordance with 10 CFR 50.109(a)(2) and determines in 
accordance with 10 CFR 50.109(a)(3) "that there is a substantial increase in the overall 
protection of the public health and safety or the common defense and security to be derived 
from the backfit and that the direct and indirect costs of implementation for that facility are 
justified in view of this increased protection." 

Section 50.109(a)(4) sets forth the three exceptions to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.109(a)(2) 
and (a)(3). The first exception, the compliance exception, applies if the "modification is 
necessary to bring a facility into compliance with a license or the rules or orders of the 
Commission, or into conformance with written commitments by the licensee." The second and 
third exceptions relate to actions necessary to ensure adequate protection or to actions that 
involve defining or redefining adequate protection. 

The Commission explained its intended application of the compliance exception in the 
Statements of Consideration (SOC) accompanying the 1985 fina l rule amending 
10 CFR 50.109:21 

The compliance exception is intended to address situations in which the licensee 
has failed to meet known and established standards of the Commission because 
of omission or mistake of fact. It should be noted that new or modified 
interpretations of what constitutes compliance would not fall within the exception 
and would require a backfit analysis and application of the standard. 

In the same SOC, the Commission acknowledged that staff interpretations of rules are not 
legally binding, but the Commission also stated that "staff interpretations of broadly stated rules 
are often necessary to give a rule effect and in some instances may be a causal factor in 
initiating a backfit."28 

21 NRC 1985, at 38103 
2a NRC 1985, at 38102. The 1985 backfit rule was vacated by a Federal court on grounds unrelated to the 
compliance backfit exception . See Union of Concerned Scientists v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com'n, 
824 F.2d 108, 119-20 (1987). In 1988, the Commission amended the backfit rule (NRC 1988b) to address 
the court's concerns, but did not change the 1985 ru le's compliance exception provision . Thus, the 
quoted statements from the 1985 rule are the applicable expression of Commission intent regarding 
compliance backfits . 
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By its terms, the compliance exception applies to actions necessary for compliance with rules, 
licenses, and orders, or for conformance with written commitments.29 Also, the Commission 
explicitly acknowledged the importance of staff interpretations of ru les in the regulatory process. 
Thus, the Panel understands the term "known and establ ished standard" to include standards 
established in rules, licenses, orders, and written commitments, and NRC interpretations of 
rules. Some standards may be broad-based, while others may apply only to a limited number of 
plants. As stated in NUREG-1409, "[i]nformal or formal communications to one licensee are not 
official positions to all licensees .. .. Orders, licenses, and written commitments are applicable 
only to a particular licensee." 

The failure to meet a known and established standard is grounds for a compliance backfit if this 
failure is due to "omission or mistake of fact ." Thus, if a licensee obtains NRC approval of an 
alternative to a specific standard set forth in guidance, that standard and guidance could not be 
used to support a compliance backfit unless the NRC's approval of the alternative was based on 
an omission or mistake of fact. "Known and established standards" are to be distinguished from 
"new or modified interpretations of what constitutes compliance," which do not fall within the 
compliance exception. The Panel understands the term "new or modified interpretations" to 
include situations where the NRC has, in effect, "changed its mind" on how to interpret the 
language of a requirement or on how much assurance is necessary to conclude that the 
requirement is met. Levels of assurance might be established in terms such as acceptable 
probabilities or consequences, conservative assumptions, or sufficient margin. 

Additional background information on the Backfit Rule and the compliance exception is provided 
in Appendix A to this report. 

1.4 A Brief History of Pressurizer Valve Issues 

Appendix B to this report provides a summary of the NRC and industry's testing , evaluation, and 
other consideration of PORVs and PSVs since the TMI Unit 2 (TMl-2) accident in 1979. This 
historical review provides context for discussion of valve "qualification" in the Backfit SE. It also 
provides the basis for the Panel's conclusions regarding the "known and established standard" 
for "qualification" in the context of the TMI Action Plan item and subsequent activities, as well as 
how it should be interpreted in the Byron and Braidwood !licensing basis . 

In light of the NRC staff's assertion that the licensee had not applied the "single-failure 
assumption" as noted above, the Panel considered the applicability of the single failure criterion 
to PSVs. The Panel expended considerable effort in searching for an answer to what appears to 
be a simple question: "Are PSVs active components subject to the single failure criterion , or are 
they passive components exempt from it?" NRR staff have taken the position that PSVs have 
consistently been treated as active components. 

In the Panel's evaluation of the treatment of PSV failure potential (Section 3 below), an historical 
perspective is provided. In general, the Panel found that the classification of a component as 
"active" or "passive" depends on its design, application , and function. For example, passive 
components almost always do not need external power; usually do not need an external 
actuator (e.g ., signa1)30; sometimes do not involve any mechanical motion (e.g., movement of a 

29 NUREG-1409 (NRC 1990c) defines written commitments broadly to include the "final safety analysis 
report, licensee event reports, and docketed correspondence, including responses to NRG bulletins, 
generic letters, inspection reports, or notices of violation and confirmatory action letters ." 
3° For example, SEGY-77-439 (NRG 1977) states : "Examples [of passive failures in fluid systems] include 
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valve disc)31; and sometimes do not involve any motion , either fluid or mechanical (e .g ., piping) . 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) TECDOC-1624 states that "[s]afety related terms 
such as passive and inherent safety have been widely used , particularly with respect to 
advanced nuclear plants, generally without definition and sometimes with definitions 
inconsistent with each other." This guidance further defines four level of "passivity" to "to help 
eliminate confusion and misuse of the terms by members of the nuclear community." In addition, 
SECY-05-013832 also acknowledges and discusses inconsistencies in the use and application 
of the term "passive ." 

The introduction to the GDCs and the related footnote define the applicability of the single 
failure criterion in terms of electrical versus fluid systems, and active versus passive 
components. Neither the GDCs nor NRC guidance define which characteristics of passive 
components are necessary to make a component exempt from the single failure criterion. Some 
examples are clear: pipes are passive components and pumps and motor-operated valves that 
operate to perform their safety functions are active components. As discussed in Section 3.6 
below, check valves might be classified as active or passive components depending on specific 
considerations. 

With respect to PSVs, the ASME BPV Code applicable to Byron and Braidwood includes 
requirements for overpressure protection that relate to the single failure criterion through several 
specific design and construction requirements . As a result, the PSVs are conservatively sized 
with sufficient margin to accommodate a single failure although the single failure criterion is 
almost never explicitly discussed or applied in accident analyses. The Byron and Braidwood 
UFSAR states that "adequate overpressurization protection is provided by the three installed 
safety valves." Neither the U FSAR system descriptions nor the safety analyses provide detailed 
discussions of potential PSV failures or their consequences. The principal discussion of 
potential PSV failures in the accident analyses occurs in the evaluation of an inadvertent 
opening of a PSV in UFSAR Section 15.6.1. 

Most relevant for the current issue , the Byron and Braidwood UFSAR analyses of overpressure 
events (e.g., loss of load, loss of feedwater) do not apply the single failure criterion to cause a 
PSV to stick open (i.e ., fail to reseat) when opening on steam flow. In addition, the UFSAR 
Feedwater System Pipe Break analysis (Chapter 15.2.8) does not apply the single failure 
criterion to cause a PSV to stick open either during steam discharge or during water discharge. 
A survey of other Westinghouse-designed plants showed that this treatment of PSV valve 
performance during anticipated operational occurrences (AOOs, similar to ANS Condition II 
events) and postulated accidents (similar to ANS Condition IV events) has been consistent and 
without any identified exceptions.33 

the failure of a simple check valve to move to its correct position when required, the leakage of fluid from 
failed components , such as pipes and valves- particularly through a failed seal at a valve or pump-or 
line blockage. Motor-operated valves which have the source of power locked out are allowed to be 
treated as passive components." 
31 For example, NUREG-1800 (NRC 2001 c) states that "' [p]assive' structures and components, for the 
purpose of the license renewal rule , are those that perform an intended function ... without moving parts 
or without a change in configuration or properties . .. 'passive' may also be interpreted to include 
structures and components that do not display 'a change of state."' 
32 NRC 2005a 
33 Examples include Watts Bar (NRC 1982 and TVA 1983), North Anna (NRC 1976), and AP1000 
(Westinghouse 2011 ). 
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1.5 History of Westinghouse NSAL and Related Activities 

Appendix C to this report provides the Panel's review of tlhe issues identified by Westinghouse 
in NSAL-93-13 and its Supplement 1, how various licensees responded to these issues, and 
how the NRG was involved in reviewing and approving these actions. This review provides the 
basis for the Panel's conclusions related to the approach taken by Byron and Braidwood to 
address these issues in their licensing basis, as well as on the "known and established 
standard" for event escalation from ANS Condition II to ANS Condition Ill, referred to hereafter 
as the "non-escalation position." 

2 SUMMARY OF PANEL FINDINGS 

For the reasons provided in Section 3, the Panel concludes that in 2001 and 2004 and at 
present, the known and established standard of the Commission is that failures of PSVs need 
not be assumed to occur following water discharge if the likelihood is sufficiently small , based 
on well-informed staff engineering judgment. The Panel also concludes that, in preparing the 
Uprate SE and the Setpoint SE, the NRG staff exercised reasonable and well-informed 
engineering judgment when the NRG staff concluded that the PSVs were unlikely to stick open. 
The non-escalation position does not establish specific standards for valve qualification, so the 
non-escalation position, standing alone, provides no basis for rejecting the licensee's reliance 
on EPRI valve testing. Moreover, the Panel finds that no mistake or error occurred in the 
licensee's or previous staff's reliance on the EPRI testing program that included an evaluation of 
water discharge through pressurizer valves.34 Therefore, the Panel also concludes that the 
position on valve qualification in the Backfit SE is a new or modified interpretation of what 
constitutes compliance. 

3 DISCUSSION 

The compliance exception to the Backfit Rule is intended to address failures to meet known and 
established Commission standards because of omission or mistake of fact. New or modified 
interpretations of what constitutes compliance do not fall within the exception . The Panel 
reviewed and evaluated the information referenced in this report to determine if, in 2001 and 
2004, there was a known and established standard of the Commission relating to the potential 
for PSVs to fail following water discharge during IOECCS events. 

In addition, the Panel considered the issue of "known and established standards of the 
Commission" as it relates to "event escalation." In the NRR Appeal Decision, the NRG staff 
stated that the Backfit SE "showed that the approvals at issue for Braidwood and Byron were 
inconsistent with the Agency's general position on the known and established standard at issue, 
in this case the progression of [ANS] Condition II events." The Panel recognizes that the non
escalation position, although not included in NRG regulati1ons, is widely referenced in reactor 
licensing bases as an approach for addressing AOOs and postulated accidents as articulated in 
the GDCs. The non-escalation position is incorporated in Section 15.0.1 .2 of the Byron and 
Braidwood UFSAR as "By definition , these faults (or events) do not propagate to cause a more 
serious fault, i.e., [ANS] Condition Ill or IV events ." 

34 "Pressurizer valves" is used in this report to refer to either PORVs or PSVs when discussing issues 
common to both types of valves. 
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Neither Exelon nor the Panel disputes that the non-escalation position is now, and was in 2001 
and 2004, a part of the licensing basis of both Byron and Braidwood . The Panel supports the 
NRC staffs view that non-escalation (from ANS Condition II to ANS Condition Ill or IV) is a 
known and established standard applicable to Byron and Braidwood. However, the Panel 
agrees with Exelon that the fundamental issue is not the non-escalation position, but the 
appropriate standard for PSV water discharge. In the absence of a PSV failure to reseat, the 
concerns articulated in the backfit related to event classification , event escalation, and 
compliance with 10 CFR 50.34(b) and GDCs 15, 21 , and 29 would no longer be at issue. 

The Panel's evaluation of the treatment of PSV failure potential includes an assessment of 
multiple relevant references, which are discussed chronologically in the sections that follow. 

3.1 General Design Criteria (1971) 

In 1971 , the Atomic Energy Commission published the GDCs, which had been under 
development since 1965.35 The introduction to Appendix A addresses "Single Failure" in the 
section on Definitions and Explanations. The paragraph on single failures includes a footnote 
stating: "The conditions under which a single fai lure of a passive component in a fluid system 
should be considered in designing the system against a single failure are under development" 
(emphasis added). 

3.2 Commission Paper on Single Failure (1977) 

In response to several staff concerns and differing views on the subject of application of the 
single failure criterion , the Acting Director of NRR issued SECY-77-439 "[t]o inform the 
Commission of the present status and future use of the S·ingle Failure Criterion as a tool in the 
reactor safety process."36 In part, that paper addressed the application of the single failure 
criterion to passive components in fluid systems, stating that "[a]pplication of the [single failure] 
concept is complicated by the interrelationships between the various fluid and electrical systems 
and their supporting auxiliaries in a nuclear power plant. Furthermore, there is a need to 
stipulate the events and associated assumptions which must be considered during application 
of the Single Failure Criterion ." 

SECY-77-439 specifically spoke to how "additional passive failures"-that is, failures in addition 
to the initiating event- had been and should be addressed, stating (with emphases added): 

During subsequent years [since the single failure footnote quoted above was 
published] staff assumptions regarding the nature of passive failures which 
should be considered have not been completely consistent and there has been 
some disagreement. However, on the basis of the licensing review experience 
accumulated in the period since 1969, it has been judged in most instances that 
the probability of most types of passive failures in fluid systems is sufficiently 
small that they need not be assumed in addition to the initiating failure in 
application of the Single Failure Criterion to assure safety of a nuclear power 
plant. 

SECY-77-439 provides definitions and examples for distinguishing between active and passive 
failures. Among these examples, SECY-77-439 cites "the failure of a simple check valve to 

35 AEC 1971 
36 NRC 1977 
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move to its correct position when required" as a passive failure. Of the examples cited in SECY-
77-439, the check valve example is most similar from a mechanical perspective to the PSV 
fai lure addressed in the Backfit SE, as explained below in the discussion of SECY-94-084. 

SECY-77-439 also stresses the use of engineering judgment relating to the probability of 
component failure and does not suggest that valve "certification" or "qualification" in accordance 
with ASME standards should be invoked as the basis for such decisions. 

3.3 TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1 (1980) 

As an element of the TMI Action Plan, the NRC staff required licensees to address the capability 
of relief and safety valves to perform their intended functions without failure. Specifically, 
Item II .D .1 states that "[p ]ressurized-water reactor [PWR] and boiling-water reactor [BWR] 
licensees and applicants shall conduct testing to qualify the [RCS] relief and safety valves under 
expected operating conditions for design-basis transients and accidents." With reference to 
planned EPRI testing and other generic industry test programs, NUREG-0737 specified 
provisions for then-operating nuclear power plants and applicants for operating licenses and 
holders of construction permits to address the TMI Action Plan items, including Item II . D.1. 
NUREG-0737 stated, for the performance testing of relief and safety valves for Item II. D.1, that 
"[t]he testing should demonstrate that the valves will open and reclose under the expected flow 
conditions." 

Although limited in scope, the EPRI test results did not identify any generic issues with PSVs or 
PORVs sticking open following water discharge. The NRC staff approvals summarized below 
show that the word "qualify" in this TMI Action Plan item was not intended to refer to ASME 
valve certification or qualification . Instead, "qualify" was used in a less formal sense to refer to a 
reasonable judgment that the valve would open to relieve pressure and then reliably reseat. As 
referenced in NUREG-0737, the EPRI test program was the widely used approach to address 
TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1 at PWR nuclear power plants. The Westinghouse Owners Group 
submitted WCAP-10105 to the NRC in 1982 to demonstrate the acceptability of the EPRI testing 
program for PSVs and PORVs in Westinghouse-designed PWRs.37 

3.4 NRC Closure of TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1 for Byron and Braidwood 
(1988-1990) 

A 1988 letter from the NRC staff to the licensee for Byron found the licensee's reliance on EPRI 
testing of PSVs to be acceptable.38 The 1988 SE states that the test program was designed "[t]o 
reconfirm the integrity of the overpressure protection system and thereby assure that the 
[GDCs] are met." As discussed in Appendix B to this report, the 1988 SE describes the 
evaluation of the PSVs and PORVs for feedwater line break accidents that would include water 
discharge, and determined that the EPRI tests were applicable to the Byron and Braidwood 
PSVs and PORVs. Based on the NRC staff and contractor review, the 1988 SE found that the 
performance of the PSVs and PORVs was acceptable based on the EPRI tests . 

For the specific extended high pressure injection event, the 1988 SE states that water discharge 
through the PSVs and PORVs could be disregarded because of the long time available for 
operator action . However, the SE addressed water discharge through the PSVs and PORVs as 
part of the feedwater line break evaluation. 

37 WOG 1982 
38 NRC 1988c, referred to as the 1988 SE 
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In the cover letter for the 1988 SE, the NRC staff states that the licensee should develop and 
adopt plant procedures to inspect the pressurizer valves after each lift involving loop seal or 
water discharge. The 1988 SE contains no reference to or suggestion of a need for certification 
of these valves in accordance with the ASME BPV Code for water discharge capability. In 1990, 
the use of the EPRI test program was also found similarly acceptable for Braidwood.39 

3.5 Westinghouse NSAL-93-013 and Supplement 1 (1993-1994) 

In 1993, Westinghouse sent NSAL-93-013 to operating nuclear power plants in response to its 
discovery that potentially non-conservative assumptions had been used in the licensing analysis 
of the IOECCS event. Westinghouse recommended that !licensees determine if their pressurizer 
safety rel ief valves (PSRVs)40 "are capable of closing following discharge of subcooled water." 
Westinghouse noted that the PSRVs might have been designed or "qualified" to relieve 
subcooled water. Westinghouse also noted that "licensees may have qualified these valves in 
compl iance to NUREG-0737, Item 11.D.1 ." If the PSRVs were not designed or qualified for 
subcooled water discharge, Westinghouse recommended that licensees reevaluate the 
IOECCS event with three possible options of (1) reducing emergency core cooling system 
(ECCS) flow used in the safety analysis , (2) using a less restrictive operator response time, or 
(3) crediting the use of one or more PORVs to help mitigate the accident. 

In Supplement 1 to NSAL-93-013, Westinghouse alerted !licensees to potential reduced time for 
operator action if a positive displacement pump (a typical part of the CVCS) were in service, and 
to the need to qualify the PS RVs and the piping downstream of the PSRVs and PORVs if water 
discharge from the pressurizer is predicted . 

Some licensees submitted license amendments that involved improvements to the PORVs and 
their circuitry to avoid water discharge through the PSVs (e.g., Salem41, Millstone42, Callaway43 , 

and Diablo Canyon44 ) . The NRC staff review and approval of those proposed improvements 
relied on engineering judgment relative to the various test information and PORV circuitry 
upgrades described by individual licensees. The licensee for Byron and Braidwood submitted an 
LAR for similar PORV improvements,45 but that request was later withdrawn .46 

As indicated below, the Panel 's sampling review found two plants, in addition to Byron and 
Braidwood, that chose to address this issue by crediting the capability of PSVs to relieve water, 
based on the EPRI testing performed in response to TMI Action Plan Item 11 .D.1 . 

3.6 Commission Paper on Passive Plant Designs (1994) 

In 1994, in preparation for the design certification reviews of passive reactor designs (e.g., the 
Westinghouse Advanced Passive 1000 (AP1000) and the General Electric Economic Simplified 

39 NRC 1990a 
40 Westinghouse used the term PSRVs. The specific valves for Byron and Braidwood should be 
designated as "safety valves" or "pressurizer safety valves" as they are by the manufacturer, in the ASME 
BPV Code, and by the licensee. This difference in terminology is not significant to any of the find ings or 
conclusions in this report. 
41 NRC 1997 
42 NRC 1998 
43 NRC 2000 
44 NRC 2004a 
45 ComEd 1998 
46 ComEd 1999 
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Boiling-Water Reactor (ESBWR)), the NRC staff presented nine issues to the Commission for 
policy decisions.47 Although PSV categorization and performance requirements were not 
explicitly addressed, the paper does include an issue on "Definition of Passive Failure" and an 
extensive discussion on whether check valves are passive or active components and how they 
should be addressed in current plants and future passive designs. 

SECY-94-084 recognizes the GDCs and SECY-77-439 as establishing long-standing 
requirements and guidance in this area. The paper acknowledges that the industry (including 
EPRI documents and ANSI/ANS 58.948) have been inconsistent with respect to check valve 
failures, sometimes considering them as "active failures" and sometimes as "passive failures. " In 
SECY-77-439, however, the NRC staff stated that the failure of a simple check valve to move to 
its correct position when required was a "passive failu re." In addition, SECY-94-084 states that 
"[i]n licensing reviews, however, only on a long-term basis [e.g., long-term recircu lation cooling 
following a loss of coolant accident (LOCA)] does the NRC staff consider passive failures in fluid 
systems as potential accident initiators in addition to initiating events." The paper also states 
that "[~or current plants, the NRC staff normally treats check valves, except for those in 
containment isolation systems, as passive devices during transients or design-basis accidents." 

Furthermore, SECY-94-084 states that "[r]edefining check valves as active components, subject 
to consideration for single active failures would cause these valves to be evaluated in a more 
stringent manner than that used in previous licensing reviews" (emphasis added). The NRC 
staff then recommended (and the Commission agreed49 ) that the NRC staff should "maintain the 
current licensing practice for passive component failures on the passive [advanced light water 
reactor] AL WR designs, and to redefine check valves, except for those whose proper function 
can be demonstrated and documented, in the passive safety systems as active components 
subject to sing le failure consideration." Therefore, the NRC's position on check valves was 
changed only for passive AL WR designs going forward. 

The Panel considers the opening function of check valves and PSVs to be simi lar in that they 
both open through the motion of the valve disk under differential pressure with no external 
signal or motive power. The Panel also recognizes that the ambiguity with respect to "passive" 
versus "active" component definitions and nomenclature exists for safety valves. In addition, the 
passive or active classification of check valves or safety valves may differ based on design 
considerations, inservice testing , or accident analyses. For example, the PSVs and PORVs as 
wel l as numerous check valves are classified as active components in the Byron and Braidwood 
inservice testing programs. However, for purposes of applying the single failure criterion in the 
GDC context, the Panel concludes that it is appropriate to consider the potential failure of a PSV 
following water discharge as a passive failure, consistent with the treatment of check valve 
failures for the operating fleet. 

3.7 Draft Standard Review Plan Revision (1996) 

The 1996 draft revision to SRP Section 15.5.1 - 15.5.2 on IOECCS and eves malfunctions 
includes extensive updates to the 1981 revision, but neither version includes any discussion, 
criteria, or guidance on applying ASME Code requirements to PSVs or on applying the single 
failure criterion or any other failure assumption to PSVs. 50 

41 NRC 1994a 
48 ANS 1981 
49 NRC 1994b 
50 NRC 1996 
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3.8 Power Uprate Reviews and License Amendments (2001-2006) 

As part of the 2001 power uprate review for Byron and Braidwood, the NRG staff approved the 
analysis of an IOECCS (U FSAR Section 15.5.1) that included pressurizer filling , PSV water 
discharge, ECCS termination , and PSV closure. In the Backfit SE, the NRG staff indicates that 
the 2001 license amendment was predicated on the NRC's mistaken (unsubstantiated) belief 
that the valves were ASME-qualified (certified) . However, a review of the SE and associated 
RAls shows that, in 2001 , the NRG staff was well aware of the nature of the EPRI testing that 
the licensee relied on . The Panel did not find any evidence that the licensee claimed or the NRG 
staff believed that the valves were "qualified" in an ASME certification sense; rather, the record 
shows thorough consideration of the testing conducted on valves of the type installed at the 
plant and a technical judgment that this testing provided appropriate qualification. 

The Panel's conclusion was confirmed via discussions with the individual who was the 
responsible Section Chief in the Reactor Systems Branch at the time. He informed the Panel 
that the 2001 license amendment was based on the exercise of staff engineering judgment and 
there was no discussion of ASME certification or qualification of valves. In addition, the Panel 
found that the NRG approved power uprates for other nuclear power plants that included staff 
evaluation of water discharge through PORVs or PSVs based on test information provided by 
individual licensees. For example, in 2001 , the NRG granted a power uprate for Shearon Harris 
that included the operability of PORVs and PSVs during the discharge of subcooled water, 
referencing TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1.51 As noted above, in 2006, the NRG also granted a 
power uprate for Beaver Valley. The SE for this Beaver Valley amendment referred to 
RIS 2005-29 and found reasonable assurance that the PSVs would adequately discharge water 
and reseat following a spurious safety injection actuation, based on the EPRI test data from 
1981 and an evaluation of the temperature of the liquid being discharged. 

During the NRG evaluations of license amendments since the TMl-2 accident, the NRC staff 
has specified in some SEs that a PORV or PSV would be assumed to stick open if it was not 
qualified for liquid service. To address this concern , the NRG staff reviewed and accepted a 
variety of test information (including EPRI, Wyle, and vendor testing) submitted by individual 
licensees to demonstrate the capability of PORVs or PSVs to reseat following water discharge. 
In the sample of SEs it reviewed, the Panel did not find a specific requirement for the PORVs or 
PSVs to be certified under the ASME BPV Code as capable of passing water and reclosing. 

In 2004, the NRG issued license amendments for Byron and Braidwood granting an adjustment 
to the PSV setpoints. In an RAI, the NRG staff requested that the licensee perform a 
quantitative analysis regarding the number of opening cycles during which the PSV would be 
expected to pass water and the temperature of the water being discharged. In the Setpoint SE, 
the NRG staff concluded that the analysis was acceptable for assuring that the PSVs would 
remain operable following a spurious safety injection event. 

51 NRC 2001d 
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3.9 RIS 2005-29 (2005) 

In 2005, the NRG staff issued RIS 2005-29 "to notify licensees of a concern identified during 
recent reviews of power uprate [LARs] ." The RIS addressed the manner in which some 
licensees acted in response to NSAL-93-013. The RIS was issued at the division level in NRR 
and does not include a record of office-level concurrence. The RIS was not reviewed by CRGR. 
Although no documentation was readily available regarding the CRGR's decision not to review, 
it appears that the lack of a CRGR review stemmed from the assertions in the RIS such as 
these: 

• "This RIS requires no action or written response and, therefore, is not a backfit under 1 O 
CFR 50.109. Consequently, the NRG staff did not perform a backfit analysis." 

• "This RIS is informational and pertains to a NRG staff position that does not depart from 
current regulatory requirements and practice." 

A key statement in RIS 2005-29 is the following (with emphasis added): 

The NRG staff's position is noted in the power uprate review standard, as follows: 
"For the [IOECCS] and [CVCS] malfunctions that increase reactor coolant 
inventory events: (a) non-safety-grade pressure-operated relief valves should not 
be credited for event mitigation and (b) pressurizer level should not be allowed to 
reach a pressurizer water-solid condition.". 

However, the cited review standard (RS-001 ), which is explicitly limited to EPUs, states that 
"[t]he staff does not intend to impose the criteria and/or guidance in this review standard on 
plants whose design bases do not include these criteria and/or guidance. No backfitting is 
intended or approved in connection with the issuance of this review standard ."52 

This intent of RS-001 to define and clarify the scope of EPU reviews, but not impose new 
requirements or new interpretations of requirements, was confirmed by the Panel in discussions 
with the manager responsible for developing and issuing RS-001 . Therefore, contrary to the RIS 
statement, neither RS-001 nor RIS 2005-29 documented "known and established standards of 
the Commission" applicable to Byron and Braidwood. 

The Panel also notes that neither RIS 2005-29 nor its draft Revision 1,53 which is currently 
under development, discuss water discharge certification requirements in accordance with the 
ASME BPV Code. In fact, as stated above, the NRG issued a 2006 power uprate amendment 
for Beaver Valley in which the SE cited RIS 2005-29 and yet relied on the EPRI testing data to 
address the concern . 

3.10 SECY-05-0138 (2005) 

SECY-05-0138 presents a comprehensive history of the application of the single failure 
criterion , including extensive discussion of the treatment of passive components in fluid 
systems.54 The paper enclosed a July 2005 draft of a technical report on the single failure 
criterion. Section 4.2.2 of this report acknowledges that "[o]ne particular issue identified in this 

52 NRG 2003 
53 NRG 2015a 
54 NRG 2005a 
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project is the continued existence of the footnote to the definition of single failure in 10 CFR 
[Part] 50 Appendix A stating that the regulatory position on considering passive failures in fluid 
systems is under development." In Section 2.5.3, the draft report quotes from SECY-77-439 
(discussed above) and recognizes that in current practice, as in 1977, "[p]assive failures in fluid 
systems are generally excluded from single-failure assessments." 

SECY-05-0138 and the accompanying draft report present three alternatives for using a risk
informed and performance-based approach to address the single failure issue. The draft report 
clarifies that all of the alternatives "could include developing a position on single passive failures 
in fluid systems to replace the footnote now in 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix A definitions." 

These documents make it clear that, with few exceptions, neither the NRC staff nor the 
Commission has established specific requirements relating to the treatment of passive 
component failures in fluid systems. The Panel bel1ieves the existence of this Commission 
paper, contemporaneous with discussions on potential PSV failures (e.g. , RIS 2005-29), makes 
it clear that no specific "known and established standards" on PSV failures had been developed 
between 1977 and the time of the Byron and Braidwood license amendments in 2001 and 2004. 

3.11 Standard Review Plan Revision (2007) 

Revision 2 to SRP Section 15.5.1 states that "[t]he pressurizer safety valves, too, may be 
assumed to reseat properly after having relieved water; but only if such valves have been 
qualified for water relief." However, this section does not reference ASME BPV Code 
requirements for safety valve certification. 

3.12 Backfit Letter and Subsequent Appeals (2015-2016) 

The Backfit SE is predicated on the following positions: 

• "water relief through a valve that is not qualified for water relief will cause that valve to 
stick in its fully open position" (emphasis added) 

• "the licensee ... has not applied the single-failure assumption" (emphasis added) 

• "nor have they provided ASME water qualification documentation for the PSVs ... the 
ASME ... original Overpressure Protection Report ... inservice test history ... including 
both water and steam tests" (emphasis added) 

The Backfit SE argues that an IOECCS would escalate to a more severe event. Such an 
escalation would be contrary to the Byron and Braidwood licensing basis (i.e., contrary to the 
ANS non-escalation position) and could be in non-compliance with the GDCs (as included in the 
Byron and Braidwood licensing basis) since an IOECCS with a stuck-open valve had not been 
analyzed and shown to meet the appropriate criteria for an AOO. 
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Based on its review of all the relevant documents and discussions with the individuals (staff and 
managers) involved in the original review and the backfit, the Panel has developed an 
understanding of the regulatory requirements and practices, the potential safety issues, and 
backfit rule obligations. The Panel has determined that the numerous, complex, and detailed 
regulatory and technical issues all depend on the answers to two critical questions on valve 
performance: 

• Must the PSVs in question be assumed to fail given liquid water discharge because of 
the lack of ASME certification for water discharge? 

• Must the PSVs be assumed to fail in accordance with the GDC "single failure" 
requirements? 

In the Backfit SE, the NRC staff indicates that "[o]ne assumption that is particularly important to 
the non-escalation criteria is that water relief through a valve that is not qualified for water relief 
will cause that valve to stick in its fully open position" (emphasis added). The Panel concludes 
that this issue-the treatment of potential valve failure-is not only "particularly important," it is 
the critical issue upon which the compliance backfit hinges. 

Based on the historical evidence, the Panel concludes that there is not now, nor has there been, 
a known and established Commission standard (1) that PSVs must be assumed to fail following 
water discharge in the absence of ASME certification for water discharge, or (2) that PSVs must 
be assumed to fail as part of single failure criterion analysis. The NRC staffs determination that 
ASME certification is necessary first appears in the Backfit SE. The determination that 
application of the single failure criterion is necessary first appears in the draft Revision 1 to RIS 
2005-29. The Panel has not identified these positions being stated in any final NRC guidance 
document. 

The Panel also concludes that in 2001 and 2004 and at present, the known and establ ished 
standard of the Commission is that failures of PSVs need not be assumed to occur following 
water discharge if the likelihood is sufficiently smalll, based on well-informed staff engineering 
judgment. In preparing the Uprate SE and the Setpoint SE, the NRC staff exercised reasonable 
and well-informed engineering judgment when the NRC staff concluded that the PSVs were 
unlikely to stick open. The NRC staff reviewers involved in the 2001 power uprate review were 
among the most experienced and senior reviewers in thei1r areas of expertise. The NRC staff 
valve expert involved in the review was the agency's most knowledgeable individual on PSVs 
and the relevant ASME Code requirements, and was a nationally recognized expert. The Panel 
did not find any evidence that the NRC staffs issuance of the 2001 or 2004 license 
amendments was based on an omission or mistake of fact. Rather, the current NRC staff 
positions on valve qualification in the Backfit SE are new or modified interpretations of 
compliance. 

In interactions with the Panel, NRR staff emphasized several issues raised in the Backfit Letter. 
The Panel summarizes its consideration of those issues in the following subsections. 

3.12.1 Non-Escalation Position and Valve Failure 

In the Backfit SE, the NRC staff discussed the definition of event conditions in ANS-51 .1/N18.2-
1973 and the provision in this standard that events of one condition do not propagate to cause a 
more serious fault (non-escalation position). In interactions with the Panel, NRR staff provided 
several clarifications on this topic, summarized by the Panel as follows: 
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• ANS-51.1/N 18.2-1973 defines the categories of design basis transients and accidents 
based on an anticipated frequency of occurrence (annually for ANS Condition 11 events). 

• It is a long-standing NRC position that escalation from one condition to another is not 
acceptable. 

• ANS-51.1/N18.2-1973 constitutes a known and established standard that has been 
reflected in NRC guidance documents and in the licensing basis of each U.S. nuclear 
power plant. 

The Panel confirmed that this ANS standard is referenced in several places in Chapter 15 of the 
Byron and Braidwood UFSAR. The Panel agrees that the non-escalation position is an 
established standard applicable to Byron and Braidwood, but did not identify historical evidence 
that implementation of this standard requires Exelon to assume that its pressurizer valves will 
fail open under water discharge conditions, to appi,y the s1ingle failure criterion to PSV failure in 
these circumstances, or to impose ASME Code requirements for certification, qualification, or 
testing of PSVs for water discharge. 

3.12.2 Non-Escalation Position and Return to Service 

In the Backfit SE, the NRC staff makes reference to the time it would take to clean up a 
contaminated containment following a stuck-open pressurizer valve. In interactions with the 
Panel, NRR staff re-emphasized concerns that extended steam and water discharge through 
the pressurizer valves would result in the failure of the pressurizer relief tank rupture disk, would 
require repair of the damaged PSVs, and might cause an extended time period for the return to 
service of the nuclear power plant. 

The Panel does not consider the time period necessary for the licensee to perform radioactive 
clean-up activities in the containment building, to inspect and conduct any necessary repairs to 
the PSVs, or to prepare for plant startup, to constitute issues that support a compliance backfit 
imposed by the NRC. The NRC staff and inspectorrs would verify that these activities are 
conducted appropriately to protect the public health and safety prior to plant restart. The 
Backfit SE states that UFSAR Section 15.5.1.3 "implie[s]" that the plant will return to operation in 
a "short period ," but the Panel sees no support for a timing requirement in UFSAR Section 
15.5.1.3. Also, the Panel has not identified a regulatory interest in limiting the time needed for 
the plant to return to operation. 

3.12.3 TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1 and EPRI Testing 

Although the Backfit Letter and NRR Appeal Decision do not speak explicitly to TMI Action Plan 
Item 11.0.1, in interactions with the Panel, NRR staff stated that the known and established 
standard in question is the TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.I standard for licensees and applicants to 
conduct testing to qualify the RCS relief and safety valves under expected operating conditions 
for design-basis transients and accidents. As discussed above and in Appendix B to this report, 
the NRC accepted the EPRI testing to satisfy TMI Action Plan Item 11.0.1 for Byron and 
Braidwood in SEs forwarded by letters in 1988 and 1990. Therefore, the Panel considers this 
known and established standard referenced by the NRC staff to have been met for Byron and 
Braidwood. 

In interactions with the Panel, the NRR staff further stated that an omission or mistake of fact 
occurred when the licensee failed to acknowledge that the EPRI testing program did not 
evaluate water discharge from the pressurizer valves during extended high pressure safety 
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injection for Byron and Braidwood . As discussed in Appendix B to this report, in the 1988 and 
1990 SEs on the Byron and Braidwood response to TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1, the NRC staff 
evaluated the capability of the PSVs and PORVs during feedwater line break accidents, 
including water discharge. In these SEs, the NRC staff found that the performance of the PSVs 
and PORVs with water discharge was acceptable based on the EPRI tests. Therefore, the 
Panel does not agree that the licensee's reference to the EPRI testing program was an 
omission or mistake of fact. 

3.12.4 ASME Code Certification 

In the Backfit SE, the NRC staff stated that certain ASME Code information would be necessary 
to support water qualification of the PSVs. In interactions with the Panel , NRR staff stated that, 
to satisfy the standard for water discharge capability of pressurizer valves, it would be 
necessary to conduct flow capacity certification in accordance with the ASME BPV Code and 
inservice testing throughout the service life in accordance with the ASME OM Code. The NRR 
staff referenced certa in licensing actions in which water discharge was not considered 
acceptable, or different actions were required.55 

As discussed in Appendix C to this report, the NRC staff required additional actions for some 
licensees to support reliance on the PORVs for water discharge and to avoid water discharge 
through the PSVs. The Panel found , however, that the NRC staff also allowed some licensees 
to rely only on EPRI testing without significant additional activities. The Panel did not identify 
instances where the NRC staff imposed certification by the ASME BPV Code and testing in 
accordance with the OM Code, or required alternatives to the ASME BPV or OM Codes, in the 
examples of NRC staff review of water discharge capability for pressurizer valves. 

In interactions with the Panel , the NRR staff also identified specific ASME Code provisions that 
it viewed as supporting the position that ASME Code requirements apply to qualification of 
pressurizer valves for water discharge. The NRR staff, however, did not provide evidence that 
these provisions have consistently been interpreted as the NRC staff is now interpreting them. 
Given the NRC's treatment of TMI Action Plan Item 11.0.1 and the NRC staff's historical 
licensing practice, the Panel concludes that the NRR staff's current application of the ASME 
Code is not supported by the historical record. 

3.12.5 Conduct of 2001 and 2004 Reviews 

In light of the wide range of NRC staff positions during the review of pressurizer valve capability 
since the TMl-2 accident, the Panel agrees that, in the course of preparing the 2001 Uprate SE 
or Setpoint SE, the NRC staff could have considered the need for the licensee for Byron and 
Braidwood to improve the reliability of the PSVs or PORVs for water discharge or to avoid water 
discharge through the PSVs by PORV improvements. The NRC staff may have been able to 
justify additional actions, but they determined that it was not necessary. Instead, the NRC staff 
reviewers in 2001 used their expert engineering judgement to determine that it was not 
necessary to assume that the PSVs or PORVs would stick open with water discharge, based on 
EPRI test information , licensee supplemental information, and their own technical experience. 

In discussions with the Panel , NRR staff raised a concern that the Setpoint SE does not 
document a re-review of the qualification of the PSVs and noted that if the Uprate SE had not 
found water discharge through the PSVs to be acceptable, it is unlikely that the NRC staff would 

55 Salem (NRC 1997), Millstone (NRC 1998), and Callaway (NRC 2000) 
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have approved this 2004 amendment. In Appendix C to this report, the Panel summarizes the 
discussion in the Setpoint SE of the PSV water discharge capability. The Panel recognizes that 
a staff review may rely on a previous more extensive review to determine the acceptability of a 
similar request. The Panel does not consider the review approach used in 2004 to cha llenge the 
adequacy of the 2001 review. 

4 RESPONSE TO THE EDO QUESTIONS 

In establishing the Panel, the EDO asked the Panel to answer five specific questions, as well as 
evaluating the overall appropriateness of the backfit. The answers to these questions are 
provided below. 

4.1 Were the approvals based on a mistake? If so, what was the mistake and 
what are the implications for Byron and Braidwood? 

In responding the question, the Panel has considernd the differing views of the NRR staff and 
the licensee on this issue. Those positions are summarized below: 

• In the NRR Appeal Decision, the NRC staff claims that "[t]he NRC erred in approving a 
sequence of events that allowed the [IOEGCS], [CVCS] malfunction, and inadvertent 
opening of a pressurizer safety or relief valve analyses in the 2001 and 2004 [SEs]" and 
"the NRG staff understood the PSVs to be qualified for water relief when, in fact, they 
were not." 

• Exelon claims in the NRR Backfit Appeal that "the compliance exception requires more 
than simply asserting that the prior staff approvals were wrong-the NRC must 
demonstrate that the prior approvals were erroneous because of an omission or mistake 
of fact at the time of the approval. The NRG has not made that case here." 

The Panel concludes that, in 2001 and 2004, the NRG staff did not misunderstand the 
qualification status of the PS Vs and that it was not a mistake to undertake a review of or make a 
technically based safety finding on the likely successful performance of the valves. In the 
Panel's opinion, the actions of the Reactor Systems Branch in 2001 to reach out to the Division 
of Engineering's Mechanical Engineering Branch for expert technical review assistance was 
both appropriate and commendable. The NRC staff reviewers involved in the 2001 power uprate 
review were among the most experienced and senior reviewers in their areas of expertise. The 
valve expert involved in the review was the NRC's most knowledgeable individual on PSVs and 
the relevant ASME Code requirements, and was a nationally recognized expert. The Panel 
cannot agree that the NRC staff was misinformed, ill-informed, or in error, or that it made 
incorrect or inappropriate decisions. 

4.2 What is the known and established standard for water qualification of PSVs? 

The Panel concludes that in 2001 and 2004 and at present, the known and established standard 
of the Commission is that the failures of PSVs need not be assumed to occur following water 
discharge if the likelihood is sufficiently small, based on well-informed staff engineering 
judgment. No more detailed or prescriptive standard has been promulgated by the Commission. 
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4.3 What is the known and established standard 1for progression of postulated 
events between categories of severity? 

For Byron and Braidwood, the standard for progression of postulated events between 
categories of severity is set forth in the UFSAR as described above. The Panel supports the 
NRG staffs view that non-escalation (from ANS Condition II to ANS Condition Ill or JV) is a 
known and established standard applicable to Byron and Brnidwood. This issue of event 
escalation is also a focus of RIS 2005·29 and the draft Revision 1 to RIS 2005-29 that was 
issued for public comment in 2015. The Panel concludes that the IOECCS (an AOO per the 
GDC definition and an ANS Condition 11 event) would escalate to a more severe event if a PSV 
were to stick open, or if both a PORV stuck open and its block valve failed to close. Such an 
escalation would be contrary to the Byron and Braidwood licensing basis (i.e., contrary to the 
ANS non-escalation position) and could be in non-compliance with the GDC (as included in the 
Byron and Braidwood licensing basis), since an IOECCS with a stuck-open valve had not been 
analyzed and shown to meet to appropriate criteria for an A.00. However, this event 
progression standard does not establish specific standards for valve qualification to determine 
whether a valve would stick open and cause this escalation . Therefore1 it is not the basis for a 
compliance backfit given the current set of facts. 

4.4 Does the current licensing basis for Byron and Braidwood comply with the 
applicable regulations? Is it adequate to provide protection to public health 
and safety? 

The Panel concludes that Byron and Braidwood do campily with the applicable regulations 
based on the UFSAR analyses, which the NRC staff found acceptable through a reasonable 
and technically sound evaluation using appropriate Commission safety standards, 

4.5 Given that Exelon suggests that the NRC pursue a cost-justified substantial 
safety enhancement backfit, what is the contribution to overall plant risk of 
the current configuration at Byron and Braidwood? 

The Panel requested RES to provide information and insights on the risk significance of the
sequence at issue, to assure that the Panel's judgments were being made with a full 
understanding of their significance, and to assist in responding to the EDO question. 

The RES study suggests that the most significant IOECCS sequence, assuming that fill 
pressurizer overfill events lead to a small LOCA, contributes approximately 1 percent of the total 
internal event core damage frequency (CDF). In its report, l~ES estimated a maximum benefit 
(CDF reduction) from a "perfect backfit" (i.e., always preventing pressurizer overfill) of 
1.SE-07 per year. If the PSVs are not assumed to always fail following water discharge 
(consistent with the NRC staff expert judgment in 2001) or a smaller improvement than a 
"perfect backfit" were considered, the risk-reduction benefit of implementing the backfit would be 
even smaller. 

The Panel is aware of and sensitive to two important issue~; related to this question. First, NRR1 

not the appeal Panel, is responsible for any decisions on alternative application of the backfit 
rule to this issue (through the other categories of adequate protection or cost-justified 
substantial safety enhancement). Second, the Panel does not wish to imply that ''the 
contribution to plant risk" should be seen as the only measure of enhanced safety. The issues of 
event classification and the non-escalation of events are essentially defense-fn-depth concepts. 
Defense in depth has a recognized role and value In the reoulatory process. The Panel is also 
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aware that not every defense-in-depth feature has the same safety significance, and that the 
estimated risk significance (measured in core damage frequency) is very relevant. 

Within the context described above, the Panel concludes that the contribution to overall plant 
risk is very small. 

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The compliance exception to the Backfit Rule is intended to address failures to meet known and 
established Commission standards because of omission or mistake of fact. New or modified 
interpretations of what constitutes compliance do not fall within the exception. Therefore, to 
address the appeal of the proposed compliance backfit, the Panel focused on determining if this 
case is most appropriately characterized as one in which the licensee "failed to meet known and 
established standards of the Commission because of omi1ssion or mistake of fact," or rather as a 
case of a "new or modified interpretations of what constitutes compliance. " 

The NRC staffs compliance backfit argument depends on two separate determinations: 

1. the assumed failure of PSVs to reclose after passing water, and 

2. the necessity of preventing "event escalation" (i.e. , the position that "an incident of 
moderate frequency should not generate a more serious plant condition without other 
faults occurring independently"). 

For the NRC staffs compliance backfit conclusion to be valid , both of these determinations must 
meet the above compliance backfit standard by involving failure to meet known and established 
standards of the Commission. 

In the first of these determinations, the NRC staff's compliance backfit is based on the 
assumption in the Backfit SE that the PSV fails to reclose given the absence of "ASME water 
qualification documentation." As indicated in the Backfit SE, the Uprate SE involved a technical 
evaluation of safety valve capability and likely performance under water-discharge conditions 
rather than a simple assumption of a failure. The NRR Appeal Decision indicates that "the 2001 
and 2004 approvals occurred because the NRC staff understood the PSVs to be qualified for 
water relief when, in fact, they were not." 

The Panel carefully considered these views and has reviewed the relevant documents including 
the licensee's responses to the NRC staffs RAls,56 the technical branch's SE input,57 and the 
Uprate SE. The Panel did not find any evidence that the licensee had claimed or the NRC staff 
had believed that the valves were "qualified" in an ASME certification sense; rather, the record 
shows thorough consideration of the testing conducted on valves of the type installed at the 
plant and a technical judgment that this testing provided appropriate qualification. 

On the basis of its review, the Panel concluded that the NRC staff who prepared the Uprate SE 
did not misunderstand the qualification status of the PSVs and that it was not a mistake to 
undertake a review of or make a technically based safety finding on the likely successful 
performance of the valves. In the Panel 's opinion, the actions of the Reactor Systems Branch in 
2001 to reach out to the Division of Engineering 's Mechanical Engineering Branch for expert 

56 ComEd 2000b, Exelon 2001 
57 NRC 2001a 
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technical review assistance was both appropriate and commendable. The NRC staff reviewers 
involved in the 2001 power uprate review were among the most experienced and senior 
reviewers in their areas of expertise. The NRC staff valve expert involved in the review was the 
agency's most knowledgeable individual on PSVs and the relevant ASME Code requirements, 
and was a nationally recognized expert. The Panel disagreed that the NRC staff was 
misinformed, ill-informed, or in error, or that it made incorrect or inappropriate decisions. 

The Panel concluded that three related technical and regulatory positions related to the PSVs 
(separate from the issue of the non-escalation position) underpin the backfit: 

1. ASME water qualification (certification) documentation is required if a valve is to be 
assumed to reclose after passing water. 

2. Water discharge through a steam-qualified valve will cause that valve to stick in its fully 
open position. 

3. PSVs are subject to a single-failure assumption. 

None of these positions were "known and established standards of the Commission" in 2001 or 
2004 for determining when it was appropriate to assume a failure of PSVs to reseat. In fact, they 
were not "known and established standards of the Commission" in 2005 (when RIS 2005-29 
was issued) or 2006 (when the Beaver Valley EPU was approved) or 2007 (when Revision 2 to 
SRP Section 15.1.1 - 15.1.2 was issued}. 

Moreover, these positions do not appear to be "established standards of the Commission" at 
present. The 2007 version of SRP Section 15.1.1 - 15.1.2 allows credit for PORVs and PSVs if 
they have been "qualified for water relief." The NRC staff's determination that ASME certification 
is necessary first appears in the Backfit SE and is not addressed in any NRC guidance 
document. The determination that application of the single failure criterion is necessary first 
appears in the draft Revision 1 to RIS 2005-29 and is not included in any NRC guidance 
document. 

The Panel concluded that the standard in place in 2001 and 2004 and at present is simply that 
the failures of PSVs need not be assumed to occur following water discharge if the likelihood is 
sufficiently small, based on well-informed staff engineering judgment. In earlier documents 
addressing this topic, beginning with NUREG-0737, the use of the word "qualified" or 
"qualification" implies a general demonstration of capability, such as in the EPRI testing done in 
response to TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1. In light of this standard, the Panel concluded that, 
when preparing the Uprate SE and the Setpoint SE, the NRC staff exercised reasonable and 
well-informed engineering judgment to conclude that the PSVs were unlikely to stick open. 

Overall , the Panel concluded that the NRC staff's position on valve qualification in the 
Backfit SE is a new or modified interpretation of what constitutes compliance in addressing 
potential PSV failures following water discharge. Although this new staff position represents a 
well-intentioned and conservative approach that could provide additional safety margin, it does 
not provide a basis for a compliance backfit. 

Finally, in the absence of a PSV failure to reseat, the Panel concluded that the concerns 
articulated by the NRC staff in the Backfit SE related to event classification, event escalation, 
and compliance with 10 CFR 50.34(b) and GDCs 15, 21, and 29 are no longer at issue. 

The Panel's findings, therefore, support the Exelon backfit appeal. 
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6 ADDITIONAL PANEL THOUGHTS 

In addition to the specific finding relating to the backfit appeal, the Panel believes it is important 
to acknowledge, and for the NRC staff and licensees to appreciate, that water discharge 
through a PSV not specifically designed for such service is undesirable and should be 
minimized or avoided as a matter of conservative engineering and prudent operations. This is 
reinforced by the information provided in NSAL-93-013 and its Supplement 1, and the actions by 
various licensees in response to these documents, as well as the limited scope of the EPRI 
testing conducted over 30 years ago. 

Operator training, control room procedures to terminate the event before pressurizer filling, and 
use of PORVs rather than reliance on PSVs, are dearly preferred and prudent measures, 
whether they form the facilities' UFSAR licensing basis and are assumed in the accident 
analyses or not. 

The PSVs in question were designed for steam service. Steam relief is their normal service 
condition and applies to their ASME BPV Code certification. The Panel supports the previous 
NRC staff determinations for Byron and Braidwood and certain other plants that PSVs 
experiencing water discharge during an abnormal or accident condition need not be assumed to 
fail since there was a reasonable and technically well-informed engineering judgement to the 
contrary. However, the Panel also considers the actions by various licensees to improve the 
reliability and performance of the PORVs to avoid water discharge through the PSVs to be 
prudent in light of the design specifications of the PSVs. 

The Panel considered but could not determine the extent to which the licensee for Byron and 
Braidwood addressed crediting water discharge through the PSVs, PORVs, or PORV block 
valves in the Byron and Braidwood inservice testing programs. The Panel recognizes that the 
difference between the intended use of these valves for overpressure protection and their 
infrequent use in response to certain plant events might be considered in implementing 
appropriate inservice testing activities. 

The Panel notes that water discharge through various pressurizer valves is not a new issue 
because water discharge has always been credited (by the licensee for Byron and Braidwood 
and other licensees) for the feedwater line break analysis in UFSAR Section 15.2.8. 
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APPENDIX A: HISTORY OF THE BACKFIT RULE AND THE COMPLIANCE 
EXCEPTION 

The Backfit Rule 

Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (1 O CFR), Section 50.109, "Backfitting," was 
originally promulgated in 1970.58 Because of perceived deficiencies in the rule, the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) substantially revised it in 1985.59 The 1985 rule was challenged 
in court, and the U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia (D.C. Circuit) vacated this rule in 
its entirety. The D.C. Circuit took this action because it concluded that the revised rule could be 
interpreted to allow the NRC to consider costs in defining or redefining what is required for 
adequate protection of the public health and safety.60 In response, the NRC revised the Backfit 
Rule in 1988 to remove any implication that costs could be considered in defining or redefining 
adequate protection. 61 The 1988 revisions only differed from the 1985 rule to the extent 
necessary to address the court's concerns. The 1988 rule was also challenged in court, but this 
time the D.C. Circuit upheld the rule.62 

In its current form, 10 CFR 50.109(a)(1) defines backfitting as 

... the modification of or add ition to systems, structures, components, or design 
of a facility; or the design approval or manufacturing license for a facility; or the 
procedures or organization required to design, construct or operate a facility; any 
of which may resu lt from a new or amended provision in the Commission's 
regulations or the imposition of a regulatory staff position interpreting the 
Commission's regulations that is either new or different from a previously 
applicable staff position ... . 

Unless one of three specified exceptions apply, the NRC may impose a backfit only if it 
performs a backfit analysis in accordance with 10 CFR 50.109(a)(2) and determines in 
accordance with 10 CFR 50.109(a)(3) "that there is a substantial increase in the overall 
protection of the public health and safety or the common defense and security to be derived 
from the backfit and that the direct and indirect costs of implementation for that facility are 
justified in view of this increased protection." 

Section 50.109(a)(4) sets forth the three exceptions to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.109(a)(2) 
and (a)(3). The first exception, the compliance exception, applies if the "modification is 
necessary to bring a facility into compliance with a license or the rules or orders of the 
Commission, or into conformance with written commitments by the licensee." 10 CFR 
50.109(a)(4 )(i). The second and third exceptions relate to actions ensuring adequate protection 
or to actions that involve defining or redefining adequate protection. 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4 )(ii)-(iii). 

sa AEC 1970 (Author and year citations in footnotes refer to the designation of references in Appendix D 
to this report.) 
59 NRC 1985 
60 Union of Concerned Scientists v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com'n, 824 F.2d 108, 119-20 (1987). 
61 NRC 1988b 
62 Union of Concerned Scientists v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com'n, 880 F.2d 552 (1989). 
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Commission Policy 

The Commission addressed its intended application of the compliance exception in the 1985 
rulemaking :63 

The compliance exception is intended to address situations in which the licensee 
has failed to meet known and established standards of the Commission because 
of omission or mistake of fact. It should be noted that new or modified 
interpretations of what constitutes compliance would not fall within the exception 
and would require a backfit analysis and application of the standard. 

In the 1985 rule, the Commission acknowledged that staff interpretations of regulations are not 
legally binding, but the Commission also stated that "staff interpretations of broadly stated rules 
are often necessary to give a rule effect and in some instances may be a causal factor in 
initiating a backfit."64 The Commission also stated, "Many of the most important changes in plant 
design , construction, operation, organization , and training have been put in place at a llevel of 
detail that is expressed in staff guidance documents which interpret the intent of broad , 
generally worked [sic] regulations. "65 

Backfitting Guidance 

Extensive information regarding the appropriate implemerntation of backfitting is provided in the 
NUREG-1409.66 Relevant excerpts from this guidance are provided below. 

Applicable Regulatory Staff Positions 

According to NUREG-1409, to be a backfit, "a new or revised staff position or requirement must 
be involved , that is, there must be a change in content or applicability of the previously 
applicable regulatory staff position (in the direction of increased safety requirements) .... " An 
applicable regulatory staff position is a requirement or position already specifically imposed on 
or committed to by a licensee. Examples of applicable regulatory staff positions include: 

• legal requirements, as in explicit regulations, orders, and plant licenses and in 
amendments, conditions, and technical specifications 

• written licensee commitments such as those contained in the final safety analysis report, 
licensee event report.s, and docketed correspondence, including responses to NRG 
bulletins, generic letters, inspection reports, or notices of violation and confirmatory 
action letters 

• NRG staff positions that are documented explicit interpretations of more general 
regulations and are contained in documents such as the Standard Review Plan, branch 
technical positions, regulatory guides, generic letters, and bulletins 

A similar list of examples is provided in Manual Chapter 051467 , which is also included as 
Appendix D to NUREG-1409. Manual Chapter 0514 was referenced in the 1988 rulemaking, 

63 NRC 1985, at 38103 
s4 Id. at 38102 
65 Id. at 38103. The 1988 rulemaking neither revised the compliance exception as stated in the 1985 rule 
nor provided additional guidance on its interpretation. 
66 NRC 1990c 
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and a working draft was provided to the Commission for information in SECY-88-102.68 Manual 
Chapter 0514 provides a definition of "applicable regulatory staff positions" that is slightly more 
detailed than the definition in NUREG-1409. This definition from Manual Chapter 0514 is quoted 
below, with additional detail beyond NUREG-1409 emphasized in underlined text. 

Applicable regulatory staff positions are those already specifically imposed upon 
or committed to by a licensee at the time of the identification of a plant-specific 
backfit, and are of several different types and sources: 

a. Legal requirements such as in explicit regulations, orders, plant licenses 
(amendments, conditions, technical specifications). Note that some regulations 
have update features built in, as for example, 10 CFR 50.55a, Codes and 
Standards. Such update requirements are applicable as described in the 
regulation. 

b. Written commitments such as contained in the [Final Safety Analysis Report], 
[Licensee Event Reports], and docketed correspondence, including responses to 
Bulletins, responses to Generic Letters, Confirmatory Action Letters, responses 
to Inspection Reports, or responses to Notices of Violation . 

c. NRC staff positions69 that are documented, approved, explicit interpretations of 
the more general regulations, and are contained in documents such as the 
[Standard Review Plan] , Branch Technical Positions, Regulatory Guides, Generic 
Letters, and Bulletins; and to which a licensee or an applicant has previously 
committed to or relied upon. Positions contained in these documents are not 
considered applicable staff positions to the extent that staff has, in a previous 
licensing or inspection action, tacitly or explicitly excepted the licensee from part 
or all of the position. 7o 

How Regulatory Positions are Established 

NUREG-1409 provides responses to a number of questions regarding backfitting. The following 
response was given to questions asking, "Is it appropriate for the NRC staff to rely on informal 
or formal communications to other licensees as official NRC positions? What about NRC tacit 
approval of documents?" 

Informal or formal communications to one licensee are not official positions to all 
licensees. Section 053 of Manual Chapter 0514 identifies what can be applied as 
official staff positions in a plant-specific context. They are legal requirements 
such as contained in explicit regulations, orders , and plant licenses; written 
commitments such as contained in final safety analysis reports, licenses event 
reports, and docketed correspondence; and documented, approved explicit 
interpretations such as contained in the [Standard Review Plan], branch technical 
positions, regulatory guides, generic letters, and bulletins. Orders, licenses, and 
written commitments are applicable only to a particular licensee. 

67 NRC 1988c 
sa NRC 1988a 
69 Requirements may be imposed by rule or order. Staff interpretations such as examples of acceptable 
ways to meet requirements are not requirements in and of themselves. 
70 Imposition of a staff position from which a licensee has previously been excepted is a backfit. 
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If the NRC staff previously exempted a licensee from a legal requirement or 
approved position, it is not applicable to that licensee for the purpose of backfit 
consideration. Explicit exemption would be done formally in writing. The 
Appendix to NRC Manual Chapter 0514 discusses tacit approval under 
reanalysis of issues. Two situations are covered. In the first case, staff review of 
a previously accepted licensee action or program may result in a requested 
change. This would be classified as a backfit because it represents a change in a 
previous staff position and would require a backfit analysis (or a documented 
evaluation if it meets one of the exceptions listed in the backfit rule). In the 
second case, a licensee submittal committing to a specific course of action that 
has not received timely NRC staff review is implemented by the licensee. In this 
case, it is considered that the NRC staff tacitly accepted the licensee's action 
since timely notice to the contrary was not given. If the NRC staff subsequently 
adopts a different position and requests a change in the licensee action, this 
change may be classified as a backfit and thus require a backfit analysis (or a 
documented evaluation if it meets one of the exceptions listed in the backfit rule). 

NUREG-1409 also addresses a question regarding tacit approvals by an inspector: "If an 
inspector has previously accepted (i.e., provided tacit approval of) a licensee's method, does a 
specific request for change constitute a backfit and if so, is a backfit analysis required?" The 
response is: 

Cases where an inspector provides tacit approval are relatively rare. Simply not 
challenging a licensee's practice normally would not be considered tacit 
approval. The only example provided in Manual Chapter 0514 is a case where 
the NRC has indicated tacit approval by not acting in a reasonable time on a 
licensee submittal and the licensee has moved ahead to implement the proposal 
described in the submittal. For the purpose of this question, it would most likely 
arise in connection with review of a licensee response to an inspection report. 

Explicit approval could be provided in an inspection report that states that a 
particular approach is acceptable. However, conclusions of that nature are 
usually made in [safety evaluations] rather than inspection reports. 

Compliance Backfit Guidance 

NUREG-1409 gives the following response to the question, "[h]ow does the backfit rule apply to 
new staff positions that reflect an evolving understanding of technical issues?" 

An evolving understanding of issues does not, by itself, define which category f its 
a particular backfit. Judgment must be applied to the facts of each particular case 
to determine whether the backfit is for compliance, to provide adequate 
protection, to redefine adequate protection, or to achieve a cost-justified 
substantial safety enhancement. For example, with regard to compliance, the 
1985 statement of considerations for 1 O CFR 50.109 indicates that "the 
compliance exception is intended to address situations where the licensee has 
failed to meet known and established standards of the Commission because of 
omission or mistake of fact .... new or modified interpretations of what constitutes 
compliance would not fall within the exception .... " 

NUREG-1409 also provides an example where an evolving understanding of technical issues 
resulted in a compliance backfit that was apparently justified for at least some licensees. In 
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response to industry claims that Bulletin 88-11 7 1 lacked any backfitting justification, the NRC 
staff responded: 

Although the justification was not printed in the bulletin, NRC Bulletin 88-11, 
"Pressurizer Surge Line Thermal Stratification ," was justified as a backfit. It is an 
example of a backfit that was determined by the responsible NRC official to be 
required as a matter of compliance with existing requirements and commitments. 
The CRGR reviewed the bulletin and concurred . The regulations currently require 
licensees to meet the applicable codes of the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (ASME), Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Because of the NRC 
staffs concern with the integrity of the surge line, licensees were requested to 
perform their fatigue analysis in accordance with the latest ASME Section Ill 
requirements that incorporate high cycle fatigue analysis. The justification 
provided by the NRC staff was that previously unconsidered thermal stratification 
phenomenon may invalidate the existing analysis performed to confirm the 
integrity of the surge line. 

Subsequently, it was understood that some licensees believed that the NRC 
staffs rationale was in error because they were not committed to the latest 
ASME Section Ill requirements by virtue of their license commitment. However, 
the issue became moot because these licensees undertook the analysis 
voluntarily in view of the safety importance of the issue and the fact that previous 
versions of the ASME Code did not completely address the concern. 

71 NRC 1988e 
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APPENDIX B: QUALIFICATION OF PRESSURE RELIEF VALVES IN 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN RESPONSE TO TMl-2 ACCIDENT 

Nuclear power plants in the United States use various types of pressure relief valves to protect 
personnel and equipment from overpressure events within reactor fluid systems. Pressure relief 
valves include safety valves, safety relief valves, and relief valves , with different designs, 
operating conditions, and requirements . The American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
(ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (BPV Code), Section Ill , Division 1, specifies 
requirements for the design, operation, installation, and testing of pressure relief valves used for 
various functions in nuclear power plants. 72 For example, the ASME BPV Code (2007 Edition) in 
Article NB-7000, Overpressure Protection, specifies requirements several service conditions: 

• steam and air or gas service for safety valves ; 

• steam, air or gas, and liquid service for safety rel ief valves ; 

• liquid service for relief valves ; and 

• steam, air or gas, and liquid service for pilot operated or power actuated pressure relief 
valves. 

The ASME Code for Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plants (OM Code) provides 
requirements for the preservice and inservice testing (1ST) programs for pressure relief valves in 
nuclear power plants . 

pressurizer for each unit is equipped with three pressurizer safety valves (PSVs) and two 
power-operated rel ief valves (PORVs). The three PSVs are Crosby Model HP-BP-86, size 6M6 
(6-inch), spring loaded pop type opened by direct fluid pressure. The PORVs are Copes-Vulcan 
Model D-100-160 3-inch pneumatic-actuated globe valves that respond to a signal from the 
pressure sensing system or to manual control. Each PORV can be isolated by a motor-operated 
block valve . 

The ASME BPV Code of record for the PSVs at Byron and Braidwood was the 1971 Edition 
through the Winter 1972 addenda of the ASME BPV Code, Section Ill. The ASME BPV Code 
applicable to Byron and Braidwood includes requirements for overpressure protection. For 
example, Section NB-7300, "Overpressure Protection Report," in NB-7320(f) requires that the 
report include the redundancy and independence of the pressure-relief devices and their 
associated pressure-sensing and controls systems employed to preclude a loss of overpressure 
protection in the event of a failure of any pressure-relief device , or its sensing element, or its 
associated control, or an external power source. NB-7411 , "Relieving Capacity of Pressure
Relief Devices,'' specifies that the total rated relieving capacity shall be sufficient to prevent a 
rise in pressure of more than 10% above system design pressure (at design temperature) within 
the pressure-retaining boundary of the system under any pressure transient anticipated to arise 
as summarized In the Overpressure Protection Report. NB-7421, "Required Number and 

72 References to individual ASME Code publications are not provided in Appendix D, but they are publicly 
available from ASME for a fee. 
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Capacity of Pressure-Relief Devices for Nuclear Systems," states that the required relieving 
capacity intended for overpressure protection of a nuclear power system or portions of the 
system shall be secured by the use of at least two pressure1-relief devices. 

At the tin,e of the Byron and Braidwood operating license mview, NRC Standard Review Plan 
(SRP), Revision 1 (July 1981 ), Chapter 15.5.1-15.5.2, "Inadvertent Operation of ECCS and 
Chemical and Volume Control System Malfunction that Increases Reactor Coolant Inventory," 
and Chapter 15.6.1, "Inadvertent Opening of a PWR Pressurizer Pressure Relief Valve or a 
BWR [boiling-water reactor] Pressure Relief Valve,'' provideid general staff guidance for these 
plant transients. In March 2007, the NRC staff issued Revision 2 to these SRP sections with 
significantly more detail, including a statement that PSVs and PORVs are assumed to fail open 
if they relieve water without being qualified. 

The accident at Three Mile Island, Unit 2 (TMl-2) on March 28, 1979, included failure of a PORV 
on the pressurizer to reclose properly during the event. Bas;ed on lessons learned from the TMl-
2 accident, the NRC issued recommendations regarding pe1rformance testing of safety and relief 
valves used in nuclear power plants in NUREG-0578 (July 1979), ''TMl-2 Lessons Learned Task 
Force Status Report and Short-Term Recommendations." lin particular, the NRC staff 
recommended in Section 2.1.2, "Performance Testing for BWR and PWR Relief and Safety 
Valves,'' of NUREG-0578 that nuclear power plant licensees commit to provide performance 
verification by full-scale prototypical testing for all relief and safety valves. 

On October 31 , 1980, the NRC issued a letter to all then-operating nuclear power plants and 
applicants for operating licenses and holders of constructiio1n permits forwarding NUREG-0737, 
"Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements.'' Requirement 11.D. 1, "Performance Testing of 
Boiling-Water Reactor and Pressurized-Water Reactor Reli,ef and Safety Valves (NUREG-0578, 
Section 2.1.2)," in NUREG-0737 specified the NRC position that PWR and BWR licensees and 
applicants shall conduct testing to "qualify" the reactor cooh3nt system (RCS) relief and safety 
valves under expected operating conditions for design-basis transients and accidents. The 
detailed clarification in NUREG-0737 of this NRC position specified the following: 

Licensees and applicants shall determine the expected valve operating 
conditions through the use of analyses of accidents and anticipated operational 
occurrences referenced in Regulatory Guide 1.70. Ftevision 2. The single failures 
applied to these analyses shall be chosen so that the dynamic forces on the 
safety and relief valves are maximized. Test~pressures shall be the highest 
predicted by conventional safety analysis procedure:s. [RCS] relief and safety 
valve qualification shall include qualification of associated control circuitry, piping, 
and supports, as well as the valves themselves. 

A. Performance Testing of Relief and Safety Valves·--The following information 
must be provided in report form by October 1, 1981: 

(1) Evidence supported by test of safety and relief valve functionability for 
expected operating and accident (non-ATWS) condl1tions must be provided to 
NRC. The testing should demonstrate that the valves will open and reclose under 
the expected flow conditions. 

(2) Since it is not planned to test all valves on all plaints, each licensee must 
submit to NRC a correlation or other evidence to sulbstantiate that the valves 
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tested in the EPRI (Electric Power Research Institute) or other generic test 
program demonstrate the functionability of as-installed primary relief and safety 
valves. This correlation must show that the test conditions used are equivalent to 
expected operating and accident conditions as prescribed in the final safety 
analysis report (FSAR). The effect of as-built relief and safety valve discharge 
piping on valve operability must also be accounted for, if it is different from the 
generic test loop piping. 

(3) Test data including criteria for success and failure of valves tested must be 
provided for NRC staff review and evaluation. These test data should include 
data that would permit plant-specific evaluation of discharge piping and supports 
that are not directly tested. 

In describing the type of review to be conducted for this regulatory position, the NRC staff stated 
the following: 

Pre-implementation review will be performed for EPRI and BWR test programs 
with respect to qualification of relief and safety valves. Also, the applicants' 
proposal for functional testing or qualification of PWR valves will be reviewed. 
Post-implementation review will also be performed of the test data and test 
results as applied to plant-specific situations. 

In specifying the documentation required to satisfy this regulatory position, the NRC staff stated 
the following: 

Pre-implementation review will be based on EPRI, BWR, and applicant 
submittals with regard to the various test programs. These submittals should be 
made on a timely basis as noted below, to allow for adequate review and to 
ensure that the following valve qualification dates can be met: 

Final PWR (EPRI) Test Program--July 1, 1980 

Final BWR Test Program--October 1, 1980 

Block Valve Qualification Program--January 1, 1981 

Post-implementation review will be based on the applicants' plant-specific 
submittals for qualification of safety relief valves and block valves. To properly 
evaluate these plant-specific applications, the test data and results of the various 
programs will also be required by the following dates: 

PWR (EPRl)/BWR Generic Test Program Results--July 1, 1981 

Plant-specific submittals confirming adequacy of safety and relief valves based 
on licensee/applicant preliminary review of generic test program results--July 1, 
1981 

Plant-specific reports for safety and relief valve qualification--October 1, 1981 

Plant-specific submittals for piping and support evaluations--January 1, 1982 

Plant-specific submittals for block valve qualification--July 1. 1982. 
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In a letter dated July 27, 1982, to the NRC staff, the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) 
submitted WCAP-10105 (June 1982), "Review of Pressuriz,er Safety Valve Performance as 
Observed in the EPRI Safety and Relief Valve Test Program." In WCAP-10105, the WOG 
indicated that the design specification for PSVs in Westinghouse-designed nuclear power plants 
is for steam service only. Ba:sed on a review of the EPRI test data, the WOG concluded that the 
valves performed with chatter, but did not identify any valve: damage. (ADAMS LL Accession 
No. 8208190310, Microfiche 14387:191-301) 

In December 1982, EPRI issued NP-2628-SR, "EPRI PWR Safety and Relief Valve Test 
Program - Safety and Relief Valve Test Report," that described safety and relief valve tests for 
types of valves in service at nuclear power plants. In particular, Section 3.5 in EPRI 
NP-2628-NP discusses the testing of Crosby safety valves similar to the PSVs at Byron and 
Braidwood, including two water tests. The report indicated chattering of the safety valves with 
subsequent inspection finding galled surfaces and damage to internal parts. Section 4.6 in EPRI 
NP-2628 discussed testing of Copes-Vulcan relief valves similar to the pressurizer PO RVs at 
Byron and Braidwood, although the extent of water testing is not fully described. The report 
indicated no damage found during the inspection of the Copes-Vulcan relief valves. The report 
did not indicate any failures of the Crosby or Copes-Vulcan valves to reseat during the testing. 
(ADAMS LL Accession No. 8407130197, Microfiche 25588:082-262) 

In January 1983, EPRI issued NP-2770-LD, "EPRI/C-E PWR Safety Valve Test Report," that 
described the testing of PWR primary system safety valves. Volume 1 provides a summary of 
the test program and its results. Section 4.5 of Volume 1 indicates that the following tests were 
performed on the Crosby 6M6 PSV: 11 steam tests with fillBd loop seals, 3 steam-to-water 
transition tests, and 2 water tests. The report states that the valve experienced chatter during 
the tests, and one water test had to be terminated. The individual volumes of EPRI NP-2770-LD 
discuss the test results for each specific PSV type. Volume 6 provides the test details for the 
Crosby 6M6 PSV. (EPRI NP-2770-LD, Volume 1, was obtained as a public document from the 
EPRI website. EPRI NP-2770-LD, Volume 6, could not be located within ADAMS or the NRC 
Record Retention Files, but is available for a fee from EPRI.) 

In October 1982, EPRI issued NP-2670-LD, "EPRI/Wyle Power-Operated Relief Valve Phase Ill 
Test Report," to address testing of PORVs. This document could not be located In ADAMS 
despite its reference by nuclear power plant licensees. See, for example, North Anna Units 1 
and 2 UFSAR (Revision 51, dated September 30, 2015), Section 15.2.14, "Spurious Operation 
of the Safety Injection System at Power." 

The NRC review of the operating license applications for Byron and Braidwood Included 
evaluation of the TMI Action Plan items as discussed in the NRG Safety Evaluation Report 
(SER} for Braidwood Units 1 and 2, NUREG-1002, Section 1.1, "Introduction." In this SER 
section, the NRC staff stated that the review and evaluation of compliance by the applicant with 
the licensing requirements established in NUREG-0660, "NRC Action Plan Developed as a 
Result of the TMl-2 Accident," and TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1 were incorporated into the 
reviews summarized throughout the SER. The NRC SER for Byron Units 1 and 2, 
NUREG-0876, also includes discussions of the NRG staff review of the TMI Action Plan items. 

Appendix E, "Requirements Resulting from TMl-2 Accident," to the Byron and Braidwood 
UFSAR in Section E.23, "Relief and Safety Valve Test Req1Uirements (11.0.1 }," indicated that a 
letter dated ~ pril 1, 1982, from 0. Hoffman (Consumers Power) transmitted the Safety and 
Relief Valve Test Report for the EPRI PWR Safety and Rell1ef Valve Test Program. The UFSAR 
stated that the final evaluation of the data indicated that the relief and safety valves will perform 
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their intended functions for all expected fluid inlet conditions. The UFSAR also indicated that the 
plant-specific final evaluation confirming the adequacy of the relief and safety valves had been 
submitted by a letter from T . Tramm, dated October 26, 19~32. 

In Supplement 1 to the Braidwood SER (NUREG-1002, Su1oplement 1, September 1986), in 
Section 3.9.3.3, "Design and Installation of Pressure Relief Devices," the NRC staff stated that 
EPRI had completed a full-scale valve testing program, and that the WOG submitted the test 
results in WCAP-10105 in a letter dated July 27, 1982, frorn 0 . Kinglsey to S. Chilk. (ADAMS LL 
Accession No. 8208190307, Microfiche 14387:189-301) The NRC staff stated that the applicant 
responded to a requirement to demonstrate operability of these valves through submittals dated 
July 1 and October 26, 1982, and December 30, 1983. On lthe basis of a preliminary review, the 
NRC staff concluded that the applicant's general approach to responding to this item was 
acceptable, and provided adequate assurance that the RCS overpressure protection systems at 
Braidwood can adequately perform their intended functions . The NRC staff stated that if the 
detailed review revealed modifications or adjustments to safety valves, PORVs, PORV block 
valves, or associated piping, were needed to ensure that all intended design margins were 
present, the NRC staff would require that the applicant mak:e appropriate modifications. The 
NRC staff categorized this issue as a Confirmatory Item. In Supplement 5 to the Byron SER 
(NUREG-0876, Supplement 5, October 1984) in Section 3.!l3.3, the NRC staff provided a 
similar discussion of the status of the NRC review of the capability of the Byron pressurizer 
valves. In Supplement 8 to the Byron SER (March 1987), the NRC staff stated TMI Action Plan 
Item 11.D.I (3.9.3.3) had been closed in Supplement 5 to the: Byron SER. The NRC issued 
operating licenses for Byron Unit 1 in February 1985 and Unit 2 in January 1987, and 
Braidwood Unit 1 in July 1987 and Unit 2 in May 1988. 

Following the issuance of the Byron and Braidwood operating licenses, the NRC staff provided 
a letter dated August 18, 1988, from L. Olshan to H. Bliss, indicating that Idaho National 
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) Technical Evaluation Report (TER) EGG-NTA-8028 (January 
1988) provided the review of the Byron response to TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1. (ADAMS LL 
Accession No. 8808260355, Microfiche 46653:240·269) The NRC staff indicated that the 
licensee should develop and adopt plant procedures to inspect the pressurizer valves after each 
lift involving loop seal or water discharge. The TER descr,ibied the INEL review of the EPRI 
testing of a PSV and PORV similar to the Byron pressurizer valves. Section 4.2.3, "Extended 
High Pressure Injection [HPI] Event," of the TER stated thalt the potential for water discharge in 
extended HPI events can be disregarded for an extended high pressure injection event because 
at least 20 minutes would be available for operator action . However, Section 4.2.2, "FSAR 
Liquid Transients," of the TER discussed the evaluation oft.he PSVs and PORVs for feedwater 
line break accidents that would include water discharge, and determined that the EPRI tests 
were applicable to the Byron/Braidwood PSVs and PORVs. In addition, Section 4.3.1 , "Safety 
Valves,'' and Section 4.3.2, "Power Operated Relief Valves.~ of the TER determined that the 
performance of the PSVs and PORVs was acceptable base,d on the EPRI tests, including water 
discharge tests. The TER indicated that the PSV had two applicable tests: a loop seal/steam 
water transition test where the valve opened, chattered andl stabilized to close; and a saturated 
water test where the valve opened with water, chattered, and stabilized. The TER indicated that 
the PORV opened and closed on demand in the loop seal/steam water transition test with a 
bending moment that was evaluated by analysis. The TER concluded that Byron provided an 
acceptable response to TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1. On M 21, 1990, the NRC staff provided a 
letter from S. Sands to T. Kovach with the Braidwood TER lthat included similar findings. 
(ADAMS LL Accession No. 9005290209, Microfiche 53927:301 -330) 
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In January 1988, WCAP-11677, "Pressurizer Safety Relief Valve for Water Discharge During a 
Feedwater Line Break," provided a description of the WOG comparison of the EPRI test data 
with feedwater line break safety analyses. This report was submitted as an attachment to a 
response to a request for additional information (RAI) dated May 8, 1989, from the licensee of 
the Seabrook nuclear power plant. (ADAMS Microfiche 49775:336 - 49756:017) As discussed 
in the report, the WOG determined that all nuclear power plants addressed in the EPRI testing 
have PSVs that will operate reliably during water discharge. The WOG evaluated the 
performance of the Crosby 6M6 PSVs during the EPRI tests, and considered that the 
performance involved less significant flutter (half lift motion) than the chatter (full lift motion) 
determined in the EPRI report. The WOG concluded that the Crosby 6M6 PSV can pass slightly 
subcooled water at a minimum up to three times without damage. 
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APPENDIX C: CONCERNS REGARDING PERFORMANCE OF 
PRESSURIZER VALVES UNDER WATER FLOW CONDITIONS 

Westinghouse Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter 

In 1993 and 1994, Westinghouse issued Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter (NSAL) 93-013 
(June 30, 1993) and NSAL-93-013, Supplement 1 (October 28, 1994) to operating nuclear 
power plants (including Byron and Braidwood). These advisories resulted from Westinghouse's 
discovery that potentially nonconservative assumptions were used in the licensing analysis of 
the Inadvertent Operation of the Emergency Core Cooling System at Power (IOECCS) event. 

In NSAL-93-013, Westinghouse recommended that licensees determine if their pressurizer 
safety relief valves (PSRVs) are capable of closing follow:ing discharge of subcooled water. 
Westinghouse noted that the PSRVs might have been designed or "qualified" to relieve 
subcooled water. Westinghouse indicated that water discharge through the power-operated 
relief valves (PORVs) is not a concern, because the PORV block valves can be used to isolate 
the PORVs if they fail to close. If the PSRVs are not designed or qualified for subcooled water 
discharge, Westinghouse recommended that licensees re-evaluate the IOECCS event with 
three possible options of (1) reducing ECCS flow used in the safety analysis, (2) using a less 
restrictive operator response time, or (3) crediting the use of one or more PORVs to help 
mitigate the event. 

In Supplement 1 to NSAL-93-013, Westinghouse informed licensees of a potential reduced time 
for operator action if a positive displacement pump is in service, and to the need to qualify the 
PS RVs and the piping downstream of the PSRVs and PORVs if water discharge from the 
pressurizer is predicted. 

Some licensees of operating nuclear power plants informed the NRC of their actions to address 
the potential concerns regarding liquid service for pressurizer safety valves (PSVs) and PORVs. 
A sample of actions by nuclear power plant licensees is summarized below in the "Plant
Specific Actions" section. 

Additional NRC Generic Communications and Guidance 

In December 2003, the NRC staff issued NRR Review Standard for Extended Power Uprates 
(RS-001, Rev. 0). Item 8 on page 7 of the review standard states that pressurizer level should 
not be allowed to reach a pressurizer water-solid condition. 

On December 14, 2005, the NRC issued Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 2005-29, 
"Anticipated Transients that could Develop into More Serious Events," to notify nuclear power 
plant licensees of a concern identified during recent reviews of power uprate LARs. In 
RIS 2005-29, the NRC staff stated that typically ANS Condition II event scenarios involve 
discharging water through relief or safety valves that are not qualified for water discharge. The 
NRC staff stated that these valves are then assumed to fail in the open position and create a 
small break LOCA. The NRC staff stated that it was concerned that some licensees may be 
crediting PORVs without qualification for water discharge and without establishing additional 
restrictions to ensure the availability of PORVs and block valves. The NRC staff stated that 
Westinghouse NSAL-93-013 allowing block valves to isolate PORVs is inconsistent with non
escalation position. 
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In proposed Revision 1 to RIS 2005-29, the NRC staff addr,esses the specific ANS Condition II 
scenarios of chemical volume and control system (CVCS) malfunction, IOECCS event, and 
inadvertent opening of a PORV or PSV. Regarding the eves malfunction, the NRC staff states 
that performing only the reactivity anomaly analysis or assuiming that this malfunction is not as 
severe as the IOECCS event is not acceptable. Regarding the IOECCS event, the NRC staff 
states that five of the alternative approaches in NSAL-93-0'13 fail to meet the non-escalation 
position. The NRC staff indicated that these unacceptable alternative approaches are (1) closing 
the block valve, (2) assuming that the PORV is not operabh:!, (3) addressing a stuck-open 
PORV or PSV as a separate ANS Condition 11 event, (4) determining that a stuck-open PORV or 
PSV is not as severe as a small break LOCA, and (5) determining that RCS loss through PORV 
is made up by ECCS flow. Regarding inadvertent opening of PORV or PSV, the NRC staff 
states that inadvertent opening of PSV or PORV could continue as an ANS Condition Ill small 
break LOCA and fails to meet the non-escalation position. 

Additional General PSV/PORV Information 

In August 2004, EPRI issued Report 101104 7, "Probability ,of Safety Valve Failure-to-Reseat 
Following Steam and Liquid Relief - Quantitative Expert Elicitation," which evaluated the 
potential increase in failure rates following steam and liquid relief through safety valves based 
on expert judgement. The report found that the increase in failure rates is difficult to estimate 
because of limited data. However, the experts considered tlhat repeated water discharge 
through safety valves might cause increased chatter, and therefore, an increased failure rate. 

In March 2011, the NRC published NUREG/CR-7037, "Industry Performance of Relief Valves at 
U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power Plants through 2007," based on a study by the Idaho National 
Laboratory. With respect to pressurizer PORVs, the report round four separate liquid relief 
events at four PWR plants. The report estimated 698 total demands on these PORVs during 
their liquid relief events with no failures to close. The report also summarized test data from 
EPIX for three valve types. The report indicates 2 failures of PORVs to reclose during 2070 
demands. but does not specify liquid or steam service for the EPIX test information. With 
respect to PSVs, the report indicates 2 failures out of 4 total demands following plant scrams, 
but does not indicate liquid or steam service. NRC staff from the Office of Nuclear Regulatory 
Research provided Licensee Event Report information indicating that the 2 PSV failures 
involved reseating of the valves with leakage of 25 and 200 gallons per minute, respectively. 
The report summarized EPIX test data for PSVs as no failures to reclose during 1805 demands. 

Plant-Specific Actions 

Diablo Canyon 

On August 13, 1996, the licensee of the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant submitted a report 
under 10 CFR 50.59 related to the potential for an IOECCS event. (ADAMS Microfiche 
89419:294-322) The submittal included NSAL-93-013 and its supplement as enclosures. The 
licensee indicated that the PSVs had not been initially qualified for water discharge, but were 
subsequently qualified for a brief period. The licensee ind ic:ated that WCAP-11677 was 
applicable and demonstrated that the PSVs were operable. 

On July 2, 2004, the NRC granted a license amendment request (LAR) for Diablo Canyon that 
allowed credit for actuation of the PORVs in response to iinadvertent safety injection (SI) 
actuation to avoid challenges to the PSVs. (ADAMS Accession No. ML041950300) In support 
of that LAR, the licensee responded on November 21, 2003, to requests for additional 
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information (RAls) related to the capability of the PORVs to function adequately under 
conditions predicted for design-basis transients and accidents. (ADAMS Accession No. 
ML033360735) In response to an RAI regarding the design adequacy of the PORVs if the 
pressurizer becomes water solid, the licensee had stated that the NRC had issued a letter dated 
January 26, 1986, "Safety and Relief Valve Testing, NUREG-0737 Item 11.D.1," that provided an 
SER that accepted the adequacy of the PORV and block valve design and confirmatory testing 
for a range of fluid conditions (full pressure steam, steam to water transition, and subcooled 
water fluid ). 

Salem 

On June 4, 1997, the NRC granted a technical specification (TS) revision for the Salem nuclear 
power plant to ensure that the automatic capability of the PORVs to relieve pressure is 
maintained. (ADAMS Accession No. ML011720397) In response to NSAL-93-013, the licensee 
determined that an inadvertent SI actuation at power could cause the pressurizer to become 
water solid and PSVs lifting with water discharge if the automatic operation of the PORVs is not 
made available for reactor coolant system (RCS) depressurization early in the transient. In that 
the Salem PS Vs were not designed to relieve water, it was noted that water discharge has the 
potential to cause the PSVs to fail in the open position. 

In the course of the review of the licensee's application, the NRC staff noted that the PORVs 
were not designed to "safety related" standards and, thus, could not be credited for mitigation of 
the inadvertent SI actuation at power incident when the PORV is operating in the automatic 
mode. In response, the licensee proposed an upgrade of the PORVs to eliminate the possibility 
that a single active failure of a PORV component could prevent the mitigation of the inadvertent 
SI actuation at power incident. As discussed in the SER, th,e licensee implemented 
modifications to the PORV circuitry to qualify the upgraded circuitry as safety-related. 

Regarding PORV performance, the licensee evaluated the PORV air accumulators for sufficient 
capacity for the inadvertent SI event. The licensee also reported that endurance tests had been 
performed with five different trims (with different trim materi,als) on one PORV at Wyle 
Laboratories to demonstrate that (1) after 2000 consecutive operations, there were no packing 
leaks nor packing gland adjustments required; (2) there was no diaphragm failure; and (3) the 
solenoid valve withstood 10,000 operations without any losl5 of function. Based on this 
information, the NRC staff concluded that the PORV performance was acceptable regarding the 
mitigation of an inadvertent SI event. 

MIiistone, Unit 3 

On June 5, 1998, the NRC granted a license amendment for Millstone, Unit 3 for a TS revision 
to ensure that the capability of the PORVs to relieve pressuire is maintained. (ADAMS 
Accession No. ML011800207) The revised TS Bases state1d that the PORVs and their 
associated piping have been demonstrated to be "qualified''' for water discharge. The PORVs 
prevent water discharge from the PSVs for which qualification for water discharge has not been 
demonstrated. The TS Bases also stated that the prime importance for the capability to close 
the block valve is to isolate a stuck-open PORV. In the SEF~. the NRC staff stated that the 
licensee notified the NRC of the issue of potential water discharge through the PSVs that could 
lead to valve failure in LER 97-063-00 on December 31 , 19'97. 

To provide added assurance that the PSVs will not be dami3ged due to water discharge during 
an ISi event, the licensee upgraded the PORV circuitry, added additional PORV surveillance 
requirements, qualified the PORVs and associated piping for water discharge, and made 
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emergency procedure changes to allow plant operators additional time to terminate the event. 
With respect to the PORV circuitry, the NRC staff conclude1j that the PORV circuitry 
modifications qualified the PORV control circuitry as safety-.related. With respect to PORV 
performance, the licensee reanalyzed the inadvertent Si event with the LOFTRAN computer 
code to demonstrate that the PORVs were qualified for wat,er discharge for approximately 1 
hour. The licensee referenced EPRI testing documented in NP-2670-LD, Volume 11, that was 
said to generically resolve post TMl-2 issues associated with PORVs and safety valve 
qualification for water and steam relief, with the results frorn four tests of a Garrett PORV (such 
as used at Millstone, Unit 3) for water discharge. The licens,ee determined that the PORVs and 
associated piping are qualified for 1 hour of water dischargE~ for an IOECCS event. The licensee 
also stated that the PORV manufacturer performed numeroius cycle tests to verify the 
performance of the valve design, and also verified that valv,e seat leakage was acceptable. The 
licensee stated that the PORV block valves had been evalU1ated for water discharge in 
accordance with the program established in response to Goneric Letter (GL) 89-10, "Safety
Related Motor-Operated Valve Testing and Surveillance." The NRC staff found the licensee 
information regarding the qualification of the PORVs for water discharge during the inadvertent 
SI event to be acceptable. 

Callaway 

On September 25, 2000, the NRC granted a license amendment for the Callaway nuclear power 
plant to revise the TS to change the PSV lift setting range. (ADAMS Accession No. 
ML003753326) To prevent water passing through the PSVs during an IOECCS event, the 
licensee modified and upgraded the PORV circuitry to full Class 1 E to take credit for automatic 
action of at least one PORV during the event. These actions would prevent water discharge 
through the PSVs. In its TS revision request dated May 25, 2000, the licensee had stated that 
the design function of the valves was not being changed anid the conclusions documented in the 
NRC SER of Callaway's response to NUREG-0737 Item 11.D.1 (dated September 10, 1987) are 
unchanged. As a result, the licensee stated that the PORVs and associated discharge piping 
can accommodate water discharge. 

Byron and Braidwood 

On May 29. 1998, the licensee for Byron and Braidwood proposed an amendment to its TS to 
take credit for the automatic operation of the PORV to proviide mitigation for an IOECCS event. 
In the amendment request, the licensee stated that the PS\/s have not been qualified to reseat 
after passing subcooled liquid. The licensee stated that the PORVs at Byron and Braidwood are 
safety-related components with safety-related actuators and accumulator tanks with PORV 
control circuits classified as safety-related. The licensee noted that some portions of the PORV 
circuitry are nonsafety-related with tmprovements implemented in response to GL 90-06, 
Resolution of Generic Issue 70, "Power-Operated Relief Va1lve and Block Valve Reliability" and 
Generic Issue 94, "Additional Low-Temperature Over Pressure Protection for Light-Water 
Reactors" Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f).u The licensee stated that the PORV block valves are 
within the scope of the GL 89-10 program. In a letter dated May 13, 1999, the NRC staff 
provided an RAI regarding the reliance on the PORVs that documented the basis for its 
concerns that the PORV circuitry did not meet the single failure criterion. In response to these 
concerns, the licensee withdrew its TS amendment request in a letter dated July 16, 1999. No 
further action regarding this amendment request has been iidentified. However, the licensee 
stated during a public meeting with the NRC staff on March 7, 2016, to discuss this backfit issue 
that the PORVs and their block valves at Byron and Braidwood are safety-related with the 
exception of one circuitry aspect of the PORV (see March 7, 2016, transcript, pages 36-40). 
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On July 5, 2000, the licensee for Byron and Braidwood submitted a request for a power uprate 
for Byron and Braidwood to increase the maximum thermal power for each unit from 3411 
megawatts thermal (MWt) to 3586.6 MWt (commonly referr,ed as a stretch power uprate). In 
RAls, the NRC staff requested that the licensee address water solid conditions in the 
pressurizer because it had generally not accepted a solid pressurizer for an IOECCS event to 
order to avoid the potential for all three PSVs to be stuck open due to liquid relief through these 
safety valves. In its letter dated November 27, 2000, the licensee stated that Section 15.5.1, 
"Inadvertent Operation of Emergency Core Cooling System During Power Operation," of the 
UFSAR had been revised to credit the PSVs to pass water. The licensee discussed the EPRI 
testing program in response to NUREG-0737 with the results summarized in EPRI NP-2628-SR. 
The licensee referenced the NRC letters from L. Olshan to H. Bliss, dated August 18, 1988, and 
S. Sands to T. Kovach, dated May 21, 1990, transmitting the TE Rs with the results of the NRC's 
review of the Byron and Braidwood response to TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1, respectively. 

On January 31 , 2001 , the lioensee for Byron and Braidwood provided a response to an RAI 
supplement from the NRC staff requesting the temperature of water to be passed by the 
pressurizer safeties and the length of time that the safeties are expected to pass water. The 
NRC staff also asked the licensee to discuss what EPRI tests are applicable to the Byron and 
Braidwood condition. In response, the licensee stated that the PSVs would close after passing 
water, although they may not be leaktight. The licensee stated that the leakage from up to three 
leaking PSVs is bounded by one fully open PSV. The licensee indicated that the EPRI testing of 
the Crosby safety valves in EPRl NP-2770-LD, Volumes 1 and 6, are applicable. The licensee 
indicated that valve chatter occurred during the tests with damage to the internals, but that the 
safety valve closed in response to system depressurization. The licensee stated that the 
Byron/Braidwood pressurizer water temperature of 590 °Fis higher than the EPRI tests (530 
°F). The licensee stated that the assumed length of the event is 20 minutes from initial SI signal 
to when the system pressure is restored below PSV lift setpolnt. 

In the NRC SER dated May 4, 2001, granting the Byron/Braidwood power uprate In Section 3.2, 
''Non-LOCA [loss-of-coolant accident] Transient Analysis,'' t.he NRC staff discussed its review of 
the performance of the PORVs and PSVs to discharge liquid water for approximately 20 
minutes. (ADAMS Accession No. ML033040016) The NRC staff discussed the EPRI testing 
program with the conclusion that the safety valve closed in response to system 
depressurization. The NRC staff reviewed the licensee's evaluation of the performance of the 
PSVs for liquid water conditions. The NRC staff found that the EPRI tests adequately 
demonstrate the performance of the valves for the expected water temperature conditions and 
that there is reasonable assurance that the valves will adequately reseat following the spurious 
SI event. The NRC staff determined that a review of the EPRI test data indicates that the PSVs 
may chatter for the expected fluid inlet temperature, but that the resulting PSV seat leakage 
following the water discharge would be less than the discharge from one stuck-open PSV. 
Therefore, the NRC staff found the licensee's crediting of the PSVs to discharge liquid water 
during the spurious SI event to be acceptable. This portion of the NRC SER was based on the 
specific review of PSV performance for the Byron and Braidwood power uprate request 
described in a memorandum dated March 15, 2001, from ttie NRR Reactor Systems Branch 
with technical input from the responsible staff member for safety valves in the NRR Division of 
Engineering (ADAMS Accession No. ML010740316). 

As noted by the licensee, the Byron/Braidwood UFSAR at the time of the stretch power uprate 
(Revision 9, dated December 2002) in Chapter 15.5.1 includes PSV water discharge, and 
references the INEL 1988 report and L. Olshan August 1988 SER. The current UFSAR Revision 
15 (dated December 2014) concludes that the IOECCS evemt does not progress into a stuck-
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open PSV LOCA event. The UFSAR states that all three PSVs may lift but will reclose, and that 
the leakage is bounded by one fully open valve with the consequences bounded by the IOPSRV 
event. The UFSAR also specifies that if a safety injection rnsults in discharge of coolant through 
the pressurizer valves, the operators will bring the plant to cold shutdown to inspect the valves. 

On August 26, 2004, the NRC issued a license amendment for Byron and Braidwood granting 
an adjustment to the PSV setpoints. (ADAMS Accession No. ML042250531) In an RAI, the 
NRC staff requested that the licensee perform a quantltativ1e analysis regarding PSV water 
cycles and relief/discharge water temperature. As for the loss of ac power (LOAC) with reactor 
coolant pump (RCP) seal injection event, the licensee's analysis indicated that continued 
injection of water into the RCS through the RCP seals would result in a water-solid pressurizer 
and water discharge through the PSVs. The proposed PSV setpoint tolerance assuming 
negative tolerance would result in a lower PSV lift setpoint. With the lower setpoint, the PSV 
would open earlier, and a larger number of PSV water cycle~s with a lower water discharge 
temperature could result during the transient. The licensee performed an analysis of the LOAC 
with RCP seal injection event, and determined the revised PSV setpoint would result in an 
increase of about one PSV water cycle and a reduction in the water discharge temperature of 
about 0.5 °F. A comparison of the reanalysis showed that the spurious SI event remained the 
limiting event since it resulted in a greater increase in the n1umber of PSV water cycles (two 
cycles vs. one cycle) and a greater decrease in the PSV discharge water temperature (3.0 °F 
vs. 0.5 °F) than that calculated for the LOAC with RCP seal injection event. The water discharge 
temperature in the analysis of record for the spurious SI ev«~nt was 590 °F. The lowest 
discharge water temperature for the spurious SI event with the revised PSV setpoint is 587 °F. 
The NRG staff found that the calculated water discharge telllperature (587 °F) is significantly 
higher than the discharge water temperature of 530 °F that was used to support operability of 
the PSVs as discussed in the analysis of record. As a result, the NRG staff concluded that the 
reanalysis is acceptable to assure that the PSVs will remain operable following a spurious SI 
event. 

On February 7, 2014, the NRG issued a license amendment for Byron and Braidwood granting 
a Measurement Uncertainty Recapture (MUR) power uprat«~. The NRC staff determined that the 
IOECCS event was outside of the scope of the MUR power uprate, because the licensee did not 
modify the Chapter 15 analyses related to PSV and PORV water discharge. 

With respect to inservice testing (1ST) activities, the Byron 1ST Program (dated July 21, 2016) 
references the ASME Code for Operation and Maintenancet of Nuclear Power Plants (OM 
Code), 2004 Edition through 2006 Addenda; and the Braidwood 1ST Program (dated July 27, 
2009) references the ASME OM Code, 2001 Edition through 2003 Addenda. The Byron 1ST 
Program specifies the following testing and intervals for the PORVs, PORV block valves, and 
PSVs: 

• PORV - fail safe test closed (cold shutdown interval); stroke-time exercise open and 
closed (cold shutdown interval); and position indication test (2 year interval). 

• PORV Block Valve- exercise open and closed (2 year interval); position indication test 
(Joint Owners Group (JOG) Program interval); and open and closed test in accordance 
with ASME OM Code Case OMN-1, "Alternative Rules for Preservice and lnservice 
Testing of Active Electric Motor Operated Valve Assemblies in Light-Water Reactor 
Power Plants'' (JOG Program interval). 
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• PSV - Relief Valve Test (5 year interval); and position indication test (2 year interval). 
The Byron 1ST Program references Appendix I, "lns1ervice Testing of Pressure Relief 
Devices in Light-Water Reactor Nuclear Power Plants," to the ASME OM Code for Relief 
Valve Testing. 

The Braidwood tST Program specifies the following testing and intervals for the PORVs, PORV 
block valves, and PSVs: 

• PORV - fail safe test closed (refueling outage interval); stroke-time exercise open and 
closed (refueling outage interval); and position indication test (2 year interval). 

• PORV Block Valve- exercise open and closed (quarterly interval)i and position indication 
test (2 year interval). 

• PSV - Relief Valve Test (5 year interval); and position indication test (2 year interval). 
The Braidwood 1ST Program references Appendix I to the ASME OM Code for Relief 
Valve Testing. 

Shearon Harris 

On October 12, 2001 , the NRC granted a license amendmemt to the Shearon Harris nuclear 
power plant for steam generator replacement and a power iuprate to a maximum power level of 
2900 MWt (approximately 4.5 percent). In addressing the licensee's evaluation of SRP Section 
15.5.1, the NRC staff found that the analysis showed that the calculated inlet pressures and 
temperatures required for the PORVs and SRVs to operate in a water environment are within 
the valve operable ranges, and thus ensure that the PORV and SRV are operable during the 
transient. The valve operable ranges were previously determined by the licensee to support 
operability of the PORV and SRV during the discharge of subcooled water in accordance with 
the TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.1 requirements. Based on the analysis meeting the acceptance 
criteria of SRP Section 15.5.1 with respect to the RCS pressure limit and departure-from
nucleate-boiling limit, the NRC staff concluded that the anallysis was acceptable. 

Beaver Valley 

On July 19, 2006, the NRG granted an EPU to Beaver Valloy Units 1 and 2 (BVPS-1 and 2) for 
an approximate 8-percent increase in thermal power to 2,900 MWt. In its SER (ADAMS No. 
ML061720376), the NRC staff stated that a specific issue which was reviewed related to the 
capability of the PSVs to discharge liquid and adequately reiseat for a spurious SI actuation. The 
specific issue which the NRC staff evaluated in this regard was whether the PSVs could 
reasonably be expected to reseat in order to prevent the spurious SI actuation (an ANS 
Condition II event) from causing a stuck-open PSV (an ANS Condition Ill event). This issue was 
said to be further discussed in RIS 2005-29. While the PSVs are qualified to discharge steam, if 
the valves discharge liquid having a temperature low enou~1h, they may not reseat properly. 

Based the licensee's analysis, during a spurious SI event, the PSVs would be required to 
discharge steam followed by high temperature liquid after the pressurizer fills. The licensee 
provided plots of the pressurizer water temperatures for this event which indicated that the 
minimum temperature of the discharged liquid for both BVP'S-1 and 2 is approximately 620 °F. 
To evaluate the capability of the valves to discharge and reseat, the NRC staff reviewed the 
available data from the full flow tests performed during the EPRI test program in 1981 for the 
specific PSV models representative of those installed at BVPS-1 and 2. The licensee also used 
the methodology contained in WCAP-11677, and determinE~d that the minimum acceptable 
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liquid temperature for which the PSVs are expected to successfully discharge and reseat is less 
than the minimum expected temperature for the spurious SI event for BVPS-1 and 2. 

The NRC staff agreed that both the minimum expected wat,er discharge temperature and the 
minimum acceptable liquid temperature had been conservaitively calculated. Therefore, the 
NRC staff determined that, for purposes of preventing the aiccurrence of a more serious ANS 
Condition Ill event, there is reasonable assurance that the PSVs would adequately discharge 
and reseat following a spurious SI actuation. A consideratio,n in making this finding was that., in 
the unlikely event of a stuck-open PSV, the ECCS is fully capable of mitigating the resulting 
LOCA. 

Turkey Point 

On June 15, 2012, the NRC granted an EPU for Turkey Poiint, Units 3 and 4 that increased the 
thermal power level of each unit approximately 15 percent to 2644 MWt. 

In the SER (ADAMS Accession No. ML 11293A359), the NF~C staff indicated that ECCS 
actuation is not a possible initiator of inadvertent increase in reactor coolant inventory because 
the high head SI pumps have a shut-off head below the normal RCS operating pressure. The 
NRC staff stated that a eves malfunction that increases RCS inventory was evaluated for the 
effects of adding water inventory to the RCS. If the pressurizer fills and causes water to be 
relieved through the PORVs or safety valves, then these va1lves could stick open and create a 
small break LOCA. The NRC staff stated that this would violate the acceptance criterion that 
prohibits the escalation of an anticipated operational occurrence (AOO) into a more serious 
event. Satisfaction of this acceptance criterion is demonstrated by showing that sufficient time 
exists for the operator to recognize the situation and end thie charging flow before the 
pressurizer can fill. The NRC staff concluded that the licens,ee's analyses of IOECCS and eves 
events adequately accounted for operation of the plant at ttle proposed power level. 

Regarding an Inadvertent opening of a pressurizer relief vallve, the licensee initially proposed 
that the consequences of this event are bounded by the small break LOCA. The NRC staff did 
not accept this proposed disposition. If action is not taken to secure the open valve by either 
closing the PORV or its block valve, the NRC staff stated that this event could escalate to a 
small break LOCA, which is contrary to the non-escalation criterion. When the pressurizer 
becomes water solid, water begins to flow through the open PORV. If the PORV is not qualified 
for water discharge, the NRC staff stated that it is likely the PORV will not close upon demand. 
In this way, the NRC staff stated that the inadvertent opening of a PORV, an AOO, becomes a 
small break LOCA at the top of the pressurizer, an ANS Condition Ill event. The NRC staff 
requested that the licensee address the inadvertent openin9 of the PORV with respect to the 
third criterion for an ANS Condition II event. 

The licensee provided an analysis, performed largely in accordance with NRC~approved, 
Westinghouse analytic methodology using the RETRAN computer code; however, this analys1s 
was performed assuming that the PORV opened instead of the PSV. The NRC staff stated that 
assuming the opening of the PORV is acceptable, because. the PSV is differently qualified, and 
reseats mechanically. An additional independent fault woul(j be required to cause the safety 
valve to fail to close. The analysls indicated that the pressurizer would fill within about 240 
seconds. The licensee stated that there are multiple alarms to indicate the opening of a PORV. 
The licensee stated that a prompt operator action is required to close the PORV and, if the 
PORV does not close, the operator is to close the block valve. Because the necessary actions 
are prompt and sirnple, the NRC staff agreed that there is sufficient time to secure the 
inadvertently open PORV without filling the pressurizer. 
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St. Lucie 

On September 24, 2012, the NRe granted an EPU for St. Lucie, Unit 2 that increased the 
authorized thermal power level about 12 percent to 3020 MWt. Regarding an IOECCS event, 
the high pressure SI pumps are incapable during power op«:irations of delivering flow to the RCS 
because the pumps' shut-off head is less than the normal Fies operating pressure of 2250 
pounds per square inch absolute. Therefore, the inadvertent operation of the Eees at power 
event is not a credible event and was not analyzed by the licensee for the proposed EPU. The 
NRe staff found that the licensee's position for not analyzing the IOEees event to be 
acceptable. 

Regarding a eves malfunction, this event increases RCS inventory as an AOO that is 
evaluated for the effects of adding water inventory to the RCS. The NRC staff reviewed the 
licensee's analyses of the eves malfunction event and concluded that the licensee's analyses 
adequately accounted for operation of the plant at the proposed power level and were 
performed using acceptable analytical models. The NRe staff determined that the licensee's 
analysis demonstrated that the pressurizer did not become water solid, assuring no water was 
discharged through the PSVs. 

Regarding an IOPORV event, the NRe staff stated that when viewed from the mass addition 
perspective, this event can be evaluated in two phases: (1) an inadvertent opening of a 
pressurizer relief valve, followed by (2) an inadvertent ECeS actuation. In the first phase, the 
NRe staff stated that this event could be mitigated by closing the open pressurizer relief valve 
or its block valve. If the PORV or its block valve was not cloised, the NRG staff stated that the 
IOPORV event would enter the second phase with actuation of the Eees. Based on Its review, 
the NRG staff determined that the pressurizer overfill analysis, available alarming system, and 
procedures in combination with simulator exercise result ha1d provided reasonable assurance 
that the pressurizer would not be expected to fill to a water solid condition that could prevent the 
PORV or PSV from closing after they were open, and thus, supported that the event would not 
generate a more serious plant conditions, meeting the non-escalation criterion. The NRC staff 
stated that it reviewed the licensee's analyses of the inadveirtent opening of a pressurizer 
pressure relief valve event, and concluded that the licenseei's analyses adequately accounted 
for operation of the plant at the proposed power level and were performed using acceptable 
analytical models. 

The NRC staff concluded that the licensee demonstrated that the all AOO acceptance criteria 
are satisfactorily met. 

North Anna 

In UFSAR (Revision 51 , dated September 30, 2015) Section 15.2.14, "Spurious Operation of 
the Safety Injection System at Power," the licensee for North Anna Units 1 and 2 discusses the 
plant response to an inadvertent SI event. In particular. UFSAR Section 15.2.14.2.3, "Event 
Propagation," states the following: 

Safety valve (Reference 18) and PORV (Reference 19) testing has revealed no 
instances of failure of the valves to reseat following water relief. Resulting 
leakage is within the capacity of the normal makeup system and is therefore not 
considered to be a small break loss of reactor coolant event. Therefore, the 
complete filling of the pressurizer and/or water relief via a safety valve as a result 
of a spurious safety injection does not constitute a failure to meet the event 
propagation acceptance criterion. Although primary credit for preventing the 
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propagation of the event to a small break loss of reactor coolant event is the 
reseating of the PORVs and safety valves, it is noted that the PORVs (which 
open prior to the safety valves and, if open, preclude safety valve actuation for 
this event) are providled with block valves which the operator will close in the 
event of excessive PORV leakage. 

North Anna UFSAR Section 15.2.14.3, "Conclusions," states that the complete filling of the 
pressurizer and/or water discharge via a safety valive as a result of a spurious safety injection 
does not constitute a failure to meet the event propagation acceptance criterion. In UFSAR 
Section 15.2, "References," lists Reference 18 as EPRI NP-2770-LD, Volumes 3 and 4 , 
"EPRI/CE PWR Safety Valve Test Reports for Dresser Safety Valve Models 31739A and 
31709NA," February and March 1983; and Referernce 19 as EPRI NP-2670-LD, Volume 6, 
"EPRI/Wyle Power-Operated Relief Valve Phase Ill Test Report, October 1982. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the reliance by the licensee for Byron and Braidwood on the acceptable 
performance of the PSVs and PORVs for liquid service in response to abnormal events is not 
inconsistent with similar approaches by some other nuclear power plant licensees. In general, 
the review of activities by various nuclear power plant licensees related to PSV and PORV 
performance revealed reliance on EPRI, Wyle, and valve vendor testing to provide support for 
the performance of these valves under various service conditions. Specific certification for flow 
capacity of these valves for liquid service in accordance with the ASME BPV Code and National 
Board was not identified in the review of various justifications prepared by nuclear power plant 
licensees. 

In evaluating the historical documents for Byron and Braidwood, the Panel found it challenging 
to determine specifically how the licensee resolved the concern raised in NSAL-93-013 in its 
analyses and plant operations. While the record does support a compliance backfit in this case, 
if (as recommended by the Panel) the NRC staff undertakes a generic review of licensees' 
treatment of the potential for pressurizer valve damage following water discharge, it may be 
appropriate to consider what actions have been taken, how operating experience with water 
discharge has been considered, and how analysis assumptions are considered in operational 
practices (including inservice testing) at each plant. 
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To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Clads Theresa 
Holahan, Gary; West Steven ; Scarbrough Thomas; Spencer Michael 
ready for signature 
Tuesday, August 23, 2016 3:26:19 PM 

Comments in, packaged up, ready to sign (Tom and I already did). I wi ll come find y'all! 

View ADAMS PB Properties ML16236A198 
Open ADAMS P8 Package (Backfit Appeal Review Panel Ffndings (Byron and Braidwood)) 

Theresa Valentine Clark 

Executive Techn ical Assistant (Reacto rs) 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Jheresa,Clark@nrc.gov I 301-415-4048 I 0-16E22 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachment.s: 

Tom, 

Holahan Garv 
Scarbrough, Thomas 
Clads Jbecesa 
transcript discussion of "qualification" 
Wednesday, August 17, 2016 10:31 :38 AM 
2016 Exelon meetina transcrlot 3-7-2016 ML16070A364.odf 

The attached public meeting transcript Is 
publ icly available in ADAMS. 

Discussion of Exelon's view on valve qualification for water discharge and how it related to 
ASME ... starts on line 5 p 36 

Gary 



From: 
To: 
Cc : 
Subject: 
Date: 

Michael , 

Holahan Gary 
Spencer Mlcnael 
West Steven ; ClaCl\ Theresa; Scarbrough Thomas 
Backlit Appeal Issue 

Wednesday, July 13, 2016 10:24:02 AM 

At our next meeting , let's discuss ... 

(b)(S) 

Gary 
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To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Steve, 
Tom, 
Michael, 
Theresa, 

Holahan Gary 
West SJeyen; Clark I bere:;a; Seamrouph IIJomas; Spencer, Michael 
Backli t Panel Rel)()n 
Wednesday, July 13, 20161:40:56 PM 

See shared Backfit-Appeal / ReporV Backfit Appeal Panel Report 2016 07 13 

I assembled a draft report a little different from Tom's version. I wrote (and borrowed) stuff 
for an introduction/background section, a Conduct of the Review section, and suggest 
summaries of Backfit Rule History, Valve History, and IOECCS History with the detailed 
discussion in 3 enclosures. The rest (answers to ED questions and a conclusion) remain to 
be developed. 

I copied Tom's and Michael's write-up but didn't disturb the originals ... In case we go a 
different direction. Let's discuss report format tomorrow so we can start working towards a 
final draft ... soon. 

Gary 
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To: 
Cc : 
Subject: 
Date: 

Michael, 

Holahan Gary 
Spencer, Michael 
West Steven ; Clark Theresa; Scarbrough Thomas 
Backlit paoel Meeting 

Thursday, July 14, 2016 7:.42:116 AM 

For today's backfit appeal panel meeting, please give some thought to the question of 
"burden of proof". It is clear to me (reasonably clear) that the staff as to "make the case'' for 
a backfit. What is unclear is the standard of proof (the legal term eludes me). Should we 
be looking for the staff's determination of a backfit based on "more like than not", 
"preponderance of the evidence", "beyond a reasonable doubt'', or something comparable 
to ''reasonable assurance" ... ? 

Gary 



From: 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Clads Theresa 
Scarbrough Thomas ; Holahan Gary; West s1even; soencer Michael 
FYI : 2001 SE input 
Friday, July 01 , 2016 8:09:28 AM 

This document is publicly anilable in ADAMS. 

FYI- reactor systems input to the 2001 SE that includes Gary Hammer's eva luation of the va lve issue. Forwarding 

since sometimes the inputs have more info than the fina l combined SE. 

View ADAMS pg Properties M LOl 0740316 
Open ADAMS pg Document {Byron and Braidwood s1arions Units 1 and 2-Reauests for a I jcense Amendment to 
Permit uorared Power Operations /TAC Nos MA9426 MA9427 MA942g and MA9429l) 

Theresa Valentine Clark 

Executive Technica l Assistant (Reactors) 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Theresa.C!ark@nrc gov I 301-415-4048 I 0 -16E22 



From: Clads Theresa 
To: 
Subject : 

Holahan. Garv ; west s1even; Start>rough, Thomas; Spencer, Michael 
FYI: BIB microfiche documents 

Date: Wednesday, July 06, 2016 1 :39:45 PM 

Please see S:\Backfit-Appeal\References\BB Microfiche for some legacy documents from 
Byron/Braidwood that I just PDFed from microfiche (unofficial review copies). 

• 11 /18/1991 license amendment addressing GL 90-06 / Gls 70 & 94 
• 12/9/1997 letter providing an amendment supplement identifying an issue with the 

spurious SI analysis 
• 12/19/1997 letter providing path forward on spurious SI (planning amendment on 

automatic action of PORVs) 
• 5/29/1998 LAR regarding automatic action of PORVs 
• 5/1 3/1999 electrical RAI on the LAR above 
• 7/16/1999 withdrawal of LAR above and RAI response [I haven't yet found a 

resubmittal) 



From: 
To: 
Cc : 
Subject: 
Date: 

Tom, 

Clads Theresa 
Scarbrough, Thomas 
Holahan Gary; West Steven; Spencer Michael 
FYI : Callaway documents 
Thursday, July 07, 2016 8:26:37 AM 

I believe you were only able to find (earlier) the May 2000 license amendment request from Callaway 

(Mt003719636). The actual amendment dated 9/26/00 Including SE is at Ml 003753326. Please note there is a lot of 

in eresting content in the SE including reference to a 1983 Wes inghouse report submitted for Indian Point 

(microfiche 20639:100-215) that was used to conclude that automatic PORV block valve isolation was not needed, 

both for IP and Callaway. Also note that Jack Donohew was listed as the contact on the SE, but Gary Hammer was on 

concurrence. 

FYI, this amendment appears to have originated with a 3/21/00 licensee event report on the PSV setpoint being out 

of range (MLU0,:!696136), which they wished to address by changing the range. I th ink there was an earlier LER 

(8/5/98) but have not tracked that down. 

Theresa Valentine Clark 

Executive Technical Assistant (Reactors) 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Theresa,Clark@nrc.gov I 301-415-4048 I 0 -16E22 



From: 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Clads Theresa 
Holahan, Gary; West s1even; scamrough Thomas; Spencer Michael 
FYI : document list on S: 
Thursday, July 07, 2016 1 :55:15 PM 

I took all of the random emails I sent you with references and added them to one Word flle : S·\Backfit
Appeal\References\Combined List of References.dop; 

Items that I haven't already emailed you individually are listed in purple and may be of interest. I have some other 

plant-specific references I'm working on based on discussions with Gary and will add chose later in r:, et (or 

something) so you know what's new when you open it. 

Thanks! 

Theresa Valentine Clark 

Executive Technfcal Assistant (Reactors) 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Theresa Clark@nrc gov I 301-415-4048 I o -15E22 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Clads Theresa 
Scarbrough, Thomas 
Holahan Gary; West s1even; Spencer Michael 
FYI: relief valve performance 
Tuesday, July 12. 2016 2:41 :OS PM 

See NU REG/CR-7037, "Industry Performance of Relief Valves at U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power Plants through 

2007," dated March 2011 : 

htto·//www ore 11ov/dac.s/ML 1109/MI I 10980205 adf 

In particular Section 6.1.2 (p . 56 of the PDF) is about failures to close. The next page references Table 18 and 

discusses PORV response to relieving llquld instead of steam. See also p.146 and 151 of the PDF (among other 

places) for information on liquid rel ief. 

(Found through the Reactor Operational Experience Results and Databases website (RES/INE L): 

http://nrcoe me!.gov/resultsdb/) 

Theresa Valentine Clark 

Executive Technical Ass1stant (Reactors) 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Theresa Clark@nrc gov I 301-415-4048 I 0 -16E22 



From: 
To: 
Cc : 
Subject: 
Date: 

Holahan Gary 
West Steven 
Clads Theresa; Scarbrough Thomas; Spencer, Michael 
RE: CRGR Time Slot 
Tuesday, July 12, 2016 6:19:07 PM 

Yes, I think it would be good to keep CRGR informed of our efforts and early insights. 

Gary 

From: West, Steven 

Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2016 6:13 PM 

To: Holaha n, Gary <Gary .Holahan@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Fwd : CRGR Time Slot 

Gary, 

Want to meet with the staff? 

Steve 

-------- Original Message --------
From: "Hackett, Edwin" <Edwin Hackett@nrc.gov> 
Date : Tue, July 12, 2016 1 :45 PM -0500 
To: "West, Steven" <Steven.West@nrc.gov> 
CC : "Cupidon , Les" <Les.Cupjdon@nrc.gov>, ''Difrancesco, Nicholas" <NichoJas.Djfrancesco@nrc.gov> 
Subject: CRGR Time Slot 

Hi Steve, 

Per your previous email, are you and Gary still potentia lly interested in using the time slot we 

origi nally reserved for the CRGR meeting on Rev . 1 of RIS-2005-29? (Ju ly 21, 3-5 p.m.) 

Ed 

From: West, Steven 
Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2016 6:00 PM 

To: Hackett, Edwin <Edwin,Hackett@nrc.gov>; DiFrancesco, Nicholas 

<Nicholas PiFrancesco@nrc,fiov> 
Cc: Cupidon, Les <Les.Cuoidon@nrc gov>; Moore, Scott <Scott Moore@nrc gov>; McDermott, Brian 

<Bria n McDermott@orc gov>; Wil liamson, Edward <Edward .Wll! jamson@nrc.gov>; Ordaz, Vonna 

<Vonna.Ordaz@nrc.gov>; Munday, Joel <Joe!.Munday@nrc.gov>; Wert, Leonard 

<Leonard.Wert@nrc gov>; Holahan, Ga ry <Gary.HoJahan@nrc.gov>; Clark, Theresa 

<Theresa Clark@nrc gov> 
Subject: RE: FYI - Backfit Panel Being Formed by OEDO 

Importance: High 

Ed, 



If you haven't heard, I also "volunteered" to serve on the backfit appeal panel. I did not 
weigh in on your question about the CRGR meeting with the staff pending the appeal 
panel's kickoff meeting. We met this afternoon. 

The panel will also be reviewing the proposed revision to the RIS. During our kickoff 
meeting, among other things, we discussed coordination of the panel's review with CRGR's 
review. In the short time available, we did not decide on any specific course of action, but 
agree that it was worthy of further discussion. Before__you change the CRGR's plans or 
cancel you meeting with the staff, I suggestyou touch base with Gary and perhaps, if Gar 
agrees. come to one of our panel meetings to discuss with the entire appeal panel. One 
idea floated was that the appeal panel could take the CRGR's time slot with the staff. 

Steve 

Steven West, Deputy Director 
Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

301 -287-3734 
Steven.West@nrc.gov 

Edwin M . Hackett 

Deputy Director, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 

USNRC 

3014151904 

edwin.hackett@nrc.aov 



From : 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Clack Theresa 
Scarbrouoh Thomas 
RE: Documents 
Tuesday , July 05, 2016 8:51 :40 AM 

There Is;, December 2014 UFS/\R Revision 15 submltt;:il in ADAMS. It Includes pages revised In this version (e.g., 

15.5-2) . I believe this is the latest .is the previous ones were 2010 and 2012 so we wou ldn' t expect another til l the 

end of t his year. 

M\ 14363A393 

From: Clark, Theresa 

Sent: Tuesday, Ju ly 05, 2016 7:25 AM 

To: Scarbrough, Thomas <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: Documents 

Here'~ the link: htltr//www mc,gmt!clac,/ML1406/ML14063A174 udf 

Either the printed or electronic version (or maybe both) has a page misp laced-they are all there, but one 1s out of 

order so It makes It look odd. 

I am guessing there were subsequent UFSAR updates. We could reach out to the PM-I be lieve it is Joel Wiebe. Let 

me know if you wou ld like me to do that. 

Theresa Valentine Clark 

Executive Technica l Assistan t (Reac tors) 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Theresa Clark@nrc gov I 301-415-4048 I 0 -16E22 

From: Scarbrough, Thomas 

Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2016 7 :23 AM 

To: Clark, Theresa <Theresa.Clark@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Documents 

Theresa, 

In the documents provided for our backfit review, the copy of the memo from Chris Jackson 
to Sam Miranda with Sam's non-concurrence on the Byron-Braidwood MUR power uprate 
seems to be missing some pages. ADAMS Accession Number ML 14058A637 only 
includes the cover memo, but not the non-concurrence paper. Do you have an electronic 
copy of the non-concurrence package? 

Also, in the NRG e-Library, I found the Byron-Braidwood UFSAR with assorted page 
revisions. The latest appears to be Revision 9 dated December 2002 that includes the PSV 
water relief discussion. Is that the UFSAR revision that we should use for our review? 

Thanks. 
Tom 



From : 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

c1at1s Theresa 
Holahan Gary ; West Steven; Scarbrough Thomas ; Spencer Michael 
RE : FY I: docurnent list on S: 
Friday, July 15, 2016 3:34:53 PM 

New stuff (not too much) In purple, for those fo llowing along. (Next week if I find anything new I'll 

make all the text black before I make you all go crazy with an additional color. ) 

From: Clark, Theresa 

Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2016 5:26 PM 

To: HOLAHAN, GARY M <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov>; WEST, Steven S <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; 

SCARBROUGH, THOMAS G <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov>; SPENCER, MICHAEL A 

<M ichae l.Spencer@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: FYI: document list on S: 

I skimmed some microfiche stuff and put brief lnform;ition in gref'n in the file . See in particular t he WCAP and 

Diablo Canyon items (I sti ll have two DC items in bold to t rack down) . If we get interested in documents, we can 

print or request them (Just let me know). 

From: Clark, Theresa 

Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2016 4 :40 PM 

To: HOLAHAN, GARY M <Gary Holahan@nrc gov>; WEST, Stevens <Steven West@nrc.gov>; 

SCARBROUGH, THOMAS G <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc gay>; SPENCER, MICHAEL A 

<Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: FYI: document list on S: 

lots of new references (in orangey brown). Of particu lar note, someone smarter than me might want Lo take a look 

at the Beaver Valley EPU (see my notes for some particular places) and see how that was different from what was 

submitted/approved in the stretch uprate for B/B. I plan to track down the microfiche items over the next few days 

and wil l save any th at are Interesting. 

From: Clark, Theresa 
Sent: Thursday, Ju ly 07, 2016 1:55 PM 

To: HOLAHAN, GARY M <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov>; WEST, Steven S <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; 

SCARBRO UGH, THOMAS G <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov>; SPENCER, MICHAEL A 

<M1chael .Soencer@nrc.gov:> 
Subject: FYI : document list on S: 

I took all of the random emails I sent you with refe re nces and added t hem to one Word fi le : S·\Backflt 
Aopeal\References\comb1Qed List of References docx 

Items tha t I haven't already emailed you Individually are listed in purple and may be of Interest. I have some other 

plant-speci fi c references I'm work ing on based on discussions wi th Gary and will add t hose later in ,,,, r r (or 

something) so you know what's new when you open it. 

Thanks I 



Theresa Valentine Clark 

Executive Technical Assistant (Reactors) 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Theresa Clark@nrc gov I 301-415-4048 I 0 -16E22 



From : c1ark Theresa 
To: 
Subject : 

Spencer Michae l; Holahan Gary; West Steven; Scarbroug t1 Thomas 
RE : Spencer Input on History of Backlit Rule-Compliance-Guidance 
Tuesday, July 12, 2016 7:40:10 AM Date: 

Thank you I This is real ly helpful to me. 

Two questions for you : 

• Your p.3 (referencing NUREG-1409): "New or revised staff positions are backfits when they are imposed on 

licensees and result in a change in structures, systems, design, or procedures (as described in 10 CFR 

50.109)." Is requiring a test or analysis that doesn't change p lant SSCs/design/procedures technically a 

backfit? Perhaps creating the test procedure makes It a back flt? Or is It more In the category of 50.54(f} 

information gathering-e.g., that failing the test would tell you a design change is needed? 

• When the 1985 ru lemakihg was vacated and replaced in 1988, did the Commission policy outlined in the 

1985 SOC st ill stay in torce? Perhaps the 1988 SOC said it all again? We have been re lying on the 1985 

language a lot and I am curious whether it's still v;:i lid . 

We can discuss this afternoon. I'm also interested in discussing the "tacit acceptance" idea at the bottom of your p.3 

In more detail . 

BTW, Vic will be joining us to say he llo al the beginning of the meet ing. 

Theresa Valentine Clark 

Executive Techn ica l Ass istant (Reac tors) 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Theresa Clark@ nrc.gov I 301-415-4048 I 0 -16E22 

From: Spencer, Michael 

Sent: Monday, July 11, 2016 5:38 PM 

To: Clark, Theresa <Theresa.Clark@nrc.gov>; Holahan, Gary <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov>; West, Steven 

<Steven. West@nre.gov>; Sea rbrough, Thomas <Thomas.Sea rbrough@nre.gov> 

Subject: Spencer Input on History of Backfit Rule-Compliance-Guidance 

All, 

I have prepared a brief summary of the history of the backfit rule and the compliance 
exception, which is attached. I looked through a number of rulemaking SOCs, potentially 
relevant SECYs and SRMs for these rulemakings, and two federal court decisions on the 
backfit rule, and I did not find much illumination on the compliance exception. I did find 
some interesting material in NUREG-1409, but l am not sure of its relevance at this time. I 
have provided it at the end of my proposed input for your information. I have also saved 
the attached file to my folder on the S:drive. 

Michael 



From: 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments : 

All 

Spencer Michael 
Clads Theresa; Holahan Gary ; West Steven ; Scarbrouoh Thomas 
Spencer Input on History of Backrit Rule-Compliance-Guidance 
Monday, July 11, 2016 5:38:26 PM 
Soencer lnout on Historv of Backfil Rule -Comoliance-Guidance.docx. 

I have prepared a brief summary of the history of the backfit rule and the compliance 
exception, which is attached. I looked through a number of ru lemaking SOCs, potentially 
relevant SECYs and SRMs for these rulemakings, and two federal court decisions on the 
backfit ru le and I did not find much illumination on the compliance exception. I did find 
some interesting material in NUREG-1409, but I am not sure of its re levance at this time. I 
have provided it at the end of my proposed input for your information. I have also saved 
the attached file to my folder on the S:drive. 

Michael 



From: 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

All , 

Holahan Gary 
Wes! Steven; Clark Theresa; Scarbrough Thomas ; Spencer. Michael 
for backfit appeal discussion 
Thursday, J.ily 14, 2016 9:02 :44 AM 

I have drafted the following "critical issues (or questions)" to help define a path to success 
and to help with the report clarity and decision making .. .. 

THE CRITICAL ISSUES 

Are PORVs and SVs very llikely, likely, unlikely, or very unlikely to stick open given liquid 
water discharge? 

Should (or must) the staff assume valve failure based on likelihood or on "qualification"? Or 
can the staff use different standards of "qualification" for equipment relied on in safety 
analysis? 

Did the staff establish a regulatory position [settle the issue?] on acceptable valve 
capability/performance through the TMI action plan testing requirements, reviews, and 
safety evaluations? 

If the PORVs and SVs are not assumed to fail, are all the proposed compliance backfit 
issues resolved?[ ... and are the NSAL and RIS issues resolved?] 

Is the Category II to Category Ill escalation issue a safety and/or compliance issue, or can 
the issue be mooted by a finding of acceptable PORV and SV performance? 

For the panel discussion: 

Are these the right questions? 

Do we need these? 

Do they help? 

Are the EDO questions good enough? 

Gary 
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SPENCER INPUT ON HISTORY OF BACKFIT RULE, Rev. 0, 2016-07-16 

(b )(5) 

IV. History of the Backflt Rule and the Compliance Exception 

The Backfit Rule , 10 CFR 50.109, was originally promulgated in 1970 (35 FR 5317). Because 
of perceived deficiencies in the rule, the NRC substantially revised it in 1985 (50 FR 38097). 
The 1985 rule was challenged in court, and the U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia 
(D.C. Circuit) vacated this rule in its entirety. The D.C. Circuit took this action because It 
concluded that the revised rule could be interpreted to allow the NRC to consider costs in 
defining or redefining what is required for adequate protection of the public health and safety. 
Union of Concerned Scientists v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com'n, 824 F.2d 108, 119-20 (1987). 
In response the NRC revised the Backfit Rule in 1988 (53 FR 20603) to remove any implication 
that costs could be considered in defining or redefining adequate protection. The 1988 
revisions only differed from the 1985 rule to the extent necessary to address the court's 
concerns. The 1988 rule was also challenged in court, but this time the D.C. Circuit upheld the 
rule. Union of Concerned Scientists v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com'n, 880 F.2d 552 (1989). 

In. its current form, 10 CFR 50.109(a)(1) defines backfitting as "the modification of or addition to 
systems, structures, components, or design of a facility ; or the design approval or manufacturing 
license for a facility; or the procedures or organization required to design, construct or operate a 
facility; any of which may resu lt from a new or amended provision in the Commission's 
regulations or the imposition of a regulatory staff position interpreting the Commission's 
regulations that is either new or different from a previously applicable staff position .... " Unless 
one of three specified exceptions apply, the NRC may impose a backfit only if it performs a 
backfit analysis in accordance with 10 CFR 50.109(a)(2) and determines in accordance with 
10 CFR 50.109(a)(3) "that there is a substantial increase in the overall protection of the public 
health and safety or the common defense and security to be derived from the backfit and that 
the direct and indirect costs of implementation for that facility are Justified in view of this 
increased protection ." 

Section 50.109(a)(4) sets forth the three exceptions to the requirements of 1 O CFR 50.109(a)(2) 
and (a)(3). The first exception, the compliance exception , applies if the ''modification is 
necessary to bring a facility into compliance with a license or the rules or orders of the 
Commission, or into conformance with written commitments by the licensee." 10 CFR 
50.109(a)(4)(i). The second and third exceptions relate to actions ensuring adequate protection 
or to actions that involve defining or redefining adequate protection. 

The Commission addressed its intended application of the compliance exception in the 1985 
rulemaking (50 FR at 38103}: 

The compliance exception is intended to address situations in which the licensee 
has failed to meet known and established standards of the Commission because 
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of omission or mistake of fact. It should be noted that new or modified 
interpretations of what constitutes compliance would not fall within the exception 
and would require a backfit analysis and application of the standard. 

In the 1985 ru le, the Commission acknowledged that staff interpretations of regulations are not 
legally binding, but the Commission also stated that ''staff interpretations of broadly stated rules 
are often necessary to give a rule effect and in some instances may be a causal factor in 
initiating a backfit." Id. at 38102. The Commission also stated , "Many of the most important 
changes in plant design, construction, operation. organization, and training have been put in 
place at a level of detail that is expressed in staff guidance documents which interpret the intent 
of broad, generally worked [sic] regulations. " Id. at 38103.1 

I (b)(S) 

NUREG-1409, Backfitting Guidelines, 1990 

To be a backfit, "a new or revised staff position or requirement must be involved , that is, there 
must be a change in content or applicability of the previously applicable regulatory staff position 
(in the direction of increased safety requirements) .... " 

Applicable Regulatory Staff Position 

A requirement or position already specifically imposed on or committed to by a licensee is called 
an applicable regulatory staff position. There are several different types of positions, such as 

- legal requirements, as in explicit regulations, orders, and plant licenses and In 
amendments, conditions, and technical specifications 

- written licensee commitments such as those contained in the final safety analysis 
report, licensee event reports, and docketed correspondence, including responses to 
NRC bulletins, generic letters, inspection reports, or notices of violation and confirmatory 
action letters 

- NRC staff positions that are documented explicit interpretations of more general 
regulations and are contained in documents such as the Standard Review Plan, branch 
technical positions, regulatory guides, generic letters, and bulletins 

For the purpose of this report, a change in the applicable regulatory staff position will be 
subsequently referred to as a new or revised position. 

1 The 1988 rulemaking neither revised the compliance exception as stated in the 1985 rule nor provided 
additional guidance on its interpretation. 
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At 12: 

(4) How does the backfit rule apply to new staff positions that reflect an evolving understanding 
of technical issues? 

New or revised staff positions are backfits when they are imposed on licensees and result in a 
change in structures, systems, design, or procedures (as described in 10 CFR 50.109). A 
backfit analysis is required whenever new or revised positions are imposed to achieve cost
justified substantial safety enhancements. A backfit analysis is not required if the new or 
changed position is imposed to bring a facility into compliance or if it is necessary to provide 
assurance of adequate protection. In those cases, however, a written evaluation is needed to 
provide the objectives of and reasons for the modification and the basis for invoking the 
exception. 

An evolving understanding of issues does not, by itself, define which category fits a particular 
backfit. Judgment must be applied to the facts of each particular case to determine whether the 
backfit is for compliance, to provide adequate protection, to redefine adequate protection, or to 
achieve a cost-justified substantial safety enhancement. For example, with regard to 
compliance, the 1985 statement of considerations for 10 CFR 50.109 indicates that "the 
compliance exception is intended to address situations where the licensee has failed to meet 
known and established standards of the Commission because of omission or mistake of 
fact... .new or modified interpretations of what constitutes compliance would not fall within the 
exception .... " 

At 13: 

(7) Is it appropriate for the N RC staff to rely on informal or formal communications to other 
licensees as official NRG positions? What about NRG tacit approval of documents? 

Informal or formal communications to one licensee are not official positions to all licensees. 
Section 053 of Manual Chapter 0514 identifies what can be applied as official staff positions in a 
plant-specific context. They are legal requirements such as contained in explicit regulations, 
orders, and plant licenses; written commitments such as contained in final safety analysis 
reports, licenses event reports, and docketed correspondence; and documented, approved 
explicit interpretations such as contained in the SRP, branch technical positions, regulatory 
guides, generic letters, and bulletins. Orders, licenses, and written commitments are applicable 
only to a particular licensee. 

If the staff previously exempted a licensee from a legal requirement or approved position, it is 
not applicable to that licensee for the purpose of backfit consideration. Explicit exemption would 
be done formally in writing. The Appendix to NRC Manual! Chapter 0514 discusses tacit 
approval under reanalysis of issues. Two situations are covered. In the first case, staff review of 
a previously accepted licensee action or program may result in a requested change. This would 
be classified as a backfit because it represents a change in a previous staff position and would 
require a backfit analysis (or a documented evaluation if it meets one of the exceptions listed in 
the backfit rule). In the second case, a licensee submittal committing to a specific course of 
action that has not received timely NRC staff review is implemented by the licensee. In this 
case, it is considered that the NRC staff tacitly accepted the licensee's action since timely notice 
to the contrary was not given. If the NRC staff subsequently adopts a different position and 
requests a change in the licensee action, this change may be classified as a backfit and thus 
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require a backfit analysis (or a documented evaluation if it meets one of the exceptions listed in 
the backfit rule}. 

(Industry claim]: Bulletin 88-11 is completely lacking any 10 CFR 50.109 justification. 

[NRG response]: Although the justification was not. printed in the bulletin, NRG Bulletin 88-11, 
"Pressurizer Surge Line Thermal Stratification," was justified as a backfit. It is an example of a 
backfit that was determined by the responsible NRG offidal to be required as a matter of 
compliance with existing requirements and commitments. The CRGR reviewed the bulletin and 
concurred. The regulations currently require licensees to meet the applicable codes of the 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Because 
of the staff's concern with the integrity of the surge line, licensees were requested to perform 
their fatigue analysis in accordance with the latest ASME Section Ill requirements that 
incorporate high cycle fatigue analysis. The justification provided by the staff was that previously 
unconsidered thermal stratification phenomenon may invalidate the existing analysis performed 
to confirm the integrity of the surge line. 

Subsequently, it was understood that some licensees believed that the staffs rationale was in 
error because they were not committed to the latest ASME Section Ill requirements by virtue of 
their license commitment. However, the issue became moot because these licensees undertook 
the analysis voluntarily in view of the safety importance of the issue and the fact that previous 
versions of the ASME Code did not completely address the concern. 

At 15: 

(1) If an inspector has previously accepted (ie, provided tacit approval of) a licensee's method, 
does a specific request for change constitute a backflit and if so, is a backfit analysis required? 

Cases where an inspector provides tacit approval are relatively rare. Simply not challenging a 
licensee's practice normally would not be consider,ed tacit approval. The only example provided 
in Manual Chapter 0514 is a case where the NRG has indicated tacit approval by not acting in a 
reasonable time on a licensee submittal and the licensee has moved ahead to implement the 
proposal described in the submittal. For the purpose of th is question, it would most likely arise in 
connection with review of a licensee response to an inspection report. 

Explicit approval could be provided in an inspection report that states that a particular approach 
is acceptable. However, conclusions of that nature are usually made in safety evaluation reports 
rather than inspection reports. 

NRC Manual Chapter 0514 (1988) {This manual chapter is included as Appendix D to NUREG-
1409. The manual chapter was referenced in the 1988 rulemaking, and a working draft was 
provided to the Commission in SECY-88-102 for information. The only particularly interesting 
nugget is a definition of "applicable regulatory staff positions" that is slightly more detailed than 
the definition in NUREG-1409. I have shown the additional detail with bolded redline text.} 

Section 053 
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053 Applicable Regulatory Staff Positions. Applicable regulatory staff positions are those 
already specifically imposed upon or committed to by a licensee at the time of the identification 
of a plant-specific backfit, and are of several different types and sources: 

a. Legal requirements such as in explicit regulations, orders, plant licenses (amendments, 
conditions, technical specifications). Note that some regulations have update features built 
in, as for example, 1 O CFR 50.55a, Codes and Standards. Such update requirements are 
applicable as described in the regulation. 

b. Written commitments such as contained in the FSAR, LERs, and docketed correspondence, 
including responses to Bulletins, responses to Generic Letters, Confirmatory Action Letters, 
responses to Inspection Reports, or responses to Notices of Violation. 

c. NRC staff positions4 that are documented, approved, explicit interpretations of the more 
general regulations, and are contained in documents such as the SRP, Branch Technical 
Positions, Regulatory Guides, Generic Letters, and Bulletins; and to which a licensee or an 
applicant has previously committed to or relied upon. Positions contained in these 
documents are not considered applicable staff positions to the extent that staff has, in a 
previous licensing or inspection action, tacitly or explicitly excepted the licensee from 
part or all of the position.5 

FN 4 Requirements may be imposed by rule or order. Staff interpretations such as examples of 
acceptable ways to meet requirements are not requirements in and of themselves. 

FN 5 Imposition of a staff position from which a licensee has previously been excepted is a 
backfit. 



From: 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Steve 
Tom, 
Michael , 
Theresa, 

Holahan Garv 
Wes! Steven ; Clark_ Theresa; Scarbrough. IIJomas; soencer. Michael 
A New attempt at "Crisp" 
Thursday, July 28, 2016 5:01:28 PM 

SHORT Prelm1narv Flndinos Julv 28 2 JOom.docx 

Please see attached. I have cut the 4-pager in half to make it a "crisp" summary of 
preliminary findings for OEDO, NRA, and OGG. 

The longer write-ups look like good input to the final report. 

Please review and comment. 

Gary 



July 28, 2016 

3 pm version 

Exelon Backfit Appeal Panel Preliminary Findings 

The compliance exception to the Backfit Rule is intended to address fai lures to meet known and 

established Commission standards because of omission or mistake of fact. New or modified 

interpretations of what constitutes compliance do not fall within the exception. The Panel concludes 

that in 2001 and 2004 there was no known and established standard of the Commission relating to the 

potential of pressurizer safety valves (SVs) to fail following water discharge during Inadvertent 

Operation of Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) events. During the Exelon power uprate review in 

2001 and the review of a later valve setpoint amendment in 2004, the staff exercised reasonable and 

well-informed engineering judgment when concluding that the SVs were unlikely to stick open (i.e., fail 

to reseat). The position on valve qualification in the 2015 backfit is a new or modified interpretation of 

what constitutes compliance. 

In the absence of an SV failure to reseat, the concerns articulated in the backfit related to eveint 

classification, event escalation, and compliance with 10 CFR 50.34(b) and General Design Criteria 15, 21, 

and 29 are no longer at issue. 

The panel findings support the Exelon appeal. 

The panel's finding relative to treatment of SV failure potentia I derives from the following: 

197110 CFR Part 50 Appendix A, Footnote 2: on the single failure of a passive component in a fluid 

system 

1977 SECY-77-439 (On Additional Passive Failures) : ",it has been judged in most instances that the 

probability of most types of passive failures in fluid systems is sufficiently small that they need not be 

assumed 

1979 TMI Action Plan item 11.D. l, Performance Testing of BWR and PWR Relief and Safety Valves 

July 27, 1982, the Westinghouse Owners Group submitted WCAP-10105 that provided the acceptability 

of the EPRI testing program for SVs and PORVs in Westinghouse-designed PWRs. 

1988 letter from L. N. Olshan (NRC) to H. E. Bliss (Com Ed), "NU REG 0737, Item 11.D.1, for Byron Station, 

Units 1 and 2," found the licensee's reliance on EPRI testing of SVs to be acceptable 

In 1993 and 1994, Westinghouse (WEC) sent Nuclear Safety Advisory letter NSAl-93-013 (June 30, 1993) 
and NSAl-93-013, Supplement 1 (October 28, 1994) "ft should be noted that the licensees may have 
qualified these valves in compliance to NUREG-073 7, Item II. 0 .. 1." 

2001 Exelon power upratea review of the safety evaluation and associated RAls shows that the staff was 

well aware of the nature of the EPRI testing being relied on. 



In 2001, the NRC granted a power uprate for Shearon Harris that included the operability of PORVs and 

SVs during the discharge of subcooled water in accordance with the NUREG-0737 11.D.l. 

In 2004, NRC issued a license amendment for the Braidwood and Byron Stations granting an adjustment 

to the PSV setpoints. In an RAI, the staff requested that Exelon perform a quantitative analysis 

regarding SV water cycles and relief/discharge water temperature. 

In its SER, the staff concluded that the reanalysis is acceptable to assure that the PSVs will remain 

operable following a spurious safety injection event. 

2005 RIS 2005-029: "The NRC staff's position is noted in the power uprate review standard [RS-001 

2003), as follows: "(b} pressurizer level should not be allowed to reach a pressurizer water-solid 
condition." However, RIS 2005-29 and its draft supplement do not discuss water relief certification 

requirements in the ASME BPV Code. Also, when RIS 2005-29 was originally issued, the staff stated that 

it did not publish the RIS in the Federal Register for comment because "this RIS is informational and 

pertains to a NRC staff position that does not depart from current regulatory requirements and 

practice." 

This intent ("no backfit") was confirmed in personal discussions with the NRR manager responsible for 

developing and issuing RS-001. Therefore, contrary to the RIS statement, neither the RS-001 review 

standard nor the RIS 2005-29 documented "known and established standards of the Commission." 

In 2006, the NRC granted a power uprate for Beaver Valley that referred to RIS 2005-29 and found 

reasonable assurance that the SVs would adequately discharge and reseat following a spurious safety 

injection actuation with reliance on the EPRI test data. 

In 2007 SRP 15.5.1 "The pressurizer safety valves, too, may be assumed to reseat properly after having 
relieved water, but only if such valves have been qualiJ;er for water relief." 

In summary: 

The NRR 2015 compliance backfit finding (October 9, 2015 letter to Exelon) is predicated on the 

following positions: 

- "water relief through a valve that is not qualified for water relief will cause that valve to stick in 
its fully open position". 

- "the licensee ... has not applied the single-failure assumption" 

- "nor have they provided ASME water qualification documentation for the PSVs ... the 

ASML.original Overpressure Protection Report ... in service test history ... including both water 

and steam tests" 

However, none of these positions were "known and established standards of the Commission" in 2001 

or 2004 for determining when it was appropriate to assume a failure of SVs to reseat. In fact, they were 

not "known and established standards of the Commission" in 2005 nor 2006 nor 2007. 



In positions do not appear to be "established standards of the Commission" at present, since the call for 

use of the single failure criterion and ASME certification only appears in the Exelon compliance backfit 

and the Draft 2015 RIS 2005-029 Revision 1. 

The panel concludes that the positions taken to support the compliance backfit finding represent new 

and different staff views on how to address potential SV failures following water discharge. Although 

they represent well-intentioned staff positions that could provide additional safety margin, they do not 

provide a basis for a compliance backfit. 

In addition to the specific finding relating to the backfit appeal, the panel believes it is important to 

acknowledge that water discharge through an SV not specifically designed for such service is 

undesirable and should be minimized or avoided as a matter of conservative engineering and prudent 

operations. The panel concludes this while fully aware that the event sequence being considered 

appears to be of little safety significance (the panel has requested RES analysis to confirm this belief) . 

Operator training and emergency procedures to terminate the event before pressurizer filling, as well as 

the use of power-operated relief valves rather than relying solely on SVs, are clearly preferred, whether 

they form the facilities' UFSAR licensing basis or not. 
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Background 

On July 22,2016 in accordance with NRC Management Directive (MD) 8.4, "Management of Facility
specific Backfitting and Information Collection," the NRC Executive Director for Operations (EDO) 
established a Backfit Appeal Review Panel (Panel) to review the appeal by Exelon Generation Company, 
LLC (Exelon or the licensee) of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff's determination that 
a backfit is necessary at Braidwood Station, Units 1 and 2 (Braidwood) and Byron Station, Units 1 and 2 
(Byron), as well as the staff's application of the compliance backfit exception provided in Title 10 of the 
Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), Section 50.109. 

The specific NRC staff activity at issue relates to an October 9, 2015, letter, in which the NRC issued the 
results of a staff review of licensing basis documents for Braidwood and Byron (Agencywide Documents 
Access and Management System (ADAMS) Accession No. ML14225A871). The staff determined that 
Braidwood and Byron were not: in compliance with 10 CFR Appendix A, General Design Criteria (GDCs) 
15, 21, and 29; 10 CFR 50.34(b); and the plant-specific design bases. Specifically, Braidwood and Byron 
were determined not to comply with provisions for ensuring that Condition II events (analyses of 
inadvertent operation of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS), malfunction of the chemiical and 
volume control system, and inadvertent opening of a pressurizer safety or relief valve) do not progress 
into more serious Condition Ill events following water relief through certain valves. The staff 
acknowledged that the staff position differed from a previous staff position documented in a 2001 
power uprate safety evaluation. However, the staff determined that the backfitting was justified under 
the compliance exception in 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(i). The licensee was directed to take action to resolve 
the non-compliance. 

On December 8, 2015, the licensee appealed the staff's decision stating its disagreement with the NRC's 

conclusion that the compliance exception to the backfit rule applies in this case, and that the NRC has 
twice approved the underlying analysis (ADAMS Accession No. ML15342A112). The referenced 
approvals were an August 26, 2004, license amendment associated with pressurizer safety valve 
setpoints (ADAMS Accession No. ML042250531) and a May 4, 2001, license amendment associated with 
a stretch power uprate (ADAMS Accession No. ML033040016). In a letter dated May 3, 2016, the NRC 
responded to the licensee's appeal and reaffirmed its decision that the backfit per the compliance 
exception provisions of 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(i) issued to the licensee is appropriate (ADAMS Accession 
No. ML16095A204). 

On June 2, 2016, the licensee again appealed the staff's decision (ADAMS Accession No. ML16154A254). 
The purpose of this report is to provide information and recommendations to support the decision of 
the EDO. 

Conduct of the review 

In order to establish a sound, well informed, and .... basis for its recommendations, the Backfit 
Appear Panel undertook a review of the relevant documents in this case. This included the 
licensee and NRG staff letters mentioned above plus the 2001 power uprate and the 2004 
license amendment plus a June 16, 2016 letter form the Nuclear Energy Institute supporting the 
Exelon backfit appeal ADAMS XXXXXXXX). The panel also reviewed numerous other 
documents related to the topic of inadvertent operation of the ECCS. These documents fall into 
six broad categories: 
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the Backfit Rule (1OCFR50.109), related court actions, and Commission and staff 
guidance on application of the Backfit Rule; 

licensing activities on Byron and Braidwood (License Amendment Requests, License 
Amendments, staff Requests for Additional Information, licensee responses, meeting 
summaries, staff Safety Evaluation Reports , and Updates of the Fin.al Safety Analysis 
Report UFSAR)) over the period of 1997 to the present; 

the NRC guidance relevant to the analysis of Inadvertent operation of the ECCS 
(Standard Review Plan (SRP) sections 15.0, 15.5.1, and 15.6.1) over the period of 1981 
to the present; 

the Westinghouse Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter (NSAL-93-013, June 30, 1993) and its 
supplement (NSAL-93-13 Suppl . 1, October 28, 1994 )(Adams XXXXXXXXXXX); 

actions taken by other licensees in response to Westinghouse NSAL-93-013; 

the history of NRC and industry activities related to Power Operated Relief Valves 
(PORV), their Block Valves, and Safety Valves (including Three Mile Island Action Plan 
(NUREG 0737) items 11.D.1, 11.0.3,11.G.1, 11.K.3, and Generic Letter 89-10 and 
supplements), and related Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI} valve testing , and 
operating experience (NUREGXXXX .. .. ). 

In addition to the document review, the panel had the benefit of meetings with the Office of 
Nuclear Reactor Regulation , the Office of the General Council , and the NRC Committee to 
Review Generic Requirements (CRGR). Both Exelon and NEI declined offers for a public 
meeting, but indicated a willingness and interest in providing information if the panel identified 
the need. 

Commcn1· IMAc l: In our discussion on 
7-14, we agreed that I would use my best 

Judgment In describing the backflt rule 
I (focusing on the compl iance e~ception) to 

/ aid the EDO' s decision mak ing. Therefore, 

I I have omitted t he paragraph I had 

/ writt en on the history of the rule and am 
, focusing on t he regulatory provisions, t he 

I pertln en t socs and guidance, and 
thoughts on what this logically entails, as 

/ relevant to the panel's decJslon. 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
/ 
i 
I 
I 

I 
I 

Assistance from RES, TTC etc. .. .. .. .. ....... .. .. If any 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i ,Wlst~-l"le-8 ckfit Rule a d the Co 

Backfilling Is defined by 1 O CFR 50.109(a) as: 

-----·- .. --....... -... - .. -·-·---·-···--1 

the modification of or addition to systems, structures, components, or design of a 
facility: or the design approval or manufacturing license for a faci lity; or the 
procedures or organization required to design. construct or operate a facility : any 
of which may result from a new or amended provision in the Commission's 
regulations or the imposition of a regulatory staff position interpreting the 
Commission's regulations that is either new or different from a previously 
si_p licable staff osltlon .... 

Unless one of three specified exceptions apply, the NRC may impose a backfit only if it 
performs a backfit analysis in accordance with 10 CFR 50.109{a)(2l and determines in 
accordance with 10 CFR 50.109(a)(3) "that there Is a substantial increase in the overall 
protection of the public health and safety or the common defense and security to be derived 
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from the backfit and that the direct and indirect costs of implementation for that facil ity are 
justified in view of this increased protection." 

Sedlon 50.109(a)(4) sets forth lhe three exceptions to lhe requirements of 10 CFR 50.109(a)(2) 
and /a)(3l. The first exception, the compliance exception, appl ies if the "modification is 
necessary to bring a facility Into compliance with a license or the rules or orders of the 
Commission. or into conformance with written commitments by the licensee." 10 CFR 
50.109/al(4)(i). The second and third exceptions relate to actions necessary to ensure 
adequate protection or to actions that involve defining or redefining adequate protection. 

The Commission exlJ.lained its intended a lication of the com liance exce l ion i the 1985 final 
rule amending 10 CFR 50.109 (50 FR at 38103): 

The compliance exception is intended to address situations in which the licensee 
has failed to meet known and established standards of the Commission because 
of omission or mistake of fact. It should be noted that new or modified 
interpretations of what constitutes compliance would not fall within the exception 
and would require a back fit analysis and application of the standard . 

ommcn1· IMA I: With this paragraph 
, and the next, I am drawing some bas ic 
/ conclusions from the foregoing material 
/ that reflects discussions we' ve had so far 

/ and, I believe, will help support the 
/ anel's work. 

I 
I 
i 
I 

I 
I 
j 
i 
I 

I 

In the 1985 rule , the Commission acknowledged that staff Interpretations of rules are not legally 
binding. but the Commission also stated that "staff Interpretations of broadly stated rules are 
often necessary to give a rule effect and in some instances may be a causal factor in initiating a 
backfit." Id. at 38102.1 I 
By its}erms, the com12llance exceptLon agglles to actions necessa!:£ for compliance with rules, .J 
licenses. and orders, or for conformance with written commltmen ts.2 Also, the Commission 
explicitly acknowledged the importance of staff interpretations of rules in the regulatory process. 
Thus. the Panel understands the term "known and established standard" to Include standards 
established in rules, licenses. orders, and wrjtten commitments, and NRC interpretations of 
rules that might be announced in a variety of forms. Some standards may be broad-based 
while others may apply only to a limited number of plants. As stated in NUREG-1409, 
"[ilnformal or forma l communications lo one licensee are not official positions to all licensees .... 
Orders , licenses. and written commitments are applicable only to a particular licensee." 

The fai lure to meet a known and establ ished standard is rou ds for a co liance backfit if this 
failure is due to "omission or mistake of fact." Thus , if a licensee obtains NRG approval of an 
alternative to a standard set forth in guidance, the guidance could not be used to support a 
compliance backfit unless the NRC's approval of the alternative was based on an omission or 
mistake of fact. Omissions and mistakes of fact are to be distinguished from "new or modified 
interpretations of what constitutes compliance ." which do not fall within the compliance 
exception. The Panel understands the term "new or modified interpretations" to include 
situations where the NRC has changed its mind on how to interpret the language of a 

1 The 1985 backlit rule was vacated by a Federal court on grounds unrelated to the compl iance backfll 
exception. See Union of Concerned Scientists V. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com'n, 824 F.2d 108. 119-20 
{D.C. Cir. 1987). In 1988, the Commission amended the backfit rule (53 FR 20603) to address the court's 
concerns, but did not change the 1985 rule 's compliance exception provision. Thus. the quoted 
statements from the 1985 rule are the applicable expression of Commission Intent regarding compliance 
backfits. 

2 UREG-1409 Backfilling Guidelines. def~nes wrj tten commitments broadly to Include the "final saf t 
analysis report. licensee event reports, and docketed correspondence, including responses to NRC 
bulletins, generic letters. inspection reports. or notices of violation and confirmatory action letters." 
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requirement or on how much assurance Is necessary to conclude that the requirement is met, 
Levels of assurance might be established In terms such as acceptable probabllltles or 
consequences, conservative assumptions, or sufficient margin. / 

I 
i 
i 

SuA1mary and reference to ~nclosure 1L ___________________ n · -·------- ---- - --/ 

Address ... the compliance exception, and related guidance with focus on ... "failed to meet 
known and established standards of the Commission because of omission or mistake of fact" , , , 
or ... "new or modified interpretations of what constitutes compliance" 

History of the PORV and Safety Valve Issues (requirements, agency actions, standards, 
guidance) 

Summary and reference to enclosure 2 

History of Westinghouse Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter and Related Activities 

Summary and reference lo Enclosure 3 

Discussion 

THIE QUESTION 

A simple explanation of the effort: 

The Backfit Appeal Panel will answer the question ... does this case fit .. . "failed to meet known 
and established standards of the Commission because of omission or mistake of fact" ... or ... 
"new or modified interpretations of what constitutes compliance" 

Response to the EDO questions: 

1. Were the approvals based on a mistake? If so, what was the mistake and 
what are the imp lications for Braidwood and Byron? 

In the May 3, 2016 letter to Exelon, NRC claims that "The NRC erred in approving a 
sequence of events that al lowed the inadvertent operation of the emergency core cooling 
system, chemical and volume control system ma lfunction, and inadvertent opening of a 
pressurizer safety or relief valve analyses In the 2001 and 2004 Safety Evaluations" and "the NRC 
staff understood the PSVs to be qualified for water relief when, in fact, they were not" 

Exelon claims, in their December 8, 2015 backfit appeal letter, that "the compliance 
exception requires more than simply asserting that the prior staff approvals were 
wrong - the NRC must demonstrate that the prior approvals were erroneous because 
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C'c>mrncnc· fM , j: Do we need an 
enclosure? I suggest we include what we 
need In the report and otherwise not 
have an enclosure. 



of an omission or mistake of fact at the time of the approval. The NRC has not made 
that case here." 

2. What is the known and established standard for water qualification of 
pressurizer safety valves? 

3. What is the known and established standard for progression of postulated 
events between categories of severity? Include a discussion of 
Regulatory Issue Summary 2005-29, "Anticipated Transients that Could 
Develop into More Serious Events," dated December 14, 2005, and the 
draft Revision 1 that was issued for public comment in 2015. 

4. Does the current licensing basis for Braidwood and Byron comply with the 
applicable regulations? Is it adequate to provide protection to public 
health and safety? 

5. Given that Exelon suggests that the NRC pursue a cost-justified 
substantial safety enhancement backfit, what is the contribution to overall 
plant risk of the current configuration at Braidwood and Byron? 

Recommendation(s) of whether a backfit is necessary at Braidwood and Byron, as well 
as whether the requirements of the compliance backfit exception of 
10 CFR 50.1 09(a)(4 )(i) have been met for this issue. 

Recommendation for any additional actions ... 
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ENCLOSURE 1 

SPENCER INPUT ON HISTORY OF BACKFIT RULE, Rev. O, 2016-07-16 

(D)(::i ) 

IV. History of the Backfit Rule and the Compliance Exception 

The Backfit Rule, 10 CFR 50.109, was originally promulgated in 1970 (35 FR 5317) . Because of perceived 

deficiencies in the rule, the NRC substantially revised it in 1985 (50 FR 38097) . The 1985 rule was 

challenged in court, and the U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia (D.C. Circuit) vacated this rule 

in its enmety. The D.C. Circuit took this action because it concluded that the revised rule could be 

interpreted to allow the. NRC to consider costs in defining or redefining what is required for adequate 

protection of the public health and safety. Union of Concerned Scientists v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 

Com'n, 824 F.2d 108, 119-20 (1987) . In response the NRC revised the Backfit Rule in 1988 (53 FR 20603) 

to remove any implication that costs could be considered in defining or redefining adequate protection. 

The 1988 revisions only differed from the 1985 rule to the extent necessary to address the court's 

concerns. The 1988 rule was also challenged in court, but this time the D.C. Circuit upheld the rule. 

Union of Concerned Scientists v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com'n, 880 F.2d 552 (1989) . 

In its current form, 10 CFR 50.109(a)(1) defines backfitting as " the modification of or addition to 

systems, structures, components, or design of a facility; or the design approval or manufacturing license 

for a facility; or the procedures or organization required to design, construct or operate a faci lity; any of 

which may result from a new or amended provision in the Commission's regulations or the imposition of 

a regulatory staff position interpreting the Commission's regulations that is either new or different from 

a previously applicable staff position .. . . 11 Unless one of three specified exceptions apply, the NRC may 

impose a backfit only if it performs a backfit analysis in accordance with 10 CFR 50.109(a)(2) and 

determines in accordance with 10 CFR S0.109(a)(3) ''that there is a substantial increase in the overall 

protection of the public health and safety or the common defense a11d security to be derived from the 

backfit and that the direct and indirect costs of implementation for that facility are justified in view of 

this increased protection ." 

Section 50.109(a)(4) sets forth the three exceptions to the requirements of 10 CFR S0.109(a)(2) and 

(a)(3). The first exception, the compliance exception, applies If the "modification is necessary to bring a 

facility into compliance with a license or the rules or orders of the Commission, or into conformance 

with written commitments by the licensee." 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(i), The second and third exceptions 
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relate to actions ensuring adequate protection or to actions that involve defining or redefining adequate 

protection. 

The Commission addressed its intended application of the compliance exception in the 1985 rulemaking 

(SO FR at 38103) : 

The compliance exception is intended to address situations in which the licensee has 

failed to meet known ahd establ ished stahdards ofthe Commission because of omission 

or mistake of fact. It should be noted that new or modified interpretations of what 

constitutes compliance would not fall within the exception and would requ ire a backfit 

analysis and application of the standard . 

In the 1985 rule, the Commission acknowledged that staff interpretations of regulations are not legally 

binding, but the Commission also stated that "staff interpretations of broadly stated rules are often 

necessary to give a rule effect and in some instances may be a causal fa ctor in initiating a backfit. '' Id. at 

38102. The Commissfon also stated, "Many of the most important changes In plant design, 

construction, operation, organization, and training have been put in place at a level of detai l that is 

expressed in staff guidance documents which interpret the intent of broad, genera lly worked [sic] 

regulatio11s. 11 Id. at 38103.3 

************************* *********************************************************** 

NUREG-1409, Backfitting Guidelines, 1990 

To be a backfit, 11a new or revised staff position or requirement must be involved, that is, there must be 
a change in content or applicability of the previously applicable regulatory staff position (in the d irection 
of increased safety requirements) .•.. '' 

At 3: 

Applicable Regulatory Staff Position 

A requirement or position already specifically imposed on or committed to by a licensee is called an 
applicable regulatory staff position. There are severa l different types of positions, such as 

- legal requirements, as in expl icit regulations, orders, and plant licenses and in amendments, 
condition s, and technical specifications 

3 The 1988 rulemaking neither revised the compliance exception as stated in the 1985 ru le nor provided 
additional guidance on its interpretation . 
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- written licensee commitments such as those contained in the final safety analysis report, 
licensee event reports, and docketed correspondence, including responses to NRC bu lletins, 
generic letters, inspection reports, or notices of violation and confirmatory action letters 

- NRC staff positions that are documented explicit interpretations of more general regulat ions 
and are contained in documents such as the Standard Review Plan, branch technical positions, 
regulatory guides, generic letters, and bulletins 

For the purpose of this report, a change in the applicable regulatory staff position will be subsequently 
referred to as a new or revised position. 

(4) How does the backfit rule apply to new staff positions that reflect an evolving understanding of 
technical issues? 

New or revised staff positions are backfits when they are imposed on licensees and result in a change in 
structures, systems, design, or procedures (as described in 10 CFR 50.109). A backfit analysis is required 
whenever new or revised positions are imposed to achieve cost-justified substantial safety 
enhancements. A backfit analysis Is not required if the new or changed position is imposed to bring a 
facility into compliance or if it is necessary to provide assurance of adequate protection. In those cases, 
however, a written evaluation is needed to provide the objectives of and reasons for the modification 
and the basis for invoking the exception. 

An evolving understanding of issues does not, by itself, define which category fits a particular backfit. 
Judgment must be applied to the facts of each particular case to determine whether the backfit is for 
compliance, to provide adequate protection, to redefine adequate protection, or to achieve a cost
justified substantial safety enhancement. For example, with regard to compliance, the 1985 statement 
of considerations for 10 CFR 50.109 indicates that "the compliance exception is intended to address 
situations where the licensee has failed to meet known and established standards of the Commission 
because of omission or mistake of fact. ... new or modified interpretations of what constitutes 
compliance would not fall within the exception .... " 

At 13: 

(7) Is it appropriate for the NRC staff to rely on informal or formal communications to other licensees as 
official NRC positions? What about NRC tacit approval of documents? 

Informal or formal communications to one licensee are not official positions to all licensees. Section 053 
of Manual Chapter 0514 identifies what can be applied as official staff positions in a plant-specific 
context. They are legal requirements such as contained in expl icit regulations, orders, and plant licenses; 
written commitments such as contained in final safety analysis reports, licenses event reports, and 
docketed correspondence; and documented, approved explicit interpretations such as contained in the 
SRP, branch technical positions, regulatory guides, generic letters, and bulletins. Orders, licenses, and 
written commitments are applicable only to a particular licensee. 
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If the staff previously exempted a licensee from a legal requirement or approved position, it is not 

applicable to that licensee for the purpose of backfit consideration. Explicit exemption would be done 

formally in writing. The Appendix to NRC Manual Chapter 0514 discusses tacit approval under reanalysis 
of issues. Two situations are covered. In the first case, staff review of a previously accepted licensee 

action or program may result in a requested change. This would be classified as a backfit because it 
represents a change in a previous staff position and would require a backfit analysis (or a documented 

evaluation if it meets one of the exceptions listed in the backfit rule). In the second case, a licensee 

submittal committing to a specific course of action that has not received timely NRC staff review is 

implemented by the licensee. In this case, it is considered that the NRC staff tacitly accepted the 
licensee's action since timely notice to the contrary was not given. If the NRC staff subsequently adopts 

a different position and requests a change in the licensee action, this change may be classified as a 

backfit and thus require a backfit analysis (or a documented evaluation if it meets one of the exceptions 
listed in the backfit rule). 

[Industry claim]: Bulletin 88-11 is completely lacking any 10 CFR 50.109 justification. 

[NRC response]: Although the justification was not printed in the bulletin, NRC Bulletin 88-11, 

"Pressurizer Surge Line Thermal Stratification," was justified as a backfit. It is an example of a backfit 
that was determined by the responsible NRC official to be required as a matter of compliance with 

existing requirements and commitments. The CRGR reviewed the bulletin and concurred. The 

regulations currently require licensees to meet the applicable codes of the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers (ASME), Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Because of the staff's concern with the 

integrity of the surge line, licensees were requested to perform their fatigue analysis in accordance with 

the latest ASME Section Ill requirements that incorporate high cycle fatigue analysis. The justification 

provided by the staff was that previously unconsidered thermal stratification phenomenon may 
invalidate the existing analysis performed to confirm the integrity of the surge line. 

Subsequently, it was understood that some licensees believed that the staffs rationale was in error 

because they were not committed to the latest ASME Section Ill requirements by virtue of their license 

commitment. However, the issue became moot because these licensees undertook the analysis 
voluntarily in view of the safety importance of the issue and the fact that previous versions of the ASME 

Code did not completely address the concern. 

At 15: 

(1) If an inspector has previously accepted (ie, provided tacit approval of) a licensee's method, does a 
specific request for change constitute a backflit and if so, is a backfit analysis required? 

Cases where an inspector provides tacit approval are relatively rare. Simply not challenging a l icensee's 

practice normally would not be considered tacit approval. The only example provided in M anual Chapter 
0514 is a case where the NRC has indicated tacit approval by not acting in a reasonable time on a 

licensee submittal and the licensee has moved ahead to implement the proposal described in the 
submittal. For the purpose of this question, it would most likely arise in connection with review of a 

licensee response to an inspection report. 
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Explicit approval could be provided in an inspection report that s;tates that a particular approach is 
acceptable. However, conclusions of that nature are usually maole in safety evaluation reports rather 
than inspection reports. 

NRC Manual Chapter 0514 (1988) {This manual chapter is included as Appendix D to NUREG-1409. The 
manual chapter was referenced in the 1988 rulemaking, and a working draft was provided to the 
Commission in SECY-88-102 for information. The only particularly interesting nugget is a definition of 
"applicable regulatory staff positions" that is slightly more detailed than the definition in NUREG-1409. 
have shown the additional detail with bolded redline text.} 

Section 053 

053 Applicable Regulatory Staff Positions. Applicable regulatory staff positions are those already 
specifically imposed upon or committed to by a licensee at the time of the identification of a plant
specific backfit, and are of several different types and sources: 

a. Legal requirements such as in explicit regulations, orders, plan,t licenses (amendments, conditions, 
technical specifications). Note that some regulations have update features built in, as for example, 10 
CFR 50.SSa, Codes and Standards. Such update requirements are applicable as described in the 
regulation. 

b. Writ ten commitments such as contained in the FSAR, LERs, and docketed correspondence, including 
responses to Bulletins, responses to Generic Letters, Confirmatory Action Letters, responses to 

Inspection Reports, or responses to Notices of Violation. 

c. NRC staff positions4 that are documented, approved, explicit iinterpretations of the more general 
regulations, and are contained in documents such as the SRP, Branch Technical Positions, Regulatory 
Guides, Generic Letters, and Bulletins; and to which a licensee or an applicant has previously 
committed to or relied upon. Positions contained in these documents are not considered applicable 
staff positions to the extent that staff has, in a previous licensing or inspection action, tacitly or 
explicitly excepted the licensee from part or all of the position.'5 

FN 4 Requirements may be imposed by rule or order. Staff interpreta1tions such as examples of acceptable ways 
to meet requirements are not requirements in and of themselves. 

FN 5 Imposition of a staff position from which a licensee has previously been excepted is a backfit. 
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ENCLOSURE 2 

History of Pressure Relief Valves in Nuclear Power Plants 

Nuclear power plants in the United States use various types of pressure relief valves to protect 
personnel and equipment from overpressure events within reactor fluid systems. Pressure relief 
valves include safety valves, safety relief valves, and relief valves with different designs, 
operating conditions, and requirements. The ASME BPV Code specifies requirements for the 
design and testing of pressure relief valves used for various functions in nuclear power plants. 
For example, the current ASME BPV Code requirements in Subsection NB-7000 for safety 
valves specify steam applications and for relief valves specify steam or liquid applications. The 
ASME OM Code provides requirements for the preservice and in service testing of pressure 
relief valves in nuclear power plants. 

Braidwood UFSAR (Revision 9, December 2002), Section 5.4.13 describes the pressurizer 
safety and relief valves. The three pressurizer safety valves (PSVs) are Crosby Model HP-BP-
86, size 6M6 (6-inch), spring loaded pop type opened by direct fluid pressure with 2485 psig 
(another document indicates 2460 psig) set pressure. The 6-inch pipe connecting the PSVs to 
the pressurizer form a loop seal. Each reactor has two power-operated relief valves (PORVs). 
The PORVs are Copes-Vulcan Model D-100-160 3-inch pneumatic-actuated globe valves that 
respond to a signal from the pressure sensing system or to manual control. One PORV is set to 
open at 2335 psig and the other at 2345 psig. Each PORV can be isolated by a motor-operated 
block valve. Both the PSVs and PORVs are indicated in Table 5.4-13 to have specific relieving 
capacities with saturated steam. 

The Braidwood UFSAR (Revision 7, December 1998) Table 5.2-1 references the 1971 Edition 
through the Winter 1972 addenda of the ASME BPV Code, Section Ill , for the PSVs. 

What "qualification" requirements are specified in the design and procurement 
specifications for the pressurizer relief valves used in the pressurizer at Byron and 
Braidwood? 

The 1ST Program at Braidwood Units 1 and 2 is specified to satisfy the ASME OM Code 2001 
Edition through the 0Mb 2003 Addenda until July 2018. The 1ST Program at Byron Units 1 and 
2 has updated to the ASME OM Code 2004 Edition through the 2006 Addenda. 

The Braidwood 1ST Program specifies: 

PORV - fail safe test, and exercise open and closed, every refueling outage; and position 
indication test every 2 years. 
PORV Block Valve- exercise open and closed every 3 months; and position indication test every 
2 years. 

PSV - Relief Valve Test every 5 years; and position indication test every 2 years. The 1ST 
Program references Appendix I to the OM Code for relief valve testing. 

Are relief valve tests performed for the PORVs? 
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The 1979 accident at Unit 2 at the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant included failure of a 
power-operated relief valve in the pressurizer to perform i1ts intended function. As a result, the 
NRC issued recommendations regarding performance testing of safety and relief valves used in 
nuclear power plants in NUREG-0578. In particular, the NRC staff recommended in Section 
2.1.2 in NUREG-0578 that nuclear power plant licensees commit to provide performance 
verification by full-scale prototypical testing for all relief and safety valves. 

The NRC subsequently issued a letter to all then-operating nuclear power plants and applicants 
for operating licenses and holders of construction permits forwarding NUREG-0737 that 
included numerous requirements in response to the TMI Unit 2 accident. In particular, 
Requirement 11.D.1, "Performance Testing of Boiling-Water Reactor and Pressurized-Water 
Reactor Relief And Safety Valves (NUREG-0578, Section 2.1 .2)," specified the NRC position 
that pressurized-water reactor and boiling-water reactor licensees and applicants shall conduct 
testing to "qualify" the reactor coolant system relief and safety valves under expected operating 
conditions for design-basis transients and accidents. The detailed clarification in NUREG-0737 
of this NRC position specified the following: 

Licensees and applicants shall determine the expected valve operating conditions through 
the use of analyses of accidents and anticipated operational occurrences referenced in 
Regulatory Guide 1.70, Revision 2. The single failures applied to these analyses shall be 
chosen so that the dynamic forces on the safety and relief valves are maximized. Test
pressures shall be the highest predicted by conventional safety analysis procedures. 
Reactor coolant system relief and safety valve qualification shall include qualification of 
associated control circuitry, piping, and supports, as well as the valves themselves. 

A. Performance Testing of Relief and Safety Valves--The following information must be 
provided in report form by October 1, 1981: 

(1) Evidence supported by test of safety and relief valve functionability for expected 
operating and accident (non-ATWS) conditions must be provided to NRC. The testing 
should demonstrate that the valves will open and reclose under the expected flow 
conditions. 

(2) Since it is not planned to test all valves on all plants, each licensee must submit to NRC 
a correlation or other evidence to substantiate that the valves tested in the EPRI (Electric 
Power Research Institute) or other generic test program demonstrate the functionability of 
as-installed primary relief and safety valves. This correlation must show that the test 
conditions used are equivalent to expected operating and accident conditions as prescribed 
in the final safety analysis report (FSAR). The effect of as-built relief and safety valve 
discharge piping on valve operability must also be accounted for, if it is different from the 
generic test loop piping. 

(3) Test data including criteria for success and failure of valves tested must be provided for 
NRC staff review and evaluation. These test data should include data that would permit 
plant-specific evaluation of discharge piping and supports that are not directly tested. 

In describing the type of review to be conducted for this regulatory position, the NRC staff stated 
the following: 
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Pre-implementation review will be performed for EPRI and BWR test programs with respect 
to qualification of relief and safety valves. Also, the applicants' proposal for functional testing 
or qualification of PWR valves will be reviewed. Post-implementation review will also be 
performed of the test data and test results as applied to plant-specific situations. 

In specifying the documentation required to satisfy this regulatory position, the NRC staff stated 
the following: 

Pre-implementation review will be based on EPRI, BWR, and applicant submittals with 
regard to the various test programs. These submittals should be made on a timely basis as 
noted below, to allow for adequate review and to ensure that the following valve qualification 
dates can be met: 

Final PWR (EPRI) Test Program--July 1, 1980 

Final BWR Test Program--October 1, 1980 

Block Valve Qualification Program--January 1, 1981 

Post-implementation review will be based on the applicants' plant-specific submittals for 
qualification of safety relief valves and block valves. To properly evaluate these plant
specific applications, the test data and results of the various programs will also be required 
by the following dates: 

PWR (EPRl)/BWR Generic Test Program Results--July 1, 1981 

Plant-specific submittals confirming adequacy of safety and relief valves based on 
licensee/applicant preliminary review of generic test program results--July 1, 1981 

Plant-specific reports for safety and-relief valve qualification--October 1, 1981 

Plant-specific submittals for piping and support evaluations--January 1, 1982 

Plant-specific submittals for block valve qualification--July 1, 1982. 

In January 1983, EPRI issued NP-2770-LD, "EPRI/C-E PWR Safety Valve Test Report," that 
described the testing of PWR primary system safety and relief valves in response to NUREg-
0578, Section 2.1.2, and NU REG-0737, Section 11. D.1.A, requirements. Volume 1 is publicly 
available and provides a summary of the test program and its results. Volumes 5, 6, and 7 
provide the detailed results for testing of Crosby pressure relief valves. In addition, Com Ed 
letter dated November 27, 2000, for the Byron/Braidwood power uprate references EPRI Report 
NP-2628-SR, "EPRI PWR Safety and Relief Valve Test Program - Safety and Relief Valve Test 
Report," December 1982. 

Can we obtain copies of the detailed EPRI test reports for the Braidwood and Byron 
pressurizer pressure relief valve types? Volume 6 of EPRI NP-2770-LP is not available in 
the NRC Technical Library and the NRC contacts with EPRI do not believe that EPRI would 
provide the report without cost. Request submitted to the ADAMS support staff to search the 
ADAMS Legacy library for the EPRI NP-2770-LD (Volume 6). 
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Volume 1 of EPRI NP-2770-LP summarizes the EPRI testing of various PSVs for steam, 
transition, and water conditions. Section 4.5 indicates that for the Crosby 6M6 the following 
tests were performed: 11 steam tests with filled loop seals, 3 steam-to-water transition tests, 
and 2 water tests. The valve experienced chatter during the tests, and one water test had to be 
terminated. The report does not discuss PORV testing. 

The ComEd letter dated November 27, 2000, for the Byron/Braidwood power uprate states that 
the NRC reviewed and approved EPRI NP-2628-SR. ComEd references a letter from L. Olshan 
(NRC) to H. Bliss, dated August 18, 1988, "NUREG-0737, Item 11.D.1, Performance Testing on 
Relief and Safety Valves for Byron Station, Units 1 and 2;" and a letter from S. Sands to T. 
Kovach, dated May 21, 1990, "NUREG-0737, Item 11.D.1, "Performance Testing on Relief and 
Safety Valves for Braidwood Station, Units 1 and 2." 

In the August 18, 1988, letter from L. Olshan to H. Bliss, the cover letter indicates that the 
attached INEL Technical Evaluation Report (TER) EGG-NTA-8028 (January 1988) provides the 
review of the Byron response to NUREG-0737, Item 11.D.1. The staff letter indicates that the 
licensee should develop and adopt plant procedures to inspect the pressurizer valves after each 
lift involving loop seal or water discharge. The TER reviewed the EPRI testing of a PSV and 
PORV similar to the Byron valves. The TER indicates that the PSV had two applicable tests: a 
loop seal/steam water transition test where the valve opened, chattered and stabilized to close; 
and a saturated water test where the valve opened with water, chattered, and stabilized. The 
TER indicates that the PORV opened and closed on demand in the loop seal/steam water 
transition test with a bending moment that was evaluated by analysis. The TER concluded that 
Byron provided an acceptable response to NUREG-0737, Item 11.D.1. The May 21, 1990, letter 
with the Braidwood TER had the same findings. 

EPRI NP-2628-SR (dated December 1982) describes the PSV and PORV testing with safety 
valve tests at CE in Windsor, CT, and relief valve tests at Marshall Steam Station, NC, and 
Wyle, Norco, CA. The report indicates that the Crosby 6M6 is used as PSVs in 38 plants 
including Byron and Braidwood. The report indicates that two water tests were conducted with 
galling of guide surfaces and damage to internal parts. Tlhe report indicates that the Copes
Vulcan Relief Valve (316 w/Stellite Plug and 17-4PH) used as PORVs at Byron and Braidwood 
was tested in 11 Marshall tests and 9 Wyle tests. The report indicates that the PORV opened 
without damage. 

Appendix E, "Requirements Resulting from TMl-2 Accident," in Braidwood UFSAR in Section 
E.23, "Relief and Safety Valve Test Requirements (11 .D.1 )," states that a letter dated April 1, 
1982, for D. Hoffman (Consumers Power) transmitted the Safety and Relief Valve Test Report 
for the EPRI PWR Safety and Relief Valve Test Program. The UFSAR also states that ComEd 
submitted the plant-specific f inal evaluation confirming the adequacy of the relief and safety 
valves by letter from T. Tramm, dated October 26, 1982. Braidwood NUREG-1002 SER 
Supplement 1 (September 1986) states in Section 3.9.3.3 , "Design and Installation of Pressure 
Relief Devices," that EPRI had completed a full-scale valve testing program and that the 
Owners Group submitted the test results in WCAP-10105 in a letter dated July 27, 1982, from 
0. Kinglsey to S. Chilk. The SER states that the applicant responded to a requirement to 
submit a report which would demonstrate operabiliity of these valves with submittals dated July 1 
and October 26, 1982, and December 30, 1983. Byron NUREG-0876 SER Supplement 5 
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(October 1984) references these July 1 and October 26, 1982, and December 30, 1983, letters 
from the applicant. Request submitted to ADAMS support staff for these Legacy documents. 

The July 27, 1982, letter from 0 . Kingsley provides the Westinghouse Owners Group review of 
the EPRI test data in response to NUREG-0737, It.em 11.D.1. The letter forwards WCAP-10105, 
"Review of Pressurizer Safety Valve Performance as observed in the EPRI Safety and Relief 
Valve Test Program" (June 1982). The report indicates that the design specifications for PSVs 
in Westinghouse designed nuclear power plants is for steam service only. The conclusions 
indicate valve chatter (no discussion of valve damage). 

In Braidwood NUREG-1002 SER Supplement 1 (September 1986) in Section 3.9.3.3, the NRC 
staff stated that on the basis of preliminary review, the staff had concluded that the applicant's 
general approach to responding to this item is acceptable, and provides adequate assurance 
that the RCS overpressure protection systems at Braidwood can adequately perform their 
intended functions. The staff stated that if the detailed review reveals modifications or 
adjustments to safety valves, PORVs, PORV block valves, or associated piping are needed to 
ensure that all intended design margins are present, the staff will require that the applicant 
make appropriate modifications. The staff stated tlhat this was a Confirmatory Item. 

In Byron NUREG-0876 SER Supplement 5 (October 1984) in Section 3.9.3.3, the NRC staff 
provided a similar discussion of the status of the NRC review of the capability of the Byron 
pressurizer valves. 

In Byron NUREG-0876 SER Supplement 8 (March 1987), the staff stated TMI Item 11.D.I 
(3.9.3.3) had been closed in Supplement 5 to the Byron SER. (A similar closure was not found 
in the Braidwood SER supplements). 

The Braidwood and Byron operating license reviews included direct evaluation of the TMI action 
items as discussed in Braidwood NUREG-1002 SER, Section 1.1, "Introduction." The staff 
stated that the review and evaluation of compliance by the applicant to the licensing 
requirements established in NUREG-0660 and NUREG-0737 (including item 11.D.1 in Table 1.1) 
were incorporated into the reviews summarized thrroughout the SER. 
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ENCLOSURE 3 

History of Westinghouse Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter 93-013 and Related Activities 

SRP (Revision 1, dated July 1981) Chapter 15.5.1-15.5.2, "Inadvertent Operation of ECCS and 
Chemical and Volume Control System Malfunction that Increases Reactor Coolant Inventory," 
and Chapter 15.6.1 , "Inadvertent Opening of a PWR Pressurizer Pressure Relief Valve or a 
BWR Pressure Relief Valve," provided general staff guidance for these plant transients. 
Revision 2 (dated March 2007) to these SRP chapters provides significantly more detail, 
including PSVs and PORVs are assumed to fail open if they relieve water without being 
qualified. 

In 1993 and 1994, Westinghouse issued a Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter NSAL-93-013 (June 
30, 1993) and NSAL-93-013 , Supplement 1 (October 28, 1994) under 10 CFR Part 21 to 
operating nuclear power plants (including Braidwood and Byron) in response to its discovery 
that potentially nonconservative assumptions were used in the licensing analysis of the 
lnadverent Operation of the ECCS at Power accident. In this NSAL, Westinghouse 
recommended that licensees determine if their Pressurizer Safety Relief Valves are capable of 
closing following discharge of subcooled water. Westinghouse noted that the PSRVs might 
have been designed or "qualified" to relieve subcooled water. Westinghouse indicated that 
water relief through the Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs) is not a concern, because the 
PORV block valves can be used to isolate the PO RVs if they fail to close. If the PSRVs are not 
designed or qualified for subcooled water relief, Westinghouse recommended that licensees re
evaluate the Inadvertent ECCS Actuation at Power accident used three possible options of 
reducing ECCS flow used in the safety analysis, using a less restrictive operator response time, 
or crediting the use of one or more PORVs to help mitigate the accident. 

Did the NRC staff take a position on Westinghouse NSAL-93-01 3 during the industry 
response to this Part 21 notice? 

What was the response from the Braidwood/Byron licensees to this Westinghouse 
NSAL? 

What was the NRC staff evaluation of the Braidwood/Byron response? 

Did Exelon demonstrate the capability of the PORV block valves for Braidwood and 
Byron as part of its GL 89-10 program with continued periodic verification as part of its 
GL 95-05 program? 

On May 29, 1998, ComEd proposed an amendment to the Braidwood/Byron TS to take credit 
for the automatic operation of the PORV to provide mitigation for the IOECCS. In the 
amendment request, ComEd stated that the PSVs have not been qualified to reseat after 
passing subcooled liquid. ComEd stated that the PORVs at Braidwood/Byron are safety-related 
components with safety-related actuators and accumulator tanks. ComEd stated that the PORV 
control circuits are classified as safety-related. Com Ed noted that some portions of the circuitry 
are nonsafety-related with improvements implemented in response to GL 90-06. ComEd stated 
that the PORV block valves are within the scope of the GL 89-10 program. In a letter dated May 
13, 1999, the NRG staff provided a request for additional information regarding the reliance on 
the PORVs. In its letter, the staff documented the basis for its concerns that the Byron design 
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related to the PORV circuitry did not meet the single failure criterion. In response to these 
concerns, ComEd withdrew its TS amendment request in a letter dated July 16, 1999. 

Did ComEd (or Exelon) propose a later TS amendment? 

In 2001 , the NRC approved a stretch power uprate for Braidwood and Byron. In RAls, the staff 
requested that the licensee address water solid conditions in the pressurizer. The licensee 
responded that the EPRI testing indicated that the valve could close although with some chatter 
and damage. These references include NRC letters dated October 19 and November 21 , 2000 
(Dick to Kingsley), and ComEd letters dated November 27, 2000, and January 31 , 2001 (Krich). 
Stretch power update license amendment dated May 4, 2001. 

In its letter dated November 27, 2000, ComEd responded! to RAls on the license amendment 
request (LAR) to permit uprated power operations at Byron and Braidwood. NRC staff question 
G.9 indicated that the NRC staff had generally not accepted a solid pressurizer for IOECCS to 
order to avoid the potential for all three PSVs to be stuck open due to liquid relief through these 
safety valves. The licensee stated that Section 15 .5.1 of the UFSAR had been revised to credit 
the pressurizer safety valves to pass water. The licensee discussed the EPRI testing program 
in response to NUREG-0737 with the results summarized in EPRI NP-2628-SR. The licensee 
references NRC letter from L. Olshan to H. Bliss, dated August 18, 1988, and S. Sands to T. 
Kovach, dated May 21, 1990, transmitting Technical Evaluation Reports with the results of the 
NRC's review of the Byron and Braidwood response to NUREG-0737, Item 11.D.1, respectively. 

In its letter dated January 31 , 2001 , Exelon provided a response to a supplement to Question 
G.9 requesting the temperature of water to be passed by the pressurizer safeties and the length 
of time that the safeties are expected to pass water. The supplement also asked the licensee to 
discuss what EPRI tests are applicable to the Byron and Braidwood condition. In response, 
Exelon stated that the PSVs would close after passing water, although they may not be 
leaktight. Exelon stated that the leakage from up to three leaking PSVs is bounded by one fully 
open PSV. Exelon indicated that the EPRI testing of the Crosby safety valves in EPRI NP-
2770-LD, Volumes 1 and 6, are applicable. Exelon indicated that valve chatter occurred during 
the tests with damage to the internals, but that the safety valve closed in response to system 
depressurization. Exelon stated that the Byron/Braidwood pressurizer water temperature of 
590F is higher than the EPRI tests (530F). Exelon stated that the assumed length of the event 
is 20 minutes from initial SI signal to system pressure restored below PSV lift setpoint. Exelon 
notes that all PSVs set to lift at same pressure. 

In the NRC SER granting the Byron/Braidwood power uprrate (May 4, 2001) in Section 3.2, 
"Non-LOCA Transient Analysis," the staff discussed its review of the performance of the PORVs 
and PSVs to discharge liquid water for approximately 20 minutes. The staff discussed the EPRI 
testing program with the conclusion that the safety valve closed in response to system 
depressurization. The staff stated that it had reviewed the licensee's evaluation of the 
performance of the PSVs for liquid water conditions. The staff stated that it found that the EPRI 
tests adequately demonstrate the performance of the valves for the expected water temperature 
conditions and that there is reasonable assurance that the valves will adequately reseat 
following the spurious SI event. The staff stated that a review of the EPRI test data indicates 
that the PSVs may chatter for the expected fluid inlet temperature but that the resulting PSV 
seat leakage following the liquid discharge would be less than the discharge from one stuck
open PSV. Therefore, the staff found the licensee's credi1ting of the PSVs to discharge liquid 
water during the spurious SI event to be acceptable. 
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Where is the capability of the PORVs to perform with liquid water addressed? 

Can PSVs be set safely at slightly different setpoints? 

Byron/Braidwood UFSAR (Revision 9, dated December 2002) in Chapter 15.5.1 includes PSV 
water relief, and references INEL 1988 report and L. Olshan August 1988 SER. UFSAR 
Revision 15 (dated December 2014) includes IOECCS does not progress into a stuck open PSV 
LOCA event. UFSAR (Revision 15) states that all three PSVs may lift but will reclose, and that 
the leakage is bounded by one fully open valve with the consequences bounded by the IOPSRV 
event. UFSAR (Revision 15) references 2001 Stretch Power Uprate SER and 2004 PSV 
Setpoint SER. 

In 2004, the NRC approved a PSV setpoint amendment for Braidwood and Byron. In an RAI, 
the staff requested that Exelon perform a quantitative analysis regarding PSV water cycles and 
relief/discharge water temperature. These references include NRC e-mail on October 2, 2003 
(Chawla to Bauer), and EGC letter dated January 29, 2004 (Ainger). 

On August 26, 2004, NRC issued license amendment to adjust PSV setpoints for Braidwood 
and Byron. The change represents a change in lift tolerance from ±1 percent around a lift 
setting of 2485 psig to ±2 percent around a lift setting of 2460 psig. As for the LOAC with RCP 
seal injection event, the licensee's analysis indicated that continued injection of water into the 
RCS through the RCP seals would result in a water-solid pressurizer and water discharge 
through the PSVs. The proposed PSV setpoint tolerance assuming negative tolerance would 
result in a lower PSV lift setpoint. With the lower setpoint, the PSV would open earlier and a 
larger number of PSV water cycles and a lower water discharge temperature could result during 
the transient. The licensee performed an analysis of the LOAC with RCP seal injection event 
and determined the revised PSV setpoint would result in an increase of about one PSV water 
cycle and a reduction in the liquid discharge temperature of about 0.5F. A comparison of the 
reanalysis showed that the spurious SI event remained the limiting event since it resulted in a 
greater increase in the number of PSV water cycles (two cycles vs. one cycle) and a greater 
decrease in the PSV discharge water temperature (3.0 F vs. 0.5 F) than that calculated for the 
LOAC with RCP seal injection event. The water discharge temperature in the analysis of record 
(AOR) for the spurious SI event was 590 F. The lowest discharge water temperature for the 
spurious SI event with the revised PSV setpoint is 587 F (i.e., 590 F - 3.0 F). The staff found 
that the calculated water discharge temperature (587 F) is significantly higher than the 
discharge water temperature of 530 F that was used to support operability of the PSVs as 
discussed in the AOR. The staff concluded that the reanalysis is acceptable to assure that the 
PSVs will remain operable following a spurious SI event. This SER references the May 2001 
Stretch Power Update SER. 

On February 7, 2014, NRC issued Measurement Uncertainty Recapture (MUR) power uprate 
with decision that IOECCS was out of scope because the licensee did not modify the Chapter 
15 analyses related to PSV and PORV water relief . 

In the October 2015 Backfit SE, the staff references Millstone (1998) and Callaway (2000) 
requests (ML011800207 and ML003719636) for upgrading PORVs for water relief; Beaver 
Valley (2004) EPU requests (ML?) for qualifying PORVs for water relief; and Turkey Point and 
St. Lucie Unit 2 EPU requests (ML 11293A359 and ML 12235A463) in support of its position. 
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Salem TS Amendment - June 4, 1997 

On June 4, 1997, NRG granted TS change to ensure that the automatic capability of the power 
operated relief valves to relieve pressure is maintained. In response to NSAL 93-013, the 
licensee determined that an inadvertent Safety Injection (ISi) actuation at power could cause the 
pressurizer to become water solid and PSVs lifting: with water relief if the automatic operation of 
the PORVs is not made available for reactor coolant system depressurization early in the 
transient. The Salem pressurizer safety valves are not designed to relieve water. Thus, the 
water relief has the potential to cause the PSVs to fail in the open position. In the course of the 
review of the licensee's January 31, 1997 application, the NRG staff noted that the pressurizer 
PORVs were not designed to "safety related" standards and thus could not be credited for 
mitigation of the inadvertent SI actuation at power incident when the PORV is operating in the 
automatic mode. In response to this observation, the licensee proposed an upgrade of PORVs 
as described in the March 14 and April 8, 1997 supplements, to eliminate the possibility that a 
single active failure of a PORV component could prevent the mitigation of the inadvertent SI 
actuation at power incident. Endurance tests performed with five different trims (with different 
trim materials) on one PORV at Wyle Laboratories demonstrated that: 1) after 2000 consecutive 
operations, there were no packing leaks nor packing gland adjustments required; 2) there was 
no diaphragm failure; and 3) the solenoid valve withstood 10,000 operations without any loss of 
function. 

Millstone Unit 3 License Amendment - June 5, 1998 

On June 5, 1998, the NRG granted a license amendment for Millstone Unit 3 for changes to TS 
to ensure that the automatic capability of PORVs to relieve pressure is maintained. The revised 
TS Bases stated that the PORVs and their associated piping have been demonstrated to be 
"qualified" for water relief. The PORVs prevent water relief from the PSVs for which qualification 
for water relief has not been demonstrated. The licensee proposed to qualify the PORVs and 
associated piping for water relief. To provide added assurance that the PSVs will not be 
damaged due to water relief during an inadvertent safety injection (ISi) event, the licensee 
upgraded the PORV circuitry , added additional PORV surveillance requirements, qualified the 
PORVs and associated piping for water relief, and made EOP changes to allow plant operators 
additional time to terminate the event. The Millstone Unit 3 PORVs are Garrett pilot-operated, 
cage-guided globe valves. The licensee references EPRI NP-2670-LD, Volume 11, that was 
said to have been performed to generically resolve post TMl-2 issues associated with PORVs 
and safety valve qualification for water and steam rrelief, that documents the results from four 
tests of the Garrett PORV for water relief. The licensee stated that the PORVs and associated 
piping are qualified for 1 hour of water relief for an inadvertent ECCS actuation at power 
operation. The licensee also stated that the PORV manufacturer performed numerous cycle 
tests to verify the performance of the valve design. The PORV manufacturer also tested the 
valve seat leakage and found it to be acceptable. The staff found that the manufacturer's tests 
and the hot functional tests, taken together with the tests performed by EPRI, provide adequate 
assurance that the plant PORVs will perform adequately for the ISi event. The licensee stated 
that the PORV block valves are MOVs that have been evaluated for water relief in accordance 
with the GL 89-10 program. The NRG staff reviewed the licensee's submittals regarding the 
qualification of the PORVs for water relief during the ISi event. The staff found them acceptable 
based on the testing to provide adequate assurance that the plant PORVs will perform 
adequately during an ISi event. 

Callaway TS License Amendment SER - September 25, 2000 
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In a letter dated September 25, 2000, the NRC issued a !license amendment to revise the 
Callaway TS, including TS 3.4.10, "Pressurizer Safety Valves," to change the PSV lift setting 
range. To prevent water passing through the PSVs in an IOECCS, the licensee will modify and 
upgrade the PORV circuitry to full Class 1 E to take credit for automatic action of at least one 
PORV during the event. For the inadvertent ECCS actuation at power event, the safety analysis 
credits operator actions from the main control room to terminate flow from the normal charging 
pump (NCP) and to open a PORV block valve (assumed to initially be closed) and assure the 
availability of at least one PORV for automatic pressure relief. Analysis results indicate that 
water relief through the PSVs, which could result in the Condition II event degrading into a 
Condition Ill event if the safety valves did not reseat, is precluded if operator actions are taken 
within the times assumed in the analysis to terminate NCP flow and to assure at least one 
PORV is available for automatic pressure relief. Reanalysis of the Inadvertent ECCS Actuation 
at Power event was performed by Westinghouse in support of this amendment application. The 
reanalysis credits operator actions from the main control mom to open a pressurizer PORV 
block valve (assumed to initially be closed) and assure the PORV handswitches are in the 
automatic operation position to allow automatic actuation of at least one PORV on demand. This 
would prevent water relief through the PSVs. In its request, the licensee stated that the design 
function of the valves was not being changed and the conclusions documented in the NRC 
Safety Evaluation of Callaway's response to NUREG-0737 Item 11.D.1 (dated September 10, 
1987) are unchanged (see also FSAR Section 18.2.5). Tlhe licensee stated that the PORVs and 
associated discharge piping can accommodate water relief. 

St. Lucie Unit 2 EPU SER September 24, 2012 

This amendment increases the authorized maximum steady-state reactor core power level from 
2700 to 3020 MWt. The licensee confirmed that the peak pressurizer water volume would not 
be sufficient to fill the pressurizer, assuring that this event would not develop into a more serious 
event, by causing a PORV to stick open, after it has relieved water. No discussion of NSAL. 

During power operations, the high pressure safety injection pumps are incapable of delivering 
flow to the RCS because the pumps' shut-off head is less than the normal RCS operating 
pressure of 2250 psia. Therefore, the inadvertent operation of the ECCS at power event is not a 
credible event and is not analyzed by the licensee for EPU. The licensee's position of not 
analyzing the event and the associated bases are consistent with that discussed in FSAR 
Section 15.5.1 and, therefore, are acceptable. 

The eves malfunction that increases RCS inventory is an AOO that is evaluated for the effects 
of adding water inventory to the RCS. The NRC staff reviewed the licensee's analyses of the 
eves malfunction event and concluded that the licensee' s analyses adequately accounted for 
operation of the plant at the proposed power level and were performed using acceptable 
analytical models. The staff determined that the licensee' s analysis demonstrated that the 
pressurizer did not become water solid, assuring no water was discharged through the PSVs. 

The IOPORV event, when viewed from the mass addition perspective, can be evaluated in two 
phases: (1) an inadvertent opening of a pressurizer relief valve, followed by (2) an inadvertent 
ECCS actuation. In the first phase, this event could be mitigated by closing the open 
pressurizer relief valve. If the valve could not be closed, then its block valve could be closed. 
The first contingency action requires determining if a PORV is open or leaking and provides 
direction to place the PORV in override and close the PORV block valve. The NRC staff found 
that (1) the St. Lucie 2 multiple alarms were available for operator to detect occurrence of the 
IOPORV event, (2) plant procedures provided clear direction to the operator to close the open 
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PORV, and (3) the licensee's simulator exercise showed that closing the open PORV could be 
completed in 1 O seconds, which was earlier than the SI actuation occurred at 40.9 seconds, and 
thus, would end the IOPORV transient with little or no SI delivery to the RCS. Based on its 
findings, the NRC staff determined that the pressurizer overfill analysis, available alarming 
system, and procedures in combination with simulator exercise result had provided reasonable 
assurance that the pressuriz.er would not be expected to fill to a water solid condition that could 
prevent the PORV or PSV from closing after they were open, and thus, supported that the event 
would not generate a more serious plant conditions, meeting the third AOO acceptance 
criterion. The NRC staff reviewed the licensee's analyses of the inadvertent opening of a 
pressurizer pressure relief valve event and concluded that the licensee's analyses adequately 
accounted for operation of the plant at the proposed power level and were performed using 
acceptable analytical models. The staff concluded that the licensee demonstrated that the all 
AOO acceptance criteria are satisfactorily met. 

Turkey Point EPU SER June 15, 2012 

The proposed amendment would increase the authorized maximum core power level of each 
Turkey Point (PTN) unit from the current licensed thermal! power of 2300 to 2644 MWt. The 
eves malfunction that increases RCS inventory is evaluated for the effects of adding water 
inventory to the RCS. If the pressurizer fills and causes water to be relieved through the PORVs 
or safety valves, then these valves could stick open and create an SBLOCA. This would violate 
the acceptance criterion that prohibits the escalation of an AOO into a more serious event. 
Satisfaction of this acceptance criterion is demonstrated by showing that sufficient time exists 
for the operator to recognize the situation and end the charging flow before the pressurizer can 
fill. The licensee stated that the consequences of this event are bounded by the PTN small 
break loss of coolant accident. The staff did not accept this disposition. If action is not taken to 
secure the open valve, by either closing the PORV or its block valve, the event could escalate to 
a small break LOCA as the licensee stated, which is contrary to the non-escalation criterion set 
forth for AOOs. When the pressurizer become water solid, water begins to flow through the 
open PORV. If the PORV is not qualified for water relief, then the staff states that it is likely the 
PORV will not close upon demand. In this way, the inadvertent opening of a PORV, an AOO, 
becomes a small break LOCA at the top of the pressurizer, a Condition Ill event. The staff 
requested that the licensee address the inadvertent opening of the PORV with respect to the 
third criterion. The licensee provided an analysis, performed largely in accordance with NRC
approved, Westinghouse analytic methodology usiing the RETRAN computer code; however, 
this analysis was performed assuming that the PORV opened instead of the safety valve. 
Assuming the opening of the PORV is acceptable, because the safety valve is differently 
qualified, and reseats mechanically. An additional independent fault would be required to cause 
the safety valve to fail to close. The analysis indicated that the pressurizer would fill within about 
240 seconds. The licensee also stated that there are mult iple alarms to indicate the opening of a 
PORV. The licensee also stated that a prompt operator action is required to close the PORV, 
and if a response is not obtained, i.e., the PORV does not close, the operator is to close the 
block valve. Because the required actions are prompt, and because they are simple, the NRC 
staff agreed that the analyzed 240 seconds provides enough time to secure the inadvertently 
open PORV without filling the pressurizer. No discussion of NSAL. 

In December 2003, the NRC staff issued NRR Review Standard for Extended Power Uprates 
(RS-001, Rev. 0), which states in Item 8 on page 7 that pressurizer level should not be allowed 
to reach a pressurizer water-solid condition. 
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In RIS 2005-29, the NRC staff stated that typically Condit1ion II event scenarios involve 
discharging water through relief or safety valves that are not qualified for water relief. The staff 
stated that these valves are then assumed to fail in the open position and create an SBLOCA. 
The staff stated that it is concerned that some licensees may be crediting PORVs without 
qualification for water relief and without establishing additional restrictions to ensure the 
availability of PORVs and block valves. The staff states that NSAL allowing block valves to 
isolate PORVs is inconsistent with non-escalation criterion. 

Is it appropriate to assume that relief or safety valves that are not qualified for water 
relief will fail in the open position rather than closing and leaking through a damaged 
seat? 

EPRI Report 1011047 (August 2004), "Probability of Safety Valve Failure-to-Reseat Following 
Steam and Liquid Relief - Quantitative Expert Elicitation," evaluated the potential increase in 
failure rates following steam and liquid relief through safety valves based on expert judgement. 
The report found that the increase in failure rates is difficult to estimate because of limited data. 
However, the experts considered that repeated water relief through safety valves might cause 
increased chatter, and therefore, an increased failure rate. In Appendix B, the EPRI report 
includes a summary of the EPRI PSV testing from another EPRI report which states: 

The thermal hydraulic conditions expected during an SBO accident are such that most of the 
challenges to a PSV would be from subcooled water. Because these valves are not 
designed for liquid flow, and because EPRI tests with subcooled liquid led to unstable 
conditions more often than not, the likelihood of PSV failure during an SBO accident would 
be quite high. 

Did the staff evaluate this EPRI study? 

In proposed Revision 1 to RIS 2005-29, the NRC staff addresses the specific Condition II 
scenarios of CVCS malfunction, IOECCS, and inadvertent opening of PORV or PSV. 
Regarding the CVCS malfunction, the staff states that performing only the reactivity anomaly 
analysis or assuming that this malfunction is not as severe as the inadvertent ECCS is not 
acceptable. Regarding the IOECCS, the staff states that five of the alternative approaches in 
NSAL 93-013 fail to meet the non-escalation criterion. These are (1) closing block valve, (2) 
assuming that the PORV is not operable, (3) stuck-open PORV or PSV is addressed as a 
separate Condition II event, (4) a stuck-open PORV or PSV is not as severe as an SBLOCA, 
and (5) RCS loss through PORV is made up by ECCS flow. Regarding inadvertent opening of 
PORV or PSV, the staff states that inadvertent opening of PSV or PORV could continue as a 
Condition Ill SBLOCA and fails to meet the non-escalation criterion. 

Did the staff raise previously safety concerns with these alternative approaches in NSAL 
93-013? 
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I made comments on top of Theresa's. 



July 27, 2016 

Exelon Backfit Appeal Panel Preliminary Findings 

, Comment· IMAc j : I think It will help to 
/ state the standard u fron t. ' ::==================:: 

/ 
;' 

Comment IMA I: The GDC rule was not 
, issued until 1971. 

[he compliancek xce etion to the Backfit Ru le is intended to address failures to meet known and _____ __ j /, Comment MAS : Needed for clarit . 

/I Omment IMASI: Sometimes the period 
ii, is inside the quotation, sometimes 

established Commission standards because of omission or mistake of fact. New or modified 
interpretations of what constitutes compliance do not fa ll within the exception. The Panel concludes 
that in 2001 and 2004 there was no ~known and established standard of the Commission~ relating to 
the potential of pressurizer safety valves (SVsl to fail following water discharge, fer addr ssing 
peteRtial SIJ failures during Inadvertent Operation of Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCSl events. 
During the Exelon power uprate review in 2001 and the review of a later valve setpoint 
amendmentlatef in 2004, the staff exercised reasonable and well-informed, engineering judge ment 
when concluding that the SVs were unlikely to f.ill stick open (i.e., fail to reseat) . The position on 
valve qualification in the 201S backfit is a new or modified interpretation of what constitutes 
compliance. 

In the absence of an SV failure to <losereseat, all the concerns articulated In the backflt 
~relatioo to event classification, event escalation, !!!J!.compliance with 10 CFR 50.34(bl and 
General Design Criteria 15, 21, and 29 and-10 CFR 5Q 34{b}-are ir,elevantno longer at issue. 

The panel findings support the Exelon appeal. 

The pane l's finding re lative to trea tment of SV fa ilure potent ial derives from th e following : 

J/i without. ... 
1// Comment IMA I: To distinguish 
/t: between the staffs position and the 
/ // i Informal usages of qualification used In 
I /I: the TM I-related documents. 

/ /1 i 
// : om men I I MA, I: Should this be plural? 

/ I/ 11 Is it art of a uotation7 ,, 1 
/i/ 1:( commenq MASJ: ls th is a quotation? ) 

Ii! 1·11 ::, :1 
11J ,: 

11/ ,11 ,, n 
11,· ; ,, 
II /G 

I It il ',, '! 
I I I= ~969-1971]10 CFR..!!!!.50 Appendix A~.£footnote 2: "The conditions under which a sirrgJe f ailure of!1 _____ / // /, 

passive component in a fluid sys tem should be considered in designing the system ago inst a single failure /{ , I 
ore under development." (emphasis added). . Ji ,• .. 

/I Ii 
1977 {SECY :77-439t "Application of the ~ Ingle foi/urJJ. concept is compjicoted by the interrelotionshlp:5 _ _// /: 
between the various f luid and electrical systems and their supportin g auxiliaries In a nuclear power plant. / 1 f 
Furthermore, there is a need to stipulate the events and associated assumptions which must be : !i 
considered during application of the Single Failure Criterion'{~rop~~ addedL_ __ ______ __ _________ I {I 

•I 
1977 (S6f¥-SECY-77-439) (on aAddltlonal PQasslve fFallures}: "During subsequent years [1969-1977] /I 
s taff assumptions regarding the nature of passive failures which should be considered have not been 

1
:j 

completely consis tent and there has been some disagreement. However, on the basis of the licensing I 
review experience accumulated in the period since 1969, it has been judged In most instances that the I/' 
probability of most types afpassive failures In fluid systems is sufficiently small that they need not be i, 
assumed in addition to the initiating failure in application of the Single Failure Criterion to assure safety /i 
of o nuclear power plant". (em phasis adde d) . : , 

= The 1977 SECY paper stresses the use of engineering ~At-judgment relating to the probability of !! 
failure and nevt>l' ntedo~oot suggests that va lve "certification" or "qua llfi catlor(' in accordance with /I 
American Society of Mechanical Enginee rs (ASMEl standa rds~hould be evoked as basis for such ____ ___ _ :/' 
decisions. 

1979 TMI Action Plan Item II. D. l ._ (Short-term-t~ssons-Leat'fled"2.1.2) Performance testing Testing of / 
BWR and PWR Relief and Safety ~alvq_Pesftioo : ['feS:!Jf ized-water reacto r and boilin&:!"a ter reactor __ 



licensees and applicants shall conduct testing to qualify the reactor coolant system relief and safety 1{ ommcnc· [MA [: This is a key point. 

valves under expected ope rating conditions for design-basis transients and accidents. {rhe historical / £ . 
record shoWS!VJ!.Uht.~enL'siy~Jif(jn.th_iJJ.~_I Lt~t1J.'ft.~~.n.&tlD$PJ2~fl.9..tC?. t~!1!!.19-~MKY.~ly_L _________ / Comment IMAS): A key point I 

I Comment IMASI: Before this, there certification or qualification. Instead, "qualify" was used in a less formal sense to refer to [fill in th~ , 
b lank], (M any PWRs? All PWRs?], Including Byron and Braidwood, re lied on non-ASME testing / ; should l:>e a brief discussion of the 2004 

' license amendment. performed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) . / 1 
1/ 

II 
'' 

omment IMA I: What point are you 
trying to make here? I would draw a 
conclusion from this, but based on the 

1988 Letter from L. N. Olshan (NRC) to H. E. Bliss (ComEd),..'.:" NUREG 0737, Item 11 .0.1, Performance 
Testing on Relief and Safety Valves for Byron Station, Units 1 and 2,~'.: found reqYlreEJ the licensee's 
reliance on EPRI testing of SVs to be acceptable. (emphasis added). I drl B, a1dwood 1 ·n r ,,,1 ~" "' ] ' : I i next paragraph, I think you are drawing a 

I I ' • ' I 
! I I 2001 E,celon power uprate~-_NRC staff approved Inadvertent Operation of ECCS IG-™t- IOECCS / , , 

different conclusion. 

ommcnC IMASI: Whether a position 
, constitutes a backfit or a known and 

ana lysis which included 1:1Pressurizer fill ing, SV water discharge, ECCS termination. and SV closureLJn / / / 
kHRort of tpe 20l5 ~,ilckfit. thj! staJLaY~Msts th,at the 2001 license am~nqn;ient '1'~s,.,p,,redic,,ated onlhe __ _. / / 

i established standard are two different 
: questions. A rule, guidance document, 

NRC's mistaken belief that the va lves were ASME qualified. However. a review of the safety eva luation i ; / 
and associated RAls shows that the staff was well aware of the nature of the EPRI testing being rel ied / f 1 
on. The panel's concluslon was confirmed via discussions with [Frank's position back then). who was 1 / / 
[role in the 2001 license amendment) . [Frankl informed the Panel that the 2001 license amendment ; / /' 
was based on the exercise of staff engineering judgment and there was no discussion of ASME / /, 

etc., can establish known and established 
standards of the Commission going 

forward even if they do not backfit older 
plants. 

Comment [MA I: The Issues as I see It 
qua lification of valves. . '' 

' ' ' ' I' I 'I 
j with the 2005 RIS and 2003 RS are this : 
, (1) The 2003 RS and 2005 RIS were not ~cpft RIS 2005-02~ -t~tes; "The NRC sta[f'sp_osition_is noted in the eower uprate review standard [RS-.J // j 

001 2003), as follows: 'For the inadvertent operation of emergency core cooling system and chemical / 1 / 
and volume control system mo/functions thot increase reactor coolant inventory events: (o) non-safety- I I I 
grade pressure-operated rellef valves should not be credited fo r event mitigation and (b) pressurizer level / / / 
should not be allowed to reach a pressurizer water-so/id condition."' (emphasis added). 11: j 

lit 
~ owever, the Power Uprate Review Standard (RS-001 2003) also states, 'The staff does not Intend to ,I// 
impose the criteria and/or guidance in this review standard on plants whose design bases do not include 
these criteria and/or guidance. No backflttlng ls Intended or approved In connection with the i if 
issuance of this review standard. l -----·----·--·--------···-···-····------···-···-·---------··-··J /i 

,I 
This intent ("no backfit" ) was confirmed in personal discussions with the NRR manager U 
responsible for developing and issuing RS-001. frherefore, contrary to the RIS statement, / 
neither the RS-001 review standard nor the RIS 2005-29 documented "known and established ; 

standards of the Commission( L--------------------------------------------------------------------------··· 
In summary: 

The NRR 2015 compliance backfit findi ng (October 9, 2015 letter to Exelon) i'liAges eAtlrely~ / 
pr dlcated e11 on ~he following positlon:t'One assumplion that Is particularly important_to the non-__ ./ 
escalation criteria is that water relief through a valve that is not qualified for water relief will 
cause that valve to stick in its fully open position ". The backfit finding a lso asserts "the licensee 
has invoked the PSVs [Safety ValvesSVs) as a mitigation system but has not applied the single-
failure assumption (required in accident analyses to show compliance with GDC 21) to that 
system (i.e., failure of a PSV to close) nor have they provided ASME water qualifica tion 
documentation for the PSVs, causing the staff to be unable to conclude that there is compliance 
with GDC 21 ." em hasis added. And goes on the call forThe backfit evaluation further calls for 

,. 

intended to impose a backfit, so they did 
not Impose a backfi t. 

(2) 2003 and 2005 are after 2001. 
Therefore, the RIS and RS are not 

evidence of known and established 
standards In 2001. 
(3) 2005 is after 2004, so the RIS is not 

evidence of a known and established 
standard in 2004. 
(4) The 2003 RS was before the 2004 LA, 

but the 2003 RS Is on power uprates, 
while the 2004 LA was not a power 
uprate. The only potential issue here 
would be whether the 2003 RS could be 
read as establishing a more gener;il 

standard that should have been applied In 
2004. What is the regulatory status of an 

RS? 

' omment [MASI: Edit Is to avoid a run -
on sentence. 

) 
) 



"the ASME ... original Overpressure Pro tection Report" and "in service test history ... including 
both water and steam tests" 

I However, none of the~ positions; nol the "assumption of failure on water relief' , nor the call fur , 
: 1.1se-0r the-single raHtire r.equirem nt In GOG-2-1.nor the "need for ASME Gode--0erllfisatlon; ! 

were "known and established standards of the Commission" in 2001 or 2004 for determining / 
when it was appropriate to assume a sa~al\'& failure of SV; to reseat. ~n fact, they do not / 
appear to be "established standards of the Commission" at present, since they have not • 
undergone ,my appmpr+ate agefl(;y en0rl f.)rec866rev1ew fg_r lrn1t1nr1> ~s.&eni ricguldi!nct (e.g., / 
Rrule, Regulatory Guide, or Standard Review Plan). Assertions made in a Regulatory / 
Information Summary (RIS) cannot be taken as "established standards." 11111 111 n, • u ([111!1111 i<llt 11 , 

lrrJm M1,-h u 1 011 1 lw I [ he _panel concludes that the ffOf}OSed p ositions ftaken to support the _____ / 
compliance backfit finding) represent new and different staff views on how to address potential 
saf.ety valve~ fai lures following water discharge. Altliqu h tl}ey rfil)r~_!!~nt w 11-int~tio_ned st~ff 
positions hat could provide additional safety rnarginRegardless of the good intentions and value-et 
aeditfonal-mar.gin assosialee witA-~\-ff'rent-positiens, they do not provide a basis for a 
compliance backfit. 

In addition to the specific finding relating to the backfit appeal, the panel bel ieves it is important 
to acknowledge that water discharge through an sv safety ¥alve not specifica lly designed for 
such service; is undesirable and should be minimized or avoided as a matter of conservative 
engineering and prudent operations. The panel concludes this while fully aware that the event 
sequence being considered appears to be of little safety significance (the panel has requested 
RES analysis to confirm this belief). Operator tra ining and emergency procedures to terminate 
tj,e ever,t before pressurizer fillin11 , aoo-~ ~well~ the use of power·.QW~ted re lief valves~ 1G 
tefminata-e11ents-pfiGf-.te-GJJei:-fllllfl@ rather than relying ~olely on SVs, are clearly preferred, whether 
they form the facil ities' UFSAR licensing basis or not. 

Cnn11ncn1· IM" - 1: According to MD 
8.18, a RIS may "Communicate and/or 
clarify staff technical or policy positions 
on regulatory matters that have not been 
commu111icated or are not broadly 
understood by the nuclear industry." 

However, "A RIS may NOT-
(1) Provide guidance for the 
implementation of rules and regulations, 
(11) Provide guidance to NRC staff on 
regulatory or technical matters, 
(Ill) Require a response, commitments, or 
action, or 
(iv) Be used in lieu of other estab lished 
agency products." 

Based on this, a RIS may not establish 
standards for compliance, but it may 
commu111icate/clarify standards already 
esta blishled by other appropriate means. 
In this regard, an open question for me is 
whether the 2003 RS could be said to 
establish standards. Until I began working 
on this panel, I didn't know what an RS 
was (and the regulatory status of it is still 
unclear to me). 

Also, you say, "[TJhey do not appear to 
be "established standards of the 
Commission" at present." However, 
the 2007 SRP states, "If the inadvertent 
operation of the ECCS causes one or more 
pressurizer power-operated relief va lves 
(PORVs) to open while the pres.suri2er Is 
water-sol id, then the PORV is generally 
assumed to fal l open (I.e., PORVs are 
assumed to fa il in the open position after 
having relieved water, If they are not (1) 
safety-related equipment and (2) 
qualified for water relief)." The SRP also 
cites RIS 2005-29. 
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I'm thinking that I should add something on the Westinghouse NSAL 93-013 .. . 

Gary 



July 26, 2016 

Exelon Backfit Appeal Panel Preliminary Findings 

The Panel concludes that in 2001 and 2004 there was no "known and established standard of the 

Commission" relating to water discharge, for addressing potential SV failures during Inadvertent 

Operation of ECCS events. During the Exelon power uprate review in 2001 and later in 2004, the staff 

exercised reasonable and well-informed, engineering judgement when concluding that the SVs were 

unlikely to fail open. 

In the absence of a SV failure to close, all the concerns relation to event classification, event 

escalation, compliance with General Design Criteria 15, 21, 29 and 10 CFR 50 34(b) are irrelevant. 

The panel findings support the Exelon appeal. 

The panel's finding relative to treatment of SV failure potentia I derives from the following: 

1969 10 CFR 50 Appendix A footnote 2 "The conditions under which a single failure of a passive 
component in a fluid system should be considered in designing the system against a single failure are 
under development." 

1977 (SECY 77-439) "Application of the concept is complicated by the interrelationships between the 
various fluid and electrical systems and their supporting auxiliaries in a nuclear power plant. 
Furthermore, there is a need to stipulate the events and associated assumptions which must b,e 
considered during application of the Single Failure Criterion". 

1977 (SECY 77-439) Additional Passive Failures "During subsequent years (1969-1977] staff assumptions 
regarding the nature of passive failures which should be considered have not been completely consistent 
and there has been some disagreement. However, on the basis of the licensing review experience 
accumulated in the period since 1969, it has been judged in most instances that the probability of most 
types of passive failures in fluid systems is sufficiently small that they need not be assumed in addition to 
the initiating failure in application of the Single Failure Criterion to assure safety of a nuclear power 
plant". 

The 1977 SECY paper stresses the use of engineering judgement relating to the probability of failure and 
never once suggests that valve "certification" or "qualification" should be evoked as basis for such 
decisions. 

1979 TMI Action Plan item II. D. 1 (Short-term Lessons Learned 2.1.2) Performance testing of BWR and 
PWR Relief and Safety Valve Position: Pressurized-water reactor and boiling-water reactor lic,ensees 
and applicants shall conduct testing to qualify the reactor coolant system relief and safety valves under 
expected operating conditions for design-basis transients and accidents. 



1988 Letter from L. N. Olshan (NRC) to H. E. Bliss (CornEd),"NUREG 0737, Item 11.0.1, Performance 
Testing on Relief and Safety Valves for Byron Station, Units 1 and 2," found required testing of SVs to 
be acceptable 

2001 Exelon power uprate - N RC staff approved IOESSC analysis which included Pressurizer filling, SV 

water discharge, ECCS termination and SV closure 

2005 RIS 2005-029 - states, "The NRC staff's position is noted in the power uprate review standard [RS-
001 2003], as follows: 'For the inadvertent operation of emergency core cooling system and chemical 
and volume control system malfunctions that increase reactor coolant inventory events: (a) non-safety
grade pressure-operated relief valves should not be credited for event mitigation and (b) pressurizer level 
should not be allowed to reach a pressurizer water-solid condition.'" 

However, the Power Uprate Review Standard (RS-001 2003) also states, "The staff does not intend to 
impose the criteria and/or guidance in this review standard on plants whose design bases do not include 
these criteria and/or guidance. No backfitting is intended or approved in connection with the 
issuance of this review standard. " 

This intent ("no backfit") was confirmed in personal discussions with the NRR manager 
responsible for developing and issuing RS-001. Therefore, contrary to the RIS statement, 
neither the RS-001 review standard nor the RIS 2005-29 documented "known and established 
standards of the Commission" 

In summary: 

The NRR 2015 compliance backfit finding (October 9, 2015 letter to Exelon) hinges entirely on "One 
assumption that is particularly important to the non-escalation criteria is that water relief through a 
valve that is not qualified for water relief will cause th at valve to stick in its fully open position". The 
backfit finding also asserts "the licensee has invoked the PS Vs [Safety Valves] as a mitigation 
system but has not applied the single-failure assumption (required in accident analyses to show 
compliance with GDC 21) to that system (i.e., failure of a PSV to close) nor have they provided 
ASME water qualification documentation for the PS Vs, causing the staff to be unable to conclude 
that there is compliance with GDC 21." And goes on the call for "the ASME ... original Overpressure 
Protection Reporf' and "in service test history .. . including both water and steam tests" 

However, none of the positions; not the "assumption of failure on water relief', nor the call for use of 
the single failure requirement in GDC 21 , nor the "need for ASME Code certification", were "known 
and established standards of the Commission" in 2001 for determining when it was appropriate to 
assume a safety valve failure. In fact, they do not appear to be "established standards of the 
Commission" at present, since they have not undergone any appropriate agency generic process 
(e.g. Rule, Regulatory Guide, or Standard Review Plan). Assertions made in a Regulatory 
Information Summary (RIS) cannot be taken as "established standards". The panel concludes that 
the proposed positions (taken to support the compliance backfit finding) represent new and different 
staff views on how to address potential safety valve failures following water discharge. Regardless 
of the good intentions and value of additional margin associated with the current positions, they do 
not provide a basis for a compliance backfit. 

In addition to the specific finding relating to the backfit appeal, the panel believes it is important to 
acknowledge that water discharge through a safety valve not specifically designed for such service, 
is undesirable and should be minimized or avoided as a matter of conservative engineering and 



prudent operations. The panel concludes this while full aware that event sequence being considered 
appears to be of little safety significance (the panel has requested RES analysis to confirm this 
belief). Operator training and emergency procedures, and the use of PORVs to terminate events 
prior to over-filling, are clearly preferred, whether they form the facilities' UFSAR licensing basis or 
not. 



From: Holahan Gary 
To: Wes! Steven ; Clark Theresa; Scamrouoh Tl}omas; Spencer Michael 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments : 

FW: Exelon Backlit Appeal 
Tuesday, July 19, 2016 3:33:45 PM 
INPUT FOR EXELON BACKF IT REVIEW PANEL.odf 
rmaoeOOLona 

From: Gady, Tony 

Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2016 8:51 AM 

To: Holahan, Gary <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Exe lon Backfit Appea l 

Gary, 

The first attachment Is publicly available in ADAMS 
as ML16081A405; the second attachment Is the 
NRC logo (below). 

I understand that this email is unsolicited and you do not have to act on the attached 
information. I am providing this memorandum to you for your consideration if you deem it 
appropriate. 

Tony Gady, Director 
Division of Reactor Safety 
Region II 
( 404) 997-4600 



From : 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Clark Theresa 
Holahan Gary; West Steven; Scarbrough Thomas ; Spencer Michael 
FYI : Palo Verde Info 

Thursday, July 28, 2016 9:18:27 AM 

All of these records are publicly available in ADAMS. 

There was discussion the other day about the initial licensing of Palo Verde and any re lationsh ips to 

PSV water passage. I did find some relevant information. See in particular p. 30-31 of the PDF of the 

fo llowing document. It's somewhat confus ing because it is in a shutdown cooling section, but there 

is discussion of PSVs reclosing and Crosby valves. Th e second document (supplement 8) has further 

discussion includ ing lim ited moisture carryover on p. 17-81 of the PDF. 

View ADAMS PS Properties ML091330140 
Open ADAMS PS Document (NUREG-0857 Supplement No. 7 "Safety Eyaluation Report Related to 
the Operation of Palo Verde Nuclear Generation Station Units 1 2 and 3" \ 
View ADAMS PB Properties ML091330142 
Open ADAMS PS Document ( NUREG-0857 Supplement No a "Safety Eyaluate on Report related to 
the operation of Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station Units 1 2 and 3" l 

There is also an ACRS letter on PDF pages 83-85 of this document that discusses whether PORVs 

cou ld be justified given that PSVs are "prone to failure to automatical ly rec lose tightly following 

pressure relieving actuation." 

View ADAMS P8 Properties MLD91330139 
Open ADAMS PS Document (NUREG-0857. Suopl. 06. "Safety Evaluation Report related to the 
operation of Palo Verde Nuclear Generatrng: Station Units 1, 2. and 3".) 

Note also the Pa lo Verde TS clarify that t he LTOP function is provided by the shutdown cool ing 

system re lief valves, not a PORV, and provides TS for both safety va lves and pressurizer vents 

(whatever those are- I didn't go that far): ML053110045. 

Theresa Valentine Clark 
Executive Technica l Assistant (Reactors) 

U.S. Nuclea r Regulatory Commission 

Theresa.Clark@nrc.gov I 301-415·4048 I 0 ·16E22 



From: Clads Theresa 
To: 
Subject : 

Holahan, Gary; West Steven; Scarbrough Thomas; ... soe.,.n~ce~r==M~lc~ha~e"--1 ---- - - - ----~ 
FYI: backlit input from DSS to DPR All of these record, are publicly anilable in ADAMS. 

Date: Monday, July 18, 2016 3:07:50 PM 

1 just happened on these inputs from DSS to DPR and DORL on the backfit. Not sure if any of you had 

seen them before. The June 2014 version has DE concurrence - Billerbeck and Wolfgang. All are 

non-publicly avai lable in ADAMS. There is a chronology table that might be useful. 

6/12/14 DSS > DORL 

View ADAMS P8 Properties ML14078A619 
Open ADAMS es Document (Braidwood. Units 1 & 2, Byron. Units 1 & 2 Imposition of Facility
Specific Backfit RE: Compliance with Licensing Basis Plant Design Requirements (TAC NO, MF3206l\ 

7 /9/14 DSS > DPR 

View ADAMS P8 Properties ML14227A109 
Open ADAMS PS Document (Braidwood Station, Units 1 and 2, Bryron, Units 1 & 2 - Imposition of 
Facility-Specific Baskfit re· Compliance with Licensing Basis Plant Design Regujrements !TAC 
MF3206l.l 

7 /9/14 DSS > DPR (I th ink the same thing but sensitive markings) 

View ADAMS P8 Properties ML14184B061 
Open ADAMS PS Document (Braidwood Station, Units 1 and 2, and Byron Station. Units 1 and 2 -
Imposition of Facility-Specific BACKFIT Re: Compliance with Licensing Basis Plant Design 
Requirements (TAC MF3206).l 

Theresa Valentine Clark 

Executive Tech n i ca I Assistant (Reactors) 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Theresa,Clark@nrc.gov I 301-415-4048 I 0 -16E22 



From : Clark Theresa 
To: Holahan Gary ; West Steven; Scarbrough Thomas ; Spencer Michael 
Subject : FYI: denials/withdrawals ~A-11 o~f-the-se-re-co-rd-s -a.re-p-ub-licl-y-av-ail-ab-le-in-A~DA-M~S-. ~ 

Date: Wednesday, July 27. 2016 11 :19:41 AM 

Per our discussion with Frank yesterday, I tried to find any denials/withdrawals where the licensee 
did not support an argument regard ing water relief. I found only two potentially related items. You 
guys can decide whether you th ink they are relevant. 

First, an STP safety valve setpoint amendment, which was later withdrawn. 

• View ADAMS P8 Properties ML020510064 
Open ADAMS P8 Document (Proposed Amendment to Technical Specifi cation 3.4.2 .2 for 
South Texas Project. Units 1 & 2.J 

• View ADAMS P8 Properties ML023450086 
Open ADAMS P8 Document /South Texas , Withdrawal of Proposed Amendment to Technical 
Specification 3.4.2.2,) 

STP later resubmitted, and the reactor systems input shows input from Gary Hammer regarding 
code compliance. 

• [request - references EPRI testing] View ADAMS P8 Properties ML031530091 
Open ADAMS P8 Document (South Texas Project Units 1 & 2 - License Am endment 
Reouest · Proposed Amendment to Technica l Specification 3 4.2.2.) 

• [SRXB input] View ADAMS P8 Properties ML033170162 
Open ADAMS P8 Document /South Texas Project Units 1 and 2 - Changes of Technical 
Specification Regardi ng Pressurizer Safety Valve Setpoints /TAC Nos. MB9104 and 
MB9105).) 

• View ADAMS P8 Properties ML033360506 
Open ADAMS P8 Document /South Texas Project Units 1 and 2. issuance of 
Amendments Concern ing Lift Setting Tolerance for Pressurizer Safety Va lves.) 

Second, a Diablo Canyon risk-informed request related to the TS timeframe to correct low PSV loop 
seal temperature, which was later withdrawn. 

• View ADAMS P8 Properties MLDS0060133 
Open ADAMS PS Document IDiablo Canyon Units 1 and 2. License Amendment Request 04-
08 Revision to Technical Specification 3 4.10, "Pressurizer Safety Valves."} 

• Yiew ADAMS P8 Properties MLOS2760162 
Open ADAMS P8 Document (Diablo Canyon. Units 1 and 2. Withdrawa l of License 
Amendment Request 04-08 Revision to Technical Specification 3 4 10 "Pressurizer Safety 
Valves ") 



From : 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Date: 
Importance: 

Vic, 
Margie, 
Mike, 
Glenn, 
Bill , 
John, 
Tim, 
Frank, 

Holahan Gary 
Mccree Viator; Johnson Michael; Tracy Glenn: Qefilwlill ; Lubinski John; McGlnty Tim; Akslulewicz Frank; 
Doane Margaret 
Hackett Edwin; West Steven; Clark Theresa ; Scarbrough Thomas; Spencer. Michael ; Evans Michele: 
McDermott. Br1an : WIiiiamson Edward ; Mizuno, Geary: Shue!bL Mohammed 
Preliminary Findings of the Exelon Backlit Panel - OUO- Pre-decisional - Internal NRG Use Only -
Friday, July 29 , 2016 1 :67 :39 PM 
High 

Based on a review of more than 50 documents (covering a period from 1971 to the 
present) , and discussions with OGG staff, NRR staff , former NRR staff, and the CRGR, the 
Exelon Backfit Panel has developed Preliminary findings that it bel ieves should be shared 
with NRG internal stakeholders. 

Here is the Exelon Backfit Panel 's roll -out plan for completing its work: 

8/1 /16 Provide Preliminary Findings to OEDO tor information and feedback on scope and 
depth-of-review and other expectations 
8/2/16 Provide Preliminary Findings to NRR (and former NRR staff) and OGG for 
completeness and accuracy ... "fact checking" 
8/9/16 Collect any comments 
819/16 RES provides insights on risk and safety significance 
8/19/1 6 Prepare Draft final Report with findings , response to questions, and 
recommendations. 
8/29/1 6 Provide final Report to EDO 

The Panel will be available for discussion of any issues or concerns during the weeks of 
8/1 /1 6 and 8/8/16. 

Gary 



From : 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments : 

Gary, 

West Steven 
Holahan Gary; Scarbrough Thomas; Clark Theresa ; Spencer Michael 
RE : A New attempt at "Crisp" 
Friday, July 29, 2016 10:32:12 AM 

SHORT Prelminarv FiDdinos JuN 28 2 30om WEST comments.cloc)( 

Nice! See my attached markup for a few corrections and suggestions. 

We don't need to address it in the Crisp document, but I suggest we talk about if and how we should 
address the staff's apparent failure to treat this issue generically in accordance with Its procedures. 

Steve 

-------- Original Message --------
From: "Holahan, Gary" <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov> 
Date: Fri, July 29, 2016 8:16 AM -0500 
To: "Scarbrough, Thomas" <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov>, "West, Steven" <Steven.West@nrc.gov>, 
"Clark, Theresa" < Theresa.Clark@nrc.gov>, "Spencer, Michael" <Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: A New attempt at "Crisp" 

Thanks Tom, got it. 

From: Scarbrough, Thomas 

Sent: Friday, July 29, 2016 7:08 AM 

To: Holahan, Gary <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov>; West, Steven <Steven .West@nrc.gov>; Clark1 Theresa 

<Theresa .Clark@nrc.gov>; Spencer, Michael <Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: A New attempt at "Crisp" 

I am fine with the crisp summary. 

We could add another sentence at the end of the Beaver Va lley 2006 paragraph to identify the wide
spread reference to the EPR I program, such as: 

In addit ion, the pa nel found general references to EPRI and vendor testing for the capability of SVs 

and PORVs in license amendments for other nuclear power plants. 

I see a few minor typographical edits (such as use of SV and PSV), but I am sure that Theresa will 

identify those items. 

Thanks . 

Tom 

From: Holahan, Gary 

Sent: Thursday, Ju ly 28, 2016 5:01 PM 

To: West, Steven <Steven,West@nrc.gov>; Clark,. Theresa <Theresa Clark@nrc gov>; Scarbrough, 

Thomas <Thomas Scarbrough@nrc.gov>; Spencer, Michael <Michaei.Spencer@nrc gov> 
Subject: A New attempt at "Crisp" 



Steve, 
Tom, 
Michael, 
Theresa, 

Please see attached. I have cut the 4-pager in half to make it a "crisp" summary of 
preliminary findings for OEDO, NRR, and OGC. 

The longer write-ups look like good input to the final report. 

Please review and comment. 

Gary 



July 28, 2016 

3 pm version 

Exelon Backfit Appeal Panel Preliminary Findings 

The compliance exception to the Backfit Rule is intended to address fai lures to meet known and 

established Commission standards because of omission or mistake of fact. New or modified 

interpretations of what constitutes compliance do not fall withlni the exception. The Panel concludes 

that In 2001 and 2004 there was no known and established standard of the Commission relating to the 

potential of pressurizer safety valves (SVs) to fail following water discharge during Inadvertent 

Operation of Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) events. During the Exelon power uprate review in 

2001 and the review of a later valve setpoint amendment in 2004, the staff exercised reasonable and 

well-informed engineering judgment when concluding that the S,Vs were unlikely to stick open (i.e., fail 

to reseat). "FAe-The backfit appeal panel has preliminarily concluded that the position on valve 

qualification in the 2015 backfit is a new or modified interpretatiion of what constitutes compliance. 

In the absence of an SV failure to reseat, the concerns articulate1j in the backfit related to event 

classification, event escalation, and compliance with 10 CFR 50.3,4(b) and General Design Criteria 15, 21, 

and 29 are no longer at issue. 

The panel findings support the Exelon appeal. 

The panel's finding relative to treatment of SV failure potentia I dlerives from the following: 

197110 CFR Part SO Appendix A, Footnote 2: on the single failur,e of a passive component in a fluid 

system 

1977 SECY-77-439 (On Additional Passive Failures); 11, it has been judged in most instances that the 

probability of most types of passive failures in fluid systems is sufficiently small that they need not be 

assumed 

1979 TMI Action Plan item 11.D.1, Performance Testing of BWR and PWR Relief and Safety Valves 

July 27, 1982, the Westinghouse Owners Group submitted WCAP-10105 that provided the acceptability 

of the EPRI testing program for SVs and PORVs in Westinghouse-designed PWRs. 

1988 Letter from L. N. Olshan (NRC) to H. E. Bliss (ComEd), "NU REG 0737, Item 11.D.1, for Byron Station, 

Units 1 and 2," found the licensee's reliance on EPRI testing of SVs to be acceptable 

In 1993 and 1994, Westinghouse (WEC) sent Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter NSAL-93-013 (June 30, 1993) 
and NSAL-93-013, Supplement 1 (October 28, 1994) 11/t should be noted that the licensees may have 

qualified these valves in compliance to NUREG-0737, Item /1.D.1. ·" 

2001 Exelon power upratea uprate review of the safety evaluation and associated RAls shows that the 

staff was well aware of the nat1ure of the EPRI testing being relied on. 



In 2001, the NRC granted a power uprate for Shearon Harris that included the operability of PORVs and 

SVs during the discharge of subcooled water in accordance with the NUREG-0737 11.D.l. 

In 2004, NRC issued a license amendment for the Braidwood and Byron Stations granting an adjustment 

to the PSV setpoints. In an RAI, the staff requested that Exelon perform a quantitative analysis 

regarding SV water cycles and relief/discharge water temperature. 

In its SER, the staff concluded that the reanalysis is acceptable to assure that the PSVs will remain 

operable following a spurious safety injection event. 

2005 RIS 2005-029: "The NRC staff's position is noted in the power uprate review standard [RS-001 

2003), as follows: "(b} pressurizer level should not be allowed to reach a pressurizer water-solid 
condition." However, RIS 2005-29 and its draft supplement do not discuss water relief certification 

requirements in the ASME BPV Code. Also, when RIS 2005-29 was originally issued, the staff stated that 

it did not publish the RIS in the Federal Register for comment because "this RIS is informational and 

pertains to a NRC staff position that does not depart from current regulatory requirements and 

practice." 

This intent ("no backfit") was confirmed in personal discussions with the NRR manager responsible for 

developing and issuing RS-001. Therefore, contrary to the RIS statement, neither the RS-001 review 

standard nor the RIS 2005-29 documented "known and established standards of the Commission." 

In 2006, the NRC granted a power uprate for Beaver Valley that referred to RIS 2005-29 and found 

reasonable assurance that the SVs would adequately discharge and reseat following a spurious safety 

injection actuation with reliance on the EPRI test data. 

In 2007 SRP 15.5.1 "The pressurizer safety valves, too, may be assumed to reseat properly after having 
relieved water, but only if such valves have been qualiJ;er for water relief." 

In summary: 

The NRR 2015 compliance backfit finding (October 9, 2015 letter to Exelon) is predicated on the 

following positions: 

- "water relief through a valve that is not qualified for water relief will cause that valve to stick in 
its fully open position". 

- "the licensee ... has not applied the single-failure assumption" 

- "nor have they provided ASME water qualification documentation for the PSVs ... the 

ASML.original Overpressure Protection Report ... in service test history ... including both water 

and steam tests" 

However, none of these positions were "known and established standards of the Commission" in 2001 

or 2004 for determining when it was appropriate to assume a failure of SVs to reseat. In fact, they were 

not "known and established standards of the Commission" in 2005 nor 2006 nor 2007. 



ffi-Moreover. these positions do not appear to be "established standards of the Commission" at present, 

since the call for use of the single failure criterion and ASME certification only appears in the Exelon 

compliance backfit and the QfafF.proposed 2015 draft Revision 1 to RIS 2005-029 .. ~vis-ieA-4-. 

The panel concludes that the positions taken to support the compliance backfit finding represent new 

and different staff views on how to address potential SV failures following water discharge. Although 

they represent well-intentioned staff positions that could provide additional safety margin, they do not 

provide a basis for a compliance backfit. 

In addition to the specific finding relatfng to the backfit appeal, the panel believes it is important to 

acknowledge that water discharge through an SV -not specifically designed for such service is 

undesirable and should be minimized or avoided as a matter of conservative engineering and prud~nt 

operations. The panel concludes this while fully aware that the event sequence being considered 

appears to be of little safety significance (the panel has requested RES analysis to confirm this belief). 

Operator training and emergency procedures to terminate the event before pressurizer filling, as well as 

the use of power-operated relief va lves- rather than relying solely on SVs, are clearly preferred, whether 

they form the facilities' UFSAR licensing basis or not. 



From : 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Spencer Michae l 
West Steven ; Holahan Gary; Scarbrough Thomas ; Clark Theresa 
RE : A New attempt at "Crisp" 
Friday, July 29, 2016 10:35:48 AM 

I like Steve's edits, in conjunction with mine and Tom's. 

From: West, Steven 

Sent: Friday, July 29, 2016 10:32 AM 

To: Holahan, Gary <Gary.Holaha n@nrc.gov>; Scarbrough, Thomas <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov>; 

Clark, Theresa <Theresa .Clark@nrc.gov>; Spencer, Michael <Michael.Spencer@ nrc .gov> 

Subject: RE : A New attempt at "Crisp" 

Gary, 

Nice! See my attached markup for a few corrections and suggestions. 

We don't need to address it in the Crisp document , but I suggest we talk about if and how we should 
address the staff's apparent failure to t reat this issue generically in accordance with its procedures. 

Steve 

-------- Original Message ------ --
From : "Holahan, Gary" <Gary, Holahan@ore.gov> 
Date : Fri, July 29, 2016 8:16 AM -0500 
To: "Scarbrough, Thomas" < Ihomas,Scarbrough@nrc.gov>, "West, Steven" <5teven,West@nrc.gov>, 
"Clark, Theresa" < Theresa Clac~@nrc.gov>, "Spencer, Michael" < Michael,Spencer@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: A New attempt at "Crisp" 

Thanks Tom, got it. 

From: Scarbrough, Thomas 

Sent: Friday, Ju ly 29, 2016 7:08 AM 

To: Holahan, Gary <Gary.Ho)ahan@nrc,gov>; West, Steven <Steven,West@nrc.gov>; Clark, Theresa 

<Theresa .Clark@n rc.gov>; Spencer, M ichael <Michael.Spencer@ nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE : A New attempt at "Crisp" 

I am fine with the crisp summary . 

We could add another sentence at the end of the Beaver Va lley 2006 paragraph to identify the wide

spread reference to the EPR I program, such as: 

In addit ion, the panel found general references to EPRI and vendor testing for the capability of SVs 

and PORVs in license amendments for other nuclear power p lants. 

I see a few minor typographical edits (such as use of SV and PSV), but I am sure that Theresa will 

identify those items. 

Thanks. 

Tom 



From: Holahan, Gary 

Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2016 5 :01 PM 

To: West, Steven <Steveo.West@nrc gov>; Clark, Theresa <Theresa.Clark@nrc gov>; Scarbrough, 

Thomas <Ibomas.Scarbrough@nrq~ov>; Spencer, Michael <MichaeLSpencer@nrc gov> 
Subject: A New attempt at '"Crisp" 

Steve, 
Tom, 
Michael, 
Theresa, 

Please see attached. I have cut the 4-pager in half to make it a "'crisp" summary of 
preliminary findings for OEDO, NRR, and OGC. 

The longer write-ups look like good input to the final report. 

Please review and comment. 

Gary 



From : 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments : 

Clark Theresa 
West Steven ; Holahan Gary ; Scarbrough Thomas ; Soencer Michael 
RE : A New attempt at "Crisp" 

Friday, July 29, 2016 10:37:15 AM 

SHORT Prelminarv Findings JUIV 28 2 30cm • MAS TVC~d_ocx 

I edited/reformatted somewhat and incorporated Steve's comments. I don't think I made any 

substa nt1ve changes (especia lly that Tom would have an issue with, since he is away from his 

computer for most of the day) but thought some formatt ing might help it read better. 

You may wish to view the attached in "No Markup" mode on the "Review" tab so it doesn't look 

messy. I already accepted all of the formatting changes. 

Gary, I know you are working a version too. This one is also in the S: drive. 

From: West, Steven 

Sent: Friday, July 29, 2016 10:32 AM 

To: Holaha n, Gary <Ga ry.Holahan@nrc.gov>; Scarbrough, Thomas <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov>; 

Clark, Theresa <Theresa.Clark @nrc.gov>; Spencer, Michael <Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: A New attempt at "Crisp" 

Gary, 

Nice! See my attached markup for a few corrections and suggestions. 

We don't need to address it in the Crisp document, but I suggest we talk about if and how we should 
address the staff's apparent failure to treat this Issue generically In accordance with Its procedures. 

Steve 

------- Original Message -------
From: "Holahan, Gary" <Gary,Holabao@nrc gov> 
Date: Fri , July 29, 2016 8:16 AM -0500 
To: "Scarbrough, Thomas" <Ihomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov>, "West, Steven" <$teven.West@nrc.gov>, 
"Clark, Theresa" <Jberesa,CJark@nrc.gov>, "Spencer, Michael" <MichaeJ.Spencer@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE : A New attempt at "Crisp" 

Thanks Tom, got it. 

From: Scarbrough, Thomas 

Sent: Friday, July 29, 2016 7:08 AM 

To: Holahan, Gary <Gary.Holahao@nrc gov>; West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; Clark, Theresa 
<Th eresa.Clark@nrc.gov>; Spencer, Michael <Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE : A New at tempt at "Crisp" 

I am fine with the crisp summary. 

We could add another sentence at the end of the Beaver Valley 2006 paragraph to identify lhe wide

spread reference to the EP RI program, such as: 



In addition, the panel found general references to EPRI and vendor testing for the capability of SVs 

and PO RVs in license amendments for other nuclear power plants. 

I see a few minor typographical edits (such as use of SV and PSV), but I am sure that Theresa will 

identify those items. 

Thanks. 

Tom 

From: Holahan, Gary 

Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2016 5:01 PM 

To: West, Steven <Steyen.West@nrc.gov>; Clark, Theresa <Jheresa.Clark@nrc.gov>; Scarbrough, 

Thomas <Jhomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov>; Spencer, Michael <MichaeLSpencer@nrc.gov> 

Subject: A New attempt at "Crisp" 

Steve, 
Tom, 
Michael, 
Theresa, 

Please see attached. I have cut the 4-pager in half to make it a "crisp" summary of 
preliminary findings for OEDO, NRR, and OGC. 

The longer write-ups look like good input to the final report. 

Please review and comment. 

Gary 



Commcn1· IMA. J: When capitalized, this July 29, 2016 
10:30am version , might ta ken as the tltle of the SECY. The 

Exelon Backfit Appeal Panel Preliminary Findings 
/ title of the SECY Is "Single Fa I lure 
, Criterion.'' 
I 

The compliance exception to the Backfit Rule is intended to address failures to meet known and 
established Commission standards because of omission or mistake of fact. New or modified 
interpretations of what constitutes compliance do not fall within the exception. The Panel 
concludes that in 2001 and 2004 there was no known and established standard of the 
Commission relating to the potential of pressurizer safety valves (f:SVs) to 'fa il following water 
discharge during Inadvertent Operation of Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) events. 
During the Exelon power uprate review in 2001 and the review of a later valve setpoint 
amendment in 2004, the staff exercised reasonable and well-informed engineering judgment 
when concluding that the-SV- PSVs were unlikely to stick open (i.e., fa il to reseat). The backfil 
appeal panel has preliminarily concluded that the position on valve qualification in the 2015 
backfit is a new or modified interpretation of what constitutes compliance. 

! 

I 
Comment IMA I: Add ing this to tie the 

! sentence to the single failu re criterion. 
' ' / Comment [MASJ : Quotations are 

i, 
" ii 
I! 

If I· ,•I 
:! I/ ''1 /l ,1 

I sometimes italicized, sometimes not. I 
• am making them consistent. 
' ' / Comment IMASJ: I added a blank line 
/ after this one. 

In the absence of an-SV PSV failure to reseat, the concerns articulated in the backfit related to 
event classification, event escalation, and compliance with 10 CFR 50.34(b) and Genera l 
Design Criteria 15, 21 , and 29 are no longer al issue. 

t / /' 
I. ·I 
/'I:. I :, 
11 ii I',, 
,/ II 

The panel findings support the Exelon appeal. 
11 :I 
'/ 'I /1 :I 

The panel's finding relative to treatment of-SV PSV failure potential derives from the following: :! i! 
II :: 

• 

• 

fi !i 
Treatment of single failures of passive components in fluid systems per.W-1'.-1-10 CFR '/ 11 

Pa!:t-Part 501 Appendix A, Footnote 2~e single fai lure of a passive component in a /: // 
fwid system, ii i/ 
o 1977 SECY-77-439 ~ Qn A.4dditlonal P.Qassive f..failure~ ~:~,illl!_Q~~-g-~~_l}l\!9.9~_q_i_l}_r_!!g_~L}/ /: 

instances that the probability of most types of passive failures in fluid systems is I /I 
sufficiently small that they need not be assumedJn addition to the Initiating failure In / :! 
a_ppltc !J,Qo ot th ~Ingle t"l1ILJre __grlt~flQIJ L:_ __________________________________ __/ // 

.. 
Resolution of 1979 TMI Action Plan item 11.D.1, ~Performance Testing of BWR and /l 
PWR Relief and Safety Valves~ // 
o Juty..27,-1982 ~Re Westinghouse Owners Group submitted-report (WCAP-10105.t that !! 

provided-relied on the accept®ility-ef tti&-EPRI testing program to estaelishassert the •: 
I ) /1 acceptabili!Y Qffor-S.V PSVs and power-oQerated re 1er valves (PORVs in Westinghouse- ~ 

designed PWRs. 11 

o 1988 Letter from L. N. Olshan (NRC) to H. E. Bli ss (ComEd), "NY-~NUREG.:0737, ii 
Item 11.D.1, Performance Testing_on Relief ci!Od Safet:t.Yalves for Byron Station , Units 1 // 
and 2," and a 1990 letter from S Sands {NRC) lo T. Kovach (ComEdl. "NUREG-0737 . ;1 
Item 11.D. 1, Performance Testing on Relief and Safety Valves for Braidwood Station . ~ 
Units 1 and 2". The NRC staff found the licensee's reliance on EPRI testing of-S-V PSVs // 
to be acceptable. f 

o lfl..1993 and 1994, Westinghouse w,JEC) seRt Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter NSAL-93- ~ 
013 fJune J(l, 199J) and NSAL-93-013, Supplement 1-tGctol.ler 28 , 19~: "It should be _J/ 
noted that the licensees may have qualified these valves in compliance to NUREG-0737, I 

Item 11 . D .1.fl.. ___ ·-----··--··----------··-----·-·····-··--·------·-----·-··-··--.. -- -------·-··--·--·-··-•• J 

• Review of valve testing in 2001 Exelon power uprate for Bvron and Braidwood· 



o a8, review of the safety evaluation and associated RAls shows that the staff was well 
aware of the nature of the EPRI testing being relied on. This understanding was 
confirmed In a conversation the panel had with the then PWR Reactor Systems Section 
Chief. 

0 

o In 2001 , the NRC granted a power uprate for Shearon Harris that included the operability 
of PORVs and-S-V- PSVs during the discharge of subcooled water in accordance with tM 
NUREG-0737, Item 11.D.1. 

0 

1{ ommcnl· IMAc J: This should be PSV, 
/ correct? 

I / Comment IMA J: This should be PSV, 
I 

I l :, 
I correct? 

, Comment !CT I: Note that I moved these 

/ (so It appears as a chanse) because / I. 
( : 
I I! 

otherwise the formatti ng kept messing 

up. I did not change the text other than to 

I ' ! 
• Review of valves in 2004 setpoint amendment for Byron and Braidwood f / j 

o In 2004, NRC issued a license amendment for the Braidwood and Byron Stations f : , 

make it say "ASME requ irements" (rather 

than BPV) since I don' t think that level of 
deta il is needed here. The moved text 

granting an adjustment to the s vi_seJpoints._ln an_RAU he staff requested that ____ / / / lncoroorates Tom's and Michael's edits. 

Comment IM ASJ: This is the most Exelon perform a quantitative analysis regarding--SV- PSV water cycles and / / 
relief/discharge water temperature. In its SER, the staff concluded that the reanalysis : l 
1was acceptable t0for assuri.o.ge that the ff'SVi :~'!Ul!~~.9_in.<:?P..~!"?..l?!~_!s>Jl<:?~!l]il.~-----------j// , 
spurious safety injection event. / 

/ relevant statement from RS-001. The "no 
' backfit" statement is somewhat of a red 

herring because It wou ld not have been a 

• [Application pf staff guidance regarding valve failures ------------------------------------------ j / 
backfi t to impose new sta ndards on 
matters within the scope of a voluntary 

o 2005 RIS 2005-029: "The NRC staff's position is noted in the power uprate review /' 
standard (RS-001 2003). as follows: .. . '(b) pressurizer level should not be allowed to 

license amendment. 

J Comment JMASI: Tom's addit ion. 
reach a pressurizer water-sol id condition ."' However, R!S 2005-29 and its draft I 
supplement do not discuss ASME water rel ief certification requirements. Also, when RIS / / 
2005-29 was originally issued, the staff stated that it did not publish the RIS in the / i 

I 
omm~nl IMA J: I am proposing to 

, under line "fully open position" to help 

Federal Register for comment because "this RIS is informational and pertains to a NRC , / 
staff ositlon that does not de art from current re ulato requirements and practice." / J'/ 

/ the reader (Including OGC readers) 
underst and why thi s position is new, since 

o Furthe RS-001 stated "The staff does not Intend to im ose the criteria and/or uldance / , , 
In this review standard on lants whose desi n bases do not include these criteria and/or / / / 

va lve qualification was discussed since the 

res ons'ble or develo i and issuin S-001 . T eref re contr to the IS i I 
statement, neither the RS-001 review standard nor the RIS 2005-29 documented "known I ! 
and established standards of the Commission." / f 

o In 2006, the NRC granted a power uprate for Beaver Valley that referred to RIS 2005-29 , / 
and found reaso able assurance that the PSVs would ade uatel dischar e and reseat f 1 
followin as urious safe! in·ection actuation with re liance on the EPRI test data. n I : 
addi tion lhe anel found eneral references to EPRI and vendor testin for the _________ _ _/ / 
capabi lity of PSVs and PORVs in license amendments for other nuclear power plants . / 

o In 2007 SRP 15.5.1 "The pressurizer safety valves , too , may be assumed to reseat / 
properly after having relieved water; but only if such valves have been gua jified for water /: 
relief." This section does not reference ASME requirements for qualification. 

I 
In summary: I 

The NRR 2015 compliance backlit finding (October 9, 2015 letter to Exelon) is predicated on the / 
following positions (emphases added): / 
• - "water relief through a valve that Is not qualified for water relief will cause that valve to I 

stick in its fully open position'Q ______________________________________________________________ j 
• "the licensee .. . has not applied the single-failure assumption" 

NUREG-0737. I had trouble wit h this 

sentence until Theresa explained It to me. 

] 



• "nor have they provided ASME water qualification documentation for the PSVs ... the ,.,, 
ASME ... original Overpressure Protection Report .. . ir{lservice test history .. . includin_g__ /.., 
both water and steam tests· 

However, none of these positions were "known and established standards of the Commission'' 
in 2001 or 2004 for determining when It was appropriate to assume a failure of-SV PSVs to 
reseat. In fact, they were not "known and established standards of the Commission'' in 2005 nor .//

/ - f-or_A_s_M_E_c_er-tl-fic_a_t lo_n-, ~as .... w_e_c_o_rr-ect_ l_v_ ~ 
sta te on the revious a e. 

2006 AOr 2007. / 
In Moreover. l+he~~positions do not appear to be "established standards of the Commission" at / 
present, since the call for use of the single failure criterion frr_rsl a ears..lo.12r_ogosed'i)raft 'j.OJ.§ ... ./ 
dra ft Reyision 1 to RIS 2QQ!'i ~> ~ Isis and the call for ASME certification only f1r .. t 
appears in the Exelon compliance backfit-aHd the Draft 2015 RI::. 20~Rev1s1on 1. 
The panel concludes that the positions taken to support the compliance backfit finding represent 
new and different staff views on how to address potential-SV PSV failures fol lowing water 
discharge. Although they represent well-intentioned staff positions that could provide additional 
safety margin, they do not provide a basis for a compliance backfit. 

In addition to the specific finding relating to the backfit appeal , the panel believes It is important 
to acknowledge that water discharge through aft-SV PSV -not specifically designed for such 
service is undesirable and should be minimized or avoided as a matter of conservative 
engineering and prudent operations. The panel concludes this while fully aware that the event 
sequence being considered appears to be of little safety significance (the panel has requested 
RES analysis to confirm this belief). Operator training and emergency procedures to terminate 
the event before pressurizer filling , as well as the use of power-operated relief valves rather 
than re lying solely on-SV PSVs, are clearly preferred, whether they form the facilities' UFSAR 
licensing basis or not. 



From : 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Holahan Gary 
Scarbrough Thomas; West Steven ; Clark Theresa; Spencer Michael 
RE : A New attempt at "Crisp" 
Friday, July 29, 2016 9:16:55 AM 

Thanks Tom, got it. 

From: Scarb rough, Thomas 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2016 7:08 AM 

To: Holahan, Gary <Gary .Holaha n@nrc.gov>; West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; Clark, Theresa 

<Theresa.Clark@nrc.gov>; Spencer, Michael <Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: A New attempt at "Crisp" 

I am fine with the crisp summary. 

We could add another sentence at the end of the Beaver Va lley 2006 paragraph to identify the wide
spread reference to the EPRI program, such as: 

In addition, the panel found general references to EPRI and vendor testing for the capability of SVs 

and PORVs in license amendments for other nuclear power plants. 

I see a few minor typographical edits (such as use of SV and PSV), but I am sure that Theresa will 

identify those items. 

Thanks. 

Tom 

From: Holahan, Gary 
Sent: Thursday, Ju ly 28, 2016 5:01 PM 

To: West, Steven <Steven West@nrc gov>; Clark, Theresa <Theresa CJark@nrc gov>; Scarbrough, 

Thomas <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc gov>; Spencer, Michael <Michael Soencer@nrc gov> 
Subject: A New attempt at "Crisp" 

Steve, 
Tom, 
Michael, 
Theresa, 

Please see attached. I have cut the 4-pager in half to make it a "crisp'' summary of 
prel iminary findings for OEDO, NRR, and OGG. 

The longer write-ups look like good input to the final report. 

Please review and comment. 

Gary 



From: 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

soencer Michael 
Holahan. Gary; west s1even; SCafbrough, Thomas; Clark Theresa 
RE : BaQkfit Appeal Panel Report 2016 07 13 · MAS INPUT TO 7-15 2.35PM DRAFT 2.doox 
Monday, July 18, 2016 9:17:54 AM 
Baollflt A,ooeal Panel Reoort 2016 07 13 · MAS INPUT TO 7·15 2.35PM DRAFT 2.doox 

Oops, I noticed an error. Attached is the updated fi le. 

From: Spencer, Michael 

Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 9:14 AM 

To: Holahan, Gary <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov>; West, Steven <Steven.West@ nrc.gov>; Scarbrough, 

Thomas <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov>; Clark, Theresa <Theresa.Clark@nrc.gov> 
Subject: Backfit Appeal Panel Report 2016 07 13 - MAS INPUT TO 7-15 2.35PM DRAFT 2.docx 

All , 

As we discussed at the last meeting. I have added input on the backfit rule and compliance 
exception. The input begins on page 2 of the attached. This file is also saved in my 
working folder. 

Michael 



Background 

On July 22,2016 in accordance with NRC Management Directive (MD) 8.4, "Management of Facility
specific Backfitting and Information Collection," the NRC Executive Director for Operations (EDO) 
established a Backfit Appeal Review Panel (Panel) to review the appeal by Exelon Generation Company, 
LLC (Exelon or the licensee) of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff's determination that 
a backfit is necessary at Braidwood Station, Units 1 and 2 (Braidwood) and Byron Station, Units 1 and 2 
(Byron), as well as the staff's application of the compliance backfit exception provided in Title 10 of the 
Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), Section 50.109. 

The specific NRC staff activity at issue relates to an October 9, 2015, letter, in which the NRC issued the 
results of a staff review of licensing basis documents for Braidwood and Byron (Agencywide Documents 
Access and Management System (ADAMS) Accession No. ML14225A871). The staff determined that 
Braidwood and Byron were not: in compliance with 10 CFR Appendix A, General Design Criteria (GDCs) 
15, 21, and 29; 10 CFR 50.34(b); and the plant-specific design bases. Specifically, Braidwood and Byron 
were determined not to comply with provisions for ensuring that Condition II events (analyses of 
inadvertent operation of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS), malfunction of the chemiical and 
volume control system, and inadvertent opening of a pressurizer safety or relief valve) do not progress 
into more serious Condition Ill events following water relief through certain valves. The staff 
acknowledged that the staff position differed from a previous staff position documented in a 2001 
power uprate safety evaluation. However, the staff determined that the backfitting was justified under 
the compliance exception in 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(i). The licensee was directed to take action to resolve 
the non-compliance. 

On December 8, 2015, the licensee appealed the staff's decision stating its disagreement with the NRC's 

conclusion that the compliance exception to the backfit rule applies in this case, and that the NRC has 
twice approved the underlying analysis (ADAMS Accession No. ML15342A112). The referenced 
approvals were an August 26, 2004, license amendment associated with pressurizer safety valve 
setpoints (ADAMS Accession No. ML042250531) and a May 4, 2001, license amendment associated with 
a stretch power uprate (ADAMS Accession No. ML033040016). In a letter dated May 3, 2016, the NRC 
responded to the licensee's appeal and reaffirmed its decision that the backfit per the compliance 
exception provisions of 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(i) issued to the licensee is appropriate (ADAMS Accession 
No. ML16095A204). 

On June 2, 2016, the licensee again appealed the staff's decision (ADAMS Accession No. ML16154A254). 
The purpose of this report is to provide information and recommendations to support the decision of 
the EDO. 

Conduct of the review 

In order to establish a sound, well informed, and .... basis for its recommendations, the Backfit 
Appear Panel undertook a review of the relevant documents in this case. This included the 
licensee and NRG staff letters mentioned above plus the 2001 power uprate and the 2004 
license amendment plus a June 16, 2016 letter form the Nuclear Energy Institute supporting the 
Exelon backfit appeal ADAMS XXXXXXXX). The panel also reviewed numerous other 
documents related to the topic of inadvertent operation of the ECCS. These documents fall into 
six broad categories: 
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the Backfit Rule (1OCFR50.109), related court actions, and Commission and staff 
guidance on application of the Backfit Rule; 

licensing activities on Byron and Braidwood (License Amendment Requests, License 
Amendments, staff Requests for Additional Information, licensee responses, meeting 
summaries, staff Safety Evaluation Reports , and Updates of the Fin.al Safety Analysis 
Report UFSAR)) over the period of 1997 to the present; 

the NRC guidance relevant to the analysis of Inadvertent operation of the ECCS 
(Standard Review Plan (SRP) sections 15.0, 15.5.1, and 15.6.1) over the period of 1981 
to the present; 

the Westinghouse Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter (NSAL-93-013, June 30, 1993) and its 
supplement (NSAL-93-13 Suppl . 1, October 28, 1994 )(Adams XXXXXXXXXXX); 

actions taken by other licensees in response to Westinghouse NSAL-93-013; 

the history of NRC and industry activities related to Power Operated Relief Valves 
(PORV), their Block Valves, and Safety Valves (including Three Mile Island Action Plan 
(NUREG 0737) items 11.D.1, 11.0.3,11.G.1, 11.K.3, and Generic Letter 89-10 and 
supplements), and related Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI} valve testing , and 
operating experience (NUREGXXXX .. .. ). 

In addition to the document review, the panel had the benefit of meetings with the Office of 
Nuclear Reactor Regulation , the Office of the General Council , and the NRC Committee to 
Review Generic Requirements (CRGR). Both Exelon and NEI declined offers for a public 
meeting, but indicated a willingness and interest in providing information if the panel identified 
the need. 

Commcn1· IMAc l: In our discussion on 
7-14, we agreed that I would use my best 

Judgment In describing the backflt rule 
I (focusing on the compl iance e~ception) to 

/ aid the EDO' s decision mak ing. Therefore, 

I I have omitted t he paragraph I had 

/ writt en on the history of the rule and am 
, focusing on t he regulatory provisions, t he 

I pertln en t socs and guidance, and 
thoughts on what this logically entails, as 

/ relevant to the panel's decJslon. 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
/ 
i 
I 
I 

I 
I 

Assistance from RES, TTC etc. .. .. .. .. ....... .. .. If any 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i ,Wlst~-l"le-8 ckfit Rule a d the Co 

Backfilling Is defined by 1 O CFR 50.109(a) as: 

-----·- .. --....... -... - .. -·-·---·-···--1 

the modification of or addition to systems, structures, components, or design of a 
facility: or the design approval or manufacturing license for a faci lity; or the 
procedures or organization required to design. construct or operate a facility : any 
of which may result from a new or amended provision in the Commission's 
regulations or the imposition of a regulatory staff position interpreting the 
Commission's regulations that is either new or different from a previously 
si_p licable staff osltlon .... 

Unless one of three specified exceptions apply, the NRC may impose a backfit only if it 
performs a backfit analysis in accordance with 10 CFR 50.109{a)(2l and determines in 
accordance with 10 CFR 50.109(a)(3) "that there Is a substantial increase in the overall 
protection of the public health and safety or the common defense and security to be derived 
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from the backfit and that the direct and indirect costs of implementation for that facil ity are 
justified in view of this increased protection." 

Sedlon 50.109(a)(4) sets forth lhe three exceptions to lhe requirements of 10 CFR 50.109(a)(2) 
and /a)(3l. The first exception, the compliance exception, applies if the "modification is 
necessary to bring a facility Into compliance with a license or the rules or orders of the 
Commission. or into conformance with written commitments by the licensee." 10 CFR 
50.109/al(4)(i). The second and third exceptions relate to actions necessary to ensure 
adequate protection or to actions that involve defining or redefining adequate protection. 

The Commission exlJ.lained its intended a lication of the com liance exce l ion i the 1985 final 
rule amending 10 CFR 50.109 (50 FR at 38103): 

The compliance exception is intended to address situations in which the licensee 
has failed to meet known and established standards of the Commission because 
of omission or mistake of fact. It should be noted that new or modified 
interpretations of what constitutes compliance would not fall within the exception 
and would require a back fit analysis and application of the standard . 

ommcn1· IMA I: With this paragraph 
, and the next, I am drawing some bas ic 
/ conclusions from the foregoing material 
/ that reflects discussions we' ve had so far 

/ and, I believe, will help support the 
/ anel's work. 

I 
I 
i 
I 

I 
I 
j 
i 
I 

I 

In the 1985 rule, the Commission acknowledged that staff Interpretations of rules are not legally 
binding. but the Commission also stated that "staff Interpretations of broadly stated rules are 
often necessary to give a rule effect and in some instances may be a causal factor in initiating a 
backfit." Id. at 38102.1 I 
By its}erms, the com12llance exceptLon agglles to actions necessa!:£ for compliance with rules, .J 
licenses. and orders, or for conformance with written commltments.2 Also, the Commission 
explicitly acknowledged the importance of staff interpretations of rules in the regulatory process. 
Thus. the Panel understands the term "known and established standard" to Include standards 
established in rules, licenses. orders, and wrjtten commitments, and NRC interpretations of 
rules that might be announced in a variety of forms. Some standards may be broad-based 
while others may apply only to a limited number of plants. As stated in NUREG-1409, 
"[ilnformal or forma l communications lo one licensee are not official positions to all licensees .... 
Orders , licenses. and written commitments are applicable only to a particular licensee." 

The fai lure to meet a known and established standard is rou ds for a co liance backfit if this 
failure is due to "omission or mistake of fact." Thus, if a licensee obtains NRG approval of an 
alternative to a standard set forth In guidance, the guidance could not be used to support a 
compliance backfit unless the NRC's approval of the alternative was based on an omission or 
mistake of fact. "Known and established standards" are to be distinguished from "new or 
modified interpretations of what constitutes compliance. " which do not fall within the compliance 
exception. The Panel understands the term "new or modified interpretations" to include 
situations where the NRC has changed its mind on how to interpret the language of a 

1 The 1985 backlit rule was vacated by a Federal court on grounds unrelated to the compl iance backflt 
exception. See Union of Concerned Scientists V. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com'n, 824 F.2d 108. 119-20 
{D.C. Cir. 1987). In 1988, the Commission amended the backfil rule (53 FR 20603) to address the court's 
concerns, but did not change the 1985 rule 's compliance exception provision. Thus. the quoted 
statements from the 1985 rule are the applicable expression of Commission Intent regarding compliance 
backfits. 

2 UREG-1409 Backfilling Guidelines. def~nes wrjtten commitments broadly to Include the "final saf t 
analysis report. licensee event reports, and docketed correspondence, including responses to NRC 
bulletins, generic letters. inspection reports. or notices of violation and confirmatory action letters." 
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requirement or on how much assurance Is necessary to conclude that the requirement is met, 
Levels of assurance might be established In terms such as acceptable probabllltles or 
consequences, conservative assumptions, or sufficient margin. / 

I 
i 
i 

SuA1mary and reference to ~nclosure 1L ___________________ n · -·------- ---- - --/ 

Address ... the compliance exception, and related guidance with focus on ... "failed to meet 
known and established standards of the Commission because of omission or mistake of fact" , , , 
or ... "new or modified interpretations of what constitutes compliance" 

History of the PORV and Safety Valve Issues (requirements, agency actions, standards, 
guidance) 

Summary and reference to enclosure 2 

History of Westinghouse Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter and Related Activities 

Summary and reference lo Enclosure 3 

Discussion 

THIE QUESTION 

A simple explanation of the effort: 

The Backfit Appeal Panel will answer the question ... does this case fit .. . "failed to meet known 
and established standards of the Commission because of omission or mistake of fact" ... or ... 
"new or modified interpretations of what constitutes compliance" 

Response to the EDO questions: 

1. Were the approvals based on a mistake? If so, what was the mistake and 
what are the imp lications for Braidwood and Byron? 

In the May 3, 2016 letter to Exelon, NRC claims that "The NRC erred in approving a 
sequence of events that al lowed the inadvertent operation of the emergency core cooling 
system, chemical and volume control system ma lfunction, and inadvertent opening of a 
pressurizer safety or relief valve analyses In the 2001 and 2004 Safety Evaluations" and "the NRC 
staff understood the PSVs to be qualified for water relief when, in fact, they were not" 

Exelon claims, in their December 8, 2015 backfit appeal letter, that "the compliance 
exception requires more than simply asserting that the prior staff approvals were 
wrong - the NRC must demonstrate that the prior approvals were erroneous because 

4 

C'c>mrncnc· fM , j: Do we need an 
enclosure? I suggest we include what we 
need In the report and otherwise not 
have an enclosure. 



of an omission or mistake of fact at the time of the approval. The NRC has not made 
that case here." 

2. What is the known and established standard for water qualification of 
pressurizer safety valves? 

3. What is the known and established standard for progression of postulated 
events between categories of severity? Include a discussion of 
Regulatory Issue Summary 2005-29, "Anticipated Transients that Could 
Develop into More Serious Events," dated December 14, 2005, and the 
draft Revision 1 that was issued for public comment in 2015. 

4. Does the current licensing basis for Braidwood and Byron comply with the 
applicable regulations? Is it adequate to provide protection to public 
health and safety? 

5. Given that Exelon suggests that the NRC pursue a cost-justified 
substantial safety enhancement backfit, what is the contribution to overall 
plant risk of the current configuration at Braidwood and Byron? 

Recommendation(s) of whether a backfit is necessary at Braidwood and Byron, as well 
as whether the requirements of the compliance backfit exception of 
10 CFR 50.1 09(a)(4 )(i) have been met for this issue. 

Recommendation for any additional actions ... 
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ENCLOSURE 1 

SPENCER INPUT ON HISTORY OF BACKFIT RULE, Rev. O, 2016-07-16 

{In preparing this input, I read the original 1970 backfit rule, the 1983 ANPR and interim policy 

statement, the 1984 proposed revision to the Backfit Rule, the 1985 final revision to the Backfit Rule, the 

1987 court decision invalidating the 1985 rulemaking, the 1987 proposed rule responding to the court 

decision, the 1988 final rule responding to the court decision, and the 1989 court decision upholding the 

Backfit Rule as revised. I also read the SECY papers and SR Ms for the 1985 final rule, 1987 proposed rule, 

and 1988 final rule. In all of this, I did not find much on the compliance exception that was useful.} 

IV. History of the Backfit Rule and the Compliance Exception 

The Backfit Rule, 10 CFR 50.109, was originally promulgated in 1970 (35 FR 5317). Because of perceived 

deficiencies in the rule, the NRC substantially revised it in 1985 (50 FR 38097). The 1985 rule was 

challenged in court, and the U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia (D.C. Circuit) vacated this rule 

in its entirety. The D.C. Circuit took this action because it concluded that the revised rule could be 

interpreted to allow the NRC to consider costs in defining or redefining what is required for adequate 

protection of the public health and safety. Union of Concerned Scientists v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 

Com'n, 824 F.2d 108, 119-20 (1987). In response the NRC revised the Backfit Rule in 1988 (53 FR 20603) 

to remove any implication that costs could be considered in defining or redefining adequate protection. 

The 1988 revisions only differed from the 1985 rule to the extent necessary to address the court's 

concerns. The 1988 rule was also challenged in court, but this time the D.C. Circuit upheld the rule. 

Union of Concerned Scientists v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com'n, 880 F.2d 552 (1989). 

In its current form, 10 CFR 50.109(a)(l) defines backfitting as "the modification of or addition to 

systems, structures, components, or design of a facility; or the design approval or manufacturing license 

for a facility; or the procedures or organization required to design, construct or operate a facil ity; any of 

which may result from a new or amended provision in the Commission's regulations or the imposition of 

a regulatory staff position interpreting the Commission's regulations that is either new or different from 

a previously applicable staff position .... " Unless one of three specified exceptions apply, the NRC may 

impose a backfit only if it performs a backfit analysis in accordance with 10 CFR 50.109(a)(2) and 

determines in accordance with 10 CFR 50.109(a)(3) "that there is a substantial increase in the overall 

protection of the public health and safety or the common defense and security to be derived from the 

backfit and that the direct and indirect costs of implementation for that faci lity are justified in view of 

this increased protection." 

Section 50.109(a)(4) sets forth the three exceptions to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.109(a)(2) and 

(a)(3). The first exception, the compliance exception, applies if the "modification is necessary to bring a 

facility into compliance with a license or the rules or orders of the Commission, or into conformance 

with written commitments by the licensee." 10 CFR S0.109(a)(4)(i). The second and third exceptions 
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relate to actions ensuring adequate protection or to actions that involve defining or redefining adequate 

protection. 

The Commission addressed its intended application of the compliance exception in the 1985 rulemaking 

(SO FR at 38103) : 

The compliance exception is intended to address situations in which the licensee has 

failed to meet known and established standards ofthe Commission because of omission 

or mistake of fact. It should be noted that new or modified interpretations of what 

constitutes compliance would not fall within the exception and would require a backfit 

analysis and application of the standard. 

In the 1985 rule, the Commission acknowledged that staff interpretations of regulations are not legally 

binding, but the Commission also stated that "staff interpretations of broadly stated rules are often 

necessa ry to give a rule effect and in some instances may be a causal factor in initiating a backfit." Id. at 

38102. The Commission also stated, "Many of the most important changes in plant design, 

construction, operation, organization, and training have been put in place at a level of detail that is 

expressed in staff guidance documents which interpret the intent of broad, genera lly worked [sic] 

regulations." Id. at 38103.3 

************************************************************************************* 

{In addition to the above, I found the following potentially useful statements from NRC guidance 

documents on backfitting. I am not sure how much of this will be relevant or where it should be included 

if relevant, but I am providing it for your information and for potential future use in the document.} 

NUREG-1409, Backfitting Guidelines, 1990 

To be a backfit, "a new or revised staff position or requirement must be involved, that is, there must be 
a change in content or applicability of the previously applicable regulatory staff position (in the direction 
of increased safety requirements) .... " 

Applicable Regulatory Staff Position 

A requirement or position already specifically imposed on or committed to by a licensee is called an 
applicable regulatory staff position. There are several different types of positions, such as 

- legal requirements, as in explicit regulations, orders, and plant licenses and in amendments, 
conditions, and technical specifications 

3 The 1988 rulemaking neither revised the compliance exception as stated in the 1985 rule nor provided 
additional guidance on its interpretation. 
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- written licensee commitments such as those contained in the final safety analysis report, 
licensee event reports, and docketed correspondence, including responses to NRC bu lletins, 
generic letters, inspection reports, or notices of violation and confirmatory action letters 

- NRC staff positions that are documented explicit interpretations of more general regulat ions 
and are contained in documents such as the Standard Review Plan, branch technical positions, 
regulatory guides, generic letters, and bulletins 

For the purpose of this report, a change in the applicable regulatory staff position will be subsequently 
referred to as a new or revised position. 

(4) How does the backfit rule apply to new staff positions that reflect an evolving understanding of 
technical issues? 

New or revised staff positions are backfits when they are imposed on licensees and result in a change in 
structures, systems, design, or procedures (as described in 10 CFR 50.109). A backfit analysis is required 
whenever new or revised positions are imposed to achieve cost-justified substantial safety 
enhancements. A backfit analysis Is not required if the new or changed position is imposed to bring a 
facility into compliance or if it is necessary to provide assurance of adequate protection. In those cases, 
however, a written evaluation is needed to provide the objectives of and reasons for the modification 
and the basis for invoking the exception. 

An evolving understanding of issues does not, by itself, define which category fits a particular backfit. 
Judgment must be applied to the facts of each particular case to determine whether the backfit is for 
compliance, to provide adequate protection, to redefine adequate protection, or to achieve a cost
justified substantial safety enhancement. For example, with regard to compliance, the 1985 statement 
of considerations for 10 CFR 50.109 indicates that "the compliance exception is intended to address 
situations where the licensee has failed to meet known and established standards of the Commission 
because of omission or mistake of fact. ... new or modified interpretations of what constitutes 
compliance would not fall within the exception .... " 

At 13: 

(7) Is it appropriate for the NRC staff to rely on informal or formal communications to other licensees as 
official NRC positions? What about NRC tacit approval of documents? 

Informal or formal communications to one licensee are not official positions to all licensees. Section 053 
of Manual Chapter 0514 identifies what can be applied as official staff positions in a plant-specific 
context. They are legal requirements such as contained in expl icit regulations, orders, and plant licenses; 
written commitments such as contained in final safety analysis reports, licenses event reports, and 
docketed correspondence; and documented, approved explicit interpretations such as contained in the 
SRP, branch technical positions, regulatory guides, generic letters, and bulletins. Orders, licenses, and 
written commitments are applicable only to a particular licensee. 
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If the staff previously exempted a licensee from a legal requirement or approved position, it is not 

applicable to that licensee for the purpose of backfit consideration. Explicit exemption would be done 

formally in writing. The Appendix to NRC Manual Chapter 0514 discusses tacit approval under reanalysis 
of issues. Two situations are covered. In the first case, staff review of a previously accepted licensee 

action or program may result in a requested change. This would be classified as a backfit because it 
represents a change in a previous staff position and would require a backfit analysis (or a documented 

evaluation if it meets one of the exceptions listed in the backfit rule). In the second case, a licensee 

submittal committing to a specific course of action that has not received timely NRC staff review is 

implemented by the licensee. In this case, it is considered that the NRC staff tacitly accepted the 
licensee's action since timely notice to the contrary was not given. If the NRC staff subsequently adopts 

a different position and requests a change in the licensee action, this change may be classified as a 

backfit and thus require a backfit analysis (or a documented evaluation if it meets one of the exceptions 
listed in the backfit rule). 

[Industry claim]: Bulletin 88-11 is completely lacking any 10 CFR 50.109 justification. 

[NRC response]: Although the justification was not printed in the bulletin, NRC Bulletin 88-11, 

"Pressurizer Surge Line Thermal Stratification," was justified as a backfit. It is an example of a backfit 
that was determined by the responsible NRC official to be required as a matter of compliance with 

existing requirements and commitments. The CRGR reviewed the bulletin and concurred. The 

regulations currently require licensees to meet the applicable codes of the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers (ASME), Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Because of the staff's concern with the 

integrity of the surge line, licensees were requested to perform their fatigue analysis in accordance with 

the latest ASME Section Ill requirements that incorporate high cycle fatigue analysis. The justification 

provided by the staff was that previously unconsidered thermal stratification phenomenon may 
invalidate the existing analysis performed to confirm the integrity of the surge line. 

Subsequently, it was understood that some licensees believed that the staffs rationale was in error 

because they were not committed to the latest ASME Section Ill requirements by virtue of their license 

commitment. However, the issue became moot because these licensees undertook the analysis 
voluntarily in view of the safety importance of the issue and the fact that previous versions of the ASME 

Code did not completely address the concern. 

At 15: 

(1) If an inspector has previously accepted (ie, provided tacit approval of) a licensee's method, does a 
specific request for change constitute a backflit and if so, is a backfit analysis required? 

Cases where an inspector provides tacit approval are relatively rare. Simply not challenging a l icensee's 

practice normally would not be considered tacit approval. The only example provided in M anual Chapter 
0514 is a case where the NRC has indicated tacit approval by not acting in a reasonable time on a 

licensee submittal and the licensee has moved ahead to implement the proposal described in the 
submittal. For the purpose of this question, it would most likely arise in connection with review of a 

licensee response to an inspection report. 
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Explicit approval could be provided in an inspection report that s;tates that a particular approach is 
acceptable. However, conclusions of that nature are usually maole in safety evaluation reports rather 
than inspection reports. 

NRC Manual Chapter 0514 (1988) {This manual chapter is included as Appendix D to NUREG-1409. The 
manual chapter was referenced in the 1988 rulemaking, and a working draft was provided to the 
Commission in SECY-88-102 for information. The only particularly interesting nugget is a definition of 
"applicable regulatory staff positions" that is slightly more detailed than the definition in NUREG-1409. 
have shown the additional detail with bolded redline text.} 

Section 053 

053 Applicable Regulatory Staff Positions. Applicable regulatory staff positions are those already 
specifically imposed upon or committed to by a licensee at the time of the identification of a plant
specific backfit, and are of several different types and sources: 

a. Legal requirements such as in explicit regulations, orders, plan,t licenses (amendments, conditions, 
technical specifications). Note that some regulations have update features built in, as for example, 10 
CFR 50.SSa, Codes and Standards. Such update requirements are applicable as described in the 
regulation. 

b. Writ ten commitments such as contained in the FSAR, LERs, and docketed correspondence, including 
responses to Bulletins, responses to Generic Letters, Confirmatory Action Letters, responses to 

Inspection Reports, or responses to Notices of Violation. 

c. NRC staff positions4 that are documented, approved, explicit iinterpretations of the more general 
regulations, and are contained in documents such as the SRP, Branch Technical Positions, Regulatory 
Guides, Generic Letters, and Bulletins; and to which a licensee or an applicant has previously 
committed to or relied upon. Positions contained in these documents are not considered applicable 
staff positions to the extent that staff has, in a previous licensing or inspection action, tacitly or 
explicitly excepted the licensee from part or all of the position.'5 

FN 4 Requirements may be imposed by rule or order. Staff interpreta1tions such as examples of acceptable ways 
to meet requirements are not requirements in and of themselves. 

FN 5 Imposition of a staff position from which a licensee has previously been excepted is a backfit. 
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ENCLOSURE 2 

History of Pressure Relief Valves in Nuclear Power Plants 

Nuclear power plants in the United States use various types of pressure relief valves to protect 
personnel and equipment from overpressure events within reactor fluid systems. Pressure relief 
valves include safety valves, safety relief valves, and relief valves with different designs, 
operating conditions, and requirements. The ASME BPV Code specifies requirements for the 
design and testing of pressure relief valves used for various functions in nuclear power plants. 
For example, the current ASME BPV Code requirements in Subsection NB-7000 for safety 
valves specify steam applications and for relief valves specify steam or liquid applications. The 
ASME OM Code provides requirements for the preservice and in service testing of pressure 
relief valves in nuclear power plants. 

Braidwood UFSAR (Revision 9, December 2002), Section 5.4.13 describes the pressurizer 
safety and relief valves. The three pressurizer safety valves (PSVs) are Crosby Model HP-BP-
86, size 6M6 (6-inch), spring loaded pop type opened by direct fluid pressure with 2485 psig 
(another document indicates 2460 psig) set pressure. The 6-inch pipe connecting the PSVs to 
the pressurizer form a loop seal. Each reactor has two power-operated relief valves (PORVs). 
The PORVs are Copes-Vulcan Model D-100-160 3-inch pneumatic-actuated globe valves that 
respond to a signal from the pressure sensing system or to manual control. One PORV is set to 
open at 2335 psig and the other at 2345 psig. Each PORV can be isolated by a motor-operated 
block valve. Both the PSVs and PORVs are indicated in Table 5.4-13 to have specific relieving 
capacities with saturated steam. 

The Braidwood UFSAR (Revision 7, December 1998) Table 5.2-1 references the 1971 Edition 
through the Winter 1972 addenda of the ASME BPV Code, Section Ill , for the PSVs. 

What "qualification" requirements are specified in the design and procurement 
specifications for the pressurizer relief valves used in the pressurizer at Byron and 
Braidwood? 

The 1ST Program at Braidwood Units 1 and 2 is specified to satisfy the ASME OM Code 2001 
Edition through the 0Mb 2003 Addenda until July 2018. The 1ST Program at Byron Units 1 and 
2 has updated to the ASME OM Code 2004 Edition through the 2006 Addenda. 

The Braidwood 1ST Program specifies: 

PORV - fail safe test, and exercise open and closed, every refueling outage; and position 
indication test every 2 years. 
PORV Block Valve- exercise open and closed every 3 months; and position indication test every 
2 years. 

PSV - Relief Valve Test every 5 years; and position indication test every 2 years. The 1ST 
Program references Appendix I to the OM Code for relief valve testing. 

Are relief valve tests performed for the PORVs? 
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The 1979 accident at Unit 2 at the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant included failure of a 
power-operated relief valve in the pressurizer to perform i1ts intended function. As a result, the 
NRC issued recommendations regarding performance testing of safety and relief valves used in 
nuclear power plants in NUREG-0578. In particular, the NRC staff recommended in Section 
2.1.2 in NUREG-0578 that nuclear power plant licensees commit to provide performance 
verification by full-scale prototypical testing for all relief and safety valves. 

The NRC subsequently issued a letter to all then-operating nuclear power plants and applicants 
for operating licenses and holders of construction permits forwarding NUREG-0737 that 
included numerous requirements in response to the TMI Unit 2 accident. In particular, 
Requirement 11.D.1, "Performance Testing of Boiling-Water Reactor and Pressurized-Water 
Reactor Relief And Safety Valves (NUREG-0578, Section 2.1 .2)," specified the NRC position 
that pressurized-water reactor and boiling-water reactor licensees and applicants shall conduct 
testing to "qualify" the reactor coolant system relief and safety valves under expected operating 
conditions for design-basis transients and accidents. The detailed clarification in NUREG-0737 
of this NRC position specified the following: 

Licensees and applicants shall determine the expected valve operating conditions through 
the use of analyses of accidents and anticipated operational occurrences referenced in 
Regulatory Guide 1.70, Revision 2. The single failures applied to these analyses shall be 
chosen so that the dynamic forces on the safety and relief valves are maximized. Test
pressures shall be the highest predicted by conventional safety analysis procedures. 
Reactor coolant system relief and safety valve qualification shall include qualification of 
associated control circuitry, piping, and supports, as well as the valves themselves. 

A. Performance Testing of Relief and Safety Valves--The following information must be 
provided in report form by October 1, 1981: 

(1) Evidence supported by test of safety and relief valve functionability for expected 
operating and accident (non-ATWS) conditions must be provided to NRC. The testing 
should demonstrate that the valves will open and reclose under the expected flow 
conditions. 

(2) Since it is not planned to test all valves on all plants, each licensee must submit to NRC 
a correlation or other evidence to substantiate that the valves tested in the EPRI (Electric 
Power Research Institute) or other generic test program demonstrate the functionability of 
as-installed primary relief and safety valves. This correlation must show that the test 
conditions used are equivalent to expected operating and accident conditions as prescribed 
in the final safety analysis report (FSAR). The effect of as-built relief and safety valve 
discharge piping on valve operability must also be accounted for, if it is different from the 
generic test loop piping. 

(3) Test data including criteria for success and failure of valves tested must be provided for 
NRC staff review and evaluation. These test data should include data that would permit 
plant-specific evaluation of discharge piping and supports that are not directly tested. 

In describing the type of review to be conducted for this regulatory position, the NRC staff stated 
the following: 
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Pre-implementation review will be performed for EPRI and BWR test programs with respect 
to qualification of relief and safety valves. Also, the applicants' proposal for functional testing 
or qualification of PWR valves will be reviewed. Post-implementation review will also be 
performed of the test data and test results as applied to plant-specific situations. 

In specifying the documentation required to satisfy this regulatory position, the NRC staff stated 
the following: 

Pre-implementation review will be based on EPRI, BWR, and applicant submittals with 
regard to the various test programs. These submittals should be made on a timely basis as 
noted below, to allow for adequate review and to ensure that the following valve qualification 
dates can be met: 

Final PWR (EPRI) Test Program--July 1, 1980 

Final BWR Test Program--October 1, 1980 

Block Valve Qualification Program--January 1, 1981 

Post-implementation review will be based on the applicants' plant-specific submittals for 
qualification of safety relief valves and block valves. To properly evaluate these plant
specific applications, the test data and results of the various programs will also be required 
by the following dates: 

PWR (EPRl)/BWR Generic Test Program Results--July 1, 1981 

Plant-specific submittals confirming adequacy of safety and relief valves based on 
licensee/applicant preliminary review of generic test program results--July 1, 1981 

Plant-specific reports for safety and-relief valve qualification--October 1, 1981 

Plant-specific submittals for piping and support evaluations--January 1, 1982 

Plant-specific submittals for block valve qualification--July 1, 1982. 

In January 1983, EPRI issued NP-2770-LD, "EPRI/C-E PWR Safety Valve Test Report," that 
described the testing of PWR primary system safety and relief valves in response to NUREg-
0578, Section 2.1.2, and NU REG-0737, Section 11. D.1.A, requirements. Volume 1 is publicly 
available and provides a summary of the test program and its results. Volumes 5, 6, and 7 
provide the detailed results for testing of Crosby pressure relief valves. In addition, Com Ed 
letter dated November 27, 2000, for the Byron/Braidwood power uprate references EPRI Report 
NP-2628-SR, "EPRI PWR Safety and Relief Valve Test Program - Safety and Relief Valve Test 
Report," December 1982. 

Can we obtain copies of the detailed EPRI test reports for the Braidwood and Byron 
pressurizer pressure relief valve types? Volume 6 of EPRI NP-2770-LP is not available in 
the NRC Technical Library and the NRC contacts with EPRI do not believe that EPRI would 
provide the report without cost. Request submitted to the ADAMS support staff to search the 
ADAMS Legacy library for the EPRI NP-2770-LD (Volume 6). 
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Volume 1 of EPRI NP-2770-LP summarizes the EPRI testing of various PSVs for steam, 
transition, and water conditions. Section 4.5 indicates that for the Crosby 6M6 the following 
tests were performed: 11 steam tests with filled loop seals, 3 steam-to-water transition tests, 
and 2 water tests. The valve experienced chatter during the tests, and one water test had to be 
terminated. The report does not discuss PORV testing. 

The ComEd letter dated November 27, 2000, for the Byron/Braidwood power uprate states that 
the NRC reviewed and approved EPRI NP-2628-SR. ComEd references a letter from L. Olshan 
(NRC) to H. Bliss, dated August 18, 1988, "NUREG-0737, Item 11.D.1, Performance Testing on 
Relief and Safety Valves for Byron Station, Units 1 and 2;" and a letter from S. Sands to T. 
Kovach, dated May 21, 1990, "NUREG-0737, Item 11.D.1, "Performance Testing on Relief and 
Safety Valves for Braidwood Station, Units 1 and 2." 

In the August 18, 1988, letter from L. Olshan to H. Bliss, the cover letter indicates that the 
attached INEL Technical Evaluation Report (TER) EGG-NTA-8028 (January 1988) provides the 
review of the Byron response to NUREG-0737, Item 11.D.1. The staff letter indicates that the 
licensee should develop and adopt plant procedures to inspect the pressurizer valves after each 
lift involving loop seal or water discharge. The TER reviewed the EPRI testing of a PSV and 
PORV similar to the Byron valves. The TER indicates that the PSV had two applicable tests: a 
loop seal/steam water transition test where the valve opened, chattered and stabilized to close; 
and a saturated water test where the valve opened with water, chattered, and stabilized. The 
TER indicates that the PORV opened and closed on demand in the loop seal/steam water 
transition test with a bending moment that was evaluated by analysis. The TER concluded that 
Byron provided an acceptable response to NUREG-0737, Item 11.D.1. The May 21, 1990, letter 
with the Braidwood TER had the same findings. 

EPRI NP-2628-SR (dated December 1982) describes the PSV and PORV testing with safety 
valve tests at CE in Windsor, CT, and relief valve tests at Marshall Steam Station, NC, and 
Wyle, Norco, CA. The report indicates that the Crosby 6M6 is used as PSVs in 38 plants 
including Byron and Braidwood. The report indicates that two water tests were conducted with 
galling of guide surfaces and damage to internal parts. Tlhe report indicates that the Copes
Vulcan Relief Valve (316 w/Stellite Plug and 17-4PH) used as PORVs at Byron and Braidwood 
was tested in 11 Marshall tests and 9 Wyle tests. The report indicates that the PORV opened 
without damage. 

Appendix E, "Requirements Resulting from TMl-2 Accident," in Braidwood UFSAR in Section 
E.23, "Relief and Safety Valve Test Requirements (11 .D.1 )," states that a letter dated April 1, 
1982, for D. Hoffman (Consumers Power) transmitted the Safety and Relief Valve Test Report 
for the EPRI PWR Safety and Relief Valve Test Program. The UFSAR also states that ComEd 
submitted the plant-specific f inal evaluation confirming the adequacy of the relief and safety 
valves by letter from T. Tramm, dated October 26, 1982. Braidwood NUREG-1002 SER 
Supplement 1 (September 1986) states in Section 3.9.3.3 , "Design and Installation of Pressure 
Relief Devices," that EPRI had completed a full-scale valve testing program and that the 
Owners Group submitted the test results in WCAP-10105 in a letter dated July 27, 1982, from 
0. Kinglsey to S. Chilk. The SER states that the applicant responded to a requirement to 
submit a report which would demonstrate operabiliity of these valves with submittals dated July 1 
and October 26, 1982, and December 30, 1983. Byron NUREG-0876 SER Supplement 5 
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(October 1984) references these July 1 and October 26, 1982, and December 30, 1983, letters 
from the applicant. Request submitted to ADAMS support staff for these Legacy documents. 

The July 27, 1982, letter from 0 . Kingsley provides the Westinghouse Owners Group review of 
the EPRI test data in response to NUREG-0737, It.em 11.D.1. The letter forwards WCAP-10105, 
"Review of Pressurizer Safety Valve Performance as observed in the EPRI Safety and Relief 
Valve Test Program" (June 1982). The report indicates that the design specifications for PSVs 
in Westinghouse designed nuclear power plants is for steam service only. The conclusions 
indicate valve chatter (no discussion of valve damage). 

In Braidwood NUREG-1002 SER Supplement 1 (September 1986) in Section 3.9.3.3, the NRC 
staff stated that on the basis of preliminary review, the staff had concluded that the applicant's 
general approach to responding to this item is acceptable, and provides adequate assurance 
that the RCS overpressure protection systems at Braidwood can adequately perform their 
intended functions. The staff stated that if the detailed review reveals modifications or 
adjustments to safety valves, PORVs, PORV block valves, or associated piping are needed to 
ensure that all intended design margins are present, the staff will require that the applicant 
make appropriate modifications. The staff stated tlhat this was a Confirmatory Item. 

In Byron NUREG-0876 SER Supplement 5 (October 1984) in Section 3.9.3.3, the NRC staff 
provided a similar discussion of the status of the NRC review of the capability of the Byron 
pressurizer valves. 

In Byron NUREG-0876 SER Supplement 8 (March 1987), the staff stated TMI Item 11.D.I 
(3.9.3.3) had been closed in Supplement 5 to the Byron SER. (A similar closure was not found 
in the Braidwood SER supplements). 

The Braidwood and Byron operating license reviews included direct evaluation of the TMI action 
items as discussed in Braidwood NUREG-1002 SER, Section 1.1, "Introduction." The staff 
stated that the review and evaluation of compliance by the applicant to the licensing 
requirements established in NUREG-0660 and NUREG-0737 (including item 11.D.1 in Table 1.1) 
were incorporated into the reviews summarized thrroughout the SER. 
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ENCLOSURE 3 

History of Westinghouse Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter 93-013 and Related Activities 

SRP (Revision 1, dated July 1981) Chapter 15.5.1-15.5.2, "Inadvertent Operation of ECCS and 
Chemical and Volume Control System Malfunction that Increases Reactor Coolant Inventory," 
and Chapter 15.6.1 , "Inadvertent Opening of a PWR Pressurizer Pressure Relief Valve or a 
BWR Pressure Relief Valve," provided general staff guidance for these plant transients. 
Revision 2 (dated March 2007) to these SRP chapters provides significantly more detail, 
including PSVs and PORVs are assumed to fail open if they relieve water without being 
qualified. 

In 1993 and 1994, Westinghouse issued a Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter NSAL-93-013 (June 
30, 1993) and NSAL-93-013 , Supplement 1 (October 28, 1994) under 10 CFR Part 21 to 
operating nuclear power plants (including Braidwood and Byron) in response to its discovery 
that potentially nonconservative assumptions were used in the licensing analysis of the 
lnadverent Operation of the ECCS at Power accident. In this NSAL, Westinghouse 
recommended that licensees determine if their Pressurizer Safety Relief Valves are capable of 
closing following discharge of subcooled water. Westinghouse noted that the PSRVs might 
have been designed or "qualified" to relieve subcooled water. Westinghouse indicated that 
water relief through the Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs) is not a concern, because the 
PORV block valves can be used to isolate the PO RVs if they fail to close. If the PSRVs are not 
designed or qualified for subcooled water relief, Westinghouse recommended that licensees re
evaluate the Inadvertent ECCS Actuation at Power accident used three possible options of 
reducing ECCS flow used in the safety analysis, using a less restrictive operator response time, 
or crediting the use of one or more PORVs to help mitigate the accident. 

Did the NRC staff take a position on Westinghouse NSAL-93-01 3 during the industry 
response to this Part 21 notice? 

What was the response from the Braidwood/Byron licensees to this Westinghouse 
NSAL? 

What was the NRC staff evaluation of the Braidwood/Byron response? 

Did Exelon demonstrate the capability of the PORV block valves for Braidwood and 
Byron as part of its GL 89-10 program with continued periodic verification as part of its 
GL 95-05 program? 

On May 29, 1998, ComEd proposed an amendment to the Braidwood/Byron TS to take credit 
for the automatic operation of the PORV to provide mitigation for the IOECCS. In the 
amendment request, ComEd stated that the PSVs have not been qualified to reseat after 
passing subcooled liquid. ComEd stated that the PORVs at Braidwood/Byron are safety-related 
components with safety-related actuators and accumulator tanks. ComEd stated that the PORV 
control circuits are classified as safety-related. Com Ed noted that some portions of the circuitry 
are nonsafety-related with improvements implemented in response to GL 90-06. ComEd stated 
that the PORV block valves are within the scope of the GL 89-10 program. In a letter dated May 
13, 1999, the NRG staff provided a request for additional information regarding the reliance on 
the PORVs. In its letter, the staff documented the basis for its concerns that the Byron design 
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related to the PORV circuitry did not meet the single failure criterion. In response to these 
concerns, ComEd withdrew its TS amendment request in a letter dated July 16, 1999. 

Did ComEd (or Exelon) propose a later TS amendment? 

In 2001 , the NRC approved a stretch power uprate for Braidwood and Byron. In RAls, the staff 
requested that the licensee address water solid conditions in the pressurizer. The licensee 
responded that the EPRI testing indicated that the valve could close although with some chatter 
and damage. These references include NRC letters dated October 19 and November 21 , 2000 
(Dick to Kingsley), and ComEd letters dated November 27, 2000, and January 31 , 2001 (Krich). 
Stretch power update license amendment dated May 4, 2001. 

In its letter dated November 27, 2000, ComEd responded! to RAls on the license amendment 
request (LAR) to permit uprated power operations at Byron and Braidwood. NRC staff question 
G.9 indicated that the NRC staff had generally not accepted a solid pressurizer for IOECCS to 
order to avoid the potential for all three PSVs to be stuck open due to liquid relief through these 
safety valves. The licensee stated that Section 15 .5.1 of the UFSAR had been revised to credit 
the pressurizer safety valves to pass water. The licensee discussed the EPRI testing program 
in response to NUREG-0737 with the results summarized in EPRI NP-2628-SR. The licensee 
references NRC letter from L. Olshan to H. Bliss, dated August 18, 1988, and S. Sands to T. 
Kovach, dated May 21, 1990, transmitting Technical Evaluation Reports with the results of the 
NRC's review of the Byron and Braidwood response to NUREG-0737, Item 11.D.1, respectively. 

In its letter dated January 31 , 2001 , Exelon provided a response to a supplement to Question 
G.9 requesting the temperature of water to be passed by the pressurizer safeties and the length 
of time that the safeties are expected to pass water. The supplement also asked the licensee to 
discuss what EPRI tests are applicable to the Byron and Braidwood condition. In response, 
Exelon stated that the PSVs would close after passing water, although they may not be 
leaktight. Exelon stated that the leakage from up to three leaking PSVs is bounded by one fully 
open PSV. Exelon indicated that the EPRI testing of the Crosby safety valves in EPRI NP-
2770-LD, Volumes 1 and 6, are applicable. Exelon indicated that valve chatter occurred during 
the tests with damage to the internals, but that the safety valve closed in response to system 
depressurization. Exelon stated that the Byron/Braidwood pressurizer water temperature of 
590F is higher than the EPRI tests (530F). Exelon stated that the assumed length of the event 
is 20 minutes from initial SI signal to system pressure restored below PSV lift setpoint. Exelon 
notes that all PSVs set to lift at same pressure. 

In the NRC SER granting the Byron/Braidwood power uprrate (May 4, 2001) in Section 3.2, 
"Non-LOCA Transient Analysis," the staff discussed its review of the performance of the PORVs 
and PSVs to discharge liquid water for approximately 20 minutes. The staff discussed the EPRI 
testing program with the conclusion that the safety valve closed in response to system 
depressurization. The staff stated that it had reviewed the licensee's evaluation of the 
performance of the PSVs for liquid water conditions. The staff stated that it found that the EPRI 
tests adequately demonstrate the performance of the valves for the expected water temperature 
conditions and that there is reasonable assurance that the valves will adequately reseat 
following the spurious SI event. The staff stated that a review of the EPRI test data indicates 
that the PSVs may chatter for the expected fluid inlet temperature but that the resulting PSV 
seat leakage following the liquid discharge would be less than the discharge from one stuck
open PSV. Therefore, the staff found the licensee's credi1ting of the PSVs to discharge liquid 
water during the spurious SI event to be acceptable. 
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Where is the capability of the PORVs to perform with liquid water addressed? 

Can PSVs be set safely at slightly different setpoints? 

Byron/Braidwood UFSAR (Revision 9, dated December 2002) in Chapter 15.5.1 includes PSV 
water relief, and references INEL 1988 report and L. Olshan August 1988 SER. UFSAR 
Revision 15 (dated December 2014) includes IOECCS does not progress into a stuck open PSV 
LOCA event. UFSAR (Revision 15) states that all three PSVs may lift but will reclose, and that 
the leakage is bounded by one fully open valve with the consequences bounded by the IOPSRV 
event. UFSAR (Revision 15) references 2001 Stretch Power Uprate SER and 2004 PSV 
Setpoint SER. 

In 2004, the NRC approved a PSV setpoint amendment for Braidwood and Byron. In an RAI, 
the staff requested that Exelon perform a quantitative analysis regarding PSV water cycles and 
relief/discharge water temperature. These references include NRC e-mail on October 2, 2003 
(Chawla to Bauer), and EGC letter dated January 29, 2004 (Ainger). 

On August 26, 2004, NRC issued license amendment to adjust PSV setpoints for Braidwood 
and Byron. The change represents a change in lift tolerance from ±1 percent around a lift 
setting of 2485 psig to ±2 percent around a lift setting of 2460 psig. As for the LOAC with RCP 
seal injection event, the licensee's analysis indicated that continued injection of water into the 
RCS through the RCP seals would result in a water-solid pressurizer and water discharge 
through the PSVs. The proposed PSV setpoint tolerance assuming negative tolerance would 
result in a lower PSV lift setpoint. With the lower setpoint, the PSV would open earlier and a 
larger number of PSV water cycles and a lower water discharge temperature could result during 
the transient. The licensee performed an analysis of the LOAC with RCP seal injection event 
and determined the revised PSV setpoint would result in an increase of about one PSV water 
cycle and a reduction in the liquid discharge temperature of about 0.5F. A comparison of the 
reanalysis showed that the spurious SI event remained the limiting event since it resulted in a 
greater increase in the number of PSV water cycles (two cycles vs. one cycle) and a greater 
decrease in the PSV discharge water temperature (3.0 F vs. 0.5 F) than that calculated for the 
LOAC with RCP seal injection event. The water discharge temperature in the analysis of record 
(AOR) for the spurious SI event was 590 F. The lowest discharge water temperature for the 
spurious SI event with the revised PSV setpoint is 587 F (i.e., 590 F - 3.0 F). The staff found 
that the calculated water discharge temperature (587 F) is significantly higher than the 
discharge water temperature of 530 F that was used to support operability of the PSVs as 
discussed in the AOR. The staff concluded that the reanalysis is acceptable to assure that the 
PSVs will remain operable following a spurious SI event. This SER references the May 2001 
Stretch Power Update SER. 

On February 7, 2014, NRC issued Measurement Uncertainty Recapture (MUR) power uprate 
with decision that IOECCS was out of scope because the licensee did not modify the Chapter 
15 analyses related to PSV and PORV water relief . 

In the October 2015 Backfit SE, the staff references Millstone (1998) and Callaway (2000) 
requests (ML011800207 and ML003719636) for upgrading PORVs for water relief; Beaver 
Valley (2004) EPU requests (ML?) for qualifying PORVs for water relief; and Turkey Point and 
St. Lucie Unit 2 EPU requests (ML 11293A359 and ML 12235A463) in support of its position. 
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Salem TS Amendment - June 4, 1997 

On June 4, 1997, NRG granted TS change to ensure that the automatic capability of the power 
operated relief valves to relieve pressure is maintained. In response to NSAL 93-013, the 
licensee determined that an inadvertent Safety Injection (ISi) actuation at power could cause the 
pressurizer to become water solid and PSVs lifting: with water relief if the automatic operation of 
the PORVs is not made available for reactor coolant system depressurization early in the 
transient. The Salem pressurizer safety valves are not designed to relieve water. Thus, the 
water relief has the potential to cause the PSVs to fail in the open position. In the course of the 
review of the licensee's January 31, 1997 application, the NRG staff noted that the pressurizer 
PORVs were not designed to "safety related" standards and thus could not be credited for 
mitigation of the inadvertent SI actuation at power incident when the PORV is operating in the 
automatic mode. In response to this observation, the licensee proposed an upgrade of PORVs 
as described in the March 14 and April 8, 1997 supplements, to eliminate the possibility that a 
single active failure of a PORV component could prevent the mitigation of the inadvertent SI 
actuation at power incident. Endurance tests performed with five different trims (with different 
trim materials) on one PORV at Wyle Laboratories demonstrated that: 1) after 2000 consecutive 
operations, there were no packing leaks nor packing gland adjustments required; 2) there was 
no diaphragm failure; and 3) the solenoid valve withstood 10,000 operations without any loss of 
function. 

Millstone Unit 3 License Amendment - June 5, 1998 

On June 5, 1998, the NRG granted a license amendment for Millstone Unit 3 for changes to TS 
to ensure that the automatic capability of PORVs to relieve pressure is maintained. The revised 
TS Bases stated that the PORVs and their associated piping have been demonstrated to be 
"qualified" for water relief. The PORVs prevent water relief from the PSVs for which qualification 
for water relief has not been demonstrated. The licensee proposed to qualify the PORVs and 
associated piping for water relief. To provide added assurance that the PSVs will not be 
damaged due to water relief during an inadvertent safety injection (ISi) event, the licensee 
upgraded the PORV circuitry , added additional PORV surveillance requirements, qualified the 
PORVs and associated piping for water relief, and made EOP changes to allow plant operators 
additional time to terminate the event. The Millstone Unit 3 PORVs are Garrett pilot-operated, 
cage-guided globe valves. The licensee references EPRI NP-2670-LD, Volume 11, that was 
said to have been performed to generically resolve post TMl-2 issues associated with PORVs 
and safety valve qualification for water and steam rrelief, that documents the results from four 
tests of the Garrett PORV for water relief. The licensee stated that the PORVs and associated 
piping are qualified for 1 hour of water relief for an inadvertent ECCS actuation at power 
operation. The licensee also stated that the PORV manufacturer performed numerous cycle 
tests to verify the performance of the valve design. The PORV manufacturer also tested the 
valve seat leakage and found it to be acceptable. The staff found that the manufacturer's tests 
and the hot functional tests, taken together with the tests performed by EPRI, provide adequate 
assurance that the plant PORVs will perform adequately for the ISi event. The licensee stated 
that the PORV block valves are MOVs that have been evaluated for water relief in accordance 
with the GL 89-10 program. The NRG staff reviewed the licensee's submittals regarding the 
qualification of the PORVs for water relief during the ISi event. The staff found them acceptable 
based on the testing to provide adequate assurance that the plant PORVs will perform 
adequately during an ISi event. 

Callaway TS License Amendment SER - September 25, 2000 
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In a letter dated September 25, 2000, the NRC issued a !license amendment to revise the 
Callaway TS, including TS 3.4.10, "Pressurizer Safety Valves," to change the PSV lift setting 
range. To prevent water passing through the PSVs in an IOECCS, the licensee will modify and 
upgrade the PORV circuitry to full Class 1 E to take credit for automatic action of at least one 
PORV during the event. For the inadvertent ECCS actuation at power event, the safety analysis 
credits operator actions from the main control room to terminate flow from the normal charging 
pump (NCP) and to open a PORV block valve (assumed to initially be closed) and assure the 
availability of at least one PORV for automatic pressure relief. Analysis results indicate that 
water relief through the PSVs, which could result in the Condition II event degrading into a 
Condition Ill event if the safety valves did not reseat, is precluded if operator actions are taken 
within the times assumed in the analysis to terminate NCP flow and to assure at least one 
PORV is available for automatic pressure relief. Reanalysis of the Inadvertent ECCS Actuation 
at Power event was performed by Westinghouse in support of this amendment application. The 
reanalysis credits operator actions from the main control mom to open a pressurizer PORV 
block valve (assumed to initially be closed) and assure the PORV handswitches are in the 
automatic operation position to allow automatic actuation of at least one PORV on demand. This 
would prevent water relief through the PSVs. In its request, the licensee stated that the design 
function of the valves was not being changed and the conclusions documented in the NRC 
Safety Evaluation of Callaway's response to NUREG-0737 Item 11.D.1 (dated September 10, 
1987) are unchanged (see also FSAR Section 18.2.5). Tlhe licensee stated that the PORVs and 
associated discharge piping can accommodate water relief. 

St. Lucie Unit 2 EPU SER September 24, 2012 

This amendment increases the authorized maximum steady-state reactor core power level from 
2700 to 3020 MWt. The licensee confirmed that the peak pressurizer water volume would not 
be sufficient to fill the pressurizer, assuring that this event would not develop into a more serious 
event, by causing a PORV to stick open, after it has relieved water. No discussion of NSAL. 

During power operations, the high pressure safety injection pumps are incapable of delivering 
flow to the RCS because the pumps' shut-off head is less than the normal RCS operating 
pressure of 2250 psia. Therefore, the inadvertent operation of the ECCS at power event is not a 
credible event and is not analyzed by the licensee for EPU. The licensee's position of not 
analyzing the event and the associated bases are consistent with that discussed in FSAR 
Section 15.5.1 and, therefore, are acceptable. 

The eves malfunction that increases RCS inventory is an AOO that is evaluated for the effects 
of adding water inventory to the RCS. The NRC staff reviewed the licensee's analyses of the 
eves malfunction event and concluded that the licensee' s analyses adequately accounted for 
operation of the plant at the proposed power level and were performed using acceptable 
analytical models. The staff determined that the licensee' s analysis demonstrated that the 
pressurizer did not become water solid, assuring no water was discharged through the PSVs. 

The IOPORV event, when viewed from the mass addition perspective, can be evaluated in two 
phases: (1) an inadvertent opening of a pressurizer relief valve, followed by (2) an inadvertent 
ECCS actuation. In the first phase, this event could be mitigated by closing the open 
pressurizer relief valve. If the valve could not be closed, then its block valve could be closed. 
The first contingency action requires determining if a PORV is open or leaking and provides 
direction to place the PORV in override and close the PORV block valve. The NRC staff found 
that (1) the St. Lucie 2 multiple alarms were available for operator to detect occurrence of the 
IOPORV event, (2) plant procedures provided clear direction to the operator to close the open 
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PORV, and (3) the licensee's simulator exercise showed that closing the open PORV could be 
completed in 1 O seconds, which was earlier than the SI actuation occurred at 40.9 seconds, and 
thus, would end the IOPORV transient with little or no SI delivery to the RCS. Based on its 
findings, the NRC staff determined that the pressurizer overfill analysis, available alarming 
system, and procedures in combination with simulator exercise result had provided reasonable 
assurance that the pressuriz.er would not be expected to fill to a water solid condition that could 
prevent the PORV or PSV from closing after they were open, and thus, supported that the event 
would not generate a more serious plant conditions, meeting the third AOO acceptance 
criterion. The NRC staff reviewed the licensee's analyses of the inadvertent opening of a 
pressurizer pressure relief valve event and concluded that the licensee's analyses adequately 
accounted for operation of the plant at the proposed power level and were performed using 
acceptable analytical models. The staff concluded that the licensee demonstrated that the all 
AOO acceptance criteria are satisfactorily met. 

Turkey Point EPU SER June 15, 2012 

The proposed amendment would increase the authorized maximum core power level of each 
Turkey Point (PTN) unit from the current licensed thermal! power of 2300 to 2644 MWt. The 
eves malfunction that increases RCS inventory is evaluated for the effects of adding water 
inventory to the RCS. If the pressurizer fills and causes water to be relieved through the PORVs 
or safety valves, then these valves could stick open and create an SBLOCA. This would violate 
the acceptance criterion that prohibits the escalation of an AOO into a more serious event. 
Satisfaction of this acceptance criterion is demonstrated by showing that sufficient time exists 
for the operator to recognize the situation and end the charging flow before the pressurizer can 
fill. The licensee stated that the consequences of this event are bounded by the PTN small 
break loss of coolant accident. The staff did not accept this disposition. If action is not taken to 
secure the open valve, by either closing the PORV or its block valve, the event could escalate to 
a small break LOCA as the licensee stated, which is contrary to the non-escalation criterion set 
forth for AOOs. When the pressurizer become water solid, water begins to flow through the 
open PORV. If the PORV is not qualified for water relief, then the staff states that it is likely the 
PORV will not close upon demand. In this way, the inadvertent opening of a PORV, an AOO, 
becomes a small break LOCA at the top of the pressurizer, a Condition Ill event. The staff 
requested that the licensee address the inadvertent opening of the PORV with respect to the 
third criterion. The licensee provided an analysis, performed largely in accordance with NRC
approved, Westinghouse analytic methodology usiing the RETRAN computer code; however, 
this analysis was performed assuming that the PORV opened instead of the safety valve. 
Assuming the opening of the PORV is acceptable, because the safety valve is differently 
qualified, and reseats mechanically. An additional independent fault would be required to cause 
the safety valve to fail to close. The analysis indicated that the pressurizer would fill within about 
240 seconds. The licensee also stated that there are mult iple alarms to indicate the opening of a 
PORV. The licensee also stated that a prompt operator action is required to close the PORV, 
and if a response is not obtained, i.e., the PORV does not close, the operator is to close the 
block valve. Because the required actions are prompt, and because they are simple, the NRC 
staff agreed that the analyzed 240 seconds provides enough time to secure the inadvertently 
open PORV without filling the pressurizer. No discussion of NSAL. 

In December 2003, the NRC staff issued NRR Review Standard for Extended Power Uprates 
(RS-001, Rev. 0), which states in Item 8 on page 7 that pressurizer level should not be allowed 
to reach a pressurizer water-solid condition. 
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In RIS 2005-29, the NRC staff stated that typically Condit1ion II event scenarios involve 
discharging water through relief or safety valves that are not qualified for water relief. The staff 
stated that these valves are then assumed to fail in the open position and create an SBLOCA. 
The staff stated that it is concerned that some licensees may be crediting PORVs without 
qualification for water relief and without establishing additional restrictions to ensure the 
availability of PORVs and block valves. The staff states that NSAL allowing block valves to 
isolate PORVs is inconsistent with non-escalation criterion. 

Is it appropriate to assume that relief or safety valves that are not qualified for water 
relief will fail in the open position rather than closing and leaking through a damaged 
seat? 

EPRI Report 1011047 (August 2004), "Probability of Safety Valve Failure-to-Reseat Following 
Steam and Liquid Relief - Quantitative Expert Elicitation," evaluated the potential increase in 
failure rates following steam and liquid relief through safety valves based on expert judgement. 
The report found that the increase in failure rates is difficult to estimate because of limited data. 
However, the experts considered that repeated water relief through safety valves might cause 
increased chatter, and therefore, an increased failure rate. In Appendix B, the EPRI report 
includes a summary of the EPRI PSV testing from another EPRI report which states: 

The thermal hydraulic conditions expected during an SBO accident are such that most of the 
challenges to a PSV would be from subcooled water. Because these valves are not 
designed for liquid flow, and because EPRI tests with subcooled liquid led to unstable 
conditions more often than not, the likelihood of PSV failure during an SBO accident would 
be quite high. 

Did the staff evaluate this EPRI study? 

In proposed Revision 1 to RIS 2005-29, the NRC staff addresses the specific Condition II 
scenarios of CVCS malfunction, IOECCS, and inadvertent opening of PORV or PSV. 
Regarding the CVCS malfunction, the staff states that performing only the reactivity anomaly 
analysis or assuming that this malfunction is not as severe as the inadvertent ECCS is not 
acceptable. Regarding the IOECCS, the staff states that five of the alternative approaches in 
NSAL 93-013 fail to meet the non-escalation criterion. These are (1) closing block valve, (2) 
assuming that the PORV is not operable, (3) stuck-open PORV or PSV is addressed as a 
separate Condition II event, (4) a stuck-open PORV or PSV is not as severe as an SBLOCA, 
and (5) RCS loss through PORV is made up by ECCS flow. Regarding inadvertent opening of 
PORV or PSV, the staff states that inadvertent opening of PSV or PORV could continue as a 
Condition Ill SBLOCA and fails to meet the non-escalation criterion. 

Did the staff raise previously safety concerns with these alternative approaches in NSAL 
93-013? 
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From : 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Spencer Michae l 
Scarbrough Thomas; Holahan Gary; Clark Theresa; West Steven 
RE : DRAFT Preliminary Findings July 27 2016 - tvc MAS.docx 
Wednesday, July 27. 2016 5:09 :42 PM 

Tom, I am not suggesting that you delete the sentence . I provided the Information FYI 
because as I recall during our meeting, we did not think that the original RIS specified the 
nature of qualification desired. I am pointing out that it apparently did to some degree. I'll 
leave it to the technical experts to determine how significant "safety-related" qualification is 
in the context of the ASME Code, the type of ERPI testing being relied on, etc. 

Michael 

From: Scarbrough, Thomas 

Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 5:06 PM 

To: Spencer, Michael <Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov>; Holahan, Gary <Gary.Holahan@ nrc.gov>; Clark, 

Theresa <Theresa.Clark@nrc.gov>; West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: DRAFT Preliminary Find ings July 27 2016 - tvc MAS.docx 

Michael, 

I was looking for a specific reference to ASM E BPV Code cert ification in the RIS . I do not consider the 

RIS sentence of "qualifying" to clearly indicate the intent that t his should be ASME BPV Code 
cert ification. However, I am fine with delet ing my proposed sentence as not necessary for our 

conclusion . 

Thanks . 

Tom 

From: Spencer, Michael 

Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 5:00 PM 

To: Scarbrough, Thomas <Thomas,Scarbrough@nrc,gov>; Holahan, Gary <Garv.Holahao@orc.gov>; 

Clark, Theresa <Theresa.Clark@nrc.gov>; West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE : DRAFT Prelimina ry Findings July 27 2016 - tvc MAS.docx 

Finding earlier versions of MD 8.18 and other relevant documents in ADAMS was difficult. 
Finally having found them and reviewed them, I was not able to do exactly what we 
discussed in today's meeting because the guidance on RIS scope in 2005 was not as clear 
as it is now, and one might have interpreted it as allowing a RIS to establish new 
interpretations. I also looked at NRR LIC-503 from 11/29/2004, and it also did not clearly 
limit the scope of RISs. However, based on the content of the original RIS, I added the 
following sentence to the Report : Also, when RIS 2005-29 was originally issued, the staff 

stated that it did not publish the RIS in the Federal Register for comment because "this RIS is 

informational and pertains to a NRC staff position that does not depart from current 

regulatory requirements and practice." 
Thus, although one might argue that RISs could have had a broader scope in 2005 , the 
staff explicitly limited the intended scope of RIS-2005-29, possibly so it wouldn 't have to 



publish the document in the Federal Register for commeint. 

I have updated the 3 PM version that Tom placed in the l=teport folder. I also updated some 
of my earlier comments based on discussion at today's meeting. I have closed the 
document, so it should be open for editing by others. 

One more thing, Tom added a sentence stating, "RIS 2005-29 and its draft supplement do 
not discuss water relief certification requirements in the f\SME BPV Code." I just want to 
point out that I looked at the original RIS again, and them is one place where it seems to be 
suggesting that safety-related qualification was necessary. This is the following paragraph 
on page 2: "Since 1993, when this NSAL was issued, most of the affected Westinghouse plants 
have modified thelr licensing basis analyses, usually via the Title 10 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations (10 CFR) Section 50.59 process, to credit the operntion of either the PORVs or the 
pressurizer safety valves without first qualifying them as safetvr-related systems capable of relieving 
water. The licensing bases of the remaining Westinghouse plants and certain, affected non
Westinghouse PWRs sti ll do not address the nonescalation criterion." 

Michael 

From: Scarbrough, Thomas 
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 3:25 PM 
To: Holahan, Gary <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov>; Clark, Theresa <Jheresa.Clark@nrc.gov>; Spencer, 
Michael <Michael,Spencer@nrc.gov>; West, Steven <Steven,West@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: DRAFT Preliminary Findings July 27 2016 - tvc MAS.docx 

Based on our discussion today, I have updated the "3 pm version" of the Draft Preliminary 
Findings and placed it in the S:/Backfit Appeal/Report folder. 

Also, I included the Beaver Valley EPU 2006 Letter and SER in the S:Backfit 
Appeal/References folder. The following is the concurrence chain: 

OFFICE LPLl-1/PM LPLl-1/LA AFPB/BC CSGB/BC CPNIB/BC EQVA/BC CVIB/BC 
NAME TColburn Slittle SWeerakody* Llund* TChan* DThatcher* MMitchell* 
DATE 7/13/06 7/13/06 06/09/05 09/08/05 08/03/05 11/1 :i/05 12/28/05 
OFFICE EEEB/BC AADB/BC IHPB/BC(A) ACVB/BC APLA/BC ACVB/BC SBPB/BC 
NAME RJenkins* MKotzalas* SKlementowicz* RDennig* MRubin* RDennig* DSolorio* 
DATE 01 /05/06 01 /13/06 01/18/06 02/01 /06 02/28/06 03/01 /06 03/09/06 
OFFICE EEMB/BC EICB/BC REBB/BC IOLB/BC SPWBl'BC SPWB/BC TechEd 
NAME KManoly* AHowe* RFranovich* NO'Keefe* JNakoski* JNakoski* HChang 
DATE 03/10/06 03/15/06 03/15/06 03/22/06 04/04/06 04/13/06 06/26/06 
OFFICE OGC LPLl-1 /BC DO RUD NRR/D 
NAME JMoore Rlaufer CHaney JDyer 
DATE 07 /12/06 07 /17 /06 07 /18/06 7 /19/06 

Thanks. 
Tom 

From: Holahan, Gary 



Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 12:SS PM 

To: Clark, Theresa <Theresa,Clark@nrc.gov>; Spencer, Michael <Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov>; West, 

Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; Scarbrough, Thomas <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc gov> 
Subject: RE : DRAFT Preliminary Findings July 27 2016 - tvc MAS.docx 

Let's use the 2pm meeting to try to finalize the Preliminary Finding 

From: Clark, Theresa 

Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 12:41 PM 

To: Spencer, Michael <Michael.Spencer@orc.gov>; Holahan, Gary <Garv.Holahan@nrc.gov>; West, 

Steven <Steven,West@nrc.gov>; Scarbrough, Thomas <Ibomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov> 
Subject: Re: DRAFT Preliminary Findings July 27 2016 - tvc MAS.docx 

Something to di cu if we do meet at 2 : ) 

On: 27 July 20 16 12:02, "Spencer, Michael" <MichaeLSpencer@nrc.gov> wrote: 
Another thought. Should we address this new ASME Code argument that has surfaced in 
discussions with DE Staff? It seems like we should for completeness, and if we don't, we 
will probably get that back as a comment. 

From: Spencer, Michael 

Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 11:11 AM 

To: Holahan, Gary <Gary.Ho!ahan@nrc.gov>; West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; Scarbrough, 
Thomas <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov>; Clark, Theresa <Theresa.Clark@nrc.gov> 
Subject: DRAFT Preliminary Findings Ju ly 27 2016 - tvc MAS.docx 

I made comments on top of Theresa's. 



From : 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Spencer Michae l 
West Steven ; Scarbrough Thomas; Holahan Gary; Clark Theresa 
RE : DRAFT Preliminary Findings July 27 2016 - tvc MAS.docx 
Thursday, July 28, 2016 8:44 :41 AM 

We did 1 RIS-99-01 , but neither it nor the other pre-2005 documents I could find have the 
following clear prohibition found in the 2009 and 2015 revisions of MD 8.18: 

RISs may NOT- (c) • provide guidance for the implementation o'f rules and regulations, (I) • 

provide guidance to NRC staff on regu latory or technical matters, and (ii) • be used in lieu of 

other establ ished agency products. (iii) 

(b )(5) 



Michael 

From: West, Steven 
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 7:10 PM 
To: Spencer, Michael <Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov>; Scarbrough, Thomas 
<Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov>; Holahan, Gary <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov>; Clark, Theresa 
<Theresa .Clark@nre.gov> 
Subject: RE: DRAFT Preliminary Findings July 27 2016 · tvc MAS.docx 

Sorry I missed the discussion. I seem to recall that we issued a FllS, or maybe an information notice, to 
explain the RIS and other changes to our generic communications process after we invented the RIS. 

Steve 

•••••••• Original Message •••••••• 
From: "Spencer, Michael" <Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov> 
Date: Wed, July 27, 2016 3:59 PM ·0500 
To: "Scarbrough, Thomas" <Jhomas,Scarbrough@nrc.gov>, "Hollahan, Gary" <Gary,Holahan@nrc.gov>, 
"Clark, Theresa" <Theresa Clark@nrc.gov>, "West, Steven" <filfiven.West@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: DRAFT Preliminary Findings July 27 2016 - tvc MAS.docx 

Finding earlier versions of MD 8.18 and other relevant documents in ADAMS was difficult. 
Finally having found them and reviewed them, I was not able to do exactly what we 
discussed in today's meeting because the guidance on FUS scope in 2005 was not as clear 
as it is now, and one might have interpreted it as allowinn a RIS to establish new 
interpretations. I also looked at NRR LIC-503 from 11 /29/2004, and it also did not clearly 
limit the scope of RISs. However, based on the content of the original RIS, I added the 
following sentence to the Report: Also, when RIS 2005-29 was originally issued, the staff 

stated that it did not publish the RIS In the Federal Register for comment because "this RIS is 

informational and pertains to a NRC staff position that does not depart from current 

regulatory requirements and practice." 
Thus, although one might argue that RISs could have had a broader scope in 2005, the 
staff explicitly limited the intended scope of RIS-2005-29,, possibly so it wouldn't have to 
publish the document in the Federal Register for comme1nt. 

I have updated the 3 PM version that Tom placed in the Fleport folder. I also updated some 
of my earlier comments based on discussion at today's meeting. I have closed the 
document, so it should be open for editing by others. 

One more thing, Tom added a sentence stating, "RIS 2005·29 and its draft supplement do 
not discuss water relief certification requirements in the J,SME BPV Code." I just want to 
point out that I looked at the original RIS again, and them is one place where it seems to be 
suggesting that safety-related qualification was necessary. This is the following paragraph 
on page 2: "Since 1993, when this NSAL was issued, most of the affected Westinghouse plants 
have modified their licensing basis analyses, usually via the Title 10 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations (10 CFR) Section 50.59 process, to credit the operat ion of either the PORVs or the 
pressurizer safety valves without first qual ifying them as safet~r-related systems capable of relieving 
water. The licensing bases of the remaining Westinghouse plants and certain, affected non
Westinghouse PWRs sti ll do not address the nonescalation criterion." 



Michael 

From: Scarbrough, Thomas 

Sent: Wednesday, Ju ly 27, 2016 3:25 PM 

To: Holahan, Gary <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov>; Clark, Theresa <Theresa.Clark@nrc.gov>; Spencer, 

Michael <M1thael.Spencer@nrc.gov>; West, Steven <Steven .West@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: DRAFT Preliminary Findings July 27 2016 - tvc MAS.docx 

Based on our discussion today, I have updated the "3 pm version" of the Draft Preliminary 
Findings and placed it in the S:/Backfit Appeal/Report folder. 

Also , I included the Beaver Valley EPU 2006 Letter and SER in the S:Backfit 
Appeal/References folder. The following is the concurrence chain : 

OFFICE LPLl-1/PM LPLl-1 /LA AFPB/BC CSGB/BC CPNB/BC EQVA/BC CVIB/BC 
NAME TColburn Slittle SWeerakody* Llund* TChan* DThatcher* MMitchell* 
DATE 7/13/06 7/13/06 06/09/05 09/08/05 08/03/05 11 /15/05 12/28/05 
OFFICE EEEB/BC AADB/BC IHPB/BC(A) ACVB/BC APLA/BC ACVB/BC SBPB/BC 
NAME RJenkins* MKotzalas* SKlementowicz* RDennig* MRubin* RDennig* 0Solorio* 
DATE 01 /05/06 01 /13/06 01 /18/06 02/01 /06 02/28/06 03/01 /06 03/09/06 
OFFICE EEMB/BC EICB/BC REBB/BC IOLB/BC SPWB/BC SPWB/BC TechEd 
NAME KManoly* AHowe* RFranovich* NO'Keefe* JNakoski* JNakoski* HChang 
DATE 03/10/06 03/15/06 03/15/06 03/22/06 04/04/06 04/13/06 06/26/06 
OFFICE OGC LPLl-1/BC DORU D NRR/D 
NAME JMoore Rlaufer CHaney JDyer 
DATE 07/12/06 07/17/06 07/18/06 7/19/06 

Thanks. 
Tom 

From: Holahan, Gary 
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 12:55 PM 

To: Clark, Theresa <Theresa.Clark@nrc.gov>; Spencer, Michael <Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov>; West, 

Steven <Steven.Wesl@nrc.gov>; Scarbrough, Thomas <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: DRAFT Preliminary Findings Ju ly 27 2016 - tvc MAS.docx 

Let's use the 2pm meeting to try to finalize the Preliminary Finding 

From: Clark, Theresa 

Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 12 :41 PM 

To: Spencer, Michael <Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov>; Holahan, Gary <Gary,Holahan@nrc.gov>; West, 

Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; Scarbrough, Thomas <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov> 
Subject: Re: DRAFT Prellmina ry Findings Ju ly 27 2016 - tvc MAS.docx 

Something to discuss jf we do meet at 2 :) 



On: 27 July 20 16 12:02, "Spencer, Michael" <Mjchae).Spencer@nrc.gov> wrote: 
Another thought. Should we address this new ASME Code argument that has surfaced in 
discussions with DE Staff? It seems like we should for completeness, and if we don't, we 
will probably get that back as a comment. 

From: Spencer, Michael 

Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 11:11 AM 

To: Holahan, Gary <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov>; West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; Scarbrough, 

Thomas <Thomas,Scarbrough@nrc.gov>; Clark, Theresa <Theresa.Clark@nrc.gov> 
Subject: DRAFT Preliminary Findings Ju ly 27 2016 - tvc MAS.docx 

I made comments on top of Theresa's. 



From : 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Clack Theresa 
Holahan Garv; West Steven; Scarbrough Thomas ; Spencer Michael 
RE: DRAFT Preliminary Findings 
Wednesday, July 27, 2016 9:33:25 AM 

Thanks again for preparing this as I think it ls very helpful. 

I offered some PM-variety comments in S:\BackfiL-Appea l\Report\DRAFT Pre limi nary Findin gs July 27 

2016 - Lvc,docx. They are focused on readabi lity and tone, with a couple of things that I thi nk are 

correct ions. Please use as you see fit. 

P.S. We have a meeting on the calendar this afternoon. If you'd like to keep it to discuss t his, that 

might make sense. Otherwise, the chat yesterday might suffice. Let me know so I can adjust as 

needed. Thanks! 

From: Holahan, Gary 

Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 7:04 PM 

To: West, Steven <Steven.West@ nrc.gov>; Clark, Theresa <Theresa.Clark@nrc.gov>; Scarbrough, 

Thomas <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov>; Spencer, Michael <M lchae l.Spencer@ nrc.gov> 

Subject: DRAFT Preliminary Findings 

Steve, 
Tom, 
Michael 1 

Theresa, 

Please see, review, and comment on the attached "Preliminary Findings." 

Following panel agreement, we can circulate this to OEDO, NRR and OGC ... while we 
work on a final report (and await RES input). 

I'm thinking that I should add something on the Westinghouse NSAL 93-013 ... 

Gary 



From : 
To: 
Cc : 
Subject : 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Tony, 

Holahan Gary 
Gady Tony 
We$t. Steven ; Clark. Theresa ; Scart>rough. Thomas ; Soencer Michael 
RE: Exelon Backfit Appeal 
Tuesday, July 19, 2016 3:27:26 PM 
imaaeoo1 .ona 

Thanks for the document .. . very relevant to the backfit appeal panel effort. Although the 
panel has not made any final decisions yet, we did meet with NRA management yesterday 
and asked the "why did NRA not pursue a generic issue resolution?" question. 

We'll keep you informed of the recommendation we forward to the EDO. 

Thanks again. 

Gary 

From: Gody, Tony 

Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2016 8:51 AM 

To: Holahan, Gary <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov> 

Subject: Exelon Backfit Appeal 

Gary, 

I understand that this email is unsolicited and you do not have to act on the attached 
information. I am providing this memorandum to you for your consideration if you deem it 
appropriate. 

T any Gady, Director 
Division of Reactor Safety 
Region II 
(404} 997-4600 



From : Cl11ch nu:rc:so 
Whi~nan. J ennifer To: 

Cc: 
Subject : 

McOimv nm: Hololmo Gaoi ; \Vc;,'\L Swvcu ; Scorh11Ju1:lt, 'l'hunrnN ; Sr>coccl' Mif))uc l 
RE : Exelon backtit discussion 

Date: Monday, July 18 , 2016 1 :57:07 PM 
Attachments : J209 ! 99? ieuer /LAR supnlementl A J469 296-097 ppp These attachments w ere ad ded to 

!219 1\197 tcui:, t\ 167\l 187-21Hl !'Pt' ADAMS and identified in the 
0529)998 LARA 1765 275.101 PDF Form 464 intelim 2 response. 

051 1 1999 RAJ A80H 3!~·•16 PPP 
07161999 withdrawal leller A867 I 349-354.PD 

Hi there! As promised, here are the microfiche references from the earl ier Byron/Braidwood 

amendment requests we were discussing today. When Gary mentioned the prin touts I forgot I had 

already saved copies from the scanner in t he library . So, you get the copies too© -- and as long as 

we don't add th is version to ADAMS vs the official copy the records people don't get annoyed. The 

fi lenames show t he microfiche addresses in case you need them . 

• 12/9/1997 letter provid ing an amendment supplement ident ifyi ng an issue with the spurious 

SI ana lysis 

• 12/19/1997 letter provid ing path forward on spurious SI (planning amendment on automatic 

action of PORVs) 

• 5/29/1998 LAR regarding automatic action of PORVs 

• 5/13/1999 electrical RAI on t he LAR above 

• 7/16/1999 withdrawa l of LAR above and RAI response 

If you come across EPR I NP-2770 Volume 6 (Crosby safety va lves) or NP-2670 (PORV test reports), 

please let us know. Thanks again! 

Theresa Valentine Clark 
Execut ive Technica l Assistant (Reactors) 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm ission 

1J1eresa.CJark@nrc.gov I 301-415-4048 I 0 -16E22 

----Original Appointment----

From: Clark, Theresa 

Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2016 5:08 PM 

To: Clark, Theresa; Mcgi nty, Tim; DSSCAL Resource; Holahan, Gary; West, Steven; Scarbrough, 

Thomas; Spencer, M ichael 

Cc: Whitman, Jennifer 

Subject: Exelon backfit di scussion 

When: Monday, July 18, 2016 12:30 PM-1:30 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Ca nada) . 

Where: HQ-OWFN -16B06-12p 

Hi Ti m, 



Thanks for being willing to meet with the EDO's appeal panel for the Exelon backfit. As we discussed on the phone, 

you can bring staff if you would like to. However, you may not feel the need at this point-we are intending for this 

to be a casual conversation about the technical issues that led to the backfit and aren't sending any preparatory 

materials/questions. If we need further discussions (e.g., with particular staff) after this we can certainly do that. 

Also - I know this isn' t a great time (and Steve has a potential conflict) but getting another time In the next two 

weeks was nigh on impossible. Let me know 1f it is really bad timing for you . Thanks! 

Background References; 
• Appeal panel charter: MLI 6173A3J l Tue ·Elletteris publicly available in 

• 6/16/16 NEI letter supporting Exelon backfit appeal to EDD: [attached, not yet in ADAMS] ADAMS as ML161-t6Al50 . 

• 6/2/16 Exelon baclmt appeal to EDD: ML i 6 l54A254 
• 5/3/16 NRR backfit appeal decision: ML! 6095A204 
• 12/8/2015 b ,elon backfit appeal to NRR : MLI 5342A I J 2 
• 10/9/2015 NRC backfit letter: ML)4.,25A871 
• 8/26/04 pressurizer safety valve setpoint safety evaluation : ML042. 5053 l 
• 5/4/01 stretch power uprate safety evaluation: ML031040016 

All other documents arc publicly 
available in ADAMS under the specified 
accesnon numbers.. 



From : 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

CJark Theresa 
Spencer Michae l; Scarbrough Thomas; Holahan Garv; West Steven 
RE : SHORT Preliminary Findings July 28 2 30pm - MAS.docx 
Friday, July 29, 2016 10:12:31 AM 

Thanks, will capture when I edit t hrough shortly. 

From: Spencer, Michael 

Sent: Friday, July 29, 2016 10:11 AM 

To: Scarbrough, Thomas <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov>; Holahan, Gary <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov>; 

West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; Clark, Theresa <Theresa.Clark@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE : SHORT Preliminary Findi ngs July 28 2 30pm - MAS.docx 

Good suggestion . 

From: Scarbrough, Thomas 

Sent: Friday, July 29, 2016 10:09 AM 

To: Spencer, Michael <Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov>; Holahan, Gary <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov>; West, 

Steven <Steyen.West@nrc gov>; Clark, Theresa <Theresa,Clark@nrc,gov> 

Subject: RE : SHORT Preliminary Findings July 28 2 30pm - MAS.docx 

I am fine with Michael's changes with one suggestion. 

In the July 27, 1982, paragraph on the Westinghouse Owners Group, I suggest that we change 

''establish" to "assert" because the WOG ca nnot establish accepta bil ity of the SVs. 

Thanks. 

Tom 

From: Spencer, Michael 

Sent: Friday, July 29, 2016 10:00 AM 

To: Holahan, Gary <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov>; West, Steven <Steven West@nrc gov>; Scarbrough, 

Thomas <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrq;ov>; Cla rk, Theresa <Theresa,Clark@nrc.gov> 
Subject: SHORT Preim inary Find ings Ju ly 28 2 30pm - MAS.docx 

My comments are attached. 



From : 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Holahan Gary 
Scarbrough Thomas; West Steven ; Clark Theresa; Spencer Michael 
RE : safety valves 
Monday , July 25 , 2016 12:18:00 PM 

Thanks, Tom. Closer, understand that the "could" means "would have to be considered as 
a single failure (not a consequential failure)". Are you also saying that a stuck-open SV "is 
a legitimate single failure" or ··would need to be justified as a single failure" or "is not usually 
assumed as a single failure" or "there 's no standard assumption"? 

I think the answer will get s very close to a final position, 

Gary 

From: Sca rbrough, Thomas 

Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 11:18 AM 

To: Holahan, Gary <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov>; West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; Clark, Theresa 

<Theresa.Clark@nrc.gov>; Spencer, Michael <Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: safety va lves 

Gary, 

I used the phrase "could be cons idered a single fail ure" because the NRC staff made this finding (at 

least implicit ly) as part of its review of the Byron/Braidwood Stretch Power Uprate. The staff at tha t 

time assumed that the safety va lves wou ld reseat with liquid service. Therefore, the sta ff would 

have considered the fa ilu re of a safety valve to reseat to be the single fai lure in an accident analysis. 

Thanks . 

Tom 

From: Holahan, Gary 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 11:01 AM 

To: Scarbrough, Thomas <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov>; West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; 

Clark, Theresa <Theresa.Clark@nrc.gov>; Spencer, Michael <Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE: safety va lves 

Thanks Tom. Very helpful. 

One sentence confused me [3rd sentence of the last paragraph] : 

"In the case of a safety valve, I believe that the failure to reclose could be considered a 
single failure if the NRG staff accepted the justification provided by the licensee that the 
valve will reliably reseat." 

I understand the rest of the paragraph and the "Therefore ... ", but the "could be considered 
a single failure" has me confused . 



Gary 

From: Scarbrough, Thomas 
Sent: Monday, Ju ly 25, 201610:16 AM 

To: Holahan, Gary <G.ary.Holahan@nrc.gov>; West, Steven <SJ:even.West@nrc.gov;>; Clark, Theresa 
<Tllere5a.Clark@nrq~ov>; Spencer, M ichael <Michael.Spencer@nrc...gov> 

Subject: RE: safety valves 

Gary, 

I agree that the vendor and ASME documents do not provide specific discussion regarding 
the potential for safety valves to stick open. However, the design and qualification of a 
safety valve must Include its ability to reliably reclose. For example, the Crosby 
Engineering Handbook includes specific references to reclosing and reseating of its 
pressure relief valves. In addition, ASME Standard QME-1-2007 as accepted in RG 1.100 
(Revision 3) defines a pressure relief assembly as follows: 

pressure relief valve assembly: a valve assembly that is designed to open to prevent a 
rise of internal fluid pressure, in excess of a specified value, and re-close. 

Mandatory Appendix I, "Qualification Specification for Active Valves," in ASME QME-1 -
2007 in Section QV-18000 states in item (h) that the specification must include blowdown 
(difference between set point pressure and reseating pressure). 

Section QV-7660, "Functional Qualification," for safety and relief valves in ASME QME-1 -
2007 states that functional qualification for pressure relief valve assemblies shall be as 
delineated in ASME BPV Code, Section Ill, Subsections NB, NC, or ND 7000. 

Subsection NB-7000 in ASME BPV Code (2007 Edition) addresses the reclosing of safety 
valves in various paragraphs. For example, item (k) in NB-7220, "Content of Report," in 
NB-7200, "Overpressure Protection Report," requires that the report shall include 
consideration of set pressure and blowdown limitations, taking into account opening 
pressure tolerances and overpressure of the pressure relief device. In addition, NB-7512.3, 
''Slowdown," for safety valve operating requirements spe,cifies that the safety valves shall 
be adjusted to close after blowing down to a pressure not lower than 95% of the set 
pressure unless a different percentage is specified in the design specification and the basis 
is covered in the Overpressure Protection Report. 

Therefore, the design and qualification of a safety valve include its ability to reclose reliably 
to be able to satisfy its blowdown requirements. 

Until the TMl-2 accident, I do not believe that there was much concern regarding safety and 
relief valves sticking open. It was assumed that the simple spring-loaded design of safety 
valves provided reasonable assurance that this valve design was not subject to a significant 
concern regarding failure to reclose. In response to the TMl-2 accident, NUREG-0737 
included "qualification" requirements to provide confidence that safety and relief valves 
would not stick open under various steam and liquid conditions. However, NUREG-0737 
did not require that safety and relief valves be "certified" for all service conditions. The 



EPRI testing program in response to NUREG-0737 was limited in its extent of testing, but 
did confirm that a generic problem did not exist regarding safety and relief valves sticking 
open under various conditions. 

SRP Section 15.6.1 (2007), "Inadvertent Opening of a PWR Pressurizer Pressure Relief 
Valve or a BWR Pressure Relief Valve," provides a requirement to evaluate an inadvertent 
opening of a PWR safety valve. SRP 15.6.1 states that a pressure relief valve, as defined 
in ANSI 895.1-1972, is a device designed to reclose and prevent further fluid flow after 
normal conditions are restored. The SRP section does not provide details regarding the 
assumption for the safety valve to stick open. However, AP1000 DCD Tier 2, Section 
15.6.1, states that the "inadvertent opening of a pressurizer safety valve can only be 
postulated due to a mechanical failure." The AP1000 accident analysis assumes that the 
safety valve remains open throughout the event. 

Check valves are considered passive components in some instances (such as system 
design) and active components in other instances (such as the 1ST Program). NUREG-
1482 (Revision 2) states in Section 4.1 that 

SECY-77-439, "Single Failure Criterion," dated August 17, 1977, which was referenced 
in several plants' licensing bases, discusses the failure of a check valve to move to its 
correct position as a passive failure; however, this does not correspond to the issue of 
"active" versus "passive" for the purpose of 1ST. 

In Section 2, SECY-77-439 (ADAMS No. ML060260236) states the following: 

D. Passive Failure in a Fluid System 

A passive failure in a fluid system means a breach in the fluid pressure boundary or a 
mechanical failure which adversely affects a flow path. Examples include the failure of 
a simple check valve to move to its correct position when required, the leakage of fluid 
from failed components, such as pipes and valves--particularly through a failed seal at a 
valve or pump--or line blockage. Motor-operated valves which have the source of power 
locked out are allowed to be treated as passive components. 

In the study of passive failures it is current practice to assume fluid leakage owing to 
gross failure of a pump or valve seal during the long term cooling mode following a 
LOCA (24 hours or greater after the event) but not pipe breaks. No other passive 
failures are required to be assumed because it is judged that compounding of 
probabilities associated with other types of passive failures, following the pipe break 
associated with a LOCA, results in probabilities sufficiently small that they can be 
reasonably discounted without substantially affecting overall systems reliability. 

It should be noted that components important to safety are designed to withstand 
hazardous events such as earthquakes. Nevertheless, in keeping with the defense in 
depth approach, the staff does consider the effects of certain passive failures (e.g., 
check valve failure, medium or high energy pipe failure, valve stem or bonnet failure) as 
potential accident initiating events. 

Thus, the NRC staff allows check valves to be assumed to be passive components in 
certain instances under the Single Failure Criterion described in SECY-77-439. 



With respect to squib valves, the NRG staff raised concerns during AP1000 vendor 
Inspections regarding the potential for squib valves to op,en inadvertently. In response, 
Westinghouse has included blocking features to avoid inadvertent opening of squib valves. 
AP1000 DGD Tier 2, Section 15.6.1 includes inadvertent opening of Stage 1 ADS valves 
(MOVs), but not Stage 4 ADS valves (squib valves). Theirefore, the inadvertent opening of 
the ADS squib valves would be an example where this potential would be considered a 
single failure. 

In summary, the NRC staff allows some components to be assumed to be passive in 
evaluating single failures as described in SECY-77-439. I believe that the reference to 
"under development" in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, allows the NRC staff to make a case
by-case decision for a single failure assumption for a passive fluid component, and whether 
a "known and established standard" can be considered to exist regarding the performance 
of that component. In the case of a safety valve, I believ,e that the failure to reclose could 
be considered a single failure if the NRC staff accepted the justification provided by the 
licensee that the valve will reliably reseat. The staff acce:pted the EPRI testing program for 
this justification for Byron and Braidwood during the Streltch Power Uprate review based on 
its evaluation of the EPRI test data without mandating that the safety valves be certified for 
liquid service by ASME and the National Board. Further1 we have found a wide range of 
justification accepted by the NRC staff for the "qualification'' of safety and relief valves for 
liquid service in license amendments for other nuclear power plants. Therefore, I do not 
consider a specific "known and established standard'' has been applied by the NRG staff in 
evaluating the acceptability of safety and relief valves to perform with liquid service. 
Nevertheless, I believe that llcensees should avoid water relief through safety valves 
because they were not originally intended for this service!, and the testing program 
performed by EPRI was limited in the sample size of valves tested and their range of 
service conditions. 

Thanks. 
Tom 

From: Holahan, Gary 
Sent: Thursday1 July 211 2016 10;54 AM 

To: Scarbrough1 Thomas <Thomas,Scarbrough@nrc ~av>; Wes.t, Steven <Steveo.West@nrc gov>; 
Clark, Theresa <Theresa.Clarkcwnrc.gov>; Spencer, Michael <M ichael Spe11cer@nrc.gov> 
Subject: safety valves 

Tom, 

This is your area ... but I did check the Byron and Braidwood UFSAR and the Crosby 
Engineering Handbook (both added to the References). Neither speaks to safety valve re
closure as a "protection function" or even as a requirement (for either liquid or stream 
relief). Safety valves are clearly designed to re-close (as opposed to rupture disks and 
other "non-reclosure" devices), but the Code and designer requirements seem to be limited 
to set-points and capacities. 

Could it be that "failure to close" for a simple spring-loadE3d safety valve to considered a 
"passive failure" like pipe ruptures (or a valve bonnet rupture)? .. . and therefore not 



required or addressed in safety analyses? Are there other components or functions that we 
just don't address as potential single failures or consequential failures because they are 
considered so unlikely? Check valves? 

The introduction says (in a footnote), 

Single failures of passive components in electric systems should be assumed in designing against a 
single failure. The conditions under which a single failure of a passive component in a fluid system 
should be considered in designing the system aaainst a single failure are under development. 

Does "under development" sound like a "known and established standard of the Commission?" 

Could the answer be related to definition of and practice on "consequentia l failures"? Is "not 

designed for" or "not certified to" the standard? Or is "not expected to function" or "not assured to 

function" or "not demonstrated to" the standard? Or is there no standard? 

Maybe the Panel shouldn't need to be working on such fundamental issues, but there doesn't seem 

to be an answers for such questions ... 

Gary 



From : 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

Clark Theresa 
West Steven ; Spencer Michael: Scarbrough Thomas; Holahan Gary 
Re: DRAFT Preliminary Findings July 27 2016 - tvc MAS.docx 
Wednesday, July 27, ~01610:33:04 PM 

Good memory! It's very "meta": 

http://www.nrc.g v/r ad ing-rm/doc-collection. /g n-comm/reg-i su s/1999/ri99001 .html 

Regulatory Issue Summaries (New Product) 

The NRC communicates with the nuclear indusuy on a varjery of matters for which no 
respon e or action i requested. Tbjs functionaJ n d has previousJy b en met through the us 
of adminj trativ letters and, in some ca. e., generic Jett rs. The staff has determined that a 
new type of generic communication, designated a "regulatory issue summary," would better 
meet trus need. Regulatory is ·ue summaries will be useJ Lo (1 ) document NRC endorsement 
of the resolution of issues adtlre ·sed by industry-spans red initiati v s, (2) sol ici t voluntary 
licensee participation in staff-sponsored pilot programs, (3) inform licensees of opportunities 
for regulatory reJief, (4) announce staff technical or policy positions 11ot previously 
ommunicated to th industry or not broadly understood, < nd (5) addr ss all matter · 

previously reserved for administrative letter . CRGR will be given the opportunity to review 
all regulatory issue summaries for reactor-related issues before they are iss ued. 

On: 27 July 2016 19:09, "W t, Stev n" <St ven.Wes t@nrc.gov> wr t : 

Sorry I missed the discussion. I seem to recall that we issued a RIS, or maybe an information notice, to 
explain the RIS and other changes to our generic communications process after we invented the RIS. 

Steve 

-------- Original Message --------
From: "Spencer, Michael" < Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov> 
Date: Wed , July 27 , 2016 3:59 PM -0500 
To : "Scarbrough, Thomas'' <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov>, "Holahan , Gary" <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov>, 
"Clark, Theresa" <Theresa.Clark@nrc.gov> , "West , Steven" <Steven.West@nrc.gov> 
Subject : RE: DRAFT Preliminary Findings July 27 2016 - tvc MAS.docx 

Finding earlier versions of MD 8.18 and other relevant documents in ADAMS was difficult. 
Finally having found them and reviewed them, I was not able to do exactly what we 
discussed in today's meeting because the guidance on RIS scope in 2005 was not as clear 
as it is now, and one might have interpreted it as allowing a RIS to establish new 
interpretations. I also looked at NRR LIC-503 from 11/29/2004, and it also did not clearly 
limit the scope ot RISs. However, based on the content of the original RIS, I added the 
following sentence to the Report: Also, when RIS 2005-29 was originally issued, the staff 

stated that it did not publish the RIS in the Federal Register for comment because "thi s RIS is 

informational and pertains to a NRC staff position that does not depart from current 

regulatory requirements and practice." 
Thus, although one might argue that RISs could have had a broader scope in 2005, the 



staff explicitly limited the intended scope of RIS-2005-29., possibly so it wouldn't have to 
publish the document in the Federal Register for comrne1nt. 

I have updated the 3 PM version that Tom placed in the Fleport folder. I also updated some 
of my earlier comments based on discussion at today's meeting. I have closed the 
document. so it should be open for editing by others. 

One more thing, Tom added a sentence stating, "RIS 2005-29 and its draft supplement do 
not discuss water relief certification requirements in the t,SME BPV Code." I just want to 
point out that I looked at the original RIS again, and them is one place where it seems to be 
suggesting that safety-related qualification was necessary. This is the following paragraph 
on page 2: "Since 1993, when this NSAL was issued, most of the affected Westinghouse plants 

have modif ied their licensing basis analyses, usually via the Title 10 of the Code of Federal 

Regulations (10 CFR) Section 50.59 process, to credit the operJ~tion of either the PORVs or the 

pressurizer safety valves without first qual ifying them as safet~l-related systems capable of relieving 

water. The licensing bases of the remaining Westinghouse plants and certa in, affected non

Westinghouse PWRs sti ll do not address the nonescalation criterion." 

Michael 

From: Scarbrough, Thomas 

Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 3:25 PM 

To: Holahan, Gary <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov>; Clark, Theresa <Theresa.Clark@nrc.gov>; Spencer, 

Michael <Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov>; West, Steven <Steven .West@nrc.gov> 

Subject: RE: DRAFT Preliminary Findings July 27 2016 - tvc MAS.docx 

Based on our discussion today, I have updated the "3 pm version" of the Draft Preliminary 
Findings and placed it in the S:/Backfit Appeal/Report folder. 

Also, I included the Beaver Valley EPU 2006 Letter and SER in the S:Backfit 
Appeal/References folder. The following is the concurrence chain: 

OFFICE LPLl -1/PM LPLl-1/LA AFPB/BC CSGB/BC CPNIB/BC EOVA/BC CVIB/BC 
NAME TColburn Slittle SWeerakody* LLund* TChan* DThatcher* MMitchell* 
DATE 7/13/06 7/13/06 06/09/05 09/08/05 08/03/05 11/1 Ei/05 12/28/05 
OFFICE EEEB/BC AADB/BC IHPB/BC(A) ACVB/BC APLA/BC ACVB/BC SBPB/BC 
NAME RJenkins* MKotzalas* SKlementowicz* RDennig* MRubin* RDennig* 0Solorio* 
DATE 01/05/06 01 /13/06 01/18/06 02/01 /06 02/28/06 03/01 /06 03/09/06 
OFFICE EEMB/BC EICB/BC REBB/BC IOLB/BC SPWB/BC SPWB/BC TechEd 
NAME KManoly* AHowe" RFranovich* NO'Keefe* JNakoski" JNakoski* HChang 
DATE 03/1 0/06 03/15/06 03/15/06 03/22/06 04/04/06 04/13/06 06/26/06 
OFFICE OGC LPLl-1 /BC DO RUD NRR/D 
NAME JMoore Rlauter CHaney JDyer 
DATE 07 /12/06 07 /17 /06 07 /18/06 7 /19/06 

Thanks. 
Tom 



From: Holahan, Gary 

Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 12:55 PM 

To: Clark, Theresa <Theresa Clark@nrc gov>; Spencer, Michael <Michael Spencer@nrc gov>; West, 

Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; Scarbrough, Thomas <Thomas Scarbrough@nrc.gov> 
Subject: RE : DRAFT Prel iminary Findings Ju ly 27 2016 - tvc MAS.docx 

Let's use the 2pm meeting to try to finalize the Preliminary Finding 

From: Clark, Theresa 

Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 12:41 PM 

To: Spencer, Michael <Mjchael.Spencer@nrc.gov>; Holahan, Gary <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov>; West, 

Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; Scarbrough, Thomas <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov> 
Subject: Re: DRAFT Preliminary Findings July 27 2016 - tvc MAS.docx 

Something to discuss if we do meet at_ :) 

On: 27 July 2016 12:02. "Spencer, Michael" <MjchneLSpencer@nrc.gov> wrote: 
Another thought. Should we address this new ASME Code argument that has surfaced in 
discussions with DE Staff? It seems like we should for completeness, and if we don't, we 
will probably get that back as a comment. 

From: Spencer, Michae l 

Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 11:11 AM 

To: Holahan, Gary <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov>; West, Steven <Steven.West@nrc.gov>; Scarbrough, 

Thomas <Thomas,Scarbrough@nrc.gov>; Clark, Theresa <Theresa,Clark@nrc.gov> 
Subject: DRAFT Preliminary Find ings Ju ly 27 2016 - tvc MAS.docx 

I made comments on top of Theresa's. 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Gary , 

West Steven 
Ho1Bhan, Gary; c1a1k, It1e,esa; scarbroLigh, Thomas; Spencer, Michael 
Re: DRAFT Preliminary Flndlngs 
Wednesday, July 27, 2016 8:50:12 AM 

As I noted in my earlier email to you, 1 concur. Very nfce job in capturing the essence of our work. 

Steve 

------ Original Message ------- -
From: "Holahan, Gary" <Gary.Holahan@nrc.gov> 
Date: Tue, July 26, 2016 6:03 PM -0500 
To: "West, Steven" <Steven.West@nrc.gov>, "Clark, Theresa" <Theresa.Clark@nrc.gov>, "Scarbrough, 
Thomas" <Thomas.Scarbrough@nrc.gov>, "Spencer, Michael" <Michael.Spencer@nrc.gov> 
Subject: DRAFT Preliminary Findings 

Steve, 
Tom, 
Michael 
Theresa, 

Please see, review 1 and comment on the attached "Preliminary Findings.'' 

Following panel agreement, we can circulate this to OEDO, NRA and OGG .. . while we 
work on a final report (and await RES input). 

I'm thinking that I should add something on the Westinghouse NSAL 93-013 .. . 

Gary 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachment.s: 

Spencer Michael 
Holahan, Gary; West Steven : Scarbrough JhQrnas; Clark Theresa 
SHORT Preiminary Findings July 28 2 30pm - MAS.docx 
Friday, July 29, 2016 10:00:08 AM 
SHORT Prelminarv Findinos Julv 28 2 30cm • MAS.docx. 

My comments are attached. 



July 28, 2016 

3 pm version 

Commcn1· IMA, I: When capitalized, this 
might ta ken as the title of the SECY. The 

/ title of the SECY Is "Single Fa I lure 
: Criterion.• 

Exelon Backfit Appeal Panel Preliminary Findings 

The compliance exception to the Backfit Rule Is intended to address failures to meet known and 

/ Comment IMA I: Adding this to tie the 
I sentence to the sin le failure criterion. 

} established Commission standards because of om ission or mistake of fact. New or modified 

interpretations of what constitutes compliance do not fall with in the exception. The Panel concludes 

that In 2001 and 2004 there was no known and established standard of the Commission relating to t he 

potential of pressurizer safety valves (SVs) to fail following water discharge during Inadvertent 

Operation of Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) events. During the Exelon power uprate review In 

2001 and the review of a later valve setpoint amendment in 2004, the staff exerci sed reasonable and 

well-informed engineering judgment when concluding that the SVs were unlikely to stick open (i.e., fail 

to resea t) . The position on valve quallflcatlon In the 2015 backfit Is a new or modified Interpretation of 

what constitutes compliance. 

In the absence of an SV failure to reseat, the concerns articulated in the backfit re la ted to event 

classification, event escalation, and compliance with 10 CFR S0.34(b) and General Design Criteria 15, 21, 

and 29 are no longer at issue. 

The pane l findings support the Exelon appea l. 

The pane l's finding relative to treatment of SV failure potential derives from the following : 

I 

'1 /1 
il 
II 

ii ,/ 
// ,. 

JI ,I 
,I 
I) 
I, 

ii 
'r 
11 
/r 
11 
11 r· 

197110 CFR Part SO Appendix A, Footnote 2/ on the single failure of a passive component in a fluid / / 

system, /I 
,I 

1977 SECY·77-439 (pQn A;!dditional P~asslve f'.fallure~ ;lillt has been judged in most instances that the jfi 
probability of most types of passive failures in flu id systems is sufficiently small that they need not be 

assumed'fJ!dltion to the Initia ting falll1r In applicat ion o(1b!..fil.tlgle Fai~ fterlon ... f .............. / 
1979 TMI Action Plan Item 11.D.l, Performance Testing of BWR and PWR Relief and Safety Valves, 

July 27, 1982, the Westinghouse Owners Group submitted WCAP-10105 that pr-eY l.'led-relied on the 

a£teptability-of..t-he-EPRI test ing program to establish the acceptability off~ SVs and power-operated 

relief valves (PORVs) in West lnghouse·deslgned PWRs. 

1988 Letter from L. N. Olshan (NRC) to H. E. Bliss (ComEd), "~NUREG-0737, Item 11 .D.l, 

Performance Testing on Relief and Sa fety Va lves for Byron Station, Units 1 and 2," and a 1990 letter 

from S. Sands (NRC) to T. Kovach (Com Ed), "NUREG-0737, Item 11.0.1, Performance Testing on Relief and 

Safety Valves for Braidwood Station , Units 1 and 2" : The NRCstaff found the licensee's reliance on EPRI 

testing of SVs to be acceptable, 



In 1993 and 1994, Westinghouse (WEC) sent Nuclea r Safety Advisory Letter NSAL-93-013 (June 30, 1993) , 
and NSAL-93-013, Supplement 1 (October 28, 19~1;. " It should_be noted that_the l icensees_ma_y)lave ____ / / 

qualified these valves in compliance to NUREG-0737, Item 11 .0 .1:ff ____ ----- ----------- --------------------- ....... ... __ 

2001 Exelon power uprate for Byron and Braidwood: a8 review of the sa fety evaluat ion and associa ted 

RAls shows that the staff was well aware of the nature of the EPRI testing being re lied on. This 

understand ing was confirmed In a conversation the panel had with the then PWR Reac tor Systems I . 
' 

Commcnc· IMAc J: Quotations are 
sometimes italicized, sometimes not. I 
am maki n2 them consistent . 

Comment fMASI: I added a blank line 
after this one. 

omment IMASI: This should be SV, 
correct? 

I / Comment IMASI: This should be SV, 
correct? 

Section Chief. 

In 2001, the NRC granted a power uprate for Shea ron Harris th at Included the operability of PORVs and I ! 
'' 

SVs during the discharge of subcooled wate r in accordance with tfle-NUREG-0737 ~ 11.D.1. i : 
ti 

i In 2004, NRC issued a license amendment for the Braidwood and Byron Stations granting an adj ustment / / 

to t he f-S'l setpoints. In an RAJ , the st aff requested that Exelon perform a quantitat ive analysis ; / ·1-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 1 
regarding SV water cycles and re lief/di scharge water temperature. In its SER, th e staff concluded that l 

I 
/ 

Comment IMASI: This is the most 
relevant statement from RS-001. The "no 
backfit'' statement is somewhat of a red 
herring because it would not have been a 
backflt to impose new standards on 
matters within the scope of a voluntary 
license amendment. the reana lysis ilt@.s acceptable tefo r assuringe that the r-sv{ will remain operable following a spurious __ j 

sa fety Injection event. I/ [ __ 0_11_111_1_e1_1t~l~M_A_S~I_: _T_o_m_'s_a_d_d_iti_o_n. __ -) 

ii In I ts SER, t he st aff concluded that the reanalysis Is acceptable to assure that the PSVs will remain 

operable following a spurious sa fety inject ion event. 

2005 RIS 2005-029: "The NRC staff's posi tion is noted in the power uprat e review standard [RS-001 

2003), as follows: =-!!f'._{b) pressurizer leve l should not be allowed to reach a pressurizer water-solid 

condit lon,!:-.:.'.'.'._However, RIS 2005-29 and its draft supplement do not discuss water re lie f certi fication 

requirements in the ASME BPV Code. Also , when RIS 2005-29 was originally issued, the staff st at ed that 

it d Id not publish the RIS in the Federal Register for comment because "this RIS is informational and 

pertains to a NRC staff posit ion that does not depart from current regulatory requirements and 

practice ." 

' ' I/ 

!/ 
I' 

' I I : 
i i 
I I 
I I , I 
i I 
I I 

urthe RS-001 stated ''Tii_e staff does not Intend to impose the criteria and/or guid_anc~.f!l 1b~ I~!~W / / 
standard on plants whose design bases do not include these crlterla and/or guidance." f n ls Intent ~e _/ , 

bac--kf4 '' was confirmed in personal discussions with the NRR manager responsible for developing and .l 
issu ing RS-001. Therefore, contrary to the RIS statement, neither the RS-001 review standard nor the 

RIS 2005-29 documented " known and est a bllshed standards of the Commission." I 
I 

In 2006, the NRC granted a power uprate fo r Beaver Va lley that referred to RIS 2005-29 and found I 
reasonable assurance th at the SVs would adequately discharge and resea t following a spurious safe ty / 

injection actuat ion with re liance on the EPRI test data. (n addftion, thepanel found general references ___ / 

to EPRI and vendor testing fo r the capabil ity of SVs and PORVs in license amendments fo r other nuclear 

power plants , 

In 2007 SRP 15.5.1 "The pressurizer sa fety valves, too, may be assumed to reseat properly after having 

relieved water,;__but only if such valves have been EjlJaiif:ier qualified for water relief ." This SR P section 

does not reference ASME BPV requirements for qualification . 



In summary: 

The NRR 2015 compliance backfit finding (October 9, 2015 letter to Exelon) is predicated on the 

following positions: 

I 

I 
I 

Co111mcn1· IM A. 1: I am proposing to 
und'erllne "fully open position" to help 
the reader (Including OGC readers) 
understand why this position is new, since 
valve qualification was discussed since the 
NUREG-0737. I had trouble with this - "water reli ef through a valve that is not qualified for water re lief wil l cause that valve to stick in / l ' sentehce until Theresa ex la ined It to me. 

Its fully open position' -···--···---··----··------·-····---·----·-·-·-·-----------} ,• 
- "the licensee ... has not applied the single-failure assumption" '.:=========================( 

,. . . . . / , omment IMA I: I am making these 
- nor have they provided ASME water qualif1catlon documentation for the PSVs ... the / / edits because the DraR RIS does not ca ll 

ASME.. .original Overpressure Protection Report ... in~ ervlce test history ... including both water •• / / for ASME certification, as we correctly 

and steam tests" / sta te on the revlous age. 

(emphases added). However, none of these positions were "known and established standards of the 

Commission" In 2001 or 2004 for determining when It was approprtate to assume a failure of SVs to 

reseat. In fact, they were not "known and established standards of the Commission" in 2005 Aor 2006 
I 
I 

nor 2007. I 

m-These positions do not appear to be "established standards of the Commission" at present, since the 11 
call for I.Jse of the single failure criterion irst a ears n Draft 2015 RIS 2005-02 Revision 1 and the call 

----------·---~----·--------·-----------------------------
fo r ASME certification en ly..fill!.appears in the Exelon compliance backfit-arnklte-GFaft--iG~-WGs-

~isief..-1. 

The panel concludes that the positions taken to support the compliance backfit finding represent new 

and different staff views on how to address potential SV failures following water discharge. Although 

they represent well-intentioned staff positions that could provide additional safety margin, they do not 

provide a basis for a compliance backfit. 

In addition to the specific finding relating to the backfit appeal, the panel believes it Is important to 

acknowledge that water discharge through an SV not specifically designed for such service Is 

undesirable and should be minimized or avoided as a matter of conservative engineering and prudent 

operations. The panel concludes this while fully aware that the event sequence being considered 

appears to be of little safety significance (the panel has requested RES analysis to confirm this belief) . 

Operator tra ining and emergency proceduires to terminate the event before pressurizer filling, as well as 

the use of power-operated relief va lves •rather than relying solely on SVs, are clearly preferred, whether 

they form the facilities' UFSAR licensing basis or not. 



From : 
To: 
Subject : 
Date: 

All , 

Holahan Gary 
Wes! Steven; Clark Theresa; Scarbrough Thomas ; Spencer. Michael 
Safety vs, Llab llty 
Thursday, July 21 , 2016 1 :21 :38 PM 

A month and a million pages later, I'm beginning to see a liability issue here more 
than a safety issue. 

- Westinghouse NSAL 93-013 (and supplement) "adopted the following criteria: 

The pressurizer shall not become water solid as a result of as Condition II transient 
within the minimum time required for the operator to identify the event and terminate 
the source of fluid Increasing th6 RCS inventory. Typically, a 10 minute operator 
action time has been assumed. '' 

In the Technical Evaluation section, the NSAL adds: 

" ... or that the PSRVs [safety valves] are capable of successfully closing following 
water relief." 

The Westinghouse Supplement to 93-013 modifies the position to : 

•· .. . the PS RVs [safety valves] must either not open or must be capable of closing 
after release of subcooled water. " 

And 

'Licensees should determine if their Pressurizer Safety Relief Valves are capable of 
closing following discharge of subcooled water. If the PSRVs were desi9ned or 
qualified to relieve subcooled water, the inadvertent EGGS Actuation at Power 
accident will not degrade into a more serious Condition Ill event, since these valves 
will close once EGGS flown has been terminated. It should be noted that the 
licensees may have qualified these valves in compliance to NUREG-0737, Item. 
11.D.1." 

So Westinghouse acknowledges the possible application of the Exelon approach (via 
reference to EPR I testing) but only as a licensee responsibility. 

However, licensees appear to have recognized that "designed to" is a Crosby 
responsibility (and liability if the valve fails) , while "capable of' and "qualified these 
valves in compliance to NUREG-0737 .. ," is a licensee responsibility (and liability if the 
valve fails) . 

The choice between an "upgrade the PORV" and "argue for 'capable of closing'" may 
be more of a commercial issue than a safety issue or a regulatory compliance issue. 




